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Introduction 
 
The Yazghulami gorge is situated between the Vanj (downriver from the Panj) and the Bartang 
(upriver from the Panj).  Nowadays Tajiks live in the Vanj, but it is well known that around 150 
years ago the Vanji language was still preserved there.  Although there are only a relatively small 
number of words attested for the Vanji language (around 30), it is nonetheless possible to use 
them in assessing its relatedness to the Yazghulami language and to the Shughni group.  
Compare, for instance, the following correspondences: 
 
Vanji Yazghulami Shughni Gloss 
zamč zamč zimc field; plot of land 
rupč rupč rupč fox 
xarban xarban  millet 
nan(ik) nān nān mother 
majn mawn mōwn apple 
kajn kawn   
kup kəp   
vudičak  wiðič(ak) sparrow 
páski páski  behind 
padavdagin ‘located 
in the lower part of 
the river or village’ 

Rush. pū̊ðīv 
‘lower part of the 
valley’ 

pōðēv 
‘below, beneath; in 
the legs’ 

 

 
In addition to their political disjointness, their geographic isolation from one another also 
hindered the connection between the Shughni groups and the Yazghulamis.  The right bank of 
the Panj River was almost impassable, such that the Yazghulamis could get to the Bartang and to 
Rushan or through the mountain passes (from Anderbag to Bartang and from Motraun to 
Rushan), or through the bypass route through the left bank of the Panj.  One would think that in 
conditions of constant political separation, any type of crossing was hardly frequent at all.   
 
Communication between the Yazghulamis and the population of the Vanj valley was carried out 
also through the mountain pass (from Jamak).  Through prolonged and robust contact this road 
was, of course, more cleared and more lively.  However, even here direct, widespread linguistic 
contact could not have taken place, just as it did not take place between the Bartangi-speaking 
populations and the Shughni-speaking populations, or between the Rushani-speaking populations 
and the Roshorvi-speaking populations.   
 



Sources for research were found primarily in materials from recent years, written using an old 
phonological transcription system.  
 
On the Shughni group:  
 

• Зарубин (1960): Шугнанские тексты и словарь;  
• Карамшоев (1963): Баджувский диалект шугнанского языка  
• Соколова (1959): Рушанские и хуфские тексты и словарь  
• Соколова (1960): Бартангские тексты и словарь  
• Писарчик (1953): Рушанские тексты 
• Карамхудоев (1963): Основные особенности переходных и непереходных глаголов 

бартангского языка 
 
 
On the Roshorvi dialect of the Bartangi language the only sources are publications by I.I. 
Zarubin: 
 

• Одна орошорская сказка. 1927. (Востогные записки, Т. 1) 
• Орошорские тексты и словарь. 1930. (Памирская экспедиция 1928, вып. IV) 

 
Although these materials were recorded phonetically, they are fully suitable for use, as Roshorvi 
phonetics is identical with that of Bartangi.  Unclear cases found in these sources were vetted by 
me on individual basis with visiting Roshorvi speakers in Dushanbe.  However, the Roshorvi 
dialect should be considered the least studied of all, and it is represented in these works in very 
limited fashion, and only its main features are shown.  Its details remain largely unclear.   
 

A lack of materials is felt even for the Sarikoli language, especially as regards its grammatical 
aspects.  Of the materials of T.N. Pakhalina gathered (by her) in Xinjiang in 1956, only two short 
reports have been published (Сарикольский диалект и его отношение к другим диалектам 
шугнано-рушанской группы1; К характеристике сарыкольского диалекта2), in addition to 
the old works of R. Shaw (On the Ghalchah languages: JASB, vol. 45, 1876).  These works give 
only the most general grammatical information.  However, the largest portion of texts from the 
collection of T.N. Pakhalina came to my disposal in the form of a manuscript.  These texts form 
the primary source on the Sarikoli language in the present work.  At a later time, I also received 
from T.N. Pakhalina a manuscript of her Sarikoli dictionary, which has allowed me to make a 
number of substantial additions to the present work.  However, in some cases there are gaps in 
the Sarikoli language, and to fill these it will be necessary to have additional data.   

For the remainder of the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group, the necessary facts are 
brought in as we go along.  These were received primarily from doctoral students N. 
Karamkhudoev (for Bartangi) and from M. Faizov (on Rushani).  Some new data were taken also 
from the abstracts of their dissertations.3   

 
1 This appears to be a conference presentation: (ХХV Междунар. конгр. востоковедов, М., 1960). 
2 From Иранский спорник, М., 1963. 
3 Н. Карамхудоев. Бартангский язык; Н. Гайзов. Рушанский язык. (abstracts taken in 1965)  



For the Yazghulami language, the primary source was materials gathered by Joy I. Edelman 
(texts, dictionary, and a detailed grammatical description), which were also given in full in a 
manuscript by the author for my use.  Of these materials, only the abstract of the dissertaion, a 
short grammatical sketch, and an article on verbs have been published.4 

As an auxiliary material, a manuscript of I.I. Zarubin’s entitled Язгулямские тексты и словарь 
was also used, where collections are presented from 35 to 50 years ago.5 

As regards comparative-historical research, two works on the Shughni language can be noted, in 
which everything that can be attained in this field after the summary of В. Гейгер (V. Geiger: 
1898-1901) is presented rather thoroughly: these are (i) is the famous work of G. Morgenstierne 
Notes on Shughni, which has made a significant contribution both in the field of the history of 
Shughni sounds, as well as in the field of the etymology of Shughni words; and (ii) the work of 
Р. Х. Додыхудоев entitled Историческая фонетика шугнанского языка (консонантизм), 
which was defended by the author in the form of a dissertation in 1963 and subsequently 
published in an abbreviated form.6  This work consists of a systematic presentation of the 
historical correspondences of Shughni consonants using the totality of all previous publications 
on the topic.   

On the Yazghulami language the only work of a comparative-historical character is Notes sur le 
Yazgoulami by Robert Gauthiot.  The parallels established in this work, as well as the sound 
correspondences and the etymologies of words were limited by extremely scant factual data 
available at that time on the Yazghulami language (a list of 160 verbs compiled by М. С. 
Андреев and a short period of data collection carried out by Gauthiot in 1914).   

All Indo-European roots are taken from the dictionary of Pokorny.  The etymology of Pamiri 
words is given as they appear and the majority are not repeated.  For ease of reference, in 
particular for finding etymologies, an index prepared by Л. Г. Герценберг has been attached.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 Д. И. Эдельман. 1) Язгулямский язык. (diss. abstract from 1964); 2) Язгулямский язык. In the collection: 
Языки народов СССР, Т. 1, М., 1966., pages 436-454.; 3) Глагольная система язгулямского языка. Иранский 
сборник. М., 1963.  
5 At the present time the following works have been published: Д. Эдельман. Язгулямский язык. М., 1966; Т. 
Пахалина. Сарикольский язык. М., 1966.  
6 Р.Х. Додыхудоев. 1) Материалы по исторической фонетике шугнанского языка. Dushanbe. 1962; 2) 
Историческая фонетика шугнанского языка (консонантизм). Diss. abstract. Leningrad. 1963.  



Modern relations between Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani 
group 

 
A general introduction to the Yazghulami language and the languages of the Shughni-Rushani 
group can be obtained from their descriptions in the collection Languages of the peoples of the 
SSSR.  In the present study, we will be examining only those features which are considered 
similarities and discrepancies between them.  
 
 
Yazghulami-Shughni similarities  
 
Among the similarities between Yazghulami and Shughni, we will consider only those features 
which are specific to these languages and set them apart from the other Pamir languages (Wakhi, 
Ishkashimi, Munji).  
 
The most clear similarities between Yazghulami and Shughni are found in the lexicon and 
grammar.  The phonetic systems similarities appear to a lesser extent.  
 
 
 
In the lexicon 
 
§1. In the list of lexical correspondences, some words of unclear origin are included, such as 
Sh./Yaz. kaš ‘warm’; rīm ‘poplar’.  If words such as these are borrowed, then their common 
borrowings are revealing.  For the Shughni-Rushani group, examples are taken from the Shughni 
language.  If the word in question is not attested in the Shughni language, then it is taken from 
another language of the group.  
 
Shughni Group Yazghulami Gloss 
ðīf ðůf eye of a needle 
sifc safč bead(s)? 
rafc (Bart.) rafc broom 
ɣirambā ɣərəmbá (a mulberry porridge) 
zōɣ zeɣ fat; lard 
nuɣulmáy (Rush.) nəɣəlmáy (wooden bowl) 
tavū̊ng taváng box; chest (Yaz. for clothes; 

Sh. for storing grain in the 
mill 

x̌ed x̌ayd stone slate 
parðū̊m porðəm wretch? 
wīz wāz load 
ɣiǰīd ɣəgůd stable; stall 
x̌ɛ̄ð x̌að summer herding for cattle 
p. 8   



x̌ōð x̌aðga yard? 
paðīnd paðan threshold 
virx̌ vorx̌ horsehair 
wū̊n wawn sheep’s wool 
rūrv rurv light (bright?) red  
ɣerv (Sar.) ɣoərféǵ kid (young goat) 
wix̌ūɣ̌ǰ x̌oig comb (ridge?) 
x̌ūvd x̌oovd milk 
wɛ̄b wāb sheaf (bundle of grain or 

straw) 
zimc zamč plot of land 
pix̌ɛ̄w-; pix̌ud- pəšaw-; pəšéd to shear sheep 
pōy; pɛ̄yd pay; payd to take care of cattle 
nay-; nid (Rush.) nay-; ned to churn butter 
šap-; šapt šap-; šapt  to wash clothes; to mix (clay) 

with water  
xɛ̄x̌-; xɛ̄x̌t xoax̌-; xoax̌t to mix batter/dough 
wix̌kamb-; wix̌kūvd x̌oamb-; x̌oovd to twirl wool? 
ɣāc ɣačag girl 
lōd; lō (Rshrv) le younger brother 
pitiš pataš cousin (m./f.) 
afaɣ̌ afaw day after tomorrow 
asīd asůð this year 
parwōs pərwés last year 
biyōr biyér yesterday 
xīr xəwůr sun7 
zimāð zəmāð land8 
žiniǰ zənaɣ snow 
zīmb zamb edge; bank 
zōrð zāwð heart 
cīw ců (tiny) hair 
pibizg papažg bladder (organ) 
θōd θed liver 
θīk θůk stutterer 
xēð xoið sweat; perspiration 
xūðm xuðm sleep 
x̌ōǰ x̌oayék fear 
cūðm cůðm wormwood 
rīm rim poplar 
wān wanég willow 
šūð xəðnág prickle; thorn 

 
7 Wakhi yir is (likely not?) from this root; Iskh. rimuzd; Munji mīra 
8 In Munji, the word for ‘land’ is of the same root, but of a different formation: zaxma (with metathesis); Ishk., 
Wakhi zamin is borrowed. 



pōw pů rotten core of a tree 
yūrx̌ yůrx̌ bear 
ðɛ̄ɣ̌ ðəwāg marten (animal) 
čāf ḱaf jackdaw (bird) 
buc boc baby (of an animal) 
cīx̌ cůx̌ bitter 
ɣ̌ēw ɣ̌iw hunt (n.) 
ɣ̌ak (Rush.) ɣ̌am full 
pizōr pəzé some 
tambā təmbárk thick; dense; tight; tightly 

crowded, packed 
tīr tůr top 
xīč xoačk small 
x̌īn šīn blue 
x̌irf x̌erθ slippery 
bawōn bawən hole; opening 
tōv tev time; instance 
bispār ðɛ̄dōw bispůr ðayáǰ to kick 
andiz-; andūyd əndaž-; əndoɣd stand up; get up 
biðēmb-; biðēmt bəðamb-; bəðovd to close (eyes) 
firāp-; firīpt fərip-; fərapt to arrive; reach 
nixarθ-; nixux̌t fərxis-; fərxax̌t Shg: to fall down; collapse; 

Yaz: to slip and fall down 
p. 9   
ɣ̌īf-; ɣ̌īft ɣ̌af-; ɣ̌aft to spray 
čɛ̄w-; čɛ̄wd ḱaw-; ḱawd to comb 
piǰēn-; piǰēnt pədgan-; pədgont to string  
riwōys-; riwɛ̄yd pərway-; pərwed to starve; go hungry 
raf-; raft bərəf-; bərəft to touch; stick; tinker 
ði-; ðōd ðay-; ðed to hit 
x̌ōfc-; x̌ōvd p(ə)xas-; pxovd to sleep 
šarð-; šuxt xůð-; xax̌t to defecate 

 
 
§2. The most significant from this list are words which are similar not only in their root, but also 
in their composition or structure, which indicates a common way of forming words in the past.  
Compare, for instance Shughni ɣi-ǰīd and Yazghulami ɣə-gůd (*gaw-kata-) ‘ ’; Sh. a-sīd; Yaz. 
asůð ‘this year’ and other similar formations shared by the two languages.   
 
A list could be filled with those roots which are present in other languages but continue either 
another word formation, or are very different phonetically.  Compare, for instance, Sh. mɛ̄st. Yz. 
māst ‘month’ with Wakhi mыy, Munji yumágå (Ishk. ma is borrowed).  Compare Sh. firɛ̄w-; 
firud, Yz. fəraw-, fərawd ‘to rinse’ with Ishk. parafur-; parafurd, Munji frakōn; frakevd; Sh. 
rū̊pc, Yz. rəpc ‘fox’ with Ishk. urwesók, Munji rūsa; Sh. x̌itɛ̄rdz, Yz. x̌ətarág ‘star’ with Ishk. 



strůk, Wakhi sətor, Munji stōrəy.9  However, these words alone are enough to form a 
representative sample of the general correspondences between Yazghulami and Shughni words.   
 
 
  
In the grammar  
 
In the conjugation of verbs  
 
§3. There are matches in both the formation and meaning of basic verb forms of both the present 
and past tenses.   
 
In the present tense:  
 

Verb “to do” 
 
 Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Yazghulami 
1sg. kinúm kinúm kinúm kanam koənín 

2sg. kiní kiní kiní (Rsv. 
kin) 

kan koənáy 

3sg. kix̌t kix̌t kix̌t kax̌t kəx̌t 
1pl. kinām kinám kinán kanán koənín 
2pl. kinēt kināt kināt kináf koənít 
3pl. kinēn kinán kinán kanín koənín 

 
The differences in verbal endings between Yazghulami and Shughni are of the same magnitude 
as those found among the languages within the Shughni-Rushani group itself.  Here, we can see a 
contamination which differed in earlier conjugations.  Yazghulami -in in the first-singular may 
continue the ending of the old conjunctive, but can be explained simply by an irregularity of the 
nasals n-m (cf. Bar. 1pl. kinan).  The final -ay, -i (2sg.) constitutes phonetic variations (compare 
Yz. & Ru. way ‘him’ with Sh. wi, Bar. wī – see §139). 
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 10––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
   
 
The meaning of the forms of the present tense are identical for Yazghulami and for Shughni: it 
indicates any action of the present or future, modulated by context.  In addition to context, the 
enclitic particle =ta (Sh.), ta//da (Yz.) also serves as a way of qualifying the meaning of a verb 
and attaches a meaning of categoricalness or authenticity of the action: Ru. az-ta vārum; Yz. az-
da varín “I will (certainly) bring”.10    

 
9 In the final example, Shughni and Yazghulami are united by the identical treatment of the cluster *st, which in 
other cases is preserved, as it is in other Pamir languages (e.g. Sh. sitan, Yz. sətan ‘post; column’). 
10 In Sarikoli the particle -ta has been lost.  In Yazghulami it has been grammaticalized a bit more in the present 
tense than in the Shughni group and, likely, can already serve as a marker of indicative mood. 



 
 
 
In the past tense: 
 
In the past tense, the Yazghulami language, like Rushani and Bartangi, preserves the distinction 
between transitive and intransitive verbs.  Intransitive verbs are all conjugated the same with the 
use of separate person markers, which match the predicative copula.    
 

Verb “to go” 
 
 Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Yazghulami 
1sg. sút-um sút-um sút-um sыt-am šód-əm 

2sg. sút-at sút-at sút-at sыt-at šód-at 

3sg. sut sut sut sыt(-i) šód 

1pl. sát-ām sát-am sát-an sыt- sыt šód-an 

2pl. sát-ēt sát-af sát-af sыt-af šód-əf 

3pl. sát-ēn sát-an sát-an (Rv. 
sát-af) 

sыt-af šód-an 

 
In transitive constructions Yazghulami fully matches Rushani: when there is an oblique subject 
present in the phrase, the verb is not conjugated (unlike Bartangi, in which transitive verbs are 
always accompanied by person markers, analogously with intransitive verbs). 
 

Verb “to eat” 
 

 Bartangi Rushani Yazghulami 
1sg. mún-um xūg mu xūg můn xůg 
2sg. tā-at xūg tā xūg tu xůg 
3sg. wī-yi xūg way xūg way xůg 

 
Yazghulami person markers for transitive verbs, on the other hand, match those of Bartangi: in 
the third-person plural, the person markers for transitive and intransitive verbs in both languages 
differ in form: 
 

 Bartangi Rushani Yazghulami Gloss 
Intr. sát-an sát-an šód-an “they went” 
Trns. xūg-af xūg-an xůg-əf “they ate” 

 
Thus, all features characterizing the Yazghulami transitive verb also appear in the languages of 
the Shughni-Rushani group.  If we use this data to reconstruct the Proto-Shughni stage, then we 
get the very type of transitive verb which is found in the modern Yazghulami language.  
 
§4. It must be stressed that the verbal system, in its general characteristics, is the same in all 
Pamir languages, and this may be one basis for arguing their genetic convergence.  Nonetheless, 
the verb systems of the other groups have significant deviations from that of the Shughni-



Yazghulami group.  The Ishkashimi language, for instance, its sharply distinguished for its 
preserving the thematic vowel in the third-person singular with the loss of the *t ending.  
Compare Ishk. kásu (“looks”) with Rush. čast (< *kasati or *kasat), and all other verbs.  The 
Munji language gives analogous results to those of Ishkashimi with respect to its verbs in 
continuing the conjugation in *aya (Munji xådi “laughs” with Rush. šānd, Yz. xant).  The Wakhi 
language differs with respect to the formation of past stems not only in having verbal nouns 
which come from Proto-Iranian stems ending in *-ta, but also those ending in *-(a)na (cf. Wakhi 
wərəč-; wərəɣ̌n “to stay” with Yz. raxs; raɣd and Rush. rays; rayd, etc.).  The Munji and Wakhi 
verb also differs with respect its special transitive suffix - əv, -ov, which does not appear in the 
other Pamir languages.   
 
Thus, the full matching of verbal forms in all their elements is found only for the Yazghulami 
language and the Shughni-Rushani group. 
 
 
 
In participles 
 
§5. Participial constructions match almost fully.  Characteristics include: 
 

1. The secondary (full) participle of the past tense from the perfect stem with the suffix -
ín (Yz.), īn (Sh, Ru, Bt), énǰ (Sr.); for instance: Yz. pəxoag-ín; Ru. poxč-īn ‘cooked; 
ripened’; Yz. nistag-ín; Ru. nosč-īn; Sr. nыlыšč-énǰ ‘seated’.11 

 
2. The participial formation from stems of the present tense with the suffix -ék (Yz.), ōč 
(Bt.); ū̊č (Ru.).  In Shughni it has been displaced by another formation with the suffix -īǰ 
(see the following point).12  This formation indicates an agentive noun, in Yazghulami 
also the participle of intention and appointment, as it has been contaminated with a 
different formation using -ag (see the following point): Yz. badék ‘about to go’; Yz. 
xorék; Ru. xorū̊č ‘eater’; Ru. navišū̊č, B. navišōč, Sh. navišīǰ ‘writer; writing (relational 
adj.)’.  This formation is widespread in compounding; for instance: Ru. garða-pazū̊č 
‘baker’; Yz. awqót-paǰék ‘cook; chef’; Ru. x̌ac-varū̊č; Yz. xex-varék ‘water carrier’; Sh. 
sōz-lū̊vīǰ ‘singer’; and so on. 

 
3. The participial formation of the present stem with the suffix -ág,13 Bt. -ōǰ, Ru. -óǰ, Sh. -
īǰ.  This indicates intention, appointment, and the instrument of an action.  It is widely 
used in all these meanings only in Bartangi.  In Yazghulami it is replaced by the 
previously discussed formation with -ék; in Rushani it has been preserved only as part of 
frozen formations; in Shughni it has taken on the meaning of the participle -ōč, which it 
has displaced. i.e. the meaning of agent noun.  Examples: Bt. xarōǰ “about to eat; wanting 
to eat”; Yz. xoarag “wanting to eat; hungry”; Bt. āz-um sawōǰ “I’m about to go / I plan to 
go”; Yz. pəxság-əm “I want to sleep”; Bt. niθōǰ ǰōy, Yz. ǰayāni niθag “place for sitting”; 

 
11 The deviation in Sarikoli is not completely clear.  It may be that -enǰ represents a contamination with relational 
adjectives (see section 11, pt. 4). 
12 In Sarikoli, all participial formations from the present stem have apparently been lost.  
13 Yazghulami -ág, rather than the expected -ůg is not fully clear.  See Note 33 in section 114 on this.   



Ru. bīx̌-xaróǰ ‘leftovers’; biš-kawóǰ “cross-beam for flaying a carcass”, paðinóǰ “chips for 
kindling”; Bt. i-čiz vandōǰ  “something used to tie things up”.   

 
4. The participial formation from the present stem with the suffix – ůn, -on (Yz.), Bt. -ōn, 
Ru. -ón, Sh. -īn.  This formation indicates a permanent feature of a person.  In Shughni it 
is almost completely lost and is seen only in a few cases, primarily in the Bajuwi dialect.  
In Yazghulami it is also not very productive.  Examples: Yz. waɣón, Bajuwi waɣīn 
‘crybaby’; Bt. nawōn, Ru. nawón “whining; crybaby”; Bt. ðaðōn, Ru. ðaðón, Bajuwi 
ðaðín ‘fighter; pugnacious’; odámi xarón ‘glutton’.  

 
 
§6.  In the other Pamir languages are apparently not very developed.  In the existing publications 
for Ishkashimi only a single participle is indicated, which ends in -i (vьrtůki ‘broken’).  There is 
also only one participle attested for the Munji language, one which ends in -gå (lūɣdigå 
‘milking; bleeding’). (Some sources are given here). 
 
 
In pronouns  
 
7. In the personal pronouns of the Shughni group, there are no possessive pronouns.  Aside from 
this, the personal pronouns match completely between the Shughni-Rushani group and 
Yazghulami.  In the plural, the personal pronouns do not distinguish case.   
 
 

Personal Pronouns 
 

 Shughni Rushani Khufi Roshorvi Sarikoli Bartangi Yazghulami 
1SG.DIR wuz az waz waz waz āz az 
1SG.OBL mu mu   mы, mыn mun, mu můn, mon 
        
2SG.DIR tu tu  tu tɛw tū tow 
2SG.OBL tu tā taw  ta, tы tā tu 
        
1PL māš māš   maš māš mox 
2PL tama tama   tamaš tamāš təmóx 

 
 
 
8. In demonstrative pronouns, the Yazghulami language preserves only two series (distal and 
medial), and even then only in the oblique case, while the Shughni group preserves three series.14  
Nonetheless, these preserved forms formally coincide fully with their corresponding forms in the 
Shughni-Rushani group.   
 

 
14 In Yazghulami, demonstrative pronouns can already be analyzed as personal pronouns, but they are still used in a 
demonstrative sense as well. 



 
Demonstrative Pronouns 

 
 Shughni Rushani Roshorvi Sarikoli Bartangi Yazghulami 
SG.DIR yu/yā 

(m/f) 
yā  yы yā u, āy15 

       
SG.OBL.M wi, di way, day wi, di wi, di wī, dī way, day 
SG.OBL.F wam, 

dam 
um, dum wam, 

dam 
dem um, dim im, dim 

       
PL.OBL wēv, dēv (w)uf, 

duf 
waf, daf wef, def uf, dif if, dif 

(DIR&OBL) 
 
 
Yazghulami has lost the case distinction in its demonstrative pronouns in the plural.  The forms it 
has retained in the plural match the oblique forms of the plural demonstrative pronouns of the 
Shughni-Rushani group.   
 
9. The other Pamir languages, although coinciding in some ways with respect to their pronouns 
and verbs, also show significant discrepancies.  Compare, for instance, Ishkashimi fak “you 
(obl.)”; Munji mof ‘you (pl)’, which both continue the usage of distinct source forms.  In Wakhi, 
personal pronouns in the plural are totally different: sak ‘we’; saišt ‘you (pl.)’, among other 
deviations.   
 
 
In function words 
 
10. Function words are generally different and do not show many similarities.  However, it is 
possible to point out some facts which are common only for the Yazghulami language and those 
of the Shughni-Rushani group.   
 
 1. Development of a new meaning for the preposition ż, š (Yz.), az, as (Sh.), which comes 
from *hača, as a marker of the direct object.  In fact, in Yazghulami it has turned into a prefixal 
marker for the accusative case of pronouns, nearly ceasing its usage in combination with nouns 
(ž-dim ‘her (acc.)’; ž-way ‘him (acc.); etc.’).  In the Shughni-Rushani group, the usage of the 
preposition az in the role of direct-object marker (generally, also with pronouns) is common in 
Bartangi and Sarikoli.  In the Roshorvi dialect of Bartangi and in Sarikoli, it has become the 
prefix a- when used in this function: Rv., Sr. a-wi, Bt. az-wī ‘him (acc)’.  In Rushani and 
Shughni, the use of az/as in front of direct objects if found relatively rarely, being lost, 
presumably, under the influence of the Tajik language.   
 

 
15 The differences in the usages of u and āy in Yazghulami are not clear.  The relationship between Yazghulami āy 
and Ru./Bt. yā is also not clear – i.e., it is not known whether they continue a single source (which could have 
undergone contamination with the feminine form or the pronoun *a, which has been lost in other languages.   



 2. The development of the common postposition tů (Yz.); tīr, ti (Sh.); ti (Ru.); tōr (Bt.); 
ter (Sr.) from the noun meant ‘top’: Yz. tůr; Sh. tīr; Ru. tor; B. tō; Sr. ter, with a wide range of 
commonalities not only in its locative meanings, but also among various abstract meanings as 
well.  Cf. Yz. ðow xůri tů-əm wāz ḱeg “I loaded (on) two donkeys”; Ru. wáy-ti-yi wēz čūg “He 
loaded (on) him”; Yz. wób-da ðəyáy sḱad š-tů ‘you(‘ll) fall from the roof!’; Ru. az dišād-ti 
tamošō kix̌t “he/she is looking from the roof”; Yz. xi pándi tů bad; Ru. xu pānd-ti tē “go on your 
way”; Yz. kəzláki tů-da ǰaráy “you’ll pay a little knife?”; Ru. ux̌tůr-ti ðāðam ‘I’ll pay for a 
camel’; Yz.  ðůs miθi tů-əm yat “I arrived in ten days”; Ru. ūvd sōl-ti maktáb tayōr kinán “they 
graduate school in seven years” (i.e. it’s a seven-year course).   
 
 
In word formation  
 
11. Word-forming nominal suffixes nearly fully match in Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani 
group.  
 
 1. The abstract-noun suffix: Yz. -áy; Ru. -áy, -í; Sh., Sr. -i; B. -ī.  Examples: Yz. 
cəgagáy; Rush. buckáy; Sh. dzuliki; Bt. dzulikī ‘childhood’ (cf. Yz. cəgág; Ru. bucík; Sh., Bt. 
dzulík “small”).  
 
 2. The suffix Yz. íǰ , Sh. ēdz, Sr. -ɛydz (in Rushani and Bartangi this suffix is not 
attested).  This suffix forms abstract nouns from qualitiative nouns (primarily, those which 
indicate color).  Examples: Yz. wůɣníǰ, Sh. tɛ̄rɛ̄dz “something black”; Yz. du zərdíǰ-u naxčír 
“that yellow thing is a mountain goat”; Sr. xы tыrɛydz-i vrax̌t “he satisfied his thirst”.  These 
nouns are most often used with auxiliary verbs and express a state: Yz. šiníǰ-da det “turning blue 
(of the sky)”; Sh. yā dāx̌t tɛ̄rēdz kix̌t “the steppe is turning black”; Sr. safc rыštɛydz kax̌t ‘the 
beads are turning red (glow/shine by the fire)’.   
 
 3. The suffix Yz. -íg; Sh. -ēǰ, ēdz; Ru., Bt. -īǰ, -īdz, Sr. -ɛyǰ, which forms nouns expressing 
assignment/appointment: Yz. ðədíǵ ‘trash which is lit on fire for smoke’ (ðod ‘smoke’); Ru. 
vidirmīǰ ‘shrubs for (making?) a broom’ (vidírm ‘broom’); Sh. kūrtayēǰ ‘cloth for clothing’; Yz. 
vəradíǵ ‘blood brother; friend”; Ru. virōdīǰ ‘blood brother; step-brother‘; Ru. pucīdz ‘stepson’; 
Sr. ɣ̌anɛydz ‘girl of marriageable age’.  This same suffix forms nouns which indicate the 
geographical belonging of a person: Yz. wax̌xarvíǵ ‘resident of Vaxxarv’; Sh. xaraɣēǰ “resident 
of Khorugh”; Bt. basīdīǰ “resident of Basid”.   
 
 
 4. The suffix Yz. -áng, -anǵ, -náng; Sh., Ru., Kh. -īnǰ, -nīnǰ; Ru. -ínǰ, nínǰ; Sr. -énǰ, -nénǰ.  
This suffix forms relational nouns, primarily from words signifying time, and more rarely place.  
Examples: Yz. asůðnáng ‘born this year’; Sr. nыrnénǰ “today’s”; Sh. biyōrnēnǰ “yesterday’s”; 
Bt. pirōnīnǰ  “before; former”.   
 
 5. Significant matches in non-productive suffixes in common words, which speak to the 
languages’ common word formation in the past.  Examples: Yz. -dég, Sh., B. -dōǰ, Ru. dū̊ǰ à 
Yz. xərəvdég; Sh. šarvidōǰ ‘mountain stream’ (cf. Ishk. xarav); Yz. ɣ̌iwdég; Sh. ɣ̌ēwdōǰ ‘hunter’.  



There is also a common word with the suffix indicating a container of something: Yz. wax̌tán; B. 
wux̌tōn ‘hayloft’.   
 
 
 
In phonetics  
 
 12. Phonetic matches are found only in the consonant system.   
 
 1. The identical reflex of the Proto-Iranian clusters *tr, *dr with affrication to c (=[ts]): 
Sh. cif-; cift; Yz. caf-; caft “to steal” – cf. Ish. tьrьf-; tьrьfd (Avestan trəfwa-); Sh. puc; Yz. poc 
‘son’ – cf. Wkh. pətr; Mnj. pūr (Av. puθra-); Sh. yōc; Yz. yec ‘fire’ – cf. Mnj. yūr  (Av. āθr-, 
ātr-); Sh. can ‘shotgun’, canič, Yz. canák ‘something for beating wool’ (Skt. druṇa-); Sh. ci-; 
cid; Yz. cay-; cad ‘to squeeze’ – cf. Ish. dьray-; dьrьd; Wkh. dыraw-; dыrət; Persian daravīdan; 
Sh. ancāv-; ancūvd; Yz. əncav-; əncůvd ‘sew’ – cf. Ish. andьrv-; andьrvd; Wkh. dыrəv-; dыrəvd 
(Skt. drāpī- ‘cloth; clothing’; Av. drafša- 'cloth; banner’).16   
 
 2. The shared development of initial *dv, the original cluster with d and the labiodental v, 
with the later insertion of an epenthetic vowel (and sometimes with the later spirantization of d to 
ð): Sh. divi, Yz. dəvůr ‘door’ – cf. Ish. var; Wkh. bar; Mnj. luvår; Sh. divēn-; divēnt; Yz. ðvan-; 
ðəvůd ‘to blow’ – cf. Wkh. bыn-; bond; Mnj. livō-n; livəy (Av. dvan-);17 Sr. dыvez; Yz. dəvuz 
‘fat’ – cf. Ishk. vьzůk.  
 
 3. The shared r in the group *rt with its full vocalization, through w or y (and with the 
later contraction of the arising cluster into a monophthong): Sh. vūd; Ru. vūg; Sr. vɛwg; Yz. vəg 
‘brought’ (*barta or br̥ta); Sh. vīd; Ru. vīg; Sr. vɛyg ‘bring’; Yz. vigág ‘brought (passive)’ 
(*barti).  Compare the past stems: Ish. mьl; Wkh. mərt; Mnj. mur- ‘died’; Ish. kůl; Wkh. kərt; 
Mnj. kər ‘did’; etc.  
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 15––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 

 
Discrepancies between Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani group 
 

In phonetics 
 

 
16 Gauthiot analyzes this feature as one which separates the two languages, drawing upon the differing reflexes of 
*tr in the word ‘three’ (Yz. cuy; Sh. aray) – that is, their differing fates in initial position.  However, the examples 
above show that this is not so.  The word ‘three’ constitutes an exception, and Shughni aray, perhaps, shall find its 
explanation in the future among other cases of what has become of Proto-Iranian *tr (see, for instance, Bt., Ru. 
arðon; Yz. θen (?) (< *atr-dãna) ‘hearth’; Sh. tɛ̄r; Ru. tér ‘black’ (Av. taθrya < tantra) and other cases which are 
unaccounted for.  
17 Ish. dьvin-; dьvind ‘blow’ is likely borrowed from Shughni (source).  



In the vowel system 
 
13. The Yazghulami vowel system is totally different from that of Shughni.  
 
 1. Although the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group also differ substantially 
amongst themselves with respect to their vowel systems, their commonalities are nonetheless 
quite easily visible.  Specifically, the vowel system of the Shughni-Rushani group is based on the 
opposition of long and short vowels.  See, for instance, the Shughni vowel system:  
 

Long: ī, ē, ɛ̄, ā, ō, ū̊, ū 
Short: a, u, i 

 
Short vowels generally correspond to one another among languages: Sh., Ru., Bt. puc ‘son’; Sh., 
Ru., Bt. sitir ‘female animal’; Sh., Ru., Bt. vaz ‘goat (f.)’; etc.  The phoneme ā also tends to 
correspond among this group: Sh., Ru., Bt. ɣāc ‘girl’; Sh., Ru., Bt. vārum ‘I bring’.   
 
The discrepancies in the vowel systems within the Shughni-Rushani group priimarily concern the 
long vowels, but the basic correspondences between them are established rather simply.  For 
instance:  
 
 

Sh. Ru. Bt. 
ī o ō 
ī ē ē 
ē ī ī 

 
 

Sh. Ru. Bt. 
 ɛ̄ ē ō 

ō ū̊ ō 
ū̊ ō ō  

(or another) 
 
The Sarikoli language is an isolated case, in which the opposition between long and short vowels 
has been lost, in some cases accompanied by a change in the quality of vowels.  For instance:  
 
 
Sh., Ru., Bt.  Sarikoli 

u ы 
ā o 
ō u 

 



However, behind these changes, which for the most part have taken place quite a bit later in the 
language’s development, Sarikoli still exhibits evidence of the vowel system common to 
Shughni-Rushani languages, and we can easily establish the fundamental correspondences in 
vowels.   
 
 2. The Yazghulami vowel system is built on another basis.  With respect to their 
qualitative relationships, vowels in Yazghulami are divided into three groups:  
   
  a. The pair a–ā, which are opposed by length. 

b. Neutral vowels i, e, o, ů, u.  With respect to its length, short a is equal to the 
vowels of this group. 
 
c. The short or reduced central vowel ə, which opposes all other vowels with its 
shortness. 

 
The opposition of the pair a–ā is a residual phenomenon.  It is limited to a single type of syllable: 
a stressed closed syllable with a single final consonant, where the distinction is still not always 
obligatory.  
 
 3. Establishing the pattern of correspondence between vowels of Yazghulami and those 
of the Shughni-Rushani languages while staying within the confines of their current, modern 
states, is in most cases not possible.  Thus, for instance, Yazghulami a can correspond to any of 
the Shughni vowels:  
 

Yz. vowel Sh. vowel Yz. ex. Sh. ex. Gloss 
a a vaz vaz goat (f.) 
  yat yat arrived 
     
a ā pay pāy sour milk 
  ḱan čān dig! 
     
a i paš pis stew (v.) 
  zamč zimc piece of land 
  x̌oad wix̌id opened 
     
a ū warǵ wūrǰ wolf 
     
a u az wuz I 
  fərxax̌t nixux̌t Yz.: slipped and fell; 

Sh.: fell; collapsed 
     
a ī ɣar žīr stone 
  vard vīrd brings 
  zard zīrd yellow 
     
a ē pəsán pisēn grinding stone 



  ðəván divēn PRS of ‘blow’ 
     
a ɛ̄ bəráz birɛ̄z drink! 
  mast mɛ̄st month 
  paxoág pɛ̄xč cook!; bake! 
     
a ō səpáft sipōft sucks 
  ɣazd žōzd runs 
     
a ū̊ vzan wizū̊n know! 
  pand pū̊nd road 

 
 
A correspondence between Yz. e with Sh. ō and Yz. o with Sh. u can be more or less clearly 
established.  Compare, for instance, Yz. vred with Sh. virōd; Yz. nabés with Sh. nabōs 
‘grandson’; Yz. poc with Sh. puc ‘son’; Yz. ðom with Sh. ðum ‘tail’; etc.  But even here 
exceptions are not rare, especially for o, which can also correspond to Shughni ū, ī, i, ē, ō, ū̊.  For 
instance: Yz. əndóɣd, Sh. andūyd ‘got up’; Yz. əncovd. Sh. ancūvd ‘sewed’; Yz. ɣoovd, Sh. 
wižīvd ‘returned’; Yz. vorx̌, Sh. virx̌ ‘horsehair’; Yz. ḱomt; Sh. čemt ‘agreed’; Yz. pəxóvd, Sh. 
x̌ōvd ‘fell asleep’; Yz. čon, Sh. cū̊nd ‘how much’.  The Yazghulami e corresponds sometimes to 
Shughni ī, i, ɛ̄.  For instance: Yz. penǰ, Sh. pīndz ‘five’; Yz. ḱebč, Sh. čib ‘spoon’; Yz. verǰ, Sh. 
vɛ̄rdz ‘mare’. 
 
 4. The Yazghulami language is also sharptly distinct from the Shughni-Rushani group 
with respect to the alternation of vowels.  Almost every Yazghulami vowel (letter) can alternate, 
in an unstressed position, with a or with ə, a fact which, of course, makes the establishment of 
vowel correspondences between Yazghulami and Shughni much harder.  For example, Yz. pašt 
‘cook; boil’, but pəšán ‘they cook/boil’; půxo  ‘he/she cooked’ but paxoag ‘cooked (adj.)’; ðayd 
‘falls’, but ðəyín ‘I fall’; ðed ‘fell’, and ðadág ‘fallen’; ðoɣd ‘daughter’, but ðəɣdár ‘daughters’; 
wint ‘saw’ but wəntag ‘seen’; etc.  Thus, it is difficult to pinpoint to what extent these 
alternations have been inherited into the modern language, and to what extent they depend upon 
modern phonetic conditions.  In a case such as caft ‘steals’ and cəfín ‘I steal’, there is much 
reason to believe that unstressed ə has transitioned to stressed a, than to believe that stressed a 
has transitioned to unstressed ə (cf. the Avestan stem trəfya- ‘steal’).  On the other hand, there 
are also doubtless cases of the later weakening of a to e in unstressed positions: Yz. zax̌tág 
‘taken’ and the full (later) participle zəx̌tagín; etc.   
  
 In the Shughni-Rushani group, where the stress in corresponding verb formations 
generally stays on the root vowel, there are no such alternations in vowels.  Compare, for 
instance, Sh. cift ‘steals’, cifum ‘I steal’; zox̌t ‘took’ (= Yz. zex̌t); zōx̌č ‘taken’ (= Yz. zax̌tág); 
zox̌čīn ‘taken (adj.)’ (= Yz. zəx̌tagín).  Only a few historical alternations are observed in the 
Shughni-Rushani group – to a significantly lesser extent than in Yazghulami – which are weak 
conditioned by old changes in vowels in unstressed positions: Sh. čīd ‘house’, čadēn//čīdēn 
‘houses’; Ru. x̌oyum ‘I read’, x̌ayidz ‘reading (n.)’; and a few others.   
 



On the other hand, in the Shughni-Rushani group it is common to find alternations among 
stressed vowels which carry grammatical meaning, something which is not found in Yazghulami.  
Thus, for instance, in certain verbs the 3rd person singular form in the Shughni-Rushani group is 
different from the other person-number forms with respect to its stem vowel.  Compare, for 
instance, Sh., Ru., Bt. vārum; Sr. vórum ‘I bring’ with Sh. vīrd, Ru. virt, Bt. vērd; Sr. vird 
‘brings’.  These stand in contrast to Yz. varín ‘I bring’ and vart ‘brings’; among other examples.   
 
 
In the consonant system 
 
14.  The most significant differences in the consonant systems of Yazghulami and the Shughni-
Rushani group are the following:  
 
 1. In the Yazghulami language there a series of labialized velar and uvular consonants 
(xo, ɣo, x̌o, qo, ko, go), which contrast with the non-labialized group (x, ɣ, x̌, q, k, g).  The Shughni-
Rushani group does not have labialized consonants at all.  Compare Yz. xoar with Sh. xār’eat!’; 
Yz. x̌oovd with Sh. x̌ūvd ‘milk’; Yz. kood with Sh. kud ‘dog’; etc.  
 
 2. The differing reflex of Proto-Iranian *č, which in Yazghulami is č (ǰ), while in Shughni 
it is c (dz).  Among other Pamir languages, the reflex of this sound is c in Ishkashimi and Wakhi, 
and č in Munji.  Compare Yz. čer; Sh. cavōr; Ish. cьfur; Wkh. cыbыr; Mnj. čifur ‘four’; Yz. paǰ; 
Sh. pīdz; Ish. pac; Wkh. pac ‘PRS of the verb ‘cook’’.  
 
 3. The differing reflex of Proto-Iranian *ǰ, which in Yazghulami, as well as in other 
Pamir languages, turns into ǰ (ž), but in the Shughni-Rushani group into z(before front vowels? – 
see § 163).  For instance: Sh. zīn-; zīd; Yz. žan-; žůd; Ish. žan-; žad; Mnj. [də-]; žiy ‘to kill; 
murder’. 
 
 4. The differing reflex of Proto-Iranian *šy, Skt. cy < PIE *ky (Av. šyava; Old Persian 
šiyava; Skt. cyava-; PIE *√kj-eu), which in Yazghulami transitions into š, but in the Shughni 
group into s: Sh. sut; Yz. šod; Ish. šьd; Munj. šəy ‘went’.   
 
 5. In the Shughni-Rushani group, *k, *x, *g transition respectively into č (with voicing, 
into ǰ), š, ž before front vowels.  For instance: Sh. čīd ‘house’ (Av. kata-); Bt. čās ‘look’ (Av. 
stem kasa-); Ru. wurǰ ‘wolf’ (Av. vəhrka-); Ru. šor ‘donkey’ (Av. xara-); Sh. žīr ‘stone’ (Av. 
gairi); etc.  In Yazghulami there is only the palatalization of *k into ḱ (ǵ), but there is absolutely 
no palatalization of *x or *g observed at all.  For instance: Yz. ḱas ‘look’; warǵ ‘wolf’; xůr 
‘donkey’; ɣār ‘stone’.  As such, the use of Yazghulami ḱ, unlike the č of the Shughni-Rushani 
group, is determined to a significant extent by modern phonetic conditions: it is not found before 
modern back vowels, even if in the past these vowels were front vowels.  In the Shughni-Rushani 
group, the modern quality of the vowel does not play any role.  Compare, for instance, Yz. ḱas 
‘look!’; but kůx̌t ‘looked’; Ru. čas- and čox̌t; compare also Yz. kud with Ru. čod ‘house’; etc.  
 
 6. In the Shughni-Rushani group Proto-Iranian *x/ɣ, in the combinations *xt, *ɣd 
sonorantized to y or w.  Compare, for instance, Ru. tuyd, Bt. tūyd, Sr. tыyd ‘left’ (*taxta, *taɣda); 
Ru., Bt. panawd; Sr. pamɛwg ‘put on clothes’ (*pati-muɣda).  In the Yazghulami language we 



get the cluster ɣd, as in other Pamir languages: Yz., Ish. tůɣd; Wkh. taɣ̌d ‘left’; Ru. rayd; Yz. 
rayd; Yz. raɣd; Wkh. wərəɣ̌d ‘stayed’ (*riɣda, *√raik-); etc. 
 
Similarly, Proto-Iranian *k/č sonorantized into y in the Shughni-Group when in front of different 
consonants as well: Ru. rays-, Bt. rays-, ris-; Sh. ris- (PRS of the verb ‘to stay’; but Yz. raxs-, 
Bt. wərəč (*riḱs-).   
 
 

In the grammar 
 
In nouns 
 
15. Nouns in Yazghulami and in Shughni converges only typologically: they generally do not 
inflect to reflect their syntactic relations between function words and particles.  The forms of 
nouns themselves, as well as function words and particles, are for the most part distinct.    
 
 1. The plural markers in these languages are distinct: Yz. -aθ; Sh., Ru., Bt. -ēn; Rv. -īf; 
Sk. -éf (Yz. pəndáθ ‘roads’; Ru. pāndēn; Rv. pōndīf).  Non-productive plural suffixes expressing 
(geneaological) terms of relation which are present in the Shughni-Rushani group (e.g. Ru., Bt. -
ērdz, -ōrǰ – pidērdz ‘fathers’; nānōrǰ ‘mothers’), are absent in Yazghulami.  Instead, Yazghulami 
has the non-productive suffix -éžg, which attaches to a relatively small, semantically 
heterogeneous group of words: nanéžg ‘mothers’, x̌oanéžg ‘cows’, zəmčéžg ‘fields’.  There is a 
match observed only for the following non-productive suffixes – Yz. -én, -gén; Sh. -yū̊n; -gū̊n; 
Ru., Bt. -yōn, -gōn – which are used with a small group of nouns signifying a geneaologically 
related or other type of community of people: Yz. pətəšén; Ru. pitišyōn ‘cousins’; Yz. amragén; 
Ru. amragōn ‘traveling companions’; Sh. rafiqyū̊n ‘comrades’; and so on.  There is also a match 
with respect to the plural form of the word for ‘brother’: Yz vradár; Sh. group viradār//virōdār.   
 
 2. In the Yazghulami language there is the attributive marker -i, which is often attached 
to the modifier: Yz. cəgági ɣačág ‘small girl’ ðódi bi ‘smell of smoke’.  The reverse order 
(ɣačági cəgág) is found only rarely and has possibly entered the Yazghulami language from 
Tajiki.  In the Shughni-Rushani group, attributive relations are shown simply by setting the two 
words next to each other: Ru. bicik ɣac ‘small girl’.   
 
 3. The almost complete loss of grammatical gender on nouns in the Yazghulami 
language, compared with the steadfastness of grammatical gender in the Shughni-Rushani group, 
can hardly be considered a distinctive feature, since in one of the Shughni-Rushani languages – 
Sarikoli – grammatical gender has also been lost.   
 
 4. Prepositions and postpositions are sharply distinct in Yazghulami and the Shughni-
Rushani languages.  The basic locative prepositions of the Shughni-Rushani group – pa, ar, tar 
– distinguishing the directions “upwards, downwards, horizontal (or neutral)’, are completely 
absent in Yazghulami.  In general, the entire set of prepositions and postpositions are for the 
most part different in Yazghulami and Shughni-Rushani.  
 
 



 
Shughni-Rushani Group 

 
Basic prepositions:  
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Meaning/connotation 

pi pa pa pa up(wards) 
ar ar ar ar down(wards) 
tar tar tar tar neutral; horizontal 
pis pas pas pas (goal; purpose; path of motion) 
as az az az from (source) 
 par par par instrument; in Srk. also purpose 

 
 
Basic postpositions:  
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Meaning/connotation 

-andīr -andí -indēr -indér inside; in Sr. also location in the 
presence of someone 

-ard -ari   (towards a place); rough location 
-and 

(Kh. -ōw) 
-an -ā -an possession 

-avēn -avēn -avān -avón purpose; cause; reason 
-ēc -ac -ac -ic instrument; tool / limit in time 

 -ri -ri -ri direction; purpose 
 
 

Yazghulami 
 
Basic prepositions:  
 

i direction toward a place 
ən; əm; dər(i) inside 

na from 
ma location on a surface; direction toward a surface 

pəša goal; aim; after/following 
 
 
Basic postpositions:  
 

-me belonging 
-be purpose; cause; reason 

-ama together; instrument; limit in time 
-ra direction; purpose 

 



 
In pronouns 
 
16. Pronouns differ primarily in the reconstruction of their entire system in the Yazghulami 
language: the transition of demonstrative pronouns into personal pronouns with the loss of 
proximal grade pronouns and with the loss of case distinctions in the plural, by analogy with 
personal pronouns.  Among the distinctions, which can be classified by features, we can only 
identify the following:  
 
 1. Personal pronouns in Yazghulami have three cases (direct, oblique, and possessive), 
while those in the Shughni-Rushani group have two cases (direct and oblique).  The Yazghulami 
possessive forms are the following: ni ‘my’, ti ‘your’.  Pronouns of the remaining persons do not 
have special possessive forms, instead taking in the nominal attributive marker when used 
attributively (móxi kůd ‘our house’; etc.).   
 
 2. The direct form of the reflexive pronouns has a distinct formation: Yz. xůd; Sh.-Ru. 
group xúbaθ; the oblique forms are Yz. xi; Sh.-Ru. group xu.  
 
 
 
In verbs 
 
17. In verbs, the following distinctions can be noted:  
 
 1. The differing formation of infinitives.  In Yazghulami the infinitive is formed from the 
present stem with the addition of the suffix -áǰ, while in the Shughni-Rushani group it continues 
the deverbal noun in *-ti or *-ta with the optional addition of the suffix -ōw.  Compare, for instance, 
Yz. xoaráǰ; Sh. xīd(ōw) ‘to eat’; Yz. əncaváǰ; Sh. ancīvd(ōw) ‘to sew’; etc.  
 
 2. The active participle form ending in -arm (waɣárm ‘crying’; ɣazárm ‘running’ ), which 
is present in Yazghulami, is not found in the Shughni-Rushani group.  
 
 3. In Yazghulami we find the verbal prefix x̌a-, which is identical in its usage with Sh. ri-, 
ra-.  Compare, for instance, Yz. x̌amay. Sh. rimay ‘order; command’; Yz. x̌awéz; Sh. riwāz ‘to fly 
up’ (on this, see Yazg. 255).   
 
 
 
In the lexicon 
 
In the lexicon the following types of discrepancies among words can be identified:  
 
§18. Iranian words, which are preserved in Yazghulami but which are lost in the Shughni-Rushani 
group: 
 



 1. Av. ðuɣdar ‘daughter’ à Ish. wůdůɣd; Wkh. ðəɣd; Mnj. lúɣda  
  Sh. rizēn  
 

 2. Skt. watsa ‘calf’ à Yz. wůs; Ish. wůsůk; Wkh. wəšk  
  Sh. šīg 
 
 3. Yz. səkoón ‘puppy’; Wkh. sыkən; Mnj. səkən   
  Sh. čux  
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 20––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
 4. Av. darəɣa- ‘late’ à Yz. ðurɣ; Ish. dьṣ̌; Wkh. ðəṣ̌  
  Sh. dēr (borrowed) 
 
 5. Av. antara- ‘another’ à Ish. əndér; Wkh. yan; Oss. ændær  
  Sh. digar; -gi (borrowed)  
 
 6. Av. zyam- ‘winter’ à Yz. zin; Oss. zimág; Pashto žəmai  
  Sh. zimistū̊n (borrowed)  
 
 7. Av. huška- ‘dry’ à Yz. wax̌k; Wk. wəsk; Mnj. wušk 
  Sh. xux̌k (borrowed)  
 
 8. Av. uskāt, usča ‘tall’ à Yz. wasḱ; Wk. wuč; Ish. uč  
  Sh. bilānd (borrowed) 
 
 9. Av. √raz à Yz. razǵ; Mnj. wúruzg 
  Sh. rōst (borrowed)  
 
 10. Skt. krīná̄ti à Yz. xarn-; xarnt ‘buy’; Ish. xьrn-; xьrnьd; Wk. xыrid-; xыrid  

(In Shughni, as in the following cases, there is not a special verb with this meaning) 
 

11. Av. grab-, gərəbya- à Yz. ɣəráfs-; ɣəróvd ‘grab; take’; Ish. ɣьrьfs-; ɣьrьvd; Mnj. ɣərv-; 
ɣərəvd 
 
12. Av. √mar; (Pers. šumar-) à Yz. pəmár- à pəmə́g ‘expect’ 
 
13. Skt. ucyati à Yz. šoxs-; šoxt; Ish. ixs-; ixt; Mnj. yuxs-; yuxt ‘learn how’  
 
14. Av. maya- à Yz. nəmáy-; nəmáyd ‘to measure (with a bucket)’ 
 
15. Skt. √gudh- à Yz. nəɣ⁰and-; nəɣ⁰ost “to clothe oneself”; Mnj. aɣud-; aɣust; Psht. 
āɣund-; aɣust 
 



 
§19. Iranian words which have been preserved in the Shughni-Rushani group, but which have been 
lost in the Yazghulami language:18 
 
 1. Av. strī à Sh. sitir ‘female (animal)’; Wkh. sыtrəy 
 
 2. Av. supti- à Sh. sīvd ‘shoulder’; Ish. sьvd  
 
 3. Av. gaona- à Sh. ɣūnǰ ‘hair’; Ish. ɣénuk; Mnj. ɣ̌unəy 
  Yz. ǰet  
 
 4. Av. gantuma- à Sh. žindám 'wheat’; Ish. ɣů́ndьm; Wkh. ɣ̌ədím; Mnj. ɣodum 
  Yz. žů(w) 
 
 5. Av. aša- (*arta) à Sh. yōwǰ ‘flour’; Ish. uluk; Mnj. yōrəy 
  Yz. vrax̌t  
 
 6. Av. haētu à Sh. yēd ‘bridge’; Ish. yatik; Mnj. yāya  
  Yz. taw 
 
 7. Av uba- à Sh. varθ ‘both’; Mnj. əvelyi  
  Yz. arðow  
 
 8. Sh. ðū̊dz-; ðūyd ‘to milk’; Ish. deš-; důɣd; Wkh. ðic-; ðəɣn; Mnj. lūž-; lūɣd 
  Yz. cəx-; coxt  
 
 9. Av. √daēs à Sh. divḗs-; divíx̌t ‘to show’; Wkh. disыv-; disovd 
  Yz. ax̌aw-; ax̌awd  
 
 10. Av. zaya- à Sh. zi-; zōd ‘to give birth’; Ish. ažiy-; ažid; Mnj. zīy-; zūy 
  Yz. biray-; bared 
 
 11. Sh. x̌ičánd-; x̌ičúx̌t ‘to cut off’; Ish. skьnd-; skьṣ̌t; Wkh. šыkəd-; šыkən- 
  
 12. Av. sūkā-; Skt. sūči- à Sh. sidz ‘needle’; Wkh. sic, sidz 
  Yz. əncavn  
 
 13. Skt. navate à Sh. nāw-; nīwd ‘to cry’; Wkh. nыw-; nowd 
  Yz. ɣəraw-; ɣərawd  
 
 14. Av. uxšan- à Sh. x̌īǰ ‘bull; ox’ 
  Yz. ɣew 
 
 
§20. Iranian roots with differing lexical meanings:  

 
18 Words which have been preserved in all languages of the Shughni-Rushani group are given. 



 
 1. Av. gav- ‘cow; bull’ à Sh. žōw ‘cow’; Yz. ɣew ‘ox; bull’ 
 

2. Av. vaēⁱti ‘willow; willow bough’; Skt. veta- ‘cane stalk; vine; stick’à Sh. wēd; Yz. 
wiðǵ ‘grapevine’  

 
3. Av. paⁱtu-šmuxta ‘wearing (adj.)’; fra-muxtay ‘to take one’s shoes off’; Skt. mucáti ‘frees 
himself/herself; breaks free’ à Sh. pinidz-; pinú̄yd ‘to put on (clothes); dress oneself’; Yz. 
nəmoxs-; nəmoxt ‘to leave; get out’; Wkh. pumыc-; pumaɣd; Ish. pьmьc-; pьmůɣd ‘to put 
on (clothes)’ 
 
4. Av. stem ǰamaya- (√gam) à Sh. naɣ̌zimb-; naɣ̌zimt ‘to accompany; escort’; Yz. ažam-; 
ažomt ‘to send’ 
 
5. *√kart- (?) à Ru. raxarθ-; raxux̌t ‘to fall down; collapse’; Yz. fərxis-; fərxax̌t ‘to slip 
and fall’; (Sh. variant is with a different prefix: nixarθ-; nixux̌t ‘to collapse’ 
 
6. Av. stem tafsa- à Sh. sitafs-; sitūvd  ‘to fry; roast (intr.)’; Yz. tafs-; tůvd ‘to heat up; 
overheat (intr.)’ 

 
Similar discrepancies in meaning have in some cases caused the usage of different roots for 
indicating a single meaning: 
 
 1. Sh. pinidz-; pinú̄yd (*√mauk); ; Yz. nəɣ⁰and-; nəɣ⁰ost (√gud) ‘to put on clothes’  
 
 2. Sh. naɣ̌ǰı́̄s-; naɣ̌ǰı́̄d (√gam); Yz. wəráxs; wəráɣd (√raik) ‘to pass’  
 
 3. Yz. ažam-; ažomt (√gam); Sh. (a)bṓz-; (a)bṓx̌t (√az) ‘to send’  
 
 
§21. Specific words of Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani group, whose etymology is for the 
most part unclear.  
 
 In the Shughni-Rushani group (examples are from Shughni): rizı́̄n ‘daughter’ (*fra-zanya); 
čōr ‘man’ (cf. Old Prs. kāra-; source); pīc ‘face’; x̌ac ‘water’; x̌ūdz ‘wind’; nɛ̄x ‘plank bed’; sū̊g 
‘legend’; šut ‘lame; limping’l bašá̄nd ‘good’; šīg ‘calf’; čux ‘puppy’; ribí-; ribú̄yd ‘to put; to lay’ 
(√raik with permutation/metathesis of the prefix? – cf. 3sg. rabı́̄zd); palṓys-; palṓyst ‘to arrange; 
organize’; etc. 
 
 In Yazghulami: wāg ‘older sister’; fārǵ ‘younger sister’; wex ‘man’; xex  (Av. xå̄) ‘water’; 
růvn ‘pain’;19 wůɣn ‘black’; x̌⁰an ‘cow’; biráy-; baréd ‘to build; to give birth’; žaw-; žod ‘to survive 
an illness’; cəx-; coxt ‘to milk’; manor ‘many; much’; etc. 
 
 

 
19 Cf. Oss. run, ryn ‘sickness’ (<*rafna – В. И. Абаев. Историческо-этимологический словарь осетинского 
языка. т. 1, under the word fyn).  



Conclusions  
 

§22. As can be seen, the similarities between the Yazghulami and Shughni-Rushani languages 
discussed here are so significant (mass matches in words, matches of systematic nature in verbs 
and in inflection, and specific matches in the consonant system), that they give us a full basis on 
which to propose a direct relationship between Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani group (by 
way of a Proto-Shughni stage).   
 
However, proving this hypothesis is possible only upon being convinced that none of the 
discrepancies between Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani group (which are also quite a few 
and which sometimes give the impression that these languages are of different sources, for example 
discrepancies with respect to their vowel systems, function words, and nominal particles, as well 
as discrepancies in their consonant systems), do not prevent the reconstruction a common proto-
language for both languages.  In order to this we must make a historical analysis of each of the 
features in which the languages diverge.  
 
In this analysis, first and foremost, we must look at the vowel system, since the modern vowel 
systems of the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group and of Yazghulami pretty much have no 
common ground.  Without being sure that they can be derived from a common source, examining 
the other discrepancies between these languages would be futile.   
 
This task requires a rather complex step-by-step examination:  
 
1. Establishing the historical correspondences of vowels in the Shughni-Rushani group and 
reconstructing, based on these correspondences, the Proto-Shughni-Rushani vowel system; 
 
2. Establishing the historical correspondences of Yazghulami vowels and reconstructing the early 
Yazghulami vowel system; 
 
3. Comparing the Proto-Shughni-Rushani vowel system with the early Yazghulami vowel system 
and, if this turns out to be possible, reconstructing the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami vowel system.  
 
Further statements will be made in accordance with these requirements. 

 
 
 

 
 

Historical analysis of Shughni-Rushani and Yazghulami 
distinctions 

 
 



Vowels 
 

 
Vowel system of the Shughni-Rushani group 
 
§23. The historical development of vowels in the Shughni-Rushani group of languages has not 
been thoroughly researched.  On the Shughni language G. Morgenstierne has written the following 
(NTS I, p. 36): “The development of Iranian vowels, particularly short vowels, remains in large 
part unclear.  It is possible that *a transitions into ī in stressed syllables. such as in the words čīd 
‘house’; ðīs ‘ten’; pı́̄dz-um ‘I cook’.  But then why do we get čá̄n-um ‘I dig’; wuz ‘I’; and other 
contradictory cases.  The vowel a becomes ī through i-umlaut: nīr ‘male’; mīð ‘waist’; zīrd 
‘yellow’; xīr ‘sun’; rizīn ‘daughter’ (fra-zanyā ?), žīr ‘stone (*gari).”  The appearance of further 
facts in the Rushani and Bartangi languages seems to complicate the picture even more.  It turns 
out that Shughni front vowels in some cases correspond to Rushani and Bartangi back vowels (cf. 
Sh. xīr, Ru. xor ‘sun’; Sh. čīd, Ru čod ‘house’; Sh. mɛ̄st, Bt. mōst ‘month’).  This requires us to 
check the validity of the hypothesis regarding the influence of the i-umlaut.  In addition, there have 
been cases of the opposite kind of correspondences observed; that is, cases in which Shughni back 
vowels correspond with front vowels in other languages.  For instance: Sh. xūrn, Srk. xern ‘crow’.  
To this we must add numerous examples of correspondences which have not been taken into 
account.  A report of this kind on the possible correspondences of Proto-Iranian *a in Shughni was 
made by R. X. Dodykhudoev, who wrote of the complexity of the historical interpretation of the 
Shughni vowel system.20 
 

Avestan a Shughni reflex Gloss 
ašta- wax̌t (a) eight 
kas- čis- (i) look 
dasa ðīs (ī) ten 

xšwaš- xōɣ̌ (ō) six 
hapta- wūvd (ū) seven 

 
 
Nonetheless, this list is not even full, and we must add four more Shughni vowels to which the 
Avestan a can correspond: 
 
 
 
 

Avestan a Shughni reflex Sh. Gloss 
bara ‘take’ vār- (ā) ‘bring’ 

√pak- ‘cook’ pɛ̄xt- (*paxta-) (ɛ̄) cooked 
rašta- – participle of 
√raz ‘to direct; aim’ 

ar-rux̌t (u)  reared up? 

 
20 Р. Х. Додыхудоев. Материалы по исторической фонетике шугнанского языка. Душанбе. 1962. 



kana- ‘dig’ čů̄nt (ū̊) digs 
 
 
Thus, of ten Shughni vowels, the only one which never appears as a reflex of *a is ē.  Regarding 
the other languages of the group, each of them individually give a no less complex picture of 
historical correspondences.  However, the existence of clear relations of vowels among the 
Shughni-Rushani languages (§13, point 1) undoubtedly testifies to the fact that there are certain 
patterns to the progression of historical changes, which simply need to be uncovered.  Indeed, as 
the following discussion will show, the changes of the vowels in the Shughni-Rushani group were 
always strictly conditioned, and the number of deviations or irregularities is very few.     
 
§24. The vowel phonemes in the modern languages of the Shughni-Rushani group are the 
following:21 
 
Shughni (and Bajuwi dialect): 
 
  Long: ī, ē, ɛ̄, ā, ō, ů̄, ū 
  Short: a, u, i 
 
 
Rushani (and Khufi dialect): 
 
  Long: ī, ē, ā, ō, ů̄, ū 
  Short: a, u, i, o (in Kh., additionally æ) 
 
 
Bartangi (and Roshorvi dialect): 
 
  Long: ī, ē, ȫ, ā, ō, ū 
  Short: a, u, i 
 
Short i and u in all three languages have a wide range of pronunciation in height: for i from [i] to 
[ɛ] (in Shughni), and for u from [u] to [o].   
 
Rushani and Khufi o and Khufi æ stand out for their long duration in comparison with the other 
short vowels.  Khufi æ is the diphthong [jæ].  
 
Bartangi ȫ is a front vowel.  
 
Sarikoli, which has lost the opposition between long and short vowels, has the following vowel 
phonemes:  
 
 
Sarikoli:  

 
21 For a more detailed characterization of these vowel systems, see ОФИЯ II. 



 
  Simple vowels: i, e, a, o u ы  
  Diphthongs: ɛy, ɛw  
 
The vowel ы is a central unrounded vowel.  There is a second central vowel ə noted in sources on 
the language, but it is difficult to call this vowel a phoneme.  Apparently, this is vowel is an 
allophone of ы or a in front of fricatives: məɣ̌ǰ ‘(has) died’; čəšč ‘barley’; rəš ‘dung; manure’; etc.  
The combinations ɛy and ɛw are considered to be diphthongs based upon the fact that their first 
element is starkly different in quality than any other vowel phoneme in the language and appears 
only in these combinations.22 
 
 
§25. Later sound developments which have not been included in the historical correspondences, 
are the following:  
 

1. The narrowing (raising) of Shughni long vowels ē, ů̄, ɛ̄, ō before nasals: ē > ī – x̌īn ‘blue’ 
< *x̌ēn (Av. axšaēna-); cf. sipḗd ‘white’ (Av. spaēta-);  

 
 2. ů̄ > ū – ɣūnǰ ‘hair (pl.)’ < *ɣů̄nǰ (Av. gaona-); cf. ɣů̄ɣ̌ ‘ear’ (Av. gaoša-). 
 
 
Both of these developments occurred relatively early, and at the present time both ē and ů̄ (of a 
different origin) are used commonly before nasals.  ɛ̄ > ē: divēn- ‘blow’ < *divɛ̄n (caus. stem) – cf. 
the causative stem firɛ̄p- ‘deliver’.  
 
Apparently, in the Bajuwi dialect ɛ̄ cannot be used before nasals even in the modern language, and 
in Shughni it is found only in contractions which have occurred very late: tōqɛ́̄m (tōqí-yum) zox̌t 
compared to Bajuwi toqı́̄m (tōqí-yum) zox̌t ‘I got the tybeteika”.   
 
ō > ů̄: ců̄nd < cōnd ‘how much’; nů̄m < nōm.  This is an active phonological process, as can be 
seen from recent borrowings: rayů̄n ‘from Tajik or Russian rayon ‘region’.  The pronunciation of 
ō before nasals is only found in the speech of educated people and only in borrowed words.   

 
 
2. The contraction of the diphthongs āw, aw, and ay in Shughni when they are before a 
consonant word-medially:  
 

āw, aw > ů̄: wů̄n ‘wool’ – cf. Ru., Bt. wāwn; sů̄d ‘goes’ – Ru., Bt. sāwd; nů̄bat from Tj. nawbat 
‘turn (in an order)’.   

 
ay > ē: rimēd ‘orders; commands’ – Ru. rimayd; mēdů̄n ‘(city) square’ from Tj. maydon; qēčí from 
Tj. qayčí ‘scissors’. 

 
22 These data represent the main Sarikoli dialect – the Tashkurgan dialect – and are represented as such in all the 
publications of T.N. Pakhalina, as well as in all the texts recorded by her which she has given to me for my usage.  
However, judging by the data, the dictionaries, which list variants of words based on dialects, in another dialect – 
that of Burungsol – the phoneme ы is the rounded vowel ů, and the diphthongs are pronounced as ay and aw.   



 
Both types of contractions are still active processes in the language; however, in the newest 
borrowings the contraction may not occur: rayků̄m ‘(USSR) district committee’; bayt from Tj. bayt 
‘line of poetry’; qů̄m//qawm ‘relative’ from Tj. qawm; tů̄fɛ̄q//tawfīq ‘assistance; aid’ from Tj. 
tawfiq.  
 
 

3. In Shughni, the shift of long ī to short i in word-final position: ti//tīr (postposition 
meaning ‘on (top of)’; -di//-dīr (comparative suffi); qati//qatīr (postposition meaning 
‘with’).  Final ē can become i in Rushani: tē//ti < tēz ‘go!’; parǰi < parǰēv ‘take!’. 
 
 
4. In Sarikoli, the contamination of the phoneme ы with i: ðыst//ðist ‘hand’; 
paðыng//paðing ‘threshold; doorstep’.  
 
 
5. In Bartangi, the lengthening of a to ā in front of w (<*š): Bt. afāw; Ru. afaw; Sh. afaɣ̌ 
‘day after tomorrow’; Bt. virāw; Ru. viraw; Sh. viraɣ̌ ‘break; shatter (intr.)’. 

 
  
Later changes in consonants are the following:  
 

6. The transition of dz to z, most often when before a consonant, but also in other cases: 
Sh., Ru., Bt. pīzd, Srk. pizd ‘cooks’ – cf. Sh. pı́̄dzum; Ru., Bt. pḗdzum; Srk. pédzam ‘I 
cook’; Sh. rů̄z, Ru. rūz; Bt. rūzn; Srk. rezn ‘window’ (< Av. raočana-); Sh. az, as; Ru. az; 
Bt. az, as; Srk. az; but Bt. adzēd//azēd; adzūd//azūd ‘from here’; Ru. zarḗdz; Bt. zarḗz 
‘partridge’; among others.  
 
 
7. In post-consonanantal position s becomes c: Sh. wižafc; Ru. wižafs-//wižafc-; Bt. 
wižafs-; Sr. wižefs- ‘to stand’; Sh. pēx̌c-; Bt., Ru. pāws-; Sr. pars- ‘ask’; among others.   
 
 
8. The contamination of the consonants v – ð and f – θ: Sh. vidı́̄rm//ðidı́̄rm; Ru. vidírm 
‘broom’; Bt. čāf//čāθ ‘jackdaw’; x̌irf//x̌irθ: Bt. x̌irθ; Sh. x̌irf ‘slick’.  
 
 
9. A tendency toward the devoicing of d after sonorants, especially in Rushani and 
Shughni: Ru. virt, Sh. vīrt ‘brings’; Ru. xirt, Sh xīrt ‘eats’; Sh., Ru. qīwt ‘calls’ – cf. Kh. 
vīrd, xīrd, qīwd; Bt. vērd, xērd, qīwd; among others.  

 
 
 
 

Historical correspondences of vowels 
 



Reflex of Proto-Iranian *a 
 
  
§26. The numerous comparisons made have shown that the basic phonetic factors which 
influenced the development of short *a were the following:  
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 25––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
 1. Stress (stressed and unstressed positions);  
 

2. Umlaut (i-umlaut and a-umlaut positions, which oppose the neutral position: i-umlaut 
is the position before a reconstructed *i or *y in the following syllable, or before a palatal 
consonant; a-umlaut is the position before *ā in the following syllable.  Neutral position 
consists of all other positions; that is, in stems which ended in a consonant or in the 
vowels -*a or *-u (which had probably already disappeared by the Proto-Iranian period); 
 
3. Features of the syllable in question (syllables closed by one consonant or open 
syllables, and closed by two consonants);  
 
4. Influence of surrounding consonants;  
 
5. Word-initial and word-final position.  

 
The influence of these factors resulted in the following fundamental types of correspondences of 
Proto-Iranian *a in the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stressed position 
 
Neutral position 
 
In neutral position we have three main variants of correspondences: (i) in syllables closed with 
one syllable; (ii) in syllables closed with two final consonants; 3) in closed syllables with two 
final consonants, and before v, r.  
 
§27. In closed syllables with one final consonant, Proto-Iranian *a corresponds to the following:  
 

Sh. ī // Ru. o // Bt. ȫ // Srk. e 



 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 

pīð poð pȫð peð pada-; pad- footprint; track 
pīs pos pȫs pes pasav- sheep 
čīd čod čȫd čed kata- house 
xīr xor xȫr xer hvar- sun 
xīx̌ xox̌ xȫx̌ xex̌ Skt. śvaśru- mother-in-law 
x̌īǰ x̌oǰ x̌ȫǰ x̌eǰ *uxšaka-; 

Av. uxšan- 
bull; ox 

xīɣ̌ xoɣ̌ xȫɣ̌ xeg xᵛarəz (išta) sweet 
ðīs ðos ðus23 ðes dasa- ten 

divi24 divó divȫr divér dvar- door 
tīr tor tȫr ter tarō-, tarə top 
zīd zod zȫd zed ǰata- killed 

naɣ̌ǰı́̄d nawžód nawžȫd naržéd Av. gata- passed 
 
 
 
In Rushani, with the loss of final r in postpositions or word-forming suffixes – i.e., in syllables 
with somewhat weakened stress, we get short i in the place of short o:  
 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 

tīr ti tȫr ter tarə pspn. ‘on; over’ 
-andīr -andí -indḗr25 -indér antar pspn. ‘inside’ 

-di -di -dȫr -der -tara cmprtv. suffix 
 
 
When in front of Iranian *š (whose reflexes are Sh. ɣ̌; Ru., Bt. w; Srk. l), in Shughni we have a 
back vowel (ū or ō) in the place of ī; in Rushani we have long ů̄ in the place of short o; and in 
Bartangi and Sarikoli ȫ and e, respectively, are preserved:  
 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 

xōɣ̌26 xů̄w xȫw xel xšvaš- six 
čūɣ̌ čů̄w čȫw čel *kaša-27 multicolored 

 
 
 

 
23 A later irregularity, possibly from influence of Rushani ðos. 
24 See §25, pt. 3. 
25 Unrounding due to influence from initial i-?  
26 Widening (lowering) due to the influence of x. 
27 Yz. ḱaw; Mnj. kaš. 



§28. In closed syllables with two final consonants, in Rushani and Bartangi we get the same 
vowels as in syllables closed with one consonant, but in Shughni and Sarikoli we get the vowels 
ū and ы, respectively: 
 

Sh. ū// Ru. o // Bt. ȫ // Srk. ы 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 

vūst vost vȫst vыst basta- connected 
čūx̌t čox̌t čȫx̌t čыx̌t *kašta-; Av. 

√kas- 
looked; 
watched 

rinú̄x̌t rinóx̌t ranȫx̌t ranыx̌t našta- forgot 
ðūst ðost ðȫst ðыst OP dasta-; 

Av. zasta- 
hand28 

čūšč čošč čȫšč čыšč *kaska-29 barley 
ricú̄st racóst – racыst *(u)s-rasta-; 

*√rad30 
fled 

pirú̄st paróst paró̈̄st – *pati-rasta; 
Skt. √rad- 

took care of; 
figured out 

– wiróx̌t wiró̈̄x̌t – Av. rašta-; 
√raz-	

built 

 
 
In Shughni, there are two cases in which we find short u instead of long ū before x̌ (cf. also Ru. 
rawux̌t): 
 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 

riwúx̌t rawúx̌t rawó̈̄x̌t rawыx̌t vašta; √vaz flew off 
arrúx̌t wiróx̌t wiró̈̄x̌t – Sh.:  

*fra-rašta; 
Ru.; Bt.  

*avi-rašta; 
Av. √raz 

Sh.: to rear 
up?; Ru., Bt. 

built 

 
 
§29. In syllables closed with two consonants, and before v and r, in all languages except Sarikoli 
the result is a high back vowel.  In Sarikoli, we get i in place of ы (Khufi here is different in that 
a short u is found in this position instead of long ū, which we find in Rushani proper): 
 

Sh. ū //Kh. ū // Ru. u // Bt. ū  // Srk. e, i, ы 

 
28 Regarding the fact that we have ð instead of z, see the explanation in EVP under the word lās.  This is also a 
possible later contamination between forms (and not a direct borrowing).  
29 Yz. kusk 
30 The root *rad is reconstructed through the following correspondences: Yz. rað-; růst; Wkh. rəð-; rən.  Cf. IIFL II: 
224, 537.  The affricate c in the middle of the world is a result of the metathesis of the prefix (see §25; pt. 7). 



 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 
sitú̄vd sitú̄vd sitúvd31 sitú̄vd – tapta- roasted (intr.) 
ancú̄vd incú̄vd incúvd incú̄vd incivd32 *drapta; 

√drap; cf. 
Av. drafša- 

sewed 

anǰú̄vd inǰú̄vd inǰúvd inǰú̄vd – *√kap; PIE 
√kap; Pers. 
časpīdan 

grabbed 

wirú̄vd wirú̄vd wirúvd wirú̄vd warívd33 *rapta; cf. 
Av. √rap 
and √ram; 
PIE rém-bh 

stood 

niðú̄vd niðú̄vd niðúvd34 niðú̄vd niðévd Av. √dap; 
ptcpl. dapta 

stuck; adhered 
(intr.) 

xūrn xūrn xurn xūrn xern *xᵛarana-35 crow 
čūrð – čurð čūrð čerð *karda;36 cf. 

Av. 
skarəna; 
PIE *kerd 

crooked; 
curved 

xūðm xūðm xuðm xūðm xыðm xᵛafna sleep 
 
 
In the final word (Sh. xūðm), ð < v (*xᵛavna; see §25, pt. 8).  With respect to the transition of *a 
into ы in Sarikoli here, it is possible that there was some influence exerted by the labial element 
of xᵛ.  In Sarikoli, we regularly get ы before v and r word-initially:   
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 
wūvd (w)ūvd (w)ūvd37 ūvd ыvd hapta- seven 
yūrx̌ yūrx̌ yurx̌ yūrx̌ yыrx̌ arša- bear 

 
 
 
A similar result is observed when *a is before *ɣ̌, which became y: 
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Avestan Gloss 

 
31 This is the pronunciation of the older generation.  In modern times this form is replaced with the feminine form of 
the past stem sitāvd. 
32 Possibly, i together with e under the influence of the infinitive stem? 
33 Possibly, i together with e under the influence of the infinitive stem? 
34 This is the pronunciation of the older generation.  In modern times this form is replaced with the feminine form of 
the past stem niðāvd. 
35 NTS I: 76. 
36 Wkh. kard. 
37 Apparently we have long ū in place of short u because it has been lengthened in word-final position. 



tūyd tūyd tuyd tūyd tыyd *taɣ̌da-; 
Av. √tak- 

left 

aɣ̌ú̄yd awú̄yd awúyd awú̄yd awы́yd √šay- (?); 
cf. Av. ā-
šay_ 

lay 

 
 
§30. Special cases of correspondences. 
    

1. In pre-uvular position in Shughni, we always get ɛ̄; in the same position in Sarikoli we 
get e.  In Rushani and Bartangi there is no effect:  
 
 

Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Older 
form 

Gloss 

pɛ̄xt poxt pȫxt pext *paxta- cooked 
kɛ̄x-; kɛ̄xt kox-; koxt kȫx-; kȫxt kex-; kext  cough 
čɛ̄xt čoxt čȫxt –  crooked; curved 
nɛ̄x nox nȫx nox *naxu- (?) plank bed at a 

house 
 
 

2. In cases where one of the consonants of a syllable (closed by two syllables) is lost, we 
have differing results, depending in part on the time period in which the consonant was 
lost, and in part on the quality of the consonant. 
 
a. Here we often find long ū in all languages // Sr. ы:  
 

Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Older form Gloss 
wūs wūs wūs wыs Skt. vaṃsa beam 
pūm pūm pūm – Av. pašna-; Skt. 

pakṣman- 
down 
(feathers) 

čūn čūn  čūn čыn Av. karəna- deaf 
šūð šūð šūð šыð *xaðn(a)-; Av. 

√xad-38 
prickle; thorn 

 
 

b. The loss of a root t in past-tense stems gives differing results: in Sarikoli we see the 
same result as in syllables closed with two consonants, and in the remaining languages 
we see the same result as in syllables closed with one consonant:  
 

Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Older form Gloss 
nax̌fı́̄d nawfód nawfȫd nalfыd *nir-atta; Av. 

√pat- 
dropped out; 
fell out 

 
38 Yz. xəðnag 



sifı́̄d sifód sifȫd – *us-patta rose; went up 
 
 

This may point toward differing time periods at which t was lost.39 
 

The Rushani and Bartangi forms can be treated as a result of *a being in a position before 
two consonants (cf. §28).   

 
 

c. The loss of r often occurs via its vocalization: r > w.  As a result of this, we get the 
diphthong of w combined with the preceding vowel, which could then combine into ū.  
Such is the path of change for r when before *t: Sh. čūd; Ru., Bt. čūg; Srk. čɛwg (Av. 
karta).  The loss of r also occurred in the word for ‘year’ (Av. sarəd), not leaving any 
trace; the correspondences here are just like those in syllables which end in one 
consonant: Sh. ası́̄d; Ru. asóð; Bt. asó̈̄ð; Srk. seð ‘this year’.   
 
 
d. It must be kept in mind that a vowel before r + consonant can continue *r̥ rather than 
*a (for example, Sh. vūd ‘brought’ cannot be derived from *barta, but rather from *br̥ta, 
Av. bərəta).  Thus, it is best to look back at the history of Iranian *a before r when 
examining *r̥.   
 
This reflex of *a before *y and *w is more appropriate to consider when examining these 
sonorants.  

 
 
In the i-umlaut position 
 
In the i-umlaut position, similar to the preceding, there are different results in different positions: 
(i) in syllables closed with one consonant and (ii) in syllables closed with two consonants.  The 
Khufi dialect is often different from Rushani proper. 
 
 
§31. In closed syllables with one final consonant, we have the following correspondences:  
 
 
 
 

Sh. ī  //  Kh. æ  //  Ru. ē  //  Bt. ē  //  Srk. e 
 

Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Older form Gloss 
žīr z̄ær žēr žēr žer Av. gaⁱri- stone 

 
39 Cf. the t which has been preserved in the verb ‘to come’ (Av. √yat): Sh. present stem yatt-; Sh., Ru. infinitive 
yat(t)ōw.  The preservation of the voiceless t points toward the recent loss of t in Bartangi and Sarikoli: Bt. present 
stem yat-; Srk. yot.  *t before t did not turn into s, unlike *d. 



wīz wæz wēz wēz wez Av. vazya- load 
nīr nær nēr nēr ner Av. naⁱrya- male 
mīð mēð40 mēð mēð – Av. maⁱðya- waist 
rizı́̄n rizǽn rizḗn razḗn razén *fra-zanyā;41 

Av. √zan- 
daughter 

θīr aθǽr aθḗr aθḗr θér *(a)θarya-;42 
Av. ātrya- 

ash 

 
 
§32. With the grammatical meaning found in inflection, this correspondence can be found in the 
following cases:  
 

1. In some present stems which continue the stem in -*(a)ya (without the lengthening of 
the root vowel) with a transitive or active sense:43 

 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Older form Gloss 
pīdz- pædz- pēdz- pēdz- pedz- *pać̌(a)ya-; 

Av. √pak- 
cook 

zīn- zæn- [zān- zān- zon-]44 *ǰan(a)ya-; 
Av. √gan- 

kill; 
murder 

parǰı́̄v- [parǰá̄v-]45 parǰí-46 parǰḗv- – *par-
ǰav(a)ya-; 
*√kap 

take away; 
remove 

ti-47 ti-48 ti-49, tē- tē- tez- *tač(a)ya-; 
Av. √tak- 

leave 

 
2. In infinitive stems with a root-final -n or -m (in many verbs the infinitive was formed 
not from the participle in -ta, but from the deverbal noun in -ti, from where the i-umlaut 
position arose)50: 

 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Older form Gloss 

 
40 This is apparently a Rushani borrowing. 
41 NTS I, 66. 
42 See EVP, 11. 
43 By the reconstructed period, the stems ending in -aya had already been contaminated with those ending in -ya, 
which often had an intransitive meaning.  For this reason, the suffix -s was often added to reflect an intransitive 
meaning. 
44 Here we have either (i) a later analogy with the universal type of stem with root ā (because there is not an 
opposing verb with an intransitive meaning) or (ii) the reflex of a double conjugation of the verb in question: with 
the stem in –(a)ya and with the stem in -a.    
45 Analogy with the voice-neutral verb of this same root: inǰāv- ‘grab’. 
46 See. §25, pt. 3. 
47 See. §25, pt. 3. 
48 See. §25, pt. 3. 
49 See. §25, pt. 3. 
50 The possibility of analyzing Shughni-Rushani infinitives in this way was noted by Morgenstierne (NTS I, 37). 



naɣ̌ǰı́̄d nawžǽd nawžḗd nawžḗd naržéd *nir-ǰata-; 
Av. √gam- 

pass 

zīd zæd zēd zēd zed Av. inf. ǰaⁱti; 
√gan- 

kill; murder 

bizı́̄d bizǽd bizēd bizēd – “” drive/hammer 
into 

 
 
3. In the feminine form of the following suffix: masc. -*aka; fem. *ači.51  The masculine 

form of this suffix, which forms agent nouns or the instrument of an action in the modern 
Shughni-Rushani languages, appears as Sh. -īǰ, Ru. -óǰ; Bt.-ó̈̄ǰ (§ 5, pt. 3); that is, it has the vowel 
correspondences of neutral position.  The feminine form gives Sh. -ı́̄dz; Kh. -ǽdz; Ru. -ēdz; Bt. -
ḗdz; Sr. -édz.  This suffix is only actively (productively?) used in Bartangi; in the rest of the 
languages of the group it appears only as part of fixed forms: 
 
 
p. 29  
 

 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
zarı́̄dz zarǽdz zarḗdz zarḗdz zarédz *zarać̌(i); 

Psht. zərka; 
Oss. zar- 
‘sing’ 

partridge 

x̌abı́̄dz x̌abǽdz x̌abḗdz x̌abḗdz – PSS x̌ēb-; 
x̌īb- ‘to 
beat’ 

twig; 
switch 

wix̌ı́̄dz wix̌ǽdz x̌ēdz wix̌ḗdz – PSS: wix̌i-; 
wix̌ay- 
‘open’ 

key 

 
 
§33. In closed syllables with two final consonants, i-umlaut is found almost exclusively in verbs 
and indicates the following for a series of verbs: (i) infinitive stem (deverbal nouns ending in *-
ti); (ii) feminine perfect stem (participle with the suffix *–(a)či; (iii) 3rd person singular present 
(with the personal ending *-ti) and sometimes present- tense stems (stems ending in *-(a)ya).   
 
It is natural that grammatical meaning brings with it all kinds of changes in historical 
correspondences due to leveling by analogy.  For this reason the role of surrounding consonants 
here is somewhat obscure in comparison with neutral position.  Thus, in Bartangi in front of all 
consonants we only get ē, and its high variant ī is never found (cf. ū for neutral position; §29).  
It’s possible that this is a result of later unification.  The Khufi dialect, which has undergone 
intense influence from both Rushani and Shughni, gives a variegated picture of the usage of the 
vowels æ, ē, and ī, sometimes i, in which a tendency is nonetheless observed in which the 

 
51 Cf. Morgenstierne’s Iranian feminines in -či (Norman Brown Volume, New Haven, 1962, 160-165) 



leveling toward ī is preferred.  Only Rushani clearly preserves the differentiation before 
narrowing consonants (giving i), and before other consonants (giving ē).  Consonants of the 
narrowing type include v, r, and n, the latter of which is not found in neutral position.  In 
Shughni and Sarikoli, analogous with the neutral position, only high variants are found 
everywhere (Sh. ī, Sr. i), excluding positions before uvulars, where Shughni gives ɛ̄ and Sarikoli 
gives e.   
 
Thus, the general type of correspondences in closed syllables with two final consonants can be 
summarized in the following schema, where vowels in parentheses indicate isolated cases of 
correspondence:  
 

Sh. ī (ɛ̄)  //  Kh. æ, ē, ī, (i)  //  Ru.  ē, i  //  Bt. ē  //  Srk. i, (e) 
 
Illustrative examples are given below:  
 
 
§34. In infinitival stems:   
 

When preceding v, n, r 
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
ancīvd incīvd incívd incēvd incívd *√drap- sew 
anǰīvd inǰīvd inǰívd inǰēvd – *√kap- grab 
niðīvd niðīvd niðívd niðēvd naðévd *√dap- stick; 

adhere (tr.) 
wirīvd wirívd wirívd wirēvd warívd *√ra(m)b- stand up 
rīvd rīvd rivd rēvd rivd *√rab-; PIE 

*lab- 
suck 

šīnt šīnt šint šēnt šind *√xand- laugh 
čīnt čint čint [čant]52 – Av. √kan- dig 
wīrvd wirvd wirvd wērvd wirvd *√varb- with 

metathesis of 
PIE *bher-v53 

boil (intr.) 

 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 30––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 

When preceding other consonants 
 

Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
wīft wīft wēft wēft wift √waf weave 

 
52 New (back) formation from the present-tense stem 
53 NTS I: 74. 



x̌ičīft x̌ičīft x̌ičēft x̌ičēft čift √(s)kaf-; 
cf. Prs. 
kafīdan 

pop; burst 
(intr.) 

sipīft sipæft sipēft sipēft sipift – suck54 
firīpt firæpt firēpt firēpt fiript Av. √ap- arrive; 

reach 
čīx̌t čīx̌t čēx̌t čēx̌t čix̌t Av. √kas- look; 

watch 
rinīx̌t rinēx̌t rinēx̌t ranēx̌t ranix̌t Av. √nas- forget 
vīst vēst vēst vēst vist Av. √band connect 

pirīst parēst parēst parēst parist *√rad-; 
Skt. rad- 

break; 
burst; tear 

(intr.) 
pɛ̄xt pæxt pēxt pēxt pext Av. √pak- cook 

(tr./intr.) 
 

 
In Shughni, in the same verbs where we get short u in neutral position (§28), we get a 
corresponding short i:  
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Gloss 
riwix̌t rawix̌t rawix̌t rawēx̌t rawix̌t fly off 
arrix̌t wirēx̌t wirēx̌t wirēx̌t – Sh. 'rise'; Ru., 

Bt. 'build' 
 
The very same deviation that we see in the verb rawix̌t for Shughni, as can be seen, is also found 
in Rushani (along with the Khufi dialect).  It is possible that this is the result of an earlier 
analogy with forms from roots ending in -rt, -rd of the following types: past tense stem raхúx̌t; 
infinitive raхíx̌t ‘fall in; collapse’ (from the root √kart-; see §88 for more on this).   
 
With the loss of the root -i we also have results which are analogous to neutral positions (§30, 
pts. 2, 6).  The correspondences which arise here can be analyzed for Sarikoli only as a result of 
the change of *a before two consonants, and for the remaining languages two analyses are 
possible:  
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi  Sarikoli Gloss 
nax̌fīd nawfīd nawfēd nawfēd nalfid drop out; fall 

out 
sifīd sifæd sifēd sifēd – rise; go up 

 
The transformation of root r in the infinitive is also analogous to its transformation in past stems 
(§30, pt. 2c); but it went through sonorantization with y.  In Sarikoli we have the diphthong ɛy, 
and in the remaining languages it becomes long ī (Bt. ē): Sh. čīd; Bt. čēg; Srk. c̄ɛyg ‘do’ 
(<*karti), among other stems with r.   

 
54 Cf. Yz. spaj; Ish. spoj.  Establishing the relation here of Wakhi šap is hindered by Mnj. š in šuv.   



 
  
§35. In perfect stems in feminine gender.  Perfect stems in the feminine gender (found only for 
intransitive verbs) are formed from the participle together with the suffix *-*či > c, dz (in the 
masculine gender with the suffix *ka > č, ǰ).  For example: paxt(a)či > Ru. pēxc, where *t 
subsequently assimilated to the affricate c (masculine *paxt(a)ka > Ru. poxč)55.  In Sarikoli, 
where grammatical gender has been lost, there are no perfect stems in the feminine gender.  For 
the rest of the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group we have the following basic type of 
correspondences (for the Khufi dialect, unlike the infinitival stems, there are generally no 
irregularities):  
 

Sh. ī  //  Ru., Kh.  ē  //  Bt. ē     
 

Shughni Khufi/Rushani Bartangi Origin Gloss 
naɣ̌ǰīc nawžēc nawžēc √gam- (she) passed 
nax̌fīc nawfēc nawfēc √pat- (she) fell out; 

dropped out 
sifīc sifēc sifēc √pat- (she) rose; went up 

pirīsc parēsc parēsc √rad-; Skt rad- (she) broke / burst 
ricīst racēst – *√rad- (she) fled; ran off 

 
 
When before v, we regularly get short i for Rushani, and when before x, we regularly get ɛ̄ in 
Shughni:  
 
Shughni Khufi/Rushani Bartangi Origin Gloss 
wirīvdz wirívdz wirēvdz √rab- (she) stood up 
pɛ̄xc pēxc pēxc √pak- (she) cooked 

 
 
 
§36. In 3rd person singular verb forms in the present tense.  
  
 1. Here we are looking at verbs which have long ā in their stem and which have the front 
vowel ī in their third-person singular present stem.  This has come about via the influence of the 
old third-person-singular personal ending *-ti (of the type *barati > *var(a)ti > Sh. vīrt ‘brings’, 
where the present stem in question, vār-, is used in the other person-number combinations.  This 
type of irregularity is noted almost exclusively before r, v, and n, giving the following type of 
regular correspondences (cf. §34): 
 

Sh. ī  //  Ru., Kh.  ī, i  //  Bt. ē  // Srk. i 
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
xīrt xīrd xirt xērd xird √xᵛar- eats 

 
55 Perfect stems in the masculine gender therefore have the vowel reflexes as in the past stems.   



vīrt vīrd virt vērt vird √bar- brings 
zidīrt zidīrt zidírt zidērt zidírd √tar- sweeps 
nix̌pīrt – – nix̌pērd nax̌pízd56 √spar- steps on 
sifīnt sifīnt sifint sifēnt – √pat- (?); 

cf. Skt. 
phan- 

rises; goes up 

anǰīvd inǰīvd inǰívd inǰēvd – √kap- grabs 
ancīvd incīvd incívd incēvd incívd √drap sews 
ðīd ðīt ðiðt ðēt ðit √da57 gives 

 
 
However, umlaut is not observed for all verbs.  The palatalizing effect of the personal ending -ti, 
being somewhat distanced from the vowel acted upon (*bar-a-ti) gave perhaps less of an effect 
than the infinitival suffix -*ti, which was added directly to the root (*bar-ti).  Thus, umlaut was 
carried out only in verbs with stems ending in a (palatalizeable?) consonant.  (Palatalizeable?) 
consonants in ancient languages, besides *k, and *g, were *r, *t(θ), *d(ð), giving in some 
languages common examples of a transition into y and l, and, apparently to a lesser extent, p, b, 
and n.58  When these consonants were present, (the entire end of the verbal form?) became 
palatalized, which also created the conditions for the realization of umlaut: baratⁱi ? Sh.-Ru. 
*varⁱ(i)-tⁱi > vīrd, but *vazati > Sh.-Ru. *waz(a)tⁱ > wāzd ‘swims’.  In fact, umlaut for the third-
person singular is attested only before these consonants.  In stems that end in -r, it is observed 
without any exceptions.  Simplex stems ending in -t, -d, besides ðāð, are not attested,59 but stems 
ending in -v (< *p, *b) and -n vary (see cases with out umlaut in §45).  
 
 
p. 32 
 
 
Another phonetic factor which could hamper the realization of umlaut was the presence of two 
stem-final consonants, which effectively increased the distance over which *tⁱi would have to 
give an effect.  Thus, in cases like *warv(a)tⁱi (> wārvd ‘boils’), the palatalizing effect was not 
very strong.  
 
As for the lack of umlaut in the remaining person-number combinations for the reconstructed 
conjugations and primary endings, this is completely natural, as there were no positions of i-
umlaut in any of the remaining persons/numbers.  On the contrary, the position of ā-umlaut was 
created, since the thematic vowel (or, more precisely, the vowel ending) -*a-, *ā was not 
reduced here and was steadfastly preserved (*barāmi > vá̄ram > later vārum ‘I bring’).  The lack 
of palatizeable consonants in the endings (-ā-mi, a-hi, ā-mahi, a-nti)60, for its part, caused the 

 
56 Contamination with the verb nax̌tīzd ‘goes’ (?). 
57 Present-tense stem ðāð-; Av. stem dad-. 
58 The palatalization of r, t, θ, d, ð, p, b, and n is well recorded in Avestan (cf. maⁱðya, naⁱrya, baraⁱti, but barāmi, 
etc.).  For p, b, n it is less regular (see NTS XII: 55-56). 
59 The a in √yat (modern stem yad ‘come’) has a special provenance as a component of the combination ya.   
60 In this position it is possible that there was only a small degree of palatalization for -n-; cf. Av. barənti ‘they 
bring’ and not barəⁱnti. 



quick loss of final -i in the endings, which early on turned into a vague overtone without the 
support of preceding palatalized articulation (*-āmi > -*am⁹ > -am). 
 
2. The exact same type of correspondences is given in the 3rd singular by umlauting stems ending 
in *-aya, except that these entail an i-umlaut in all person-number combinations: 
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Gloss 
pīzd pīzd pizd pēzd pizd cooks 
zīnt zīnt zint zēnt zint kills 
tīzd tīzd tizd tēzd tizd goes 
parǰīvd parǰīvd parǰivd parǰēvd – takes away 

  
Here, besides the already listed narrowing (i.e. vowel raising) consonants v, n, r, and ð, we can 
also add z (dz) < *ć̌ (but not original z).  This further demonstrates that palatalizeable consonants 
are to be added to the list of narrowing consonants which exert influnence on the reflex of *a 
before two consonants.   
 
 
§37. In present stems ending in -*(a)ya.  Here we are looking almost exclusively at intransitive 
verbs, the stems of which take an additional marker of transitivity -s.  As such, in all attested 
examples we have only roots ending in -*d (> Sh. ð) and -*t (> Sh. d).  The combination of these 
consonants with the following -s results in θ.  So, as a result, we end up with the position of *a 
before one consonant, and not before two consonants (ham-pad-s-(a)-ya > Ru. imbēθ ‘to fall in; 
collapse').  However, the type of correspondences in these cases, which are characteristic for 
positions in which *a precedes two consonants, demonstrates that the umlaut took place here 
before the combining of the consonants into θ.  The correspondences here are analogous to the 
correspondences in infinitive stems: in Rushani i regularly appears before n, but irregularities are 
common for the Khufi dialect:  
 

Sh. ī  //  Kh.  ē, ī, i  // Ru. ē, i   //  Bt. ē  // Srk. i 
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
vīnd vind vind vēnd vind √band-; Av. 

bandaya- 
connect 

pidvīnd – padvind padvēnd – √band mend 
pidvīθ – padvēθ padvēθ – “” stem: *pat-

vand-sya 
merge 

nax̌fīθ nawfīθ nawfēθ nawfēθ – √pat- drop out; 
fall out 

pirīθ parīθ parēθ parēθ – √rad- burst; tear 
ricīθ racēθ- racēθ- – raceθ- √rad- run away; 

flee 



ambīθ- – imbēθ- – ыmbis-
61 

√pad-; Av. 
paⁱðya- 

collapse 

sixīθ – sixēθ – – *√xad- (?) come off 
 
 
§38.  Very few ancient Iranian nouns or adjectives ending in two consonants are attested.  And 
for this reason there are only a few examples of the i-umlaut position in nouns or adjectives:  
 
Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
zīrd zīrd zīrd zīrd zird Av. zaⁱrita- yellow 
pīndz pīndz pīndz pīndz pindz Av. panča- five 
zīmb – zimb zēmb – Skt. 

ǰambhya- 
'incisor teeth' 

edge; bank 

vīɣ̌dz – vāwz62 vēwz – Av. barəziš- headboard 
 
Here, only in the final examples do we have correspondences which match those of verbs.  In the 
first two examples we get ī everywhere, which is almost never found in Rushani or Bartangi in 
verbs.  It is possible that this is a later leveling by analogy with widely used words in Shughni.   
 
It is notweorthy that in the word 'five’, the position of the umlaut guaranteed *č, the articulation 
of which was palatal (ć̌).   
 
 
 
In the a-umlaut position 
 
§39.  The a-umlaut almost always has a grammatical meaning, and can signal the following: (i) 
nouns and deverbal nominal formations in the feminine gender with stems ending in -*ā; (ii) 
present-tense verbal stems which continue a conjugation in -a- (-ā-).  
 
The reflex of *a in all a-umlaut positions in all languages and all phonetic conditions is 
fundamentally the same:  
 

Sh., Ru., Bt. ā  //  Sr. o  
 

Only in Shughni in closed syllables with two final consonants does the narrowing of ā to ō take 
place (excluding positions before uvulars, where ā is preserved).  
 
 

1) In nouns on deverbal nominal formations in the feminine gender.63  

 
61 Later contamination with the past stem (ыmbыst).  The causative form ыmbaθon ‘bring down; cause to collapse’ 
points to the presence of θ in the present stem. 
62 Probably due to the later leveling to aw.  There are seemingly no examples of short i before w in Rushani.  
63 Since Sarikoli has lost all grammatical gender, it is not addressed in this section, except for in §41. 



 
§40.  In nouns which inflect for gender, the feminine gender has ā-umlaut vocalization, while 
masculine gender has the vocalization of neutral position:  
 
Feminine    Masculine 
 
Ru., Bt. šār   Ru. šor ; Bt. šȫr ‘donkey’ 
Sh., Ru., Bt. xāɣ̌   Sh. xīɣ̌ ; Ru. xoɣ̌ ; Bt. xȫɣ̌ ‘sweet’ 
Sh., Ru., Bt. cāx̌   Sh. cīx̌ ; Ru. cox̌ ; Bt. cȫx̌ ‘bitter’  
Sh. xidār   Sh. xidīr ‘older’, where -dīr is the comparative suffix 
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Sh., Ru., Bt. katagāl  Sh. katagīl; Ru. katagol; Bt. katagȫl ‘big-headed person’ 
Sh. čāɣ̌, Ru., Bt. čāw  Sh. čūɣ̌; Ru. čūɣ̌; Ru. čů̄w; Bt. čȫw ‘multicolored’ 
Sh., Ru. šipāk   Ru. šipīk; Ru. šipok ‘flat' 
Sh., Ru., Bt. čāxt  Sh. čɛ̄xt; Ru. čoxt; Bt. čȫxt 'stooped; bent’ 
Sh., Ru., Bt. xanāx̌64  Sh. xanɛ̄x̌; Ru. xanox̌; Bt. xanȫx̌ ‘goose?’ 
 
 
In Shughni, in closed syllables with two final consonants (but not before uvulars), we get ō:  
 
Sh. rōšt, Ru., Bt. rāšt; Sk. rošt65 Sh. rūšt; Ru. rošt; Bt. rȫšt; Sk. rыšt ‘red 
Sh. vōɣ̌dz66    Sh. vūɣ̌dz ‘long’ 
 
 
§41.  Nouns in the feminine gender with ā-vocalization, of course, can all be derived from the 
old stem in the feminine gender, which ended in *-ā: Sh. nān ‘mother’; Ru. nān ‘old woman; 
grandmother’; Sh., Ru., Bt. ɣāc; Sr. ɣoc ‘girl’; Sh. ɣ̌āǰ; Ru. ɣ̌āž; Sr. ɣ̌og 'jackdaw'; Sh., Ru. biðān; 
Sr. biðon ‘saddle’; Sh., Ru., Bt. x̌āš ‘beans’; Ru. fārd, Kh. fārð ‘infertile (of a woman)’.   
 
The gender distinction in the Shughni-Rushani group generally falls along the lines of collective 
vs. non-collective nouns.  Thus, nouns with a collective meaning, even if they are not associated 
in the modern languages with the biological feminine gender, can nonetheless continue the old 
feminine form, and can also be derived from the plural form or to different instances of the reflex 
of final -ā (for instance, from the suffix -ah).  Such examples we can find in words like Sh., Ru., 
Bt. šāf ‘saliva’ (<*kafā); Sh., Ru., Bt. x̌āk; Sr. x̌ok ‘frost’ (<*sra(s)kā).  In the plural, Sh., Ru., 
Bt. viradār ‘brothers’, we have the contiunation of the old plural form in the nominative case 
*brātarā (<*brātarah).   
 

 
64 Metathesis from xǎnāx; cf. Yz. xǎnax. 
65 This is a rare instance of the preservation of gender in Sarikoli. 
66 In Rushani and Bartangi wūz is a later contraction from vāwz (Av. barəz-). 



 
§42.  In deverbal adjectives in the feminine gender the old middle participle in *-ana (masc.) 
and *anā (feminine) is continued.  Accordingly, the feminine suffix has ā (-ān) vocalization, and 
the masculine suffix has vocalization of neutral position (Sh. -īn; Ru. -on; Bt. -ȫn).  In Shughni 
these forms have been practically lost and are found only rarely; in Sarikoli they are not attested 
at all; in Rushani and Bartangi they are fairly widely used.  
 
Feminine    Masculine  
Sh., Ru., Bt. ðaðān   Sh. ðaðīn, Ru. ðaðon ; Bt. ðaðȫn 'pugnacious' 
Sh., Ru., Bt. naɣ̌ān   Sh.  naɣ̌īn, Ru. naɣ̌on 'one who loves to travel’  
Sh., Ru., Bt. waɣān   Sh. waɣīn; Ru. waɣon; Bt. waɣȫn ‘loud; clamorous’ 
Ru., Bt. nawān   Ru. nawon; Bt. nawȫn 'whining' 
Ru., Bt. xarān    Ru. xaron; Bt. xarȫn 'gluttonous’ 
Ru., Bt. x̌afsān    Ru. x̌afson; Bt. ax̌afsȫn 'sleepy’ 
 
 
§43.  In past-tense stems in feminine, which continue old participles ending in -tā (masc. -ta), 
we also get the ā-umlaut vocalization in the feminine, and neutral vocalization in the masculine.   
 
Feminine    Masculine  
 
Sh., naɣ̌ǰād; Ru., Bt. nawžād  Sh. naɣ̌ǰīd; Ru. nawžod; Bt. nawžȫd ‘pass’ 
Sh., nax̌fād; Ru., Bt. nawfād  Sh. nax̌fīd; Ru. nawfod; Bt. nawfȫd ‘fall out’ 
Sh., Ru., Bt. sifād   Sh. sifīd; Ru. sifod; Bt. sifȫd ‘rise’ 
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In closed syllables with two final consonants, in Shughni, as in other cases, we get ō:  
 
Feminine    Masculine  
 
Sh. wirōvd, Ru., Bt. wirāvd  Sh. wirūvd; Ru. wirúvd; Bt. wirūvd ‘stood’  
Sh. sitōvd; Ru., Bt. sitāvd  Sh. sitūvd; Ru. sitúvd; Bt. sitūvd 'fried (intr.)’ 
Sh. niðōvd; Ru., Bt. niðāvd  Sh. niðūvd; Ru. niðuvd; Bt. niðūvd ‘stuck (intr.)’  
Sh. tōyd; Ru. tāyd67   Sh. tūyd; Ru tuyd; Bt. tūyd ‘left’ 
Sh. parōst; Ru., Bt. parāst  Sh. parūst; Ru. parost; Bt. parȫst ‘tore; burst’  
Sh. ricōst; Ru. racāst   Sh. ricūst; Ru. racost ‘ran off; fled’  
   Before Uvulars 
Sh. pāxt; Ru., Bt. pāxt   Sh. pɛ̄xt; Ru. poxt; Bt. pȫxt ‘cooked’ 
 
 

 
67 In this verb, and also in the two following ones, we get ō in the Khufi dialect: tōyd, parōst, racōst.  These are 
likely borrowings from Shughni.   



§44.  In past-tense stems and perfect stems in the plural.   
 
Plural forms of perfect stems (in the past tense), just like perfect stems with feminine forms, are 
found only for intransitive verbs.  The plural stems of the past tense go back to the nominative 
plural participles with the ending -*ā, and therefore their forms in the modern languages fully 
match those of the feminine gender (Sh. tōyd-ām; Ru. tāyd-am ‘we left’; etc.).68   
 
Perfect stems in the plural differ from past stems only with respect to their final consonant.  
These stems go back to the plural form of participles, which took the suffix -*kā (e.g. 
paxt(a)kā > pāxč).  Since perfect stems in the feminine gender were formed with the suffix *-či, 
in perfect stems all three possible vocalizations are present (a-umlaut in the plural; i-umlaut in 
the feminine; and neutral vocalization in the masculine).   
 
 
Plural Feminine Masculine Gloss 
Sh. parōšč ; Ru., Bt. 
parāšč 

Sh. parīsc ; Ru., Bt. 
parēsc 

Sh. parūsč; Ru. 
parošč, Bt. parȫšč 

come apart? 

Before v 
Sh. wirōvǰ; Ru., Bt. 
wirāvǰ 

Sh. wirīvdz; Ru. 
wirivdz; Bt. wirēvdz  

Sh. wirūvǰ; Ru. 
wiruvǰ; Bt. wirūvǰ 

stand up 

Before uvulars 
Ru. pāxč; Ru., Bt. 
pāxč 

Sh. pɛ̄xc; Ru., Bt. 
pēxc 

Sh .pɛ̄xt; Ru. poxt; 
Bt. pȫxt 

cook 

 
 
In Shughni in perfect stems in the plural, the  there is no raising of ā to ō. 
 
 
Plural Feminine Masculine Gloss 
Sh. naɣ̌ǰāðǰ; Ru., Bt. 
nawžāǰ 

Sh. naɣ̌īc ; Ru., Bt. 
nawžēc 

naɣ̌ǰīǰ ; Ru. nawžoǰ ; 
Bt. nawžȫǰ 

pass (< ptrcpl *gata) 

Sh. nax̌fāðǰ ; Ru., Bt. 
nawfāǰ 

Sh. nax̌fīc ; Ru., Bt. 
nawfēc  

Sh. nax̌fīǰ ; Ru. 
nawfoǰ ; Bt. nawfȫǰ 

fall out (< prtcpl. 
*pat(t)a) 

Sh. sifāðǰ; Ru, Bt. 
sifāǰ 

Sh. sifīc; Ru. sifēc Sh. sifīǰ; Ru. sifoǰ; Bt. 
sifȫǰ 

rise; go up 

 
This may indicate the relatively late loss of *-a- before the suffix (*naɣ̌ǰāð(a)ǰ).   
 
 
2) In present-tense verb stems.  
 
§45.  The common root vowel ā // Sr. o from *a in present-tense stems implies a conjugation 
with -a, which has displaced, in the majority of cases, the conjugation ending in –(a)ya and has 

 
68 See Gr.: 314. 



given modern verbal endings with the vowel -a- (§3, pt. 1).69  This a is a continuation of both 
long *ā (in the endings -āmi, -*āmahi with possible contamination with the -ā- of the 
conjunctive for the remaining persons), as well as short *a.  Both of these vowels in unstressed 
morphemes have given one and the same result: neutral short, but not reduced a (see §61).   
 

Stems with ā-vocalization  
 

Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Gloss 
vār- vār- vār- 

 
 vor- bring 

xār- xār- xār- xor- eat 
tār- tār- tār- – clean up; clean out 

zidār- zidār- zidār- zыdor- sweep 
rāv- rāv rāv- rov suck 

anǰāv- inǰāv- inǰāv- – grab 
ancāv- incāv- incāv- inciv-70 sew 
ðāð- ðāð- ðāð- ðoð- give 
sifān- sifan- sifān- – rise 
čān- čān- čān- čon- dig 
šānd- šānd- šānd- šond- laugh 
wāz- wāz- wāz- – swim 

riwāz- rawāz- rawāz- rawoz- fly up 
tāž- tāž- tāž- tož- pull71 
wāf- wāf- wāf- wof- weave 
x̌ičāf- x̌ičāf- x̌ičāf- čof- crack (intr.) 
sipāf- sipāf- sipāf- – suck 

wirāfs- wirāfs- wirāfs- warofs- stand up 
wārv- warv-72 wārv- worv- boil 
firāp- firāp- firāp- fыrops- arrive; reach 

 
 
In Shughni, in closed syllables with two final consonants – i.e. third-person singular forms – as 
elsewhere, we get ō (excluding verbs with i-umlaut, listed in §36): Sh. rōvd; Ru., Bt. rāvd; Sr. 
rovd ‘sucks’; Sh. riwōzd; Ru., Bt. rawāzd; Sr. rawozd ‘fly up’; Sh. x̌ičōft; Ru., Bt. x̌ičāft; Sr. čoft 
‘cracks’; Sh. firōpt; Ru., Bt. firāpt; Sr. firopst ‘arrives; reaches’; Sh. šů̄nt73; Ru., Bt. šānt; Sr. 
šond ‘laughs’; among others.  

 
69 The conjugation in –(a)ya is reflected in the Shughni and Sarikoli endings of the second- and third-person plural 
(Sh. -ēt, -ēn; Sr. -it, -in), and also in the Shughni and Rushani second-person singular ending (-i).  The conjugation 
in -a- has given a zero-ending in the second-person singular in Bartangi and Sarikoli.   
70 As a result of the leveling of the paradigm by analogy with the third-person (incivd) and the stems of the infinitive 
and the past tense (incivd).   
71 The root is not clear, but it may be PIE *tengh-; Av. θanǰ; for the remaining verbs the root has been indicated in 
the preceding paragraphs.   
72 This is likely the result of a later contraction (with the conservation of ā in the third-singular (wārvd) or in other 
forms (sifād is the feminine past stem)). 
73 See §25, pt. 1, which says that ō raises to ů̄ before nasals. 



 
§46.  Some verbs whose root vowel can be traced back to *a, have short a in the place of long ā.  
These verbs are the following: Sh., Ru., Bt. niðafs-; Sr. niðefs- ‘stick’ (√dap-); Sh., Ru., Bt. 
ziban-; Sk. zыban- ‘jump’ (√pat(?)74, cf. sifān- ‘rise’); Sh., Ru., Bt. sitafs- ‘fry (intr.)’ < √tap-; 
Sh. anǰafs- (√kap) ‘undertake; start’ (cf. anǰāv- ‘grab’).  It is noteworthy that Sarikoli, in the 
attested cases of these words (which, unfortunately, are only two), does not have o, but rather e 
or a.  This same correspondence is observed in Sarikoli for other stems with short a, which go 
back to different sources, for instance to r̥ or to the null grade of other sonorants.  Thus, for 
Shughni x̌ikar- (look for), the corresponding Sarikoli form is x̌ыker- (cf. Persian šikār-; Oss. 
skar-yn); and for Sh., Ru., Bt. wižafs- ‘return’, we get Sarikoli wažefs//wažafs- (PIE *gei-bh; cf. 
Shughni žēb ‘spin').  It is possible that in some of the examples above, especially in stems which 
contain a sonorant, a comes from a reduced vowel (cf. the nasalized form of PIE *√dhebh, 
dhembh, which appears in the causative stem niðēmb- ‘stick (tr.)’, from whence perhaps *dm̥b).  
Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility of the later contraction of ā, which, in all likelihood, 
we have in Sh., Ru., Bt. sitafs- and Sh. anǰafs-.   
 
Irregularities in vocalization are found in the following verb: Sh. čis-; Ru. čas-; Bt. čās-; Sr. čos- 
‘watch’ (Av. stem kasa-).  Here, for the Shughni and Rushani forms we undoubtedly have a later 
contraction, as shown by the Bartangi and Sarikoli forms, as well as by the third-person singular 
form in Shughni, where ā (>ō) is preserved (Sh. čōst ‘watches’).  The transition to i in Shughni 
took place under the influence of č (<*ḱ).   
 
In all languages we have short i in the following verb: Sh. andiz-; Ru., Bt., Sk. indiz- ‘get up’ 
(*ham-tača- or *ham-tač(a)ya; √tak).  Although the frontness of the vowel is clear (from the 
position of i-umlaut, which can be made with one ć̌), its shortness is unclear.   
 
 

In unstressed position  
 
§47.  In unstressed morphemes, which have arisen due to inflection, word formation, and 
compounding in the Proto-Iranian period or a bit earlier, *-a in all languages appears as short a.   
 
In word formation: Sh., Ru., Bt. maðōr; Sr. maður ‘noon’ (mīð, mēð ‘waist’); Sh. x̌abōr; Sr. 
x̌abur ''place to stay overnight' (Sh. ax̌īb; Sr. x̌eb 'day before yesterday'); Ru. abðost; Bt. abðȫst 
'gloves' (api-dasta); Sh. asīd; Ru. asoð; Bt. asȫð 'this year' (*a-sard, or possibly *ā-sard).   
 
In formations with prepositions and prefixes: Sh., Bt. padēd; Ru. padad ‘(to) here' (*pati-(y)ad); 
Sh. pat(t)ɛ̄w; Ru. patēw; Bt. patāw; Sr. patɛw ‘throw out’ (*pati and *√taw); Sh., Ru. par-ðāð; 
Bt. para-ðāð; Sr. para-ðo ‘sell’.75 
 

 
74 Ziban with the prefix *hača; sifān with the prefix *us-. 
75 The prepositions par (<*para), tar (<*tara), dar (*antar), since they are unstressed, exhibit the same type of 
reflection of *a (cf. *tara and *antar in the role of postposition  – i.e. in stressed position – as in Sh. -tīr and -andīr).  
The vowel in the preposition Sh. pi; Ru., Bt., Sr. pa (<*pati) could have transitioned into i afterwards, in the 
unstressed word-final position (<*pə).   



Plural forms of nouns: Sh., Ru., Bt. čadēn ‘houses’ (sg. Sh. čīd; Av. kata-); Sh., Ru. x̌aǰēn ‘bulls’ 
(sg. Sh. x̌īǰ; *uxšaka; Av. uxšan-). 
 
Reduplicated (augmentative) suffix in the comparative: Sh., Ru. -dardi (*tar-tár; vocalization of 
the non-reduplicated suffix: Sh. dīr; Ru. di; Bt. dȫr; Sr. der).   
 
Deverbal nouns of action in -idz: Ru., Bt. xarídz ‘food’ (pres. stem xār-, *√x⁰ar-); Bt. čarídz 
‘plowing' (pres. stem čēr; *√kar); Ru., Bt. incavídz ‘sewing; needlework’; (pres. stem incāv, 
*√drap-). 
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Deverbal participial constructions: Ru. ðaðón ; Bt. ðaðȫn ‘fighter' (pres. stem ðāð; Av. stem 
dad-); Ru. šandón; Bt. šandȫn ‘giggly’ (pres. stem šānd-; *√xand-) ; Ru. x̌ac-varů̄č ; Bt. xac-
varōč ‘water bearer’ (pres. stem vār-, *√bar) ; Ru. padzů̄č ; Bt. padzōč ‘baker’ (pres. stem pēdz, 
*√pak) ; Bt. sanȫǰ ‘intending to take up’ (pres. stem caus. sēn, *√san); Bt. vandȫǰ 'string; lace (to 
tie)' (pres. stem vēnd-, *√band).    
 
The causative stem with the following suffix: Sh., Ru. -ḗn; Bt. -ṓn; Sr. -ón (e.g. Sh., Ru. šandḗn; 
Bt. šandōn; Sr. šandṓn; Sr. šandón ‘to make (someone) laugh’ ; Sh. warvēn ; Bt. warvōn ; Sr. 
warvón (present stem Sh., Bt. wārv- ; Sr. worv-) ; Sh. ricaθēn ; Sr. racaθon- ‘to drive off’ 
(present stem Sh. ricı́̄θ-, √rad-) ; Sr. vandón – caus. of vind ‘connect’ (√band-). 
 
At the present time, there is an ongoing process of levelling by anology with the modern word 
stem.  For instance: Sh., Ru., Bt. čādēn ‘houses’ has the parallel forms čīdēn (Sh.); čodēn (Ru.); 
čȫdēn (Bt.).  In Roshorvi and Sarikoli only the forms based on the modern stems are attested: Rv. 
čȫdīf; Sr. čedéf).  Further example: Ru. padzů̄č//pēdzů̄č ‘baker’.  This leveling is particularly 
common in the Shughni language: ðāðīǰ ‘fighter’; x̌ac-vārīǰ ‘water bearer’; etc.  Bartangi is the 
language which exhibits the most preservation of older forms.  
 
 
§48.  In the first syllables of old Iranian disyllabic words or old formations – i.e. in unstressed 
syllables which were insignificant or had already lost their etymological connection by the Proto-
Iranian period, *a ends up as short a or i.   
 
The i reflex is more common in the Shughni language, while the a reflex is more common for the 
other languages, particularly Sarikoli.  
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
nibōs nabů̄s nabōs nabús Av. napāt- grandson 
čibů̄d c̄ibūd čabūd čabɛ́wd Skt. kapōta- dove 
miðēn maðēn – maðón Av. maⁱðyāna- mid- 
žindam žindam žindam žandam Av. gantuma- wheat 
čidů̄m čidōm čidōm čidúm Av. katāma- which 



ðandů̄n ðindōn ðindōn ðandún Av. dantă̄n- tooth 
xidōrǰ xadů̄rǰ xadōrǰ xadúrǰ *xvatāraka-76 mill 
rizīn rizēn razēn razén *fra-zanya- daughter 
miɣūnd maɣūn maɣūn – *Av. haṃa-

gauna- 
similar 

 
To this list we can add the reflexes of *a in prefixes and prepositions in prefixal verbs of an early 
formation.  For instance: Sh. riwāz; Ru, Bt. rawāz; Sr. rawóz ‘fly up’ (*fra-waza-); Sh. rinɛ̄s-; 
Ru. rinēs; Bt. ranēs; Sr. ranós ‘forget’ (*fra-nās(a)ya); Sh. piðáfs; Sr. paðáfs ‘stick (intr.)’ 
(*pati-dafsa); Sh. pirīθ; Ru., Bt. parēθ ‘tear; burst’ (<*pati-rads(a)ya). 
 
 
 

In word-final and word-initial positions 
 
 
§49.  Stressed *a in absolute word-initial position has short *a as its reflex in all languages.  As 
such, stresed a (in Sarikoli also o, which is a later development) usually develops either the 
sonorant y or w before it: Ru. az ‘I’; Kh., Rv., Srk waz; Sh. wuz (from the later assimilation of a 
to u); Bt. āz (with the later expansion of a); Kh. yaw ‘that (dem.)’ (*ava-); Sh., Ru., Bt. yast; Sr. 
yost ‘there is’ (*asti).  The resulting combination ya can change further: Sh. yēd-ard (< yad-ard); 
Bt. yēndēr (yad-indēr) ‘there’.77 We get similar results with the verb ‘come’, where initial y is 
original: Sh., Ru., yad-; yat; Bt. yēd; yat; Sr. yoð-; yot.  In the middle of a word, a contraction or 
another transformation of the combination ya takes place in all languages.  Cf. the same verb 
with the prefix *-and (<andar ?): Sh. dēð-; dēd; Ru. indīð-; indayd; Bt. indīð-; indīðd; Sr. dið-; 
dɛyd ‘enter’.   
 
In closed syllables with two final consonants, in neutral position before narrowing consonants 
stressed initial *a has a high back vowel as its reflex: Sh., Ru., Bt. (w)ūvd; Sr. ыvd ‘seven’ 
(<*hapta); Sh., Bt. yūrx̌; Ru. yurx̌; Sr. yыrx̌ (<*arša-).   
 
 
§50.  Unstressed  word-intial *a usually has a as its reflex.  We can add in here a few examples 
which were partially examined in §§47, 48.  As additional examples we can bring in cases of 
words with older formation: Sh. afáɣ̌; Ru. afáw; Sr. fal ‘the day after tomorrow’ (<*afy-uša < 
*api-uša);78 Sh., Ru., Bt. abṓz ‘send away’79 (< *apa-āz); cf. also Sh. ar-rá̄z ‘rear up’ (fra-raz-) 
with metathesis of the prefixal a to the beginning of the word and its preservation, and the i in 
this prefix in other words: riwá̄z ‘fly up’; rinɛ́̄s ‘forget’; and others.  
 
When before nasals, initial unstressed *a has similar reflexes as the type examined in §48 – i.e it 
has irregularly a and i, but with the opposite distribution of these irregularities in the languages.  
That is, for Shughni, a is the more common reflex in these cases, while for the remaining 

 
76 NTS I: 75. 
77 Cf. Ru. ád-ari; Sr. non-compounded od 'there'. 
78 NTS I: 45.  
79 Also, ‘to swallow’? 



languages i is the common reflex (for Sarikoli also ы): cf. Sh. ancīvd; Ru. incívd; Bt. incēvd; Sr. 
incivd ‘sew’; Sh. ambīθ; Ru. imbēθ; Sr. ыmbís 'collapse'; Sh. andīr; Ru. -andí; Bt. -indēr; Sr. 
indér (locative preposition).80  In the Bajuwi dialect, unlike in Shughni proper, we get i (incīvd 
‘sew’; indūyd ‘got up’; etc.), a fact which, together with Rushani a in -andi (locative 
postposition), points to the later phonological division into a and i of the original vowel here.81 
 
We get a similar irregularity between a–i in closed syllables with two final consonants, as in the 
following postposition: Sh. -ard, -rad; Baj. -ird; -rid; Ru., Bt. -ri; Sr. -ri, -ir (<-ird, -rid); Av. 
arəða).    
 
 
 
§51.  In word-final position, short *a has been dropped everywhere, with the exception of a few 
monosyllabic function words: Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. na (negating particle); Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr ca 
(complementizer); and likely also pronominal particles: Sh., Ru. imá, idá ‘there; that’.  Final *a 
in other function words (prepositions) has been preserved only via compounding, and since it 
was unstressed is reflected by a or i, as previously discussed.   
 
Initial a in prepositions (prefixes) was also lost sometimes, for instance: pref. wi < *avi; vi<*abi, 
where, however, there was a possible stage of *uwi, *ubi.  Cf. the consistent loss of *u: Sh. 
abðūst; Ru. abðóst; Bt. abðȫst ‘glove’ (<*api-dasta) and Sh., Ru., Bt. biðān ‘saddle’ (<*upa-
danā?).  Naturally, with the loss of both initial and final vowels, only bisyllabic prepositions 
with an initial consonant have been preserved (tar < *tarə; par < *para; dar <*andar; az 
<*(h)ača82; pa, pi <pati).   
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 40––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *ā 
 
§52.  The basic phonetic factors which affected the differing reflexes of *ā were the following:  
 
 1) Stress (stressed and unstressed position);  
 2) Umlaut (i-umlaut and neutral position);  
Neutral position here involves not only stems ending in *-a, *-u, and in consonants, but also 
stems ending in long *-ā, which give identical results.   
 
The type of syllable and neighboring consonants did not have a significant impact on the quality 
of *-ā.   

 

 
80 Cf. Sh. ðandů̄n with Ru., Bt. ðindōn ‘teeth’ (from §48). 
81 Before nasals in word-medial position we get u as the reflex of *a: Ru., Bt. mu(n); Sh. mu; Sr. mы (Av. manā) 
‘me’; Sh., Ru., Bt. vārum, but Sr. vóram ‘I bring’.   
82 In the preposition az, initial a was maintained through the contamination with the Tajiki preposition az.   



In stressed position 
 
In neutral position  
 
§53.  The basic correspondences are the following:  
 

Sh. ō  //  Ru. ů̄  //  Bt. ō  //  Sr. u  
 

Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
ðōrg ðů̄rk ðōrg – Av. dāru- piece of 

wood 
vōrǰ  vů̄rǰ vōrǰ vurǰ *bāraka, 

√bar- 
(male) horse 

nibōs nabů̄s nabōs nabús Av. napāt- grandson 
yōc yů̄c yōc yuc Av. ātar-; 

ātr-; aθr- 
fire 

cavōr cavů̄r cavōr cavúr Av. čaθwār- four 
čōr čů̄r čōr čur Old Pers. 

kāra-83 
man 

pōθ pů̄θ pōθ puθ √pat-; Oss. 
fāt; Yagh. 
pōt, pōs 

bullet 

pōð pů̄ð [pēð peð]84 Av. pād-, 
pāða- 

leg 

ðōd ðů̄d ðōd ðud Av. √dā- gave 
zinōd zinů̄d zinōd zinud Av. √snā wash 
rimōd rimů̄d ramōd ramud Av. √mā- ordered; 

commanded 
 

 
§54.  In Rushani in some words we get ō instead of ů̄:  
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
virōd virōd virōd virud Av. brātar- brother 
– mōd – mud Av. mātar- mother 
pōc pōc pōc – Av. pāθra- protection 
pirō pirō pirō pыrud *parā-ta85 before 
biyōr biyōr biyōr biyur *upa-ayāra86, 

Av. ayă̄r-  
yesterday 

 
83 NTS 1: 51. 
84 Av. paⁱðyā-.̄ 
85 IIFL II: 535. 
86 NTS I: 49. 



wōx̌ wōx̌ wōx̌ wux̌ Av. vāstra- hay 
zů̄n87 zōn zōn zun Skt. ǰānu- lap (anat.) 
ðandů̄n ðindōn ðindōn ðandún Av. dantă̄n- tooth 
čidů̄m čidōm čidōm čidúm Av. katāma- which 
ðů̄n ðōn ðōn ðun Skt. dhānā fried seeds 
wizů̄n wizōn wizōn wizón Av. stem zān- PRS of 

‘know’ 
 
 
The phonetic conditions which impede the raising of ō to ů̄ in these cases in Rushani are not 
sufficiently clear.   
 
The position before nasals which, apparently, did not allow the raising of *ā stands out quite 
clearly.88  This points toward the most open of its variants, because in more closed variants 
nasals exhibit not a lowering, but rather a raising effect (cf. the transition of Shughni ō to ů̄).   
 
 
p. 41  
 
 
For the remaining cases, it may be possible to posit the influence of the following -*ā.  For 
words like mōd, virōd, pirō, pōr, etc., final *-ā can fully be reconstructed.  It is indicative that in 
non-causative present-tense stems – i.e. continuing the conjugation in -a-, in Rushani we get only 
ō and not ů̄.  However, such stems are very few and their etymology is not always clear: Sh., Ru., 
Bt. wōx̌, Sr. wux̌ ‘hay’; Sh., Ru., Bt. žōz-: Sr. žuz ‘run’ (*gāz; Yz. ɣaz; Ish. ɣьz; Mnj. ɣă̄z); Sh., 
Ru., Bt. abōz; Sr. buz ‘send’; Sh. ‘swallow' (√az); Sh., Ru., yōs-; Bt. ayōs-; Sr. yus- 'take (away)' 
(Av. stem yāsa); Sh., Ru., Bt. nōɣ̌ ‘turn; wander’.  But the most significant in this relationship is 
the differentiation of gender in past-tense stems in Rushani – masculine gender has ů̄; feminine 
gender has ō, of the type: Ru. ðů̄d ‘to get to; to find oneself (in a place) (masc.)’ <*dāta- (√dā) 
and ðōd ‘to get to; to find oneself (in a place) (fem.)’ <*dātā.  Other attested examples: Ru. x̌ů̄vd 
‘fell asleep (masc.)’; fem. x̌ōvd (√xᵛap); x̌ičů̄d ‘froze’; fem. x̌ičōd (Yz. šay-; šed).  Here we must 
also add the past-tense stem of the verb meaning ‘give birth’, which has inherited the feminine 
form: Ru. zōd.  In Shughni and Bartangi, where *ā has ō as its reflex everywhere, there is no 
distinction of gender in these verbs: Sh. ðōd ‘to get to; find oneself (in a place)’; etc..89 
 
In the past-tense stems of transitive verbs, which do not distinguish gender, in Rushani (with a 
strong vocalization) we get only ů̄: Ru. zů̄x̌t; Sh. zōx̌t; Sr. zux̌t ‘took’ (Av. √haz; stem zaz-); Ru. 
abů̄x̌t; Sh., Bt. abōx̌t; Sr. bux̌t ‘sent’; Sh. ‘swallowed’ (Av. √az); Ru. birů̄x̌t; Sh., Bt. birōx̌t; Sr. 

 
87 zů̄n comes from the later raising of ō > ů̄ in Shughni (see §25, pt. 1). 
88 Cf. sporadic o before u before nasals in Sarikoli: wizón ‘know’; mom ‘grandmother; old woman’ (Bt. mōm; Sh. 
mů̄m; in Rushani this word does not exist).   
89 In Bartangi, in addition to the masculine stem ax̌ōvd ‘fell asleep’, we also have the feminine form ax̌āvd, but it is 
clearly formed by analogy with stems with a short *a (wirāvd, niðāvd; etc.; see §43).   



bыrux̌t ‘drank’ (from the same root √az, but with a double prefix?90); Ru. ziwů̄st; Sh., Bt. ziwōst; 
Sr. zыwúst ‘pull out’ (Av. √vad-). 
 
 
 
In i-umlaut position  
 
§55.  In Bartangi the i-umlaut position rarely results in any change for *ā: in the majority of 
cases we get ō here, as in neutral position.  One exception is the infinitival stem, where *ā results 
in ē more or less regularly.  In Sarikoli the result of i-umlaut is the vowel o (in neutral position 
u).91  Thus, the reflex of long -*ā in the i-umlaut position and the reflex of -*a in the a-umlaut 
position in the Sarikoli language is the same.  It follows that with respect to their quality in these 
positions the phonemes *ā and *a were close to one another in Sarikoli and were distinguished 
primarily in length.  Thus, with the loss of distinction in length they became the same vowel.  In 
Shughni and Rushani we have the regular reflex of *-ā as front vowels: Sh. ɛ̄, Ru. ē.  The general 
type of correspondence is the following:  
 

Sh. ɛ̄  //  Ru. ē  //  Bt. ō (ē) //  Sr. o 
	
 
§56.  In nouns: 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi  Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
nabɛ̄s nabēs nabōs [nabús]92 Av. napāt; 

fem. naptī 
granddaughter 

pɛ̄rnák Kh. pērnák pōrnák – Skt. pārsni-; 
Av. pāšni-;  

heel 

tɛ̄r tēr tōr tor Av. ta̹θrya- black 
mɛ̄st mēst mōst most *māsti; Skt. 

mās-; Av. māh- 
moon 

x̌itɛ̄rdz x̌itērdz x̌itōrdz [x̄itúrǰ]93 *stār-ć̌i (f.); 
Av. stār- (m.) 

star 

wɛ̄ð wēð wōð woð *wāði; Av. 
waⁱði- 

canal 

 
 
There are three cases in Bartangi in which we get ē rather than ō:  
 

 
90 Its derivation from *upa-raēz (NTS I: 49) seems rather unlikely, as the diphthong *ai could not have given ō nor ů̄ 
in the past-tense stem, nor ɛ̄, ē, or ō in the present-tense stem (pres. tense causative stem Sh. birɛ̄z-; Ru. birēz-; Bt. 
birōz-; Sr. biróz-).  Cf. Sh. abōx̌t ‘swallowed’.   
91 The shift of all heights of vowels in Sarikoli is a later phenomenon. 
92 This is the masculine form; the feminine forms have been lost in Sarikoli.  In Bartangi, the masculine and 
feminine forms are the same in this case.   
93 This is the masculine form, which can be seen through the -ǰ rather than -dz (<*stār-ka); cf. Bartangi synonymous 
pair (?): x̌itōrdz and x̌itōrǰ.   



Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
vɛ̄rdz vērdz vērdz vordz *vá̄r(a)ć̌i (f.); 

*vār(a)ka 
(stallion) 

mare 

čɛ̄d čēg čēg čog *kātri94; Av. 
karəta 

knife 

ðɛ̄d ðēd ðēd – *dāti; inf. 
from √da95 

war 

 
 
§57.  In causative verb stems.  Verbs which continue old stems ending in -aya with a long root 
vowel (e.g. Av. tāčaya-) are very common in the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group.  They 
have transitive, sometimes causative meanings, and they appear to have the following 
vocalization: Sh. ɛ̄; Ru. ē; Bt. ō; Sr. o. 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
ziwɛ̄ð- ziwēð- ziwōð- ziwóð- Av. √vad-; 

stem vāðaya- 
take out; pull 
out 

firɛ̄p- firēp- firōp- [frapón]96 Av. √ap- deliver 
ðɛ̄r- ðēr- ðōr- ðor- Av. √dar; stem 

daraya, dārya- 
have 

sitɛ̄b- sitēb- sitōb- – Av. √tap; stem 
tāpaya- 

roast; fry 

tɛ̄z- tēz tōz [tazón]97 Av. √tak-; 
stem tāčaya- 

pump; 
(breastfeed?) 

čɛ̄r- čēr- – čor- Av. √kar-; 
stem kāraya- 

plow 

sɛ̄r- sēr sōr- – PIE *√k̑er follow 
tɛ̄b- tēb- tōb- tob- PIE *√temp; 

Pers. tāftan 
twist 

nix̌ɛ̄b- nix̌ēb- nix̌ōb- – Av. √xᵛap- lull to sleep 
zɛ̄z- zēz- zōz- zoz Av. stem zaz take 
divēn-98 divēn- divōn- dыvon- Av. √dvan-; 

stem dva̡naya- 
blow (intr.?) 

sēn- sēn- sōn- – *√san99 raise 
nax̌fēn- nawfēn- nawfōn- nalfon- √pat	(?)	 pull out 

 
 

 
94 NTS I: 50; cf. Oss. kārd; Pers. kārd. 
95 Cf. inf. ðēd(ōw) from the verb ðāð-; ðōd. 
96 This is a causative form with a later formation, from the causative suffix: Sr. -ón; Sh., Ru. -ḗn; Bt. -ṓn. 
97 See fn. 96. 
98 Here, and for the three forms below, we have the later transition of Shughni ɛ̄ > ē before nasals; see §25. 
99 Wakhi san; Ish. san; Yagh. san ‘rise; go up; Yz. san ‘raise’; Yagh. sayn; Sogd. syn ‘raise’. 



§58.  In infinitive stems in Bartangi we get ē in the majority of cases, but cases with ō are not 
rare.  It's hard to say which of these vowels is secondary: ē here could have appeared as a result 
of leveling by analogy with infinitive stems ending in ē (§34), and ō could have appeared as a 
result of new stem formations from modern present-tense stems of the regular-verb type, which 
is extremely common in Bartangi (cf., for instance, Bt. čān- (pres. stem); čānt- (infinitive) ‘dig’; 
a.o.).  

In the other languages of the group we get the same vowels as indicated in the preceding 
paragraph: 

 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Gloss 
ziwɛ̄st ziwēst ziwēst ziwóst take out 
zɛ̄x̌t zēx̌t zēx̌t zox̌t take 
birɛ̄x̌t birēx̌t birēx̌t birox̌t drink 
bɛ̄x̌t abēx̌t abēx̌t – send 
zinɛ̄d zinēd zinēd zыnod wash 
rimɛ̄d rimēd ramēd – order; command 
ðɛ̄d ðēd ðēd ðod give 
x̌ɛ̄vd x̌ēvd x̌ēvd – sleep 
divēnt divēnt divēnt – blow (intr.?) 
sēnt sēnt sōnt – raise 
nax̌fēnt nawfēnt nawfōnt – pull out 
firɛ̄pt firēpt firōpt [frapónt] deliver 
sɛ̄rt sērt sōrt – follow 
tɛ̄pt tēpt tōpt – twist 

 
In all cases, when we have an ō in the infinitive stem in Bartangi, the same ō is found in the past 
stem, which again points toward the later leveling of infinitive stems based on the vowel in the 
present stem (e.g. sōn- (prs.); sōnt (pst.); sōnt(ōw) (inf.) ‘raise’.  But cf. ziwōð-; ziwōst; ziwēst 
'take out'; or zinī-; zinōd; zinēd ‘wash’ (√sna-).  Thus, we should consider the ē-vocalization in 
Bartangi as a result of the i-umlaut.   
 
§59.  In perfect stems in the feminine.  Intransitive verbs with a long *ā in the participle are 
very rare.  However, whenever we find in such a verb the ability to distinguish gender, the 
vocalization is always the same as in the infinitive: Sh. ɛ̄; Ru. ē; Bt. ē.   
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Gloss 
x̌ɛ̄vdz x̌ēvdz ax̄ēfc fell asleep (f.) 
zɛ̄c zēc zēc gave birth (f.) 
ðɛ̄c ðēc ðēc end up (f.) 
x̌icɛ̄c x̌icēc x̌icēc froze (f.) 

 
 



§60.  In the third-person singular in the present tense.  With regard to umlaut in the third-person 
singular in stems with a root ō, such stems, as has already been noted, are very rare: žōz-; Sr. žuz- 
‘run’; wōx̌-; Sr. wux̌ ‘fall’; nōɣ̌- 'wander; roam’; (a)bōz-; Sr. buz- ‘send away’; (a)yōs-; Sr. yus- 
‘take (away)’; x̌ōfs- (Bt. ax̌áfs-); Sr. x̌ufs- ‘sleep’.  In all three of these verbs, in all languages 
except Sarikoli, in the third-preson singular we find a vocalization analagous to the i-umlaut: Sh. 
bɛ̄zd; Ru. abēzd; Sr. buzd ‘send away’; Sh. yɛ̄st; Ru. yēst; ayēst; Sr. yust ‘take away’; Sh. x̌ɛ̌fst; 
Ru. x̌ēfst; Bt. ax̌ēfst; Sr. x̌ufst ‘sleep’.  In two of these verbs – ‘send away’ and ‘take away’ – this 
vocalization may be the result of the contraction of -*yā (*yās- and *-upa(y)āz-) in a closed 
syllable with two final consonants.  The third verb gives a totally variegated picture for present-
tense stems with irregularities in weak and strong vocalization (cf. Bt. ax̌áfs-; Ru. third-singular 
x̌ōfst (cf. Sh. x̌ēfst and Bt. ax̌ēfst).  Thus, it has hard to draw conclusions about the umlaut in the 
third-person singular.   
 
 

In unstressed position 
 
§61.  Unstressed *ā in word-medial and word-initial position in all languages results in a short 
a: Ru., Bt. viradār ‘brothers’ (cf. virōd ‘brother’); Ru. nabasǰōn ‘grandchildren’ (cf. nabů̄s 
‘grandson’); Sr. čarɛ́yn ‘men’ (cf. čur ‘man’); Ru., Bt. arðōn 'hearth’ (*ātr-dāna-); Ru. wax̌ǰēc 
‘hayloft' (cf. wōx̌ ‘hay’); the verbal prefix a- is from *ā: Sh. abōz- ‘swallow’; Ru. avú̄g ‘PRS of 
‘find’’; Bt. ax̌áfs ‘sleep’; and participial formations from stems with long *ā: Ru., Bt. x̌ayidz 
'reading (ger.)’; Sr. x̌ayón is the causative stem of x̌uy- ‘read’; Ru. žazů̄ǰ; Bt. žazṓǰ 'runner', stem 
žōz-; Ru. naɣ̌ēn ‘rotate (tr.)’ is the causative of the stem nōɣ̌-.   
 
Since short *a in similar conditions gave the same result, in some cases it is difficult to pinpoint 
the original vowel.  For instance: Ru. padviyů̄ǰ; Bt. padviyṓč 'barefoot' can be derived either with 
strong or medial vocalization of the root (Av. pād, pad-; cf. Sh. pōðviyōč).  Similar predicaments 
are found with verbal endings (-um, -am, -at, -an), which could continue both long *-ā- and short 
*-a-.   
 
As was the case with short *a (§47), there is currently an ongoing process of the leveling of root 
vowels by anology with the stem vowel, which is particularly characteristic for Shughni.  For 
instance: Sh. virōdār ‘brothers’; nabōsyṓn ‘grandchildren’; wōx̌ǰı́̄c ‘hayloft’; x̌ōyídz ‘reading’; 
etc. 
 
 

In word-final and word-initial position 
 
 
§62.  In word-final position, unstressed *ā has been lost everywhere.  Final *ā, which could 
carry stress in some function words, has been preserved in the form of Sh., Ru., Bt. ā; Sr. o; for 
instance: Sh., Ru., Bt. mā; Sr. mo (Av. mā) – preverbal negation particle; Sh., Ru., atā, at (Av. 
uta; Old Pers. utā) – coordinating conjunction.100 
 

 
100 In Bartangi and Sarikoli we have only at. 



In word-initial position, both stressed and unstressed *ā, as was already discussed, develops in 
the same way as in word-medial position, with the difference that stressed *ā word-initially 
develops a y before it, as in Sh., Bt. yōc; Ru. yů̄c; Sr. yuc ‘fire’; cf. unstressed Ru., Bt. arðṓn 
‘hearth’.   
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *i, ī; *u, ū 
 
In languages of the Shughni-Rushani group there are no known traces of the differentiation 
between long and short *i, ī and *u, ū.  However, we must make judgments about this primarily 
through the reflex of *u, ū, as attested cases of the reflext of *i, ī are extremely few. 
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *i, ī 
 
In stressed position  
 
§63.  In closed syllables with one final consonant, *i, ī has the short vowel i as its reflex 
everywhere; for instance: Ru., Bt. pid ‘father’ (< Av. pita); Sh. žiniǰ; Ru., Bt. žinīǰ ‘snow’ (< Av. 
snig-); with metathesis: Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. sitír ‘(female animal)’ (Av. strī-); Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. ziv 
‘language; tongue’ (Av. hizvā-).  A few more examples come from verbs in which the reflex of 
*i is found in the infinitival and past-tense stems (which are syncretic), of an old formation from 
the stem with the sonorant y in weak vocalization (of the following type: Av. √vaēd-, ptpl. vista; 
√raēk, infv. rixti: Sh. widzid; Sr. vidzid 'choose’101; Av. √kay-; Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. paðid, piðid 
'catch fire' (< PIE √dei, dei̯a 'shine’ (?); cf. Skt. didēti ‘shines’, dīpyate ‘blaze; burn’); Sh., Ru., 
Bt. wix̌id ‘open; unlock’,102 Av. √sray, ptpl. srita ‘to link; to lean against' (not attested in 
Sarikoli); Ru., Bt. nid; Sr. inf. nid, past stem nыd ‘churn butter’ *√nay, Skt. návanītam ‘fresh 
butter’, Saka nīyakā ‘butter’; Sh., Ru., Bt. cid; Sr. inf. cid, past stem cыd 'squeeze’; PIE √der 
with (spread/expansion?) d(e)rī; derēi or der-eu, dr̥u.  The ы found in Sarikoli is likely the result 
of leveling of past stems through analogy with stems of the u-type, which are much more 
common (vыd ‘was’; a.o.).  For the latter verb there is an accepted variant with *u (cf. Pers. 
daravīdan); in this example the Sh., Ru., Bt. past-stem cid is a contaminated form.   
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 45––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
When before *š, which turns into Sh. ɣ̌, Ru., Bt. w, Sr. l, *i results in *a everwhere: Sh. sipáɣ̌; 
Ru. sipáw; Bt. sipá̄w (with later lengthening); Sr. sipál ‘louse’; Av. spiš-.   
 
 

 
101 The meaning of this verb in Sarikoli (vidzin-; vidzid with a different prefix?) is not sufficiently clear.   
102 *ava-sray ‘un-lock’.  It hardly come sclose to Av. hay//-šay, since *š intervocalically should have become Sh. ɣ̌, 
Ru., Bt. w.  Cf. Yzg. x̌ad ‘utility ladder' <*srita.   



§64.  In closed syllables with two final consonants, in Sarikoli we get e (before v) or a (before x̌ 
and n (?)) instead of i, and in the remaining languages we get i, which when before v and n (?) in 
Shughni and Bartangi, and also in the Khufi dialect, lengthens to ī; for instance: Sh., Ru., Bt. 
pix̌t; Sr. pax̌t ‘mulberry porridge; flour’; cf. Skt. piṣṭa ‘flour’, Av. pišant ‘crushing, shattering’ 
(PIE √peis); Sh., Bt. , Kh. wižīvd; Sr. waževd ‘return’; Sh. žīvd, Sr. ževd 'spin; twist' (PIE √gei-
bh); Sh., Kh. x̌īvd; Ru. x̌ivd; Sr. x̌evd ‘beat; bruise' (PIE √kseip; Skt. kṣipati); Sh., Bt., Kh. wīnt; 
Ru. wunt,103 Sr. wand ‘sees’ (Av. stem vaēna-); Sh. mix̌t; Sr. max̌t ‘urinates’ (Av. √maēz); Sh., 
Ru., Bt. divix̌t104 ‘show’ (Av. √daēs) – not attested in Sarikoli.   
 
In the majority of cases, past stems which come from roots which contain a diphthong, are later 
formations from present stems and thus continue the dipthong *ai and not *i (cf., for example. 
Ru. žīpt from the present stem žīb- ‘spin'; Bt. x̌īpt from the present stem x̌īb- ‘beat’; Sh. parwēzd 
from the present stem parwēz- ‘sift’; etc.).  For this reason, the Sarikoli examples given above 
are not reliable enough, since the transformation of diphthongs in Sarikoli give analagous results 
(§72).  However, the presence of a in Sr. pax̌t ‘flour’ – i.e. in a word with a clearly old 
formation105 – forces us to take Sarikoli the correspondences into consideration.  In favor of the 
continuation of old forms in Sarikoli ževd ‘spin’, x̌evd ‘beat’; max̌t ‘urinate’ point toward the old 
transformation of consonants (*b, p > v; cf. Bt. newly formed x̌īpt; žīpt).   
 
To this type of construction, we can apparently add Sh., Bt. x̌ūvd; Ru. x̌uvd; Sr. x̌evd ‘milk’, 
where Sarikoli gives e, as we would expect, but in the remaining languages i, ī have undergone 
rounding under the influence of the preceding rounded consonant (<*xᵛipta; Av. xšvipta-).106 
 
 
In unstressed position  
 
 
§65.  Regarding the reflex of *i, ī in unstressed position, we can make judgments through 
prefixes in which we usually get a in Sarikoli (only when together with palatal consonants do we 
get i), and in the remaining languages we get i (only before *š>ɣ̌, w and *r>ɣ̌, w do we get a).  
For instance: Sh., Ru., Bt. niðáfs; Sr. naðefs ‘stick (intr.)’ (Av. nı̆̄); Sh., Ru., Bt. wižafs; Sr. 
wažafs ‘return’ (Av. avi); Sh. vidṓǰ; Ru. vidů̄ǰ ‘irrigation’; Sh. vidɛ̄dz 'to water'; Sr. vidzin 
'provide’ (?) (Av. aibī).  The vowel a is found in all languages having come from the prefix 
*niš-, *nir- (Av. nı̆̄š-, niž; Skt. niṣ-, nir-: Sh. nax̌fı́̄θ; Ru., Bt. nawfḗθ 'drop out; fall out'; Sr. 
nalfón 'pull out'; Sh. naɣ̌ǰı́̄s; Ru., Bt. nawžís; Sr. narǰés ‘pass’; but Sh., Ru., Bt. nix̌ciramb- 
‘pinch; pluck’, where the influence of *ć̌ > c is seen. 
 
 
p. 46 
 
 

 
103 Later rounding of i under the influence of w.   
104 With metathesis of the prefixal and root syllables. 
105 However, Morgenstierne considers this word to be borrowed from Persian (NTS I: 65), which is unlikely.   
106 The i in Sr. wist ‘twenty’ is possibly linked to influence from Persian bist (cf. the borrowed form bīst in the other 
languages of the Shughni-Rushani group).   



A similar picture of the irregularities of i–a (in Sr. also e), depending on the influence of 
surrounding consonants, is observed in present-tense verbal stems, in which we can reconstruct 
with quite a bit of certainty a short i which was apparently unstressed: Sh. wiz-; Ru. waz- ‘fit; 
contain’; Sr. wez (influence of w in Rushani);107 Sh., Bt. widzin-; Sr. vidzin- ‘clear; separate’; Av. 
√kay-, stem činav-, čin- (influence of palatal *ć̌ > dz).   
 
It is possible that we should add here the verb: Sh. viraɣ̌-; Ru., Bt. viraw- ‘break (intr.)’ < *briš 
(PIE bhrēi-, bhrī-s; Av. √brāy; or possible, Proto-Iranian *√raiš; Av. √raēš with a prefix?; cf. 
Av. stem irišya-).  However, there is no certainty here regarding the initial weak vocalization of 
the stem (Sr. pres. stem v(ы)rɛyɣ̌).   
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *u, ū  
 
In stressed position  
 
As was the case with *a, we can identify three phonetic positions which influence the reflex of 
*u, ū in stressed position: (i) neutral position; (ii) i-umlaut position; and (iii) a-umlaut position.    
 
 
In neutral position  
 
§66.  1. In neutral position before a single consonant, *u, ū has as its reflex the following:  
 
 

Sh., Ru., Bt. u // Sr. ы  
 

Sh., Ru., Bt. Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
puc pыc Av. puθra- son 
ðum ðыm Av. duma- tail 

nur, Bt. nūr108 nыr Av. nūrəm today 
ðud ðыd Skt. dhūma-; Pers. dūd smoke 

xisur; Bt. xasur xasыr Av. xᵛasura- (woman’s) father-in-
law 

kud kыd *kuta-109 dog 
 
 
The same results are found in past-tense stems of verbs, whose roots contain the sonorant w:  
 

 
107 Present-tense stems with a short i in the modern languages are largely unstressed (Sh. wizí ‘you (will) fit’; kiní 
‘you (will) do’) and receive stress only in some of their usages.  For wiz-, cf. Yzg. waž; waɣd; Ish. wuc; wucьd; Mnj. 
wuǰ; wuɣd; Wkh. wic; wicыd; but cf. also Av. vaēz-, stem viza-.   
108 This is from the later lengthing of a to ā, which is common in Bartangi (cf. Bt. āz, Ru. az ‘I’; Bt. tū; Sh., Ru. tu 
‘you’; Bt. afá̄w; Ru. afáw ‘day after tomorrow’; etc.).   
109 Cf. Yzg. k⁰od; Ish. kьd; Oss. k⁰ydz; Ygh. kud; Sgd. ‘kwty.   



sut sыt Av. √šyav-, šav-; pcpl. 
šuta- 

go; leave 

vud vыd Av. √bav-; pcpl. būta- be 
x̌ud x̌ыd Av. √srav-; pcpl. srŭ̄ta- hear 
pud pыd	 Av. √pav- rot 
wizúd wazы́d PIE √ĝheu ‘disappear; 

‘ (?) 
go out; die (e.g. fire) 

sirúd s(ы)rы́d PIE *reu; Skt. rav, ru- dismantle ; pull apart 
θud θыd110 ? burn (intr.) 
Sh. firúd [parúd]111 Av. √frav- rinse  
Sh. pix̌úd  [pыx̌úd]112 PIE *ks-eu to *√kes- shear sheep 

 
 

When before *š, just like with *i, ī, we get a everywhere as the reflex of *u, ū: Sh. afaɣ̌; Ru., Bt. 
afaw; Sr. fal ‘day after tomorrow’ (apy-uša-).  See also the present stem: Sh. kaɣ-; Ru., Bt. kaw 
‘slaughter’ (Av. kuša-).   

 
2. There is a deviation in Sarikoli in stems with two final consonants: in the perfect stem almost 
in all the examples of verbs given here we have e instead of ы: Sr. seðǰ, veðǰ, x̌eðǰ, peðǰ, wazeðǰ, 
but θыðǰ and s(ы)rыǰ (in the final too with the loss of d).  In the same formations of perfect stems 
in Sarikoli u is preserved, but with vowel lengthening in the Bajuwi dialect: Sh. suðǰ, Baj. sūðǰ; 
Sh. vuðǰ, Baj. vūðǰ; etc. (in Rushani and Bartangi d is lost: vuǰ, suǰ; etc.).  Non-perfect past stems 
with two final consonants are rare.  In the position before *š: Sh., Ru., Bt. niɣux̌t ‘listen’; Av. 
√gaoš; pcpl. gušta- (in Sarikoli this verb is not attested); Sh., Ru., Bt. kux̌t; Sr. kax̌t ‘slaughter’; 
Av. √kaoš-.  Verbs of this type have either been contaminated with roots with the sonorant y, or 
or they have given the same result as such roots.  Compare: Sh. present-tense stem viraɣ̌-; Ru., 
Bt. viraw-; Sr. virɛyɣ̌-; past stem Sh. virux̌t; Sr. virax̌t (*√braiš) ‘break (intr.)’; as well as 
Shughni present stem kaɣ̌-; Ru., Bt. kaw-; Sr. kɛyɣ̌-; past stem Sh., Ru., Bt. kux̌t; Sr. kax̌t 
(*√kauš) ‘slaughter’.  Past-tense stems from roots ending in *k, *g (> present stems *č, ȷ́̌ > dz), 
as in Sh. pinú̄yd; Ru., Bt. panáwd; Sr. pamɛ́wg (PIE √meug-, meuk-; Av. participle paiti-šmuxta) 
represent a later transormation as a result of the change of *ɣ, ɣ́ in the group *ɣd (-*muɣda), 
which, in turning into y in Shughni, motivated the regular lengthening of u into ū, and turning to 
into w in the other languages, motivated the the regular change of *u into a before w.  Examples 
of this type of stem include the following: Sh. ðūyd; Ru. ðāwd; Sr. ðɛwd ‘milk’113 (PIE 
√dheugh-); Sh. wirú̄yd; Ry. wiráwd; Sr. rɛwd ‘unstitch; tear at the seams (tr.)’ (cf. Av. uruxtay-).  
In one case in Shughni, we see the reflex of *u before v (< p), where we also see its lengthening 
into ū: Sh. rūvd ‘clear away snow’ – pres. stem rů̄b-; cf. Taj. rů̄b- ‘sweep’.114 

 
110 Present stem: Sh. θāw-; Ru., Bt. θīw-; Sr. θɛw-; Ish. saw-; sьd; Wkh. θaw-; θət.  We cannot derive this from *tap 
(*p never results in w).  Cf. example 8 in §80. 
111 Secondary formation from the causative present-tense stem, as is common for all languages (cf. Sh. 
pix̌ud//pix̌ɛwd; sirud//sirɛ̄wd; in Rushani and Bartangi only: Ru. pix̌ēwd; Bt. pix̌awd; etc.) with the loss of w in 
Sarikoli? (Sr. *parowd > *paruwd > parud).   
112 Same as fn. 111.  
113 In Bartangi we have back formation with the present stem: ðūz-; ðūzd.   
114 In Sarikoli this verb is not attested; in Rushani and Bartangi we see (back-) formation: Ru., Bt. rūb-; rūpt.   



 
There is also a noun which ends with two consonants and can be derived from a root with *u: Sh. 
wix̌ūɣ̌ǰ; Bt., Ru. wix̌ūǰ (with the influence of r115); Sr. wax̌érǰ ‘comb’ (PIE *ksu-ro from √kes, ks-
eu ‘to comb’; cf. Skt. kṣura-), where the position before in Sarikoli gives e, but in Shughni and 
Baratangi, we have lengthening to ū.  It is possible that we could also add here the following 
word: Sh., Bt. rūrv; Ru. rurv ‘of a light-red color’, if we derive it from *ruð-ra > *ruvr or rurð > 
rūrv116 (PIE √reudh; Av. raoiðita ‘reddish').  When before m, in Sarikoli we get a, and in the 
remaining languages we get u without lengthening to ū: Sh., Bt. xumb 'heap; pile'; Sr. xamb 'pit 
for grain' (PIE *kumbh, from *√keu-; keu̯ə; cf. Skt. kumba- ‘nodule; growth; mass’).117 
 
As a result, a fairly clear picture can be identified for the position before two consonants: 1) 
before raising (palatalizing) consonants v, r, and to a lesser extend ð *u has resulted in: Sh., Kh. 
ū // Ru. u // Bt. ū; Sr. e; 2) before other consonants: Sh., Ru., Bt. u // Sr. a.   
 
 
In i-umlaut position  
 
 
§67.  1. In closed syllables with a single final consonant, *u, ū have i as their reflex everywhere: 
Sh. wixín; Bt., Sr. waxín ‘blood’; Av. vohuni; Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. sidz ‘needle’; Skt. sūči- (Av. 
sūkā-).   
 
In nouns which differentiate gender, a root i marks feminine gender, having come about through 
the influence of the old feminine ending *-i.  The masculine form of these nouns has u: Sh., Ru., 
Bt. kid (*kuti) ‘female dog’; masc. kud (*kuta-); Sh., Ru., Bt. -bic; masc. -buc ‘young of an 
animal’; Sh., Bt. dzil118; masc. dzul ‘small’.   
 
In verbs, i from *u, ū appears in infinitive stems and in perfect stems in the feminine.  Infinitive: 
Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. vid ‘be’; Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. x̌id ‘to hear’; ‘Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. pid ‘rot’; Sh., Ru., Bt. 
wizid; Sr. wazid ‘to go out (of a light, fire)’; Sh., Ru., Bt. sirid; Sr. s(ы)rid ‘to separate; divide’; 
Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. θid ‘burn’.  Perfect stems in the feminine: Sh., Ru., Bt. sic ‘became/went’; vic 
‘was’; pic ‘rotted’; wizic ‘gone out (of fire, light)’; θic ‘burned (down/out)’. 
 
2. In closed syllables with two final consonants there is almost no data, but with the few existing 
examples it is possible to posit that the same changes have occurred, as with *i.   
 
Before v in Shughni and Bartangi, and in the Khufi dialect, we have the lengthening of i to ī, and 
in Sarikoli we get e: Sh., Kh., Bt. sīvd; Ru. sivd; Sr. sevd ‘shoulder’; Av. supti-; Sh. infinitive 
rīvd 'sweep snow' (stems rů̄b-: rūvd).119  In infinitives from roots ending in *-š, we get Sh., Ru., 

 
115 The loss of r in Bartangi, as well as its replacement with ɣ̌ in Shughni and the addition of the prefix wi-, have all 
occurred as a result of its contamination with the verb with the same root: Sh. wix̌aɣ̌- : wix̌ux̌t ‘comb’ ()PIE *ks-eu + 
s). 
116 On irregularities with ð/v, see §25, pt. 8. 
117 It is unlikely that this word is borrowed (cf. NTS I: 76).  Persian xumb has the meaning 'vessel; jug’; cf. Skt. 
kumbha with the meaning ‘vessel’.   
118 CP: It seems that I have heard dzal rather than dzil.   
119 In Rushani and Bartangi, the infinitive is formed through the modern past stem: rūptōw.   



Bt. i; Sr. a: Sh., Ru., Bt. kix̌t; Sr. kax̌t ‘slaughter’120; Sh. wix̌ix̌t 'comb one’s hair’; Sh., Ru., Bt. 
niɣix̌t ‘listen’.  The expansion of i into Sh, Bt. ī // Ru. i // Sr. e is observed also for the third-
singular in positions before palatalizing consonants: Sh. pinīzd; Bt., Kh. panīzd; Ru. panizd; Sr. 
pamezd ‘dress oneself’ (cf. Skt. mucáti); Sh., Kh., Bt. x̌īnt; Ru. x̌int; Sr. x̌ent ‘listens’ (Av. stem 
srunav-).   
 
In Shughni, the same type of expansion takes place with stems ending in -*š: kīɣ̌d ‘slaughters’ 
(Av. stem kuša-); wix̌īɣ̌d ‘combs one’s hair’ (stem *xšuša-).  Apparently, Shughni ɣ̌ from *š 
could become palatalized (*kuɣ̌(ə)d’i).  In Bartangi and Rushani we have in these cases the 
combinations aw, āw: Ru. kawd; Bt. kāwd ‘slaughters’; Bt. wix̌awd ‘combs one’s hair’.  Here, 
there was clearly no umlaut (non-palatalizating w) and *i < *u regularly resulted in a before w.  
The reason for the development of a in this vowel in Sarikoli (kaɣ̌d ‘slaughters’ is unclear, 
because in all roots with a final *š, as was already pointed out, Sarikoli has developed ɛy, and 
hence a here might constitute a contraction of ɛy, rather than the true reflex of *u.   
 
In Shughni, the word firɛ́̄ɣ̌dz ‘flea’ (PIE plou-, blou-; Skt. pluši-; Psht. wrəžạ), the vowel ɛ̄ is a 
result not of primary umlaut, but of secondary umlaut.  Here, there were two stages of change: 
pluši > friɣ̌ > fraɣ̌ (which is identical to Psht. wrəžạ; cf. Sh. spaɣ̌ from spiš).  Subsequently, fraɣ̌ 
took the suffix *-či, apparently, with the simultaneous lengthening of the root vowel *frāɣ̌či, and 
the latter form would have regularly resulted in firɛ̄ɣ̌dz.   
 
 
In a-umlaut position  
 
§68.  Iranian *u, *ū everywhere results in short a.  The position of a-umlaut primarily is found 
with old feminine forms ending in *ā, both in nouns and in participles (past stems).   
 

1. In nouns with feminine gender: Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. vaz ‘goat’ (<*būzā), Av. būza ‘billy 
goat’); Sh. zináɣ; Ru. zináw; Bt. ziná̄w; Sr. zыnál ‘daughter-in-law’; Skt. snuṣā; Sh., Ru., 
Bt. žindám; Sk. žandám (<*gantumā) ‘wheat’; Av. gantuma-; Sh., Ru., Bt. sitán; Sr. 
sыtán (*stūnā) ‘column’; Av. stūnā; Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. can (*drunā) ‘gun; bow; slingshot’; 
Skt. druṇa.  In nouns which change for gender, a is a marker of feminine gender, with 
masculine gender marked with u: Sh., Ru., Bt. čax̌ ‘chicken (f.)’; čux̌ ‘rooster’; Sh., Ru., 
Bt. šat; masc. šut 'lame; limping'; Sh., Ru., kar (f.); kur (m.) ‘crop-eared?’; Sh., Ru., Bt. 
karc (f.); kurc (m.) ‘concave; deep’.121  

 
 

2. In past stems, the a-umlaut position is also reflected in plural forms ending in *-ā.  
Thus, modern plural past-tense stems and modern feminine past-tense stems are 
syncretic: Sh., Ru., Bt. sat, sad ‘went (f.)’; Sh., Bt. vad ‘was (f.)’; Sh., Ru., Bt. pad 
‘rotted’; Sh., Ru., Bt. wizád 'went out (of fire, light)’; Sh., Ru., Bt. θad ‘burnt’.  Since in 
perfect stems, the feminine gender was formed with the suffix -*či (i-umlaut position, see 

 
120 CP: A consultant gives the Shughni 3sg form kīɣ̌d.   
121 A further two words which seem to show this vocalization are x̌ac (f.) ‘water’ and x̌uc (m.) ‘broth; infusion; 
potion'.  These words can be derived from a root which contains *u, perhaps to xšudrā- and *xšudra- (cf. Av. 
xšuðra- ‘liquid; moisture’).   



§35), a-vocalization for them is only found in plural forms: Sh. saðǰ; Ru., Bt. saǰ ‘left 
(pl.)’; Sh. vaðǰ; Bt. vaǰ ‘were (pl.)’; Sh. paðǰ; Ru., Bt. paǰ ‘rotted (pl.)’; wizáðǰ; Ru., Bt. 
wizáǰ ‘went out (of fire, light) (pl.)’; Sh. θaðǰ; Ru., Bt. θaǰ ‘burnt (up/out)’.   
 
Thus, similar to short *a (see §44), in perfect stems, we get all three types of reflexes of 
*u: neutral-position vocalization (masc.); i-umlaut vocalization (f.); and a-umlaut 
vocalization (pl.).  For instance:  Ru., Bt. suǰ (m.); sic (f.); saǰ (pl.).   
 
 
3. Instances of original *-ā with other origins: Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. at, atā (coordinating 
conjunction); Old Persian utā; Av. uta; Sh., Ru., Bt. Sr. ðar ‘far’ (Av. dūrāt̰); Sh., Ru., 
Bt., Sr. ɣaθ (<*gūθā); Av. gūθa-.   

 
 
In unstressed position  
 
§69.  In unstressed position, *u, ū is analogous with *i, ī, resulting in a or i, and also e in 
Sarikoli.  Irregularities in these short vowels depend both on the language in question (for 
Shughni, i is more common), as well as on the influence of surrounding consonants (when 
adjacent to palatal *ć̌ we get i, and also e in Sarikoli; before y we get the combination ay, Sr. ɛy).   
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 50––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 

In present-tense stems, which can be derived from the weak vocalization of *w and are thus 
unstressed.  In stems ending in -ya (such as Av. puya ‘rot’; buya ‘beat’); Ru. pay, Sr. pɛy; in 
Shughni and Bartangi with the later contraction of ay to i (Sh.) and ī (Bt.): Sh. pi-; Bt. pī- (rot); 
Sh. vi (<vay) ‘be’.122  We may possible be able to add the following verb here: Ru. cay-; Sr. cɛy; 
Sh. ci; Bt. cī ‘fry; cook’ (*druya-), if it can be derived not from -*y, but from -*w 
(dessiminator?) (PIE *d(e)reu).123  In other stems: Sh. x̌in-; Ru., Bt., Sr. x̌an- ‘hear’; Av. stem 
srūnav-; Sh. pinídz; Ru., Bt. panídz; Sr. pamedz ‘dress oneself; Skt. mucáti (PIE *√meuk-); Sh. 
kaɣ̌-; Ru., Bt. kaw- ‘slaughter’,124 Av. stem kuša-.   

In compounds with inflection: ɣiǰīd; Ru. ɣaǰód 'stable; cowshed' (<*gu-kata-125); Sh. viznḗč 
‘goats’l Bt. vaznı́̄č ‘kids (baby goats)’.   

Unstressed a from *u in the plural forms of nouns are common in all languages (Sh., Ru., Bt. 
pacḗn 'sons'l Sh., Ru., Bt. kadḗn ‘dogs’); however, in all likelihood, its stability is similar to that 
of plural forms from roots with *a (cf. čadḗn ‘houses’; x̌aǰḗn ‘bulls; oxen’).   

 
 

122 In the other languages the stems – Ru., Bt. vaw-; Sr. vɛw- – come from another stem of the same verb (cf. Av. 
bava-).   
123 In addition to Persian darav, see also Wkh. dыrəw (but Ish. dьray; Mnj. drīy).  
124 Sr. kɛyɣ̌- contains the unclear development of ɛy.   
125 NTS I: 55. 



   
Reflex of Proto-Iranian diphthongs *ai; *au  

 
In stressed position 

In Sarikoli diphthongs are preserved; in the other languages we get long vowels in their place.  

§70.  For the diphthong *ai, we get the following correspondences:  

Sh. ē // Ru. ī // Bt. ī // Sr. ɛy  

In nouns & adjectives 

 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
sipēd sipīd sipīd sыpɛyd Av. spaēta- white 
xēð xīð xīð xɛyð Av. xᵛaēða- mud/dirt; sweat 
ðēw ðīw	 ðīw ðɛyw Av. daēva- demon 
x̌īn126 x̌īn x̌īn x̌ɛyn Av. ašaēna- blue 
xēz xīz xīz xɛyz Pers. xēz 'stand up' direct ; right 
mēθ mīθ mīθ maθ *maēθa-127 day 
yēd yīd yīd – Av. haētu- bridge 

 

In present-tense verb stems  

 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
mēz- mīz- mīz- mɛyz- Av. stem maēza- urinate 
žēb- žīb- žīb- žɛyb- PIE √geibh- spin 
x̌ēb- x̌īb-	 x̌īb- x̌ɛyb- PIE √kseip- beat 
parwēdz- parwīdz- parwīdz- parwɛy- Av. stem vaēǰa- sift 
divēs divīs divīs – show Av. stem daēsa- 
wēð wīð wið wɛyð Av. √vaēd; caus. 

stem vaēðaya- 
let go; launch 

 

 

 

 

 
126 Raising before n.   
127 Yz. miθ; Mnj. mix̌; Ygn. met. Cf. NTS 1: 61; see also IIFL II: 299.  On Sarikoli maθ, see §72.   



§71.  The dipthong au has the following correspondences:  

Sh. ů̄ // Ru. ū // Bt. ū // Sr. ɛw  

In nouns & adjectives 

 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
ɣů̄ɣ̌ ɣōw128 ɣū ɣɛwl Av. gaoša- ear 
čibů̄d čibūd čabūd čabɛwd Skt. kapṓta- dove 
sitů̄r sitūr sitūr sыtɛwr Av. staora- (type of cattle) 
ɣ̌ūnǰ129 ɣ̌ūnǰ ɣ̌ūnǰ – Av. gaona- hair (pl.) 
x̌ūn130 x̌ūn x̌ūn x̌ɛwn Av. sraoni- buttocks; ass 

 

In present-tense verb stems 

 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
ðů̄dz- ðūz- ðūz- ðɛwdz- PIE *dheugh-; Skt. 

dógdhi 
milk 

niɣů̄ɣ̌- niɣ̌ú̄(w) niɣú̄ – Av. stem gaoša- listen 
wirů̄dz- wirūdz- wirūdz- rɛwz- PIE *reu-k; or 

leug-131 
unstitch; tear at 
the seams (tr.) 

rů̄b- rūb- rūb- – Persian rūb-; Skt. 
rōp- 

sweep/shovel 
snow 

 

 

§72.  In Sarikoli, in closed syllables with two final consonants, the diphthongs ɛw and ɛy 
contract to a or e, depending on the influence of surrounding consonants:  

 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
rů̄z rūz rūzn rezn Av. raočana, 

raočina- 
window 

rů̄pc rūpc rūpc rapc *raupas-; Skt. 
lōpāsa- 

fox 

 
128 Lowering with the influence of ɣ and w. 
129 Later raising (see §25, pt. 1). 
130 Same as fn. 129.  
131 Cf. Skt. rujáti; Av. uruxtay.   



A similar shortening of diphthongs can be found also in past-tense stems with secondary 
(=back?) formations (from present-tense stems).  Here, for example, we can include the verb: Sr. 
wažɛyb: wažapt (wažɛypt); cf. the old past-tense stem in the verbs with the same root: Sr. 
wažafs-: waževd ‘return’ and žɛyb: ževd ‘spin’, which continues the old participle (*gibta-).132   

 
We can assume that for Sarikoli, the a in maθ ‘day’ can be explained through the addition of 
some suffix to this word in the past.  For instance, it could be the following: *mɛyθin- > 
mɛyθn- > maθ (cf. Sh. mēθin-ǰḗv ‘during the daytime’; Ru. mīθin ‘day; during the day’.   
 
Shortening before two consonants is observed for Sarikoli ɛy, ɛw of any origin, and not just for 
those which can be derived from the Proto-Iranian diphthongs.  Thus, in the perfect stems 
fromed from past stems of the type: Sr. čɛwg ‘done’, vɛwg ‘brought’, where ɛw is the result of the 
sonorantization of r (*varta or *vərta-; *karta), we get Sr. čəɣ̌ǰ, vəɣ̌ǰ, respectively.  The vocalic 
element here which has come out of the diphthong inherits, with the help of the fricative ɣ̌, its 
articulatory obscurity, as well as its phonological indefiniteness (cf. the vocalic element ɛ of the 
diphthong).  In perfect stems formed from past stems: Sr. rɛyd (Ru. rayd) ‘stayed’, where y has 
arisen from ɣ̌ (cf. Yz. raɣd; Av. √raēk), we get Sr. reðǰ < rayðǰ (Ru. rayǰ).  In the present-tense 
third-singular form of this verb, in the position before -s (intransitive suffix) – i.e. when before a 
non-palatalizeable consonant – we get a: Sr. rast ‘stays’ (< rayst; Ru., Bt. rayst).  The past stem: 
Sr. bɛyd ‘disappear’, where ɛy can be derived from *ay (*apa-ay-ta or *apa-ita; Av. √ay; ppl. 
ita, we get the perfect stem beðǰ, but in the present-tense third-singular form, before the suffix -s, 
we get a: Sr. bast ‘disappears’.133 
 
 
§73.  When before *-š, for which there is only a single example. *ai has a different reflex in 
each language: Sh. maɣ̌; Ru. mēw; Bt. māw; Sh. mɛwl ‘sheep’; Av. maēši (fem.); maēša- (masc.).  
 
In Sarikoli the diphthong is preserved, but has been moved back under the unflence of *ɣ̌ (> l).  
In Rushani the effect of *ɣ̌/w was minimal, and the diphthong has undergone the usual change 
into a long front vowel, but a more open vowel (ē rather than ī).  In Shughni and Bartangi, the 
final element of the diphthong has been lowered through the influence of ɣ̌ and, in doing so, 
coincided with the initial element of the diphthong, and thus the result was ā (cf. the transition of 
i into a before *š: sipaɣ̌, sipaw < *spiš).  The influence of final *i (Av. maēši-), which was 
assumed to have taken place by Gathieu134, is not visible anywhere here.  Apparently, the final *i 
had already been lost before the change of the diphthong, after which *maiɣ̌- came to be used 
only in the meaning ‘sheep (f.)’ (cf. the suffixal formation for the word ‘ram’: Ru. mawóǰ; Sh. 
miɣ̌ı́̄ǰ.  It is even possible that upon being fixed in the meaning ‘sheep (f.)’, the word *maiɣ̌ came 
to take the more common and, apparently, longer preserved feminine ending -*ā, which also 
exerted a lowering effect on the root vowel.   

 
132 Cf. the old transition of *p/b > v and the modern b > p; cf. the similar formation of stems in Bartangi: Bt. wižafs-: 
wiživd ‘return’ and wižib- (< wižaib-): wižipt ‘turn (tr.)’. 
133 The word: Sh. pů̄st, Ru.; Bt. pūst; Sr. past ‘skin; hide; pelt’, in all likelihood, has been borrowed or somehow 
contaminated (cf. Tj. pů̄st; Pers. pūst).  Sarikoli past has a diphthong-like sound of ů̄ or ō from the borrowed source 
(cf. the diphthong-like sound of Tajiki ů̄ in several dialects).  The etymology of this word is not clear.  We cannot 
verify the presence of a diphthong in the Avestan word pasta-.   
134 Yazg: 242-243. 



 
In any case, it is clear that the position before -*š caused some kind of change in almost any 
vowel which found itself there.   
 
 
In unstressed position 
 
§74.  As far as we can tell from the available examples, the dipthong *ai in unstressed word-
medial position has as its reflex a or i: Sh. x̌abı́̄dz; Kh. x̌abǽdz; Ru., Bt. x̌abēdz; Sr. x̌ɛyb ‘twig; 
stick’ (<*x̌aib-áči; see §32, pt. 3; present stems: Sh. x̌ēb-; Ru., Bt. x̌īb- ‘beat’); Sh. miɣ̌ı́̄ǰ; Ru., Bt. 
mawóǰ ‘ram’ (<maiš-áka); Sh. minḗč; Ru. mawnīč ‘sheep’s; ovine’.   
 
For unstressed word-initial positon there is a lack of reliable examples.  However, we can 
possibly look to the following: Sh., Ru., Bt. yīw; Sr. iw ‘one’ from *awáka- (Av. aēva-) with 
primary stress on the suffix (cf. Yzg. wůg; Persian yak), which gave *iwág.  The shifting of 
stress onto the root later caused the lengthening of i to ī and subsequently the regular 
development of y would have occurred, along with the total loss of the suffix.135 
 
As an example of unstressed au, we can likely take the following word: Sh. ɣiǰīd; Ru. ɣaǰōd 
‘stable; cowpen’; for which we can get the pre-Shughni original form *gau-káta.   
 
 

 
Reflex of clusters *ay, āy ; *aw, āw  

 
Clusters *ay, āy 
 
§75.  Word-medially, the reflex of Proto-Iranian *ay is found in present-tense verb stems ending 
in *-ya, from roots ending in *-ā (Av. type daya, √dā).  The primary result in these cases was 
common for all languages of the group: ay or ɛy (əy), which in Shughni and Bartangi was 
subsequently shortened in open syllables to Sh. i, Bt. ī, and in closed syllables (i.e. third-person 
singular forms), Shughni ē and Bartangi ī.  In Rushani and Sarikoli, the cluster has been 
preserved: ay for Rushani and ɛy for Sarikoli.  Thus, the modern correspondences for the 
languages are the following:  

Sh. i, ē // Ru. ay // Bt. ī // Sr. ɛy 
 
 Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
STEM ziní- zináy- zinı́̄- zыnɛy- Av. stem 

snaya-; √snā- 
wash 

3SG zinḗd zináyd zinīd zыnɛ́yd   

 
135 The following word: Sh., Ru., Sr. iš ‘cold’ is not well derived from a form containing the diphthong (Av. aēxa-).  
The shift of the vowel is better suited for weak vocalization (*ixa-).   



STEM rimí- rimáy- rimı́̄- ramɛy- Av. stem 
maya-; √mā- 

order; 
command 

3SG rimḗd rimáyd rimı́̄d ramɛ́yd   
STEM ði- ðay- ðī- ðɛy- Av. stem 

daya-; √dā- 
to fall; drop; 
hit (intr.) 

3SG ðēd ðayd ðīd ðɛyd   
 
 
The same results are given by stems ending in -*ya from roots with sonorants y, w, n in their 
weak vocalization:  
 
 Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
STEM wix̌- wix̌ay- wix̌ī- [nɛy-] Av. stem 

sraya, √sray; 
*naya, √*nay 

open; Sr. 
‘churn butter’ 

3SG wix̌ḗd wix̌áyd wix̌ı́̄d [nɛyd]   
STEM zi- zay- zī- zɛy- Av. stem zaya- 

(<zn̥-ya); √zan- 
give birth 

3SG zēd zayd zīd zɛyd   
STEM pi- pay- pī- pɛy- Av. stem puya, 

√pav- 
rot 

3SG pēd payd pīd pɛyd   
 
 
Based on the Avestan stems snaya- (√sna-), sraya- (√sray-, sri-), and zaya- (√zan-, zn̥-), it might 
be possible to consider that ay did not come from a different origin in these stems.  However, cf. 
Av. puya- (√pav) with the preservation of u-vocalization.   
 
In absolute word-final position, the reflex *ay is ay or āy // Sr. oy: Sh. aráy, ará̄y; Ru. aráy; Bt. 
ará̄y; Sr. aróy ‘three’; Av. θray-; Sh., Ru. čāy; Sr. čoy ‘who’,136 Av. kay-; Sh., Ru., Bt. pāy; Sr. 
poy ‘sour milk’; Av. payah-; Sh. ǰirá̄y; Ru. žiráy; Bt. žirá̄y ‘(type of clay)’ – cf. Yz. ɣərú̊y; Mnj. 
ɣərəy; PIE *glei.   
 
 
§76.  The cluster *āy in present-tense stems from roots ending in *-(a)i with strong vocaliation 
of the root appears everywhere as ōy // Sr. uy: Sh., Ru., Bt. pōy-; Sr. puy- ‘graze livestock’; Av. 
stem pāya-; Sh., Ru. nimṓy; Sr. numúy ‘appear; be seen’,137 √mā(i)-.  When before a consonant, 
the cluster ōy // Sr. uy is never changed at all: Sh., Ru., Bt. pōyd; Sr. puyd ‘grazes (tr.)’.  In the i-
umlaut position (in nominal formations ending in *-ti), *ā gives the corresponding umlaut 
endings: Sh. pɛyd; Ru., Bt. pēyd; Sr. poyd ‘graze (inf. stem)’.  Thus, *ā in the cluster *āy was no 
different from *ā in other positions.   
 
There are no examples of *āy in word-final position.   

 
136 In Bartangi, the direct form of the interrogative pronoun has been supplanted by the oblique form čī. 
137 In Bartangi this very appears with weak vocalization: nimī- (nimay).   



 
It is difficult to come to conclusions about the reflex of Proto-Iranian *āy before a consonant.  
There are no sufficiently reliable examples attested for this position.  However, we might be able 
to posit the following here: Shughni x̌ōp ðɛ̄dṓw ‘beat (intr.); chop’ and x̌ōbǰɛ́̄d 'sabre’; Sr. x̌upčóg 
‘table knife’ likely have a common origin with x̌ēp ðɛ̄dṓw ‘beat; strike; drum’; x̌ēpðōrg ‘mallet' 
(cf. the following verb: Sh. x̌ēb-: x̌īvd ‘beat; strike’; x̌abı́̄dz ‘twig; switch’; PIE √*kseip).  If this 
is indeed the case, then the word x̌ōp van be derived only from the strong vocalization of the root 
– *xšāip- with the loss of the i-element before a consonant.  We can see a similar transformation 
of *āi (long diphthong) in the following words: Sh. x̌ōð; Ru. x̌ů̄ð 'yard; farmstead’; and Sh. x̌ɛ̄ð; 
Ru. x̌ēð; Bt. x̌ōð ‘summer herding for livestock’, if we derive them from formations with the 
stem *(x)šay (cf. Av. √šay- ‘inhabit’; šōiθra- and šōiθrya- ‘abode’).  We might also be able to 
add the word mōθ ‘staff; stick’ <māita; PIE mēit- from √mei- (see NTS I: 60).  
 

 
Clusters *aw, āw 

 
§77.  In present-tense stems from roots which end in the sonorant *w, we get differing variants 
in different languages: Sh. āw; Ru. aw, āw; Bt. aw, āw; Sr. ɛw and, as an exception, o.  For 
instance: Sh., Ru., sāw-; Bt. saw, sāw; Sr. so ‘go/become’ (Av. √šyav-, šav-); Sh., Ru., Bt. nāw-; 
Sr. nɛw- ‘cry’ (PIE *√neu; Skt. návati, nāvti); Ru., Bt. vaw-; Sr. vɛw- (Av. stem bava-).  It is 
difficult to draw conclusions regarding the correspondence between aw and āw in these cases.  It 
is possible that āw comes from the later lengthening of aw (<*aw).  But it is possible that aw, āw 
reflect the earlier contamination of *aw and *āw.  For instance, we get short aw everywhere with 
vaw ‘be’ (<bava-) and almost everywhere we get long ā in nāw (<*nāva-).  In this case we must 
assume that in Shughni the form āw prevailed, while in Rushani the form aw (ɛw) prevailed.  
Rushani and Bartangi exhibit both forms.   
 
When before a consonant (i.e. in third-person singular forms), aw undergoes contraction only in 
Shughni.  Cf. Sh. nů̄d; Ru., Bt. nāwd; Sr. nɛwd ‘cries’.   
 
 
§78.  Undoubtedly, the strong vocalization of (*āw) appears in causative stems ending in -
*aya-.  In Shughni and Rushani, we get here the usual transition of *ā in i-umlaut position (see 
§57: Sh. firɛ́̄w-, Ru. firḗw- ‘rinse’ (Av. stem frāvaya-).  In Bartangi, where *ā did not undergo 
umlaut, and in Sarikoli, where *ā in umlaut position became o, we would expect the following 
forms: Bt. firṓw-, Sr. firow-.  However, we get instead Bt. firāw-, firáw, and Sr. pirɛw-.  
Consequently, in Bartangi in Sarikoli *ā before w could not result in closed o-like variants (cf. 
Sr. so (<*sāw) ‘go’, possible only with the loss of w).   
 
Other examples of causative stems ending in *-aya- are the following: 
 
 

Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
pix̌ɛ́̄w- pix̌ḗw- pix̌áw- pыx̌ɛ́w-  shear sheep 
sirɛ́̄w- sirḗw- siráw- sirɛ́w-  separate 



pattɛ́̄w- patḗw- patáw- patɛ́w- *dav- or *tav-
138 

throw 

parðɛ́̄w- parðḗw- parðáw- parðɛ́w- √dav139 mimic; grimace 
 
§79.  Intransitive stems corresponding to causative stems have i-vocalization in Bartangi and 
Rushani.  Pairs of causative-intransitive stems in Sarikoli are distinguished with the causative 
stem containing the suffix -on, a new formation.  Examples:  
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 55––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
 
 Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Gloss 
TRANS. θɛ̄w- θēw- θāw-, θaw- θawón- burn (tr.) 
INTRANS. θāw- θīw- θīw- θɛw- burn (intr.) 
TRANS. wizɛ̄w- wizēw- wizāw-, wizáw- wazawón- extinguish; put 

out (a fire) 
INTRANS. wizāw- wizīw- wizīw- wazɛw- go out (fire) 
TRANS. pišɛ̄w- pišēw pišāw-, pisáw- – entertain; get rid 

of a bad mood – 
*√sav (?)140 

INTRANS. pišāw- pišīw- pišīw- pыsɛw- get distracted; 
disperse (intr.); 
Sr. ‘to clear up 
(of weather)’ 

 
 
Rushani and Bartangi ī appears here as a special reflex of *a in the i-umlaut position: 
*wizáwya- > wizīw.  In Shughni this form was displaced by the universal type of intransitive 
stem with -āw vocalization (which opposed the causative stem with -ɛ̄w; cf. sāw- ‘go’l pattɛ̄w 
‘throw’; etc.); i-vocalization could not have guarantee a meaning of intransitivity in Shughni, as 
it was syncretic with transitive umlauted stems ending in -*aya (cf. Sh. pīdz- > *pačaya- ‘cook’, 
but Ru., Bt. pēdz-; §32, pt. 1).  In Rushani, similar to Shughni, transitive stems are easily 
recognized through their vocalization (sāw- ‘go’; θīw- ‘burn (intr.)’; but patēw- ‘throw’; θēw- 
‘burn (tr.)’).  
 
In Bartangi, on the other hand, causative forms merged with stems ending in -aw, -āw, and thus 
the ī-vocalization remained the only way to distinguish causative/non-causative pairs of verbs.  
As such, this type of vocalization not only became entrenched in Bartangi, but also evolved (cf. 
Bt. sirāw- ‘distinguish (tr.)’ and sirīw- ‘distinguish oneself’; firāw ‘rinse (tr.)’ and firīw- 'be 
rinsed (?)’; a.o.  

 
138 Cf. Av. dav 'move aside; remove’ and ‘tav ‘push back; push out’ 
139 Possibly from this root, or possibly from another dav ‘speak’ (Av. dav-).  Cf. Khufi warðaw; Sr. warðɛw ‘talk 
rubbish'.   
140 Cf. Av. √sav- ‘come to the aid/rescue; benefit’; cf. also PIE *k̂eu ‘clear; light’.   



 
In Sarikoli, vocalization regularly became syncretic in all stems: not only did causative 
conjugations in –(a)ya (*frāv(a)ya- > pыrāw- > pыrɛw- ‘rinse’) come to match conjugations in -
a-, but so did intransitive conjugations in -ya (*wizawya > *wazew > wazɛw- ‘go out (fire)’).  
Thus, in order to distinguish pairs of causative-intransitive verbs, a new, additional means came 
into use – the causative suffix -ón: wazawón ‘to put out (e.g. fire)’.   
 
 
§80.  In word-final position, in Bartangi and Sarikoli, the combinations *aw and *āw are not 
distinguished, as they have turned into aw in Bartangi, and into ɛw in Sarikoli.  In Rushani and 
Shughni they appear as aw and ōw (in Rushani also sometimes ů̄w).  Final ů̄w should be assumed 
to come from word-final *āw.   
 
 
 
Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
naw naw naw [nыǰ]141 Av. nava- new 
– x̌aw x̌aw x̌ɛw Av. srū-, sravant- horn 
[ðu] ðaw ðaw ðɛw Av. dva- two 
nōw nōw naw nɛw Skt. nāu- ‘boat’ trench; trough 
pōw pů̄w paw – √pav rotten center of a 

tree 
žōw žōw žaw žɛw Av. gav- cow 
θōw θů̄w θaw – *√θaw-142 brand (burned 

into something) 
cōw – caw – *√draw- harvest 

 
 
In the word for ‘nine’ (Av. nava-), we find a different reflex of *aw in each language: Sh. nōw; 
Ru. nāw; Bt. naw, nāw; Sr. new.143  Apparently, these variants are the result of later lengthening 
of *aw (cf. the different ways of eliminating homonyms: Sr. nɛw ‘trench’, new ‘nine’; nыǰ ‘new’; 
Ru. nōw ‘trench; trough’; nāw ‘nine’; naw ‘new’).   
 
In one word we get the umlaut position: Sh., Ru., Bt. cīw ‘hair (individual)’ < *drawya-‘ cf. Yzg. 
diraw ‘hair (pl.)’.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

141 From *naw(a)ka; cf. Yz. nug.  
142 Cf. Khwarezmian θāw- (I. Gershevitch. A Grammar of Manichean Sogdian. Oxford. 1964. §574).  
143 The only case of e before w? 



Reflex of clusters *r̥. *ar  
 
When stressed 
 
With the preservation of r̥ 
 
§81.  Iranian r̥ becomes a vowel (originally a short vowel) + r.  The quality of this vowel, as 
with other vowels, depends on its position: 1) in neutral position; 2) in i-umlaut position’ 3) in a-
umlaut position.  Its usage is limited to a single phonetic position: before r in a closed syllable 
with two final consonants (since *r̥ normally arose before consonants).  Closed syllables with 
two final consonants, as established in the preceding sections, constitutes neutral position for the 
majority of vowels, particularly r and v.  In this position, the reflex of short vowels is generally 
the same: *a and *u have the same reflex in neutral position (Sh., Kh., Bt. ū; Ru. u; Sr. e, ы); a, 
u, and i have the same reflex in i-umlaut position (Sh., Kh., Bt. ī; Ru. i).  Vowels which have 
arisen via r̥ correspond in the same way, as can be seen with the following data.  
 
§82.  In neutral position: 
 
 Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
r̥ > wūrǰ wūrǰ wurǰ wūrǰ – Av. vəhrka-; Skt. 

vr̥ka- 
wolf 

r̥ (ar?) > wūrɣ̌ wūrɣ̌ wurɣ̌ wūrɣ̌ – Psht. wuža; Mnj. 
wurž144 

wool 
threads 

r̥ (ar?) > yūrx̌ yūrx̌ yurx̌ yūrx̌ yыrx̌ Av. arša-; Skt. 
ŕ̥kṣa- 

bear 

ar > čūrð – čurð čūrð čerð *kard; Wkh. 
kard; PIE (s)ker-
dh  

crooked; 
curved; 
bent 

ar > xūrn xūrn xurn xūrn xern *xᵛarna < 
*su̯ar(a)-na; Yz. 
x⁰rn 

crow 

a > ūvd ūvd ūvd ūvd ыvd145 Av. hapta seven 
a > anǰūvd inǰūvd inǰúvd inǰūvd – *√kap- grabbed 
u > wix̌ūɣ̌ǰ wix̌ūǰ wix̌ūǰ wix̌ūǰ wax̌érǰ Skt. ksura- comb (n.) 
 
 
In these examples, the reflex of r̥ is seen only either in absolute word-initial position or before w.  
There are no reliable examples of r̥ word-medially.  The etymology of the word kurc (Sh., Ru., 
Bt.) kurc 'concave; sunken’, where there is no lengthening of u before r, is unclear.  It is possible 
that it is related to Avestan kərəsa ‘thin’, Skt. kr̥ṣa (see also Mnj. kər; Ish. kьr 'pothole; ravine).   
 
 
 

 
144 Cf. EVP: 95; NTS 1: 39; IIFL II: 84.   
145 Both Sarikoli ы and Rushani ū can be explained, apparently, by their position at the beginning of the word.   



§83.  In i-umlaut position: 
 
 
 Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
r̥ 
(ar?) > 

wīrn wīrn wirn wīrn wern Av. waršnay,146 
Skt. vr̥ṣṇay 

ram 

r̥ 
(ar?) > 

pirx̌ pirx̌ pirx̌ pirx̌ – Av. paršuya-; 
cf. Skt. pr̥sat 
'drops; spray' 

frost 

r̥ 
(ar?) > 

virx̌ virx̌ virx̌ virx̌ – Av. barəša- 
'mane' 

horsehair 

r̥ > mīrt mīrd mirt mīrd merd Av. miryate (< 
mr̥yate) 

dies 

r̥ > x̌ikı́̄rt – – – x̌ikérd *us-kr̥(y)ati (or 
skryati; PIE 
*√(s)ker ‘move; 
budge 
(oneself)’; cf. 
Skt. kiráti 

looks for 

ar 
(r̥?) > 

čīrm čīrm čirm čīrm čerm Skt. kr̥mī-; Av. 
kərəma- 

worm 

ar > zīrd zīrd zīrd zīrd zird Av. zaⁱrita yellow 
ar > vīrd vīrd virt vērd vird Av. baraⁱti brings 
a > anǰīvd inǰīvd inǰivd inǰēvd – *ham-kapti 

(inf.); *√kap- 
grab 

i > x̌īvd x̌īvd x̌ivd [x̌īpt] x̌evd *kšip-ti (inf.); 
*kšip-
ta (ptcpl) ; 
*√kšaip- 

to beat; 
beat (pst) 

u > sīvd sīvd sivd sīvd – Av. supti- shoulder 
 
 
The shortness of i in the words pirx̌ and virx̌ does not seem to have any relation to the 
characteristics of the development of *r̥ (cf. ī from r̥ in wīrn, mīrd, x̌ikīrt).  Apparently, the 
lengthening of short vowels took place before r only in the groups rn, rm, rð, rd, rǰ, but did not 
take place in rx̌, rs, rc, where r was devoiced).147 
 
For Bartangi and Sarikoli, in individual cases we can distinguish the vocalization of *r̥ and *ar 
by their reflexes.  The vocalization of *r̥ apparently does not result in Bt. ē, Sr. i in the position 
of i-umlaut (cf. Bt. vērd, Sr. vird ‘brings’, but Bt. mīrd, Sr. merd ‘dies’.   
 

 
146 On the transition in Avestan of r̥ to ar before š, see NTS XII, 1940, p. 54.   
147 The fact that ū is long in the word yūrx̌ (§82) ‘bear’ can be explained by its position at the beginning of the word.  
Cf. the lengthening of u in Ru. ūvd ‘seven’, a phenomenon which is totally uncharacteristic of short vowels in the 
middle of a word.   



In some cases *r̥ or *ar-vocalization can be recognized by the fate of a preceding k, x, or ɣ.  
Before *ar, as before any *a (and also before *ā, *i, diphthong *ai), palatalized to č, š, and ž, 
respectively.  However, when before *r̥ (and also before *u, diphthong *au), they remained hard: 
cf. Sh. x̌ikīrt ‘looks for; stirs’ and Sh. bix̌čı́̄rt 'removes' from the same stem as with *ar-
vocalization.  Thus, it would appear that the vowel element of r̥ was primarily a non-front vowel 
(*ər, *ьr).  
 
Consequently, we can assume that in the word čīrm ‘worm’, the vocalization was not *kr̥mi-, but 
rather *karmi (cf. the possible lengthening in the vocalization of the following: Skt. kr̥ti, Av. 
karəta; pre-Shughni *kārti ‘knife’), if only here there was not a very early umlaut transition of 
*ьr into *ir.  Compare the umlaut position in the third-singular and in infinitives, which does not 
cause the transition of k into č: Sh. x̌ikīrt ‘looks for’, x̌ikīd- ‘look for (inf.)’.   
 
 
§84.  In a-umlaut position there are not sufficient examples of the reflex of *r̥ or *ar in nouns 
and adjectives.   
 
In verbs we have only a few stems which end in *rt, *rd, for which we get short a in all 
languages (e.g. tarð- ‘tear (intr.)’).  Although a is found here in a position before two 
consonants, since the syllabification in the conjugated form lioes between the two consonants 
(tar-ðum), this phonetic position is not entirely adequate for the previous cases.  The attested 
examples are the following: Sh., Ru., Bt. tarð ‘tear’; Sr. tarð ‘discord; skirmish’, PIE *√ter-d; 
Skt. tr̥d, tard ‘split (intr.); cut, cleave’ (tr̥nátti, caus. tardayati); Sh., Bt. parwarθ ‘turn around; 
curl up; roll down'; PIE *√ver-t; Av. stem varəta-; Skt. vartati; Sh. nixarθ; Ru., Bt. raxarθ 'fall 
in; collapse’; *√kart-?; Av. karət, Skt. kr̥ntati, kartati; Sh., Ru., Bt. šarð ‘defecate’; Yz. xůrð is 
likely connected to PIE *√ker, k̂er ‘gray; dirty; muddy; impure in color’; with the spread of -d, 
likely ‘to smear; to stain’.   
 
For the stem šarð-, we can reconstruct *ar-vocalization, because *x (Yz. xůrð-) was palatalized 
to š.  For the stem: Sh. nixarθ-; Ru., Bt. raxarθ-, on the other hand, the preservation of hard x 
points toward r̥-vocalization.  The results in each cases are identical.  For the stems tarð-, 
parwarθ-, consequently, it is impossible to identify the original vocalization.  
 
At the present time, all stems ending in -rð, rθ are stressed.  It is possible that this is a result of 
the later leveling by analogy with stems that continue *ar vocalization.  The shortness of a in 
*ar-vocalization (šarð-) is not clear: it could be the result of its phonetic position before *rt, *rd 
or the result of leveling by analogy with *r̥-vocalization.  Compare the obligatory lengthening of 
*a > ā before a single consonant: zidá̄r- ‘sweep’; tār- ‘clear away’ (*√tar), xār- ‘eat’ *√xᵛar-; 
etc.   
 
In the third singular, in the stems in question (and also in all stems which end in two consonants), 
the i-umlaut position does not have an effect on the vowel.  Only in Shughni in two verbs do we 
see a deviation, which, apparently, can be attributed to analogy: šīrðd (by analogy with xīrt, vīrt, 
etc.), and nixṓrθt (by analogy with racṓθt, niðṓvd; etc.).   
 

 



With strong vocalization of the root (*ār), *ā always transitions like any other *ā in the 
corresponding position.  In neutral position: Sh., Ru., Bt. zōrð, Sr. zorð ‘heart’ < *zārd (cf. Skt. 
hr̥d- and Av. zərəd-); in i-umlaut position: Sh. pɛ̄rnak; Bt. pōrnak ‘heel’; Skt. pārṣni-.   
 
 
With other transformations of *r 
 
§85.  Before the consonants *t, *z, *s, *n which close a syllable, and also in the combinations *rð, 
*rt before t (and before other consonants?) *r in any grade of vocalization has undergone various 
changes.  These changes of r have, in turn, exerted influence on the preceding vowel.   
 
Before a *t which closes a syllable, r in all languages has become fully sonorantized.  In neutral 
position and in a-umlaut position, the sonorantization of r occurred via w; in in the i-umlaut 
position, it occurred via y.   
 
In strong vocalization (*ār), the sonorant element arising from r was subsequently lost, and *ā has 
its usual reflexes: Sh. čɛ̄d; Ru., Bt. čēg; Sr. čog ‘knife’ < *čāʸdi < kārti.  In this case, the y-element 
can be easily derived through the Bartangi umlauted form čēg, whereas in other cases Bartangi *ā 
did not undergo influence of i-umlaut (see §56).   
 
The vocalization of ar and the vocalization of r̥ gave identical results.  Initially, this result was the 
diphthong combinations of the type ʊw and ey, which in Sarikoli were preserved in the form of ɛw 
and ɛy and in the remaining languages became the following monopthongs: *ʊw > Sh., Ru., Bt. ū; 
*ey > Sh., Ru., ī, Bt. ē.   
 

Sound Pos. Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
r̥ > NEUT x̌ikūd – – x̌ыkɛ́wg *skr̥ta- searched 
r̥ > I-UML x̌ikı́̄d – – x̌ikɛ́yg *skr̥ti- search (inf.) 
ar > NEUT čūd čūg čūg čɛwg *karta; Av. 

karta-, kərəta 
did 

ar > I-UML čīd čīg čēg čɛyg *karti do (inf.) 
ar > NEUT bix̌čú̄d – bix̌čú̄g – *skarta drew; 

scooped 
ar > I-UML bix̌čı́̄d – bix̌čḗg – *skarti draw; scoop 

(inf.) 
 
 
It does not appear possible to identify the original vocalization for the remaining attested 
examples, because the vowel is preceded by consonants which are neutral with respect to 
palatalization.   
 

Pos.  Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
NEUT vūd vūg vūg vɛwg Av. bərəta- brought 
I-UML vīd vīg vēg vɛyg *bərti, *barti bring (inf.) 
NEUT mūd mūg mūg mɛwg Av. mərəta- died  
I-UML mīd mīg mēg mɛyg *mərti, *marti die (inf.) 



NEUT zidūd zidūg zidūg zыdɛwg √tar- swept 
I-UML zidīd zidīg zidēg zыdig (?) √tar- sweep (inf.) 
NEUT xūd xūg xūg xыg148 √xᵛar- ate 
I-UML xīd xīg xēg xig *xᵛarti eat (inf.) 
NEUT pūd pūg pūg pɛwg Av. pərətu- ford 

 
 
§86.  Before z and s, the changes in r took place later: in different languages differently and not 
in all.  In Sarikoli, r has apparently been preserved, although there are not enough examples to be 
certain.  In Shughni, r before z and s has spirantized to ɣ̌ and x̌, respectively, and in Bartangi and 
Rushani in has sonorantized to w.  The vowel in question changes in Shughni, as in cases where r 
is preserved; in Rushani and Bartangi we get a diphthong of a vowel + w.  In neutral position this 
dipthong becomes ū in both languages (from original *ʊwz).  In i-umlaut position in Bartangi we 
get ē, as in cases when r is preserved; in Rushani w has taken its opening effect on the umlauted 
vowel, and as such we get the combinations āw and aw.  The same result (āw, aw), but with the 
lengthening obligatory (āw) occurs in a-umlaut position in Bartangi.   
 
Position Shughni Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
NEUT vūɣ̌z vūz vūz – Av. bərəza- long 
I-UML vīɣ̌dz vāwz vēwz – barəzi- pillow 
A-UML [maɣ̌dzů̄nǰ]149 mawz, 

māwz 
māwz [marzónǰ] cf. Av. 

mərəzāna- 
hungry 

A-UML [pēx̌c-] paws, pāws pāws- pars- Av. stem 
pərəsa- 

ask (pres. 
stem) 

 
In the following example we apparently have the reflex of *ār-vocalization:   
 

I-UML vɛɣ̌dzn vāwzn vōwzn – *bārzni- birch 
 
Shughni pēx̌c- involves a conjugation in –(a)ya.  The vowel ē instead of ī (Sr. vīɣ̌dz) is 
explained, probably, by the opening effect of the voiceless x̌.   
 
§87.  Before n in all languages r sonorantized into w in neutral position and in a-umlaut 
position.  For the i-umlaut position there are no examples.  In neutral position the arising 
diphthong combination (-*ʊwn) became Sh., Ru., Bt. ū, Sr. ы.  In a-umlaut position, the dipthong 
combinations (aw, āw) became contracted into ů̄ in Shughni.  In Sarikoli we get o in their place, 
which, perhaps, is the result not of contraction, but rather of the loss of w in the combination *-
oʷn < -*arnā.  In Rushani and Bartangi the diphthong has been preserved: Ru., aw; Khufi and 
Bartangi ōw.   
 
 

 
148 The deviation of this verb in Sarikoli is explained by the influence of the preceding labial element (*xᵛarta), 
which has caused closed dipthong combinations of the type: *xuwd, *xuid.  x from xᵛ < PIE su̯ is always a hard 
consonant and does not undergo palatalization in any position.   
149 The Shughni and Rushani forms give an unstressed position. 



 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 60––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
Position Shughni Khufi Rushani Bartangi Sarikoli Origin Gloss 
NEUT (*ar-
voc.) 

čūn čūn čūn čūn čыn Av. karəna- deaf 

A-UML wů̄n wōwn wāwn wōwn won *varnā 
(fem.); Av. 
varəna-; Skt. 
ūr̥ṇā- 

wool 

A-UML mūn mōwn māwn mōwn mon from *marnā 
(fem.); cf. 
Yz. mawn; 
Wkh. mыr; 
Ish. mend; 
Mnj. amińǵa 

apple 

 
Shughni mūn instead of the expected mů̄n is unclear.  It is possible that here we are seeing the 
narrowing effect of two nasals together?  
 
In i-umlaut position we have an example of the reflex of strong vocalization of *ār (in the 
causative stem ending in –(a)ya-), where, as in other cases, we get the usual reflex of *ā with the 
loss of the sonorant element: Sh., Ru. sipēn; Bt. sipōn 'pour’ from *us-pārn(a)ya-; Av. √par, 
stem pərən-.   
 
 
§88.  The combination *rt, *rd before *t resulted in x̌.  In this position, the vowel which resulted 
from *r (or *ar?) never lengthened and always appears as a short vowel: 1) Sh., Ru., Bt. u, in 
neutral position; 2) Sh., Ru., Bt. a in a-umlaut position; and 3) Sh., Ru., Bt. i in i-umlaut 
position.  We can see this in past-tense stems and infinitive stems from roots with a final *rt or 
*rd, the present-tense stems of which were looked at in §84.   
 

Past-stem (m.) Past-stem (f.) Infinitive Origin Gloss 
NEUT. POS. A-UML I-UML   
tux̌t tax̌t tix̌t *√tard- fight; scuffle 
parwux̌t150 parwax̌t parwix̌t *√vart- turn over; turn 

around 
Sh. nixux̌t nixax̌t nixix̌t *√kart- (?) collapse; fall to 

the ground 
Ru., Bt. raxux̌t raxax̌t raxix̌t ‘’  ‘’ 
šux̌t – šix̌t *√xard-	 defecate 

 
150 Bartangi has the parallel form parwȫx̌t, which has resulted from analogy with the verb rawȫx̌t ‘flew up’ (√raz).  
See the opposite way of analogy in Shughni and Rushani: Sh. riwúx̌t, Ru. rawux̌t, instead of Sh. riwú̄x̌t, Ru. rawox̌t 
(see §34).   



 
 
In Sarikoli the past stem of only a single verb is attested: Sr. zыdáx̌t; Ru., Bt. zidux̌t 'come apart; 
detonate' (from the same root *tard with the prefix *hača).  But this one verb already gives us a 
full picture of the reflexes in Sarikoli of other short vowels (*u, *i, but not *a) befoe x̌ of any 
origin.  Compare Sr. kax̌t (past and infinitive stem) ‘slaughter’ <*kušta- and * kušti-; Sr. vrax̌t 
(past an infinitive stem) ‘break; shatter (tr./intr/)’ <*brišta and *brišti.   
 
The vocalization of the apparently similar verb rarð: rux̌t 'dig out; blow up’ can be traced back 
to short *u (PIE *√reu-dh 'uproot’, Av. raoðya- 'cultivate land').  The past-tense stem is 
secondary: it has either been formed from the present-tense stem, or it has been formed via 
analogy with the type of past-tense stems in question.  The present-tense stem continues either 
the original stem with reduplication, or the original stem with the prefix *fra: *ra-ruð- > rarð.   
 
 
§89.  There are cases of the loss of r which still cannot be satisfactorily explained.  In some 
cases r is lost before certain consonants before which it is preserved in other cases.  Here, the 
vowel ends up as if in a syllable with a single final consonant: Sh. ası́̄d, Ru. asóð, Bt. asȫð, Sr. 
aséð ‘this year’; Av. sarəd ‘year’ (cf. zōrð ‘heart’; Av. zərəd-, with the preservation of r).  
Apparently we are dealing here with an early loss of r (in the Proto-Shughni period), which gave 
rise to the syllable with a single final consonant.  It is still not clear, however, whether this is an 
isolated case of the loss of r or whether there was some phonetic process at play.  Compare also 
another case in which the etymology of r is not clear when before ð (could it be epenthetic?): 
Sh., Ru. zimāð; Bt. zimārð ‘land’.  Compare also the possible appearance of r before ǰ: Sh., Bt. 
šarvidōǰ, Ru. šarvidů̄ǰ, šarvidů̄rǰ 'mountain stream'.   
 
Another case of the loss of r with analagous results in vocalization is seen in the following word: 
Sh. kīx̌, Ru. kox̌, Bt. kȫx̌ 'furrow', if this word is derived from *karša (Av. karša- ‘furrow’).  The 
fact that k did not palatalize to č points toward final r̥-vocalization.  And this would mean that 
the *a reconstructed in this word is secondary and has arisen through the loss of r in a period 
when the palatalization of k had not occurred.  What still remains unclear here is the loss of r 
before *š: there are no similar attested cases for this (cf. virx̌ ‘horsehair’, pirx̌ ‘frost’; yů̄rx̌ ‘bear’, 
all of which have the r preserved).   
 
The verb ‘grind; mill' (*√ar-) gives differing results in different languages: Sh. yān-: yūd; Sr. 
yon-: yыg; Ru. yīx̌-: yīx̌t; Bt. yēx̌-: yēx̌t.  If the Shughni and Sarikoli forms are taken to be regular 
(pres. stem from *arna > āwna- with the loss of the sonorant element w, and past stem from 
*arta; cf. §85),151 then it is unclear why we have x̌ in the past stems in Bartangi and Rushani (the 
present stem here is secondary, formed from the past stem).  In order to account for this x̌, we 
must apparently reconstruct for Rushani and Bartangi a past-tense stem with the original form 
*arnti,152 which would have given artti > Ru. yīx̌t, Bt. yēx̌t.  We see a similar formation, albeit 
with the voiced variant, in the Shughni and Sarikoli third-person singular form: Sh. yīɣ̌d, Sr. yiɣ̌d 

 
151 The present-tense stem *arna is well established through the forms: Yz. yawn-: yůg; Ish. yurn-: yurd.   
152 The deverbal noun form ending in -ti could have been the original form not only for the infinitive, but also for the 
past-tense stem (see §170).  In addition, it is common in the present day for the infinitival stems and past stems to 
undergo leveling based on one another.   



‘mills; grinds’ < *yardd < *arn(a)ti.  Compare a similar transformation : *rnt > x̌t in kix̌t 'does' in 
the following paragraph.   
 
 
In unstressed position 
 
§90. The reflex of r̥ is found in some unstressed present-tense stems, with r usually being lost or 
undergoing different changes, and the vowel element transitions in Sarikoli to a or e, and in the 
remaining languages to i or a.  The attested stems are the following: Sh., Ru., Bt. kin, Sr. kan- 
‘do’; Av. stem kərənav-; Skt. kr̥nóti; Sh. x̌ikar-; Sr. x̌iker- ‘search’ (PIE *√(s)ker-; cf. Skt. kiráti); 
Sh. mar-; Ru., Bt., Sr. mir- (in Sar., possinly mer-?) ‘die’; Av. stem mirya; Sh. x̌in-; Ru., Bt., Sr. 
x̌an- ‘listen’ <*srəna- <*sr̥nav-; Av. stem surunav-; Skt. sr̥noti; Sh., Ru., Bt. cif-; Sr. caf- ‘steal’; 
Av. stem trəfya-, Skt. tr̥p.  In the two previous verbs the consonantal element *r̥ merges with the 
preceding consonant (sr > x̌, tr > c, and the vowel develops in final position.  When in a closed 
syllable with two final consonants, in third-person singular present forms, the vowel from *r̥ 
gives regular umlaut variants with lenghtening before r and n, and preserved shortness before x̌ 
and f: Sh., Bt. x̌īnt- ‘listens’; Sh., Bt. mīrd ‘does’; Sh. x̌ikīrt ‘searches’; Sh., Ru., Bt. kix̌t ‘does’; 
cift ‘steals’.  In Sarikoli, in the position before r we get e, and when before x̌, f, and n we get a, 
which, apparently, is regular for the development of any short vowel (*r̥, *i, *u) in closed 
syllables with two final consonants: cf. Sr. x̌ikert ‘searches’; merd; x̌ant ‘listens’; kax̌t ‘does’; 
caft ‘steals’; and kax̌t (√kuš-) ‘stab; kill’; vrax̌t (√briš) ‘broke’.  
 
The consonant x̌ in Sh., Ru., Bt. kix̌t, Sr. kax̌t is explained, apparently, just as it is in Ru. yīx̌t, Bt. 
yēx̌t ‘mill’ – i.e. with the combination *rnt: *kərun(ə)ti > *kirtti > kix̌t.  The fact that we get both 
the unvoiced variant and the voiced variant (cf. Sh. yīɣ̌d; Sr. yiɣ̌d; §89) is explained though the 
influence of the reduced and likely partially devoiced *ə (as it is neighboring k).   
 
In nouns, as far as we can tell through the available examples, the unstressed vowel from *r̥ has 
as its reflex in Shughni, Rushani, and Bartangi i (and a?), and in Sarikoli, it seems, only a: Sh. 
wix̌kirīǰ; Sr. wax̌karéǰ 'fire poker (item)’ (from the verb x̌ikar-); Sh., Ru., Bt. wirdzin 'she-wolf’; 
Skt. vr̥kī.   
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *a from the sonorants *m, *n  
 
§91. With respect to Iranian *r arising from null grade *n and *m, there are a few doubts: is its 
reflex always the same as the reflex of original *a?  The vowel in the present stem: Ru, Bt. 
nawžīs-, Sh. naɣ̌ǰīs-, Sr. narǰes ‘pass’; Av. stem ǰasa- (<*gm̥-sa-) cannot be well derived from 
*a, which should have given the following: Sh. naɣ̌ǰās-; Ru., Bt., nawžās-; Sr. nawǰos-.  
However, we could also posit the palatalizing influence of ǰ, similar to the influence of č in the 
present stem: Sh. čis-; Ru. čas-, Bt. čās-, Sr. čos- ‘look’ with a vowel which can be derived from 
original *a (Av. stem kasa-; PIE √kuek).  However, if ǰ were soft here (ȷ́̌), when it occurred 
before a front vowel, then it should have become z/dz (cf. Sh. zīn-, Ru., Bt. zān-, Sr. zan- ‘kill’; 
Av. stem ǰan- from the neutral vocalization of *n; the Shughni variant is derived from the 
causative conjugation).  It turns out, therefore, that ǰ, since it was preserved, must have been 
before a non-front vowel (e.g. *ǰəsa-).   



 
The proposed palatalization of *ǰ into z/dz before *a (did not) actually happen in this verb, but 
rather in the causative stem, with the neutral vocalization of *m (*am).  Pre-Shughni *ǰama- (Av. 
stem ǰam-; Yz. a-žam) turned into: Sh. naɣ̌dzim-, Ru., Bt. nawzimb-, Sr. narzamb- ‘to pass (tr.)’.  
The final b here is a later addition which occurred because of analogy with causative stems from 
roots with final *p/b (niðēmb-, wirēmb-, etc.).  Short i here is the result of the effect of palatal *ǰ, 
*dź > dz/z.153 
 
However, etymologically clear examples of a vowel continuing *m̥ or *n̥ are extremely rare.  
The present-tense stem: Ru., zay-; Av. zaya- (<*zn̥ya-) gives merely a chance of constituting a 
vowel (a, but not ā), and its complete syncretism with the reflex of short *i, *u in similar stems 
(cf. Ru. pay- ‘rot’; Av. puya-; Ru. wix̌ay-; Av. sraya-, √sri).  It is not possible to identify what 
the original articulation of this vowel was – front or back, or possibly, low central (ə, ǎ). 
 
Yet, it seems that we must pay attention now to the abundance oc words in the Shughni-Rushani 
group with non-palatalized k, more rarely ɣ and x before a(ā) + n, m.  It is not clear where this 
a(ā) came from.  To consider all such cases as borrowings is hardly possible.  I inlclude here 
only some of these: Sh. kānd, Sr. kond ‘part; half’ (cf. Av. skənda- ‘fragment’); Sh. pikin-: pikid; 
Ru., Bt. pakin-: pakid ‘tear off; pull out’; Ru. kīb-: kivd; Bt. kīb-: kīpt ‘cut off' (all three words 
possibly have a relation to *√kan; cf. PIE *√ken with different (disseminators?), including -d and 
-b; cf. also PIE √(s)ken-d ‘chop up; chop off', and other possible etymologies); Ru., parɣand-: 
parɣost; Kh., Bt. parɣand: parɣūst ‘bear; beat up’; Sh. wix̌kamb-: wix̌kūvd; Ru., x̌ikamb-: x̌ikuvd; 
Bt. x̌ikamb-: x̌ikūvd ‘pluck?; pull hair/wool’ (cf. Av. skamb- 'peck; gouge a hole in'); Ru., Kh. 
kāmb ‘little’; Av kamna (<*kamb-na); a.o. 
 
 

Proto-Shughi Vowel System  
 
The fundamental historical vowel correspondences laid out in the preceding sections allows us to 
now reconstruct the phonemic structure for the Proto-Shughni language.  The graphemes to be 
used here are largely chosen by convention.  The phonetic characteristics are shown through the 
articulatory schema in six levels of height.  The phonological reflection of this is given in square 
brackets.   
 

Phoneme [ö] < Ir. *a 
 
§92. The basic variant of this phoneme was a front vowel, though positionally it was also a back 
vowel, and was phonologically neutral with respect to the feature of roundedness.  With respect 
to height, this vowel had two main variants: a more open variant (fourth step in height and lower 
– ö, e, ɛ) and a closed variant (fifth step in height and higher –ʊ̈, ʊ, ü, u).  The open variant was 
characeristic for syllables ending in a single consonant (e.g. Bt. čöd, Ru. čod, Sr. čed ‘house’; cf. 
Sh. nɛ̄x ‘plank bed'.  The higher (more closed) variant was characteristic for syllables ending in 
two consonants, before v, r, n, ð, y (<*č) (cf. the reflex of this variant in Sh. sitūvd; Ru. sitúvd, 

 
153 In addition to Sh. čis-, where i has arisen through the influence of *č/ḱ, see also Sh., Sr. andidz-, Ru., Bt. indiz- 
‘get up’ (*ham-tača); Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. pis- ‘cook (intr.)’ (<*paḱsa).   



Bt. sitūvd ‘fried; roasted (intr.)’.  Before uvulars, the phoneme [ö] did not raise and thus always 
remained the more open variant (cf. Sh. pɛ̄xt; Ru. poxt; Bt. pöxt; Sr. pext ‘cooked (intr.)’).  In the 
remaining cases – i.e. in words which ended in two consonants but not before one of the 
aforementioned consonsants – [ö] raised to an intermediate variant (ọ, ʋ͔, ʋ͔̈), which subsequently 
in some languages merged phonologically with the higher variant, which itself split, and in other 
languages stayed within the phoneme [ö]: compare Sh. čūx̌t; Sr. čыx̌t with Bt. čȫx̌t; Ru. čox̌t 
‘watched’.  For the high variant in neutral position, articulation in the back of the mouth, as well 
as roundedness, gradually became fixed, which gave rise to the conditions for its merger with the 
phoneme [u].  This merger subsequently took place in the majority of languages, giving identical 
reflexes of the phonemes [ö] and [u] in closed syllables with two final consonants, before v, r, n 
ð, y (<*ḱ, č): cf. Sh. čūrð, Ru. čurð; Bt. čūrð < čörð ‘curved’; and Sh. wix̌ú̄ɣ̌ǰ; Bt., Ru. wix̌ūǰ 
‘comb’ <[wix̌urǰ]; Sh. rūvd < [ruvd] ‘swept (snow)’; and Sh. sitú̄vd < [sətövd] ‘fried; roasted 
(intr.)’; Sh. tūyd < [töɣ́d] ‘left’; and Sh. pinú̄yd < [padmuɣ́d] ‘put on; wore (clothes)’.   
 
In i-umlaut position we get only front unrounded variants.  Their changes in height are generally 
analogous to those of neutral position: in syllables ending in a single consonant we get a more 
open sound (cf. Kh. žær; Ru., Bt. žēr; Sr. žer ‘stone’), and in syllables with two final consonants, 
especially before r, v, n and y, z (<*č) we get a more closed variant (cf. Kh., Ru. zīrd; Sr. zird 
‘yellow’).  For the front closed variant, the conditions were created for its merger with the 
phoneme [i].  This process was subsequently fully carried out in Shughni and Rushani, where we 
get identical reflexes for the phonemes [ö] and [i] in this position: cf. Sh. ancı́̄vd; Kh. incı́̄vd; Ru. 
incívd ‘sew’ < [əncövd(i)]; and Sh., Kh. wižīvd; Ru. wižívd ‘return’ < [wəživd(i)].  In Bartangi [ö] 
merged with [i] only in certain words (e.g. Bt. pīndz < [pöndz] ‘five’ and Bt. wīnt [<wint] ‘saw’.  
In the majority of cases, all umlauted variants of [ö] in Bartangi merged, giving a single result – 
ē, while the reflex of *i is ī (cf. Bt. incḗvd ‘sew’, but wižı́̄vd ‘return’).  In Sarikoli, the process of 
phonetic convergence of [ö] with [i] and [u] in this position was put on hold because of the 
merger of [i] and [u] in this position, which merged into short ə, which subsequently became 
(phonologically) e or a (Sr. incívd ‘sew’ [<əncövd]; waževd ‘return’ [<wəživd]; and wax̌erǰ 
‘comb’ [<wəx̌urǰ].   
 
There is reason to belive that the front (i-umlaut) varieties of [ö] whre more open (higher) than 
their corresponding variants of neutral position.  For one modern phonetic position, we can 
reconstruct the following relations among the series of neutral and umlaut positions:  
 
In closed syllables with one final consonant:  
 –With umlaut: the variant æ (cf. Kh. žær ‘stone);  
 –In neutral position: the variant ö (cf. Kh. čod ‘house).  
 
In closed syllables with two final consonants, before r, v, n, y (*ḱ/č):  
 –With umlaut: the variant e (cf. Bt. incḗvd ‘sew’; šēnt ‘laugh’);  
 –In neutral position: the variant u͔ (cf. Bt. incūvd ‘sewed’).  
 
In closed syllables witht wo final consonants, not before the aforementioned consonants: 
 –With umlaut: the variant ɛ (cf. Khufi irregularities in the following phonological 
distribution of this variant with æ and with ē: Kh. sipǽft ‘suck’; firǽpt ‘arrive’; rinḗx̌t ‘forget’; 
vēst ‘connect’);  



 –In neutral position: the variant ʊ͔̈, ọ (cf. the phonological distribution of this variant by 
language: Sh. rinú̄x̌t; Bt. ranȫx̌t ‘forgot’).  
 
An indication of the greater openness of the umlaut variants is also the alternation u//a from [ö] 
before y (<*ḱ/č).  Compare Ru. tuyd; Bt. tūyd ‘left’ (neutral position) and Ru. tayd; Bt. tayd 
‘leave (inf.)’ (i-umlaut position).   
 
Thus, the variations in height of the phoneme [ö] in neutral position and in i-umlaut position with 
their general parallelism, were shifted relative to one another on the known grade.   
 
The reason for this might have been the fact that in i-umlaut position, the vowel ending of the 
word was preserved longer than in neutral position.  Iranian stems with endings in -*a and -*u 
already did not have a vowel ending by the Proto-Shughni period, which we can be seen through 
the identical reflex of *a, both in stems ending in -*a and -*u, as well as in stems ending in a 
consonant (e.g. Bt. xör- ‘sun’; Av. hvar-; Bt. čȫd ‘house’; Av. kata-; Bt. pȫs ‘sheep’ Av. pasu-).  
On the other hand, another reflex of *a in i-umlaut position suggests that the stem endings -*i, -
*ya were preserved longer, being supported in the majority of cases by their grammatical 
meaning (relational nouns ending in *-ya, deverbal nouns ending in *-ti, personal ending in -*tu, 
causative conjugation in -*(a)ya; and some others).  Thus, if from the outset neutral position 
implied a closed syllable position, then the i-umlaut position meant either an open syllable 
position, or the position of a closed syllable with a single final consonant, where the vowel 
accordingly sounded more open (cf. the syllabification of *čöd ‘house’, but *wǽ-zi ‘load; cargo’; 
*ən-ǰu͔vd ‘grabbed’, but *ən-ǰé͔v-di ‘grab (inf.)’.   
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It is difficult to say when the loss of final -*i (or -*ya) began: in all likelihood, it was different 
for different grammatical forms.  In particular, the i-umlaut position in causative stems was 
preserved beyond the division of the Proto-Shughni stage into individual languages,154 at which 
time the final -i in words like *wǽzi ‘load; cargo’, since it did not carry any special grammatical 
weight, could not have been preserved for very long.   
 
In words and forms in which the final -i was lost ), the umlaut (i.e. front unrounded) variant of 
[ö] continued to be preserved, as it was supported by the similar sound of [ö] in still-preserved 
umlaut positions.  Although the conditions were already in place for the phonologization of the 
umlaut variants and thereby for the split of [ö] into two phonemes, this split had not yet occurred 
during the Proto-Shughni period.  We can tell this by the fact that there a differing phonological 
interpretations of the umlaut variants of [ö] in individual languages.  In some languages (Rushani 
and Bartangi), these variants did indeed split off from the phoneme [ö], the rounding of which 
became obligatory (cf. Kh. žær; Ru., Bt. žēr ‘stone’ with Ru. čod; Bt. čȫd ‘house).  In other 
languages (Shughni and Sarikoli), on the other hand, they remained within the realm of the 
phoneme [ö], unifying their articulation, i.e. making the vowel front and unrounded (cf. Sh. žīr; 
Sr. žer ‘stone’; Sh. čīd; Sr. čed ‘house’).  However, in doing so, the high variants of neutral 

 
154 Cf. the reflex of the causative conjugation in personal endings by language (ex. 41, §45).   



position (before two consonants) were excluded from the realm of the phoneme [ö]: cf. Sh. čūx̌t; 
Sr. čыx̌t; but Bt. čȫx̌t; Ru. čox̌t ‘watched’.   
 
The narrowing (raising) of the phoneme [ö] in Shughni to ī (<*ē) is a relatively late 
development.  It was connected, in all likelihood, to the contraction of the diphthong [ei] to ē and 
do the fact that Shughni distinguishes three long front vowels: ɛ̄ (<*ā), ē (<*ai), ī (<*a).   
 
 
§93. With regard to the feature of length, it is not possible to consider [ö] a short vowel.  In the 
majority of cases it has as its reflex long vowels.  Only in Rushani (and in the Khufi dialect) do 
we see its reflex as short o: čod ‘house’; ðos ‘ten’; xor ‘sun’; etc.  Nonetheless, this o is longer in 
duration than the other short vowels of the language (a, u, i) and occupies an intermediate 
position between short and long vowels (ОФИЯ II: 111-114).  The same is true for Khufi short 
æ, which continues the umlaut variant of [ö].  In Rushani, the Khufi vowel æ corresponds to long 
ē, which appears in the place of æ, possibly, due to influence from Bartangi.   
 
It is difficult to say whether [ö] became shortened in closed syllables with two final consonants, 
where it would have merged with short [i] or [u] or if, on the other hand, short vowels have 
lengthened somewhat in this position.  Judging by the fact that in the majority of cases in the 
modern languages we get long vowels here (ū or ī), that here the merging of [ö] with short 
vowels took place via the lengthening of short vowels.  The changes in the length of short vowels 
in the modern languages also speak to this.  In modern languages, not only do short vowels not 
shorten when in a closed syllable with two final consonants, but they actually lengthen somewhat 
(ОФИЯ II: 115-116).   
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§94. Thus, the general nature of [ö] can be given in the following way.  This vowel was non-
short and had a stable duration which opposed that not only of short vowels, but also of long 
vowels.  With regard to its quality, it had a wide range with three series of variants: 1) æ̣ — ẹ in 
the i-umlaut position; 2) ö—e in neutral position in closed syllables with a single final consonant; 
and 3) ʊ̈—ọ in neutral position in closed syllables with two final consonants.  
 
Regarding its origin, the phoneme [ö] continued Iranian stressed short *a in stems which ended 
in *-i, *-a, and *-u, or in a consonant.  In stressed stems ending in -*ā, and in unstressed 
positions, the variants of Iranian *a were already phonologically distinct from the phoneme [ö] 
by the time of the Proto-Shughni period; on this see §96.   
 
 
 

Phoneme /ȫ/ < Ir. *ā 
 

§95. The phoneme /ȫ/ constitutes the long counterpart to /ö/ and had more or less the same types 
of changes: in i-umlaut positions, it was an unrounded front vowel (Sh. tɛ̄r; Ru. tēr ‘black’); in 



neutral position it was a rounded vowel which was advanced forward in the mouth (Sh., Ru., Bt. 
virōd ‘brother’).  Despite their general similarities in quality, there were also substantial 
discrepancies with regard to their articulatory range.   
 
Long /ȫ/ did not have very closed (high) variants.  The results of /ȫ/, both in closed syllables with 
a single final consonant, and in syllables closed with two final consonants, was identical (Sh., Bt. 
virṓd; vōrǰ ‘steed’).  The limit of its openness (lowness), on the other hand, was larger, and 
reached the variants ā, å̄.  The following facts support this.  
 
In Sarikoli, the i-umlaut variant of /ȫ/ becomes o (cf. Sr. tor ‘black’).  But the Sarikoli o is also a 
later contraction of the Proto-Iranian phoneme [ā] (cf. Sh., Ru., Bt. vār-; Sr. vor- ‘PRS of the 
verb ‘bring’’ and other examples in §45.  In order for the phoneme [ā] to have the same reflex as 
the phoneme /ȫ/, the latter must have had a very open sound in its i-umlaut variant – something 
on the order of ā—̣ā.  It was perhaps precisely because of its openness that the i-umlaut variant 
of /ȫ/ that this variant in Bartangi stopped being a front vowel and became phonetically unified 
with the neutral-position variant (*tā-ri > tå̄r > tōr ‘black’).  It is not a coincidence, apparently, 
that in Bartangi the preservation of front variants in the i-umlaut position is found in nousn only 
in the most extreme narrowing (raising) positions – i.e. in closed syllables with two final 
consonants before r (Bt. vērdz ‘mare’, but vōrǰ ‘steed’).155 
 
Those variants of the phoneme [ȫ] which arose in a-umlaut position did not subsequently 
separate from it phonologically (cf. the same result in the following words: Sh. zů̄n-; Ru., Bt. 
zōn; Sr. zun- – stem of the verb ‘know’ <*zāna-, with the conjugation in -a-, and Sh. zů̄n; Ru., 
Bt. zōn; Sr. zun ‘lap’ <*zānu-). Hence, the variant of /ȫ/ in a-umlaut position must have been 
open, likely not much more open than the sound of å̄ on the second step of height (cf. /ȫ/ which 
resulted in [ā] im this position; cf. also the transition in Bartangi of the i-umlaut open variant [ā] 
to a back vowel via its merger with the open a-umlaut variant ā, å̄).  It is also possible that 
Rushani ō has resulted from the reflex of the a-umlaut variant of /ȫ/ with the later raising of /ȫ/ 
to ů̄ in neutral position.   
 
Because in all languages, without exception, the variants of /ȫ/ in neutral position and the a-
umlaut position have become back rounded vowels (Sh., Bt. ō; Ru. ů̄, ōl Sr. u), we can assume 
that in the Proto-Shughni period these variants had the typical sound of rounded (and probably 
non-front) vowels.  However, we can’t say that these variants had separated phonologically from 
the i-umlaut variants by the time of the Proto-Shughni period.  This division took place later, as 
the fate of the i-umlaut variants with respect to their phonological ties is different in different 
languages.  In Shughni, they developed into the independent phoneme ɛ̄; in Rushani they merged 
with the phoneme ē (<[ei]); in Sarikoli they merged with the phoneme ā, which subsequently 
became o.  The fact that this is not a case of the phonological redistribution by language of what 
was a common phoneme for all of them (for instance, the hypotherical phoneme /*ɛ̄/, which later 
merged in Sarikoli with /ā/, but in Rushani, with the new phoneme /ē/) is shown by Bartangi.  
Bartangi gives us a picture of the merger of the i-umlaut variants of /ȫ/ with its non-umlaut 
variants – which were rounded and non-front (i.e. modern Bartangi ō).  But such a merger of 
markedly distinct sounds could have been carried out without violating the phonological 

 
155 The preservation of front vowels in i-umlaut verbal forms (infinitive and feminine participle, see §58, 59) was 
aided by analogy with these same forms in roots with *a (see §34, 35).   



connection of both groups of variants.  At the same time, this merger indicates that rounding, 
though customary for the variants of /ȫ/ in neutral position, nonetheless did not yet have 
independent phonological significance during the time of the Proto-Shughni period.   
 
Thus, the general range of the phoneme /ȫ/ can be characterized in the following way:  
 
 In neutral position – variant [ɔ̄] with typical rounding;  

In i-umlaut position – variant [ɛ̄] (in closed syllables); variant [ǣ͔]—[ā] (in open syllables) 
In a-umlaut position – variant [å̄]  

 
Historically, the phoneme /o̊̄/ continued the Iranian long vowel *ā in stressed position in all types 
of stems.   
 
 

Phonemes /ā/ and /a/ 
 
 
§96. The phonemes /ā/ and /a/, historically speaking, are new formaitons which arose primarily 
from the a-umlaut variants of Iranian *a (> ā) and *u, ū (> a).  There is no evidence which points 
to these variants belonging within the sphere of the phonemes /ö/ or /u/ in the Proto-Shughni 
period.  In all languages, without exception, they have identical reflexes with an identical 
phonological interpretation, which points to their genesis as phonemes with a defined range of 
pronunciation already in the Proto-Shughni period.  In all languages short /a/ comes to be short a 
(Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. vaz ‘goat’ < *buzā-), and long /ā/ comes out to be long ā (Ru., Bt. šār 'female 
donkey'; Sh., Ru., Bt. biðá̄n ‘saddle' *api-danā-).  Only in Sarikoli do we get a change in the 
quality of this vowel.  This change occurred because of the loss of the feature of length of 
the phoneme /ā/, and subsequently, in order to preserve its opposition to short a, this 
phoneme changed into o (Sf. bыðón ‘saddle’, but vaz ‘goat’).  This process created the 
subsequent shift in back vowels: Sr. *o (<[ȫ]) > u; Sr. *u (<[u]) > ы  (a central vowel?). 
 
It is never observed that the phoneme /ā/ ever merges with any of the variants of the phoneme [ö] 
in any of the languages of the group.  However, there are regular cases of the common reflexes 
of /ā/ with one of the variants of the phoneme /ȫ/.  Sarikoli gives a picture of the merger of /ā/ 
with the i-umlaut variant of the phoneme /ȫ/ (Sr. vor ‘bring!’ in which o > /ā/, and tor 'black', in 
which o < /ȫ/.  In the remaining languages we observe the merger of /ā/ and /ȫ/ in closed 
syllables with two final consonants.  In Shughni the transition of /ā/ into ō in this position occurs 
before all consonants except uvulars (cf. Sh. x̌ičṓft; Ru., Bt. x̌ičá̄ft ‘to crack (intr.)'; Sh., Ru., Bt. 
xičá̄fan ‘they crack (intr.)’; among other examples. §40, 43); in Bartangi the merger occurs 
before n (Bt. pōnd, but Ru. pānd ‘road’).  The similar merger of the phoneme ā with vowels 
which continue /ȫ/ points towerd a greater phonetic similarity between the phonemes /ā/ and /ȫ/, 
than between the phonemes /ā/ and /ö/ and further suggests the phonological independence of /ā/ 
from the phoneme /ö/. 
 
The phonologization of the a-umlaut variant of Iranian *a into the phoneme /ā/ was facilitated by 
its opposition to short /a/, which arose in the some phonetic position from *u: cf. /šá-ra/ ‘female 
donkey’ from *xarā and /vắ-za/ ‘goat’ from *buzā-.  This opposition led to the subsequent 



lengthening of the neutral (with respect to length) a (from *a) and therefore to to the creation of 
the new pair of phonemes /ā/ and /a/.   
 
The phonologization of the sounds [ā] and [a] into the phonemes /ā/ and /a/ led the open, 
unstressed variants of Iranian *a and *ā (phonetically [a] and [ɑ]), which were not long, to 
become phonologically associated with the phoneme /a/, which was close to them in sound, and 
they were gradually incorporated into the realm of this phoneme (cf. Sh, Ru., Bt. čadēn ‘houses’, 
where a comes from Iranian *a; Sh., Ru., Bt. viradá̄r ‘brothers’, where a comes from Iranian *ā; 
and Sh., Ru., Bt. vaz ‘goat’, where a comes from Iranian *u).  Therefore, the range of short /a/ 
expanded to unstressed positions, and this phoneme appears in all modern languages of the group 
without any substantial changes.  Besides these variants of Iranian *u, *a, *ā, another phoneme 
which came into the realm of the phoneme /a/ during the Proto-Shughni period was the stressed  
open variant of /i/ before *š (> ɣ̌, w, l) (e.g. Sh. sipáɣ̌; Ru. sipáw; Bt. sipá̄w; Sr. sыpál ‘louse'; 
Av. spiš-).   
 
Regarding the phoneme /ā/, its usage was limited to stressed position only.  This state of affairs 
is for the most part preserved to the present day: the opposition of a—ā in the modern languages 
is primarily relevant only for strong stressed syllables.  The transition of root ā in word 
formation into unstressed position (or even weakened stressed position) for the most part is 
accompanied by its shortening into a.  Compare, for instance, Ru. x̌āb ‘night’ with x̌abáy 
'darkness'; Sh. qārz ‘debt; duty’ with qarzí (//qārzí) ‘that which is due’; Ru. xāt ‘letter (two 
senses)’, but dasxát ‘signature'; and many other examples (see БДШ: §§74-79; ШРТ: §5).  
 
The phonetic nature of /ā/ and /a/, judging by their identical reflexes in all languages, was quite 
close, if not identical, to their modern nature – that is, long and short low unrounded vowels, 
which are close in quality to Russian a between hard consonants.  Short a can positionally have 
an open, more front sound [a].   
 
 

Phonemes /i/ and /u/ 
 
§97. The phonemes /i/ and /u/ continued Iranian *i, ī, and u, ū.  However, the a-umlaut variant 
of the phoneme /u/ had already split and merged with the phoneme /a/, as was discussed in §96.   
 
The i-umlaut variant of the phonene /u/ had also already split and merged with the phoneme /i/ 
(cf. the same reflexes in all languages: Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. vid ‘be’ <*buti; see other examples in 
§67).  Thus, the phoneme /u/ continued Iranian *u, ū only in neutral position, and the phoneme 
/i/, besides continuing Iranian *i, ī, also partially continued Iranian *u.  
 
The phonemens /i/ and /u/ were distinguished only in stressed position.  They opposed one 
another in a series of formations: /i/ was a front vowel, while /u/ was a back vowel, which we 
can tell by their modern articulation, which is of the same type in all languages of the group (Sh., 
Ru., Bt., Sr. ziv ‘language’; vid ‘be; and Sh., Ru., Bt. puc; Sr. pыc ‘son’).  The vowel /u/ was 
undoubtedly a rounded vowel typically, but perhaps not obligatorily, because Sarikoli gives the 



unrounded vowel ы as the reflex of /u/.  However, in another dialect of the Sarikoli language,156 
in the place of ы we get rounded ů, so ы could be the result of later unrounding of the originally 
rounded vowel.  Indeed, this process was supported on phonetic grounds (i.e. the transition of o 
to u).  Nonetheless, in an earlier, pre-Shughni period, the rounding of *u was likely not 
phonological.    Otherwise, *u could have hardly given unrounded i-umlaut and a-umlaut  
 
Nonetheless, we can posit that precisely with the opposition of the pair *i—*u did the 
significance of roundedness as a phonological feature come about.  If the rounding of *u was 
originally optional, but was a natural phonetic consequence of the articulation of back vowels, 
then rounding with *i never arose, and thus the foundation for opposition of these two vowels 
was already laid.  The vowel *i was the only sturdy front vowel, as *u was a a sturdy back 
vowel.  Cf. the phonological (indifference) with regard to frontness/backness and rounding of the 
phonemes /ö/ and /ȫ/ (<Ir. *a and *ā), which opposed one another not only in quality, but also in 
duration.   
 
Regarding their height, the main variants of /i/ and /u/ were quite open vowels and were 
articulated between the third and fifth steps of height – that is, the variant ẹ for /i/ and the variant 
ọ for /u/.  This can be seen both through the modern variants of these phonemes (Sh., Ru., Bt. 
vẹd ‘be’; pọc ‘son’), as well as through their open vowel reflexes in closed syllables with two 
final consonants in Sarikoli (see above).   
 
 
§98. As was already discussed, (§92), in closed syllables with two final consonants, phonetic 
convergence took place, followed by the merger of some instances of the phoneme /ö/ and the 
phonemes /i/ and /u/, thanks to the narrowing (raising) of the phoneme /ö/ in this position 
(variants o, ʊ, u͔ for neutral position; variants e, ẹ for i-umlaut position).  The results of this 
convergence vary by language, but the gist is the same in all languages of the group, with the 
exception of Sarikoli, the majority of cases.  The convergence of /ö/ with /i/ or with /u/ leads to 
its merger with these vowels in positions before consonants which cause the narrowing of vowels 
(v, r, n, etc.).  Only the later phonological interpretation varies by language.  Compare (in neutral 
position): Sh. anǰú̄vd, Bt. inǰú̄vd, Ru. inǰúvd; Ru. inǰúvd ‘grabbed’, where Sh., Bt. ū and Ru. u 
comes from /ö/; and also Sh. rūvd ‘cleared snow’, where ū is from /u/; (in i-umlaut position): Sh. 
anǰı́̄vd; Ru. inǰívd ‘grab’, where Sh. ī, Ru. i are from /ö/, and Sh. wižı́̄vd, Ru. wižívd ‘return’, 
where Sh. ī, Ru. i are from /i/.  In cases where the merger of /ö/ with /u/ and /i/ did not occur 
(before the other consonants, and in Bartangi before all consonants in i-umlaut position), 
distinguishing between these consonants was achieved either by the widening (lowering) of the 
narrowed (raised) variant of /ö/ to its basic variant (as occurred in Bartangi and Rushani), or by 
the lengthening of /ö/ to ū, ī (as occurred in Shughni), while the shortness of /i/ and /u/ was 
preserved.  Compare, for instance, Sh. čūx̌t; Ru. čox̌t; Bt. čȫx̌t ‘watched’, where Sh., ū, Ru., o, 
and Bt. ȫ are all from /ö/; Sh., Ru., Bt. kux̌t ‘slaughtered’, where u is from /u/; (for i-umlaut): Sh., 
čīx̌t; Ru., Bt. čēx̌t ‘watch’, where Shughni ī, Ru., Bt. ē are all from /ö/, and finally Sh., Ru., Bt. 
virix̌t, where i is from /i/.  In all cases, as we can see, the phonological changes did not have to 
do with /i/ or /u/ (excluding their lengthening before v and r in Shughni and Bartangi.  
 

 
156 See example 3, §24.   
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For Sarikoli we get another picture.  Here, with the transition of /ö/ into ы or i (Sr. čыx̌t 
‘watched’; čix̌t ‘watch (inf.)’), the merger or /ö/ with /i/ and /u/ did not occur.  On the contrary, 
in closed syllables with two final consonants, a merger occurred between the phonemes /i/ and 
/u/ in Sarikoli, which gave the same result in this position: before narrowing consonants (r, v, ð, 
etc.) we get e, and before the remaining (?) consonants157 we get a.  Compare the following 
(before narrowing consonants): Sr. seðǰ ‘went’; wax̌érǰ ‘comb’, where e is from /u/; and waževd 
‘returned’; x̌evd ‘beat (pst)’, where e is from i; (before x̌): Sr. pax̌t ‘flour’; max̌t ‘urinated’; where 
a is from /i/; and kax̌t ‘slaughtered’, where a is from u.  This merger of /i/ and /u/ occurred, in all 
likelihood, via a level of neutral variants of the type [ɜ], [ə], which could have been facilitated by 
the unrounding of /u/ which happened in Sarikoli.  The fact that the phonemes /i/ and /u/ 
transitioned into e and a points toward their greater openness.   
 
Since in neutral position before r, and likely also before v, the phoneme /ö/ in Sarikoli turned 
into e (see §29), there are three phonemes which coincide in this position: /ö/, /i/, and /u/.  
Compare Sr. čerð ‘curved’, where e is from /ö/, wax̌érǰ, where e is from /u/, and wern ‘ram’, 
where e is from /i/ < Ir. *r̥ in i-umlaut position.   
 
Cases in which we observe the merger of /i/ with /u/, observed in the other languages (e.g. Sh., 
Ru., Bt. virux̌t < *virix̌t ‘broke’), could be the result of analogy and not have any relation to a 
phonological process.  These cases are attested only in past stems before x̌ < *š, so here we could 
be dealing with the leveling of pronunciation of past stems through analogy with present stems, 
where /i/ and /u/ before *š (> ɣ̌, w, l) regularly coincide (cf. Sh. kaɣ̌-, Ru. kaw-, Bt. kāw- 
‘slaughter livestock’, where a is from /u/ –past stem kux̌t; and Shughni viraɣ̌-, Ru. viraw-, Bt. 
virāw- ‘break’, where a is from /i/ – past stem virux̌t).  In the remaining cases i before x̌ is 
preserved: Sh., Ru., Bt. pix̌t ‘flour’; Sh., Ru., Bt. divix̌t ‘showed’.   
 
We get a similar reflex to that of Iranian *u, ū for the vowel which developed before *r̥: in 
neutral position we get Sh., Bt. ū, Ru. u158 (Sh., wūrǰ; Ru. wurǰ ‘wolf’); in i-umlaut position we 
get Sh., Bt. ī, Ru. i, Sr. e (Sh. mīrt, Bt. mīrd, Ru. mirt, Sr. merd ‘dies’); in a-umlaut position we 
get Sh., Ru., Bt., Sr. a (see the verbal stems in §84 of the type: Sh. nixarθ, Ru., Bt., raxarθ 
‘collapse’).   
 
 
§99. The duration of the phonemes /i/ and /u/ changed somewhat depending on phonetic 
position.  They were the most extended in closed syllables with two final consonants, particularly 

 
157 We have enough examples only for the position before x̌.  But compare similar results with the shortening of 
dipthongs: Sr. rapc ‘fox’; past ‘skin; pelt’; maθ ‘day’; but rezn ‘window’, were z is from the narrowing palatal 
consonant*ć̌.  The consonant n in this case apparently falls within the category of lowering consonants: cf. Srk. 
wand ‘saw’ (from /wind/) or from Sr. wɛynd (?). 
158 In Sarikoli we would expect e, but there are no reliable examples.  In the word yыrx̌ ‘bear’, ы could have been 
preserved as a result of lengthening in initial position after y, or, on the other hand, this could be a case where it 
wasn’t *-r̥-vocalization in this word, but rather ar-vocalization. 



before r, v, and other narrowing (raising) consonants.  Here, they approached the duration of /ö/, 
and with their similarity in quality their merger occurred.  In closes syllables with a single final 
consonant, /i/ lengthened somewhat when next to palatal consonants, and was simultaneously 
more closed (higher) in this position, which, subsequently, with the appearance of the phoneme ī, 
facilitated the breaking off of this lengthened variant of /i/ from the short phoneme and its 
joining the realm of the long phoneme ī: cf. Sh. žiníǰ ‘snow’; Ru., žinı́̄ǰ; Bt. žinı́̄ǰ ‘snow’ (Av. 
snig-).   
 
 

Phoneme /ə/ 
 
§100. In unstressed position, the phonemes /i/ and /u/ in the Proto-Shughni period were not 
distinct phonemes and were both reduced to the central vowel [ə].  This can be seen through the 
fact that they have the same reflex in all languages.  They sometimes become i and sometimes 
become a (in Sarikoli also e), which also points toward the former qualitative indefiniteness of 
the reflex vowel.  Which vowel they become depends both on the language in question (for 
Shughni we tend to get i, for Sarikoli we tend to get a), as well as on their phonetic position.  In 
particular, before *-š we get a everywhere, and before palatals we always get i.  In Sarikoli it 
seems we only get e when stress moves onto the vowel (for example, in verb stems).  Compare 
the following (for *u): Sh. ɣiǰı́̄d, Ru. ɣaǰód ‘stable’; Sh. wiznḗč, Ru. waznı́̄č ‘goats’; Sh. 
pinidzum, Ru. panidzum, Sr. pamédzam ‘I wear’; (for *i): Sh. nax̌fı́̄θ; Ru., Bt. nawfḗθ 'be pulled 
out; fall out', Sr. nalfón ‘pull out’; Sh., Ru., Bt. (from the influence of *ć̌ > *c): nix̌ciramb 
'pinch'; Sh. wizum; Ru. wazum; Sr. wézam ‘I interfere’.   
 
We get the same reflex for Iranian *a in ancient Iranian unstressed syllables, as well as for 
unstressed r̥: Sh. nibṓs; Ru. nabů̄s; Bt. nabṓs; Sr. nabús ‘grandson’; Sh., Ru., Bt. kinum; Sr. 
kanam ‘I do’.  (For more examples of this kind, see §§48, 65, 69, 90). 
 
Thus, reduced ə brought together the unstressed variants of three vowels: *i, *u, and to some 
degree *a.  But this already signified its phonologization with the violaton of its previous links to 
the phonemes *a, *i, and *u, and even more so that unstressed morphemes had almost no 
stressed variants that they alternated with which could support these links.  Even the root vowel 
in present stems didn’t always get phonological clarification in stressed forms, where their 
phonological transition appeared (cf. the different transitions of the vowel in past stems: Sh. 
pinūyd, Ru., Bt. panawd, Sr. pamɛwg ‘wore; put on (clothes)’ < *patimuɣda). 
 
 
§101. In unstressed syllables, ə opposed the phoneme /a/, which arose from the unstressed 
variants of /ö/ and /ȫ/ and which had a clearly non-reduced articulation (cf. its reflexes: Sh., Ru., 
Bt. čadēn ‘houses’; Sr. čarɛyn ‘men’; for other examples see §47, 61).   
 
Thus, we can fully consider reduced, unstressed ə to be a phoneme, even if it was used only in 
unstressed position.  
 



However, there are some reasons to believe that it was used also in stressed positions.  Thus, the 
imperative form of verbs for the second-person singular already lacked an ending by the Proto-
Shughni period (e.g. /čān/ ‘dig!’ from *kana).  The same can be said for the third-person singular 
conjugation in the present tense, where the thematic vowel of the stem was also lost or in any 
case was unstressed (/čá̄n(ə)t(i)/).  For unstressed stems with the vowel /ə/, this signified its 
transition into unstressed position: /kənám/ ‘I do’; /kə́n/ ‘do!’; /kəx̌t(i)/ ‘does’.  The fact that 
when in unstressed position, /ə/ did not transition immediately (i.e. still within the Proto-Shughni 
period) into one of the stressed short vowels (/i/ or /a/), shows its reflex in the modern languages, 
in common with unstressed /ə/, i.e. with the same variations by language in that it transitions 
sometimes into a, and sometimes into i (Sr. also e).  Compare, for instance, Sh. wiz, Ru. waz 
‘fit!'; Sh. wizd, Ru. wazd, Sr. wezd ‘fits’; Sh., Ru., Bt. kin; Sr. kan ‘do!’; Sh., Ru., Bt. kix̌t; Sr. 
kax̌t ‘does’.   
Indirect evidence of the use of /ə/ in stressed position also comes from cases of irregularities with 
/ā/ (< Ir. *a), in which it transitions into i or a in present-tense stems.  For instance: Sh. čis-; Ru. 
čās-; Sr. čos- ‘watch’ (from *kasa-); Sh. andiz-; Ru., Bt., Sr. indiz- ‘get up’ (from *ham-tača-).  
Similar irregularities took place through the influence of palatal consonants, which caused the 
raising of stressed a into ə.   
 
Finally, there are a number of function words and particles with irregularities in i—a, which at 
the beginning were unstressed or weakly stressed, but which already in the Proto-Shughni period 
gained their (phonological) independence.  Here, for instance, we can include the demonstrative 
pronouns which are derivied from enclitic forms: cf. Sh. dam, Ru. dum, Bt. dim, Rv. dam. Sr. 
dem – feminine oblique (medial grade) form, with the same vocalization for the proximal grade.  
Some particles also have a pronominal origin: Sh., Ru., Bt. mis, Sr. mas ‘also, too’; Sh. dis, Ru., 
Bt. das ‘so, in this way’.  We find similar irregularities in words of adverbial-prepositional 
origin: Sh. pis, Ru., Bt., Sr. pas – preposition meaning ‘for, after’ (Av. pas-ča); Sh. pi, Ru., Bt., 
Sr. pas – directional preposition (<*pati); Sh., Ru. viǰ, Bt. vaǰ, Sr. vač ‘out; outside'.  In all of 
these cases we are likely dealing with Proto-Shughni /ə/.  The vowel /ə/ is derived also for Sh. 
naɣ̌ǰīs-, Ru., Bt. nawžis-, Sr. narǰes- – pres. stem of the verb ‘pass’ (see §91).   
 
Nonetheless, these examples do indicate the sporadic or limited nature of the appearance of 
stressed /ə/.  This phoneme subsequently came to be associated with short phonemes, which were 
similar to it in quality,159 rather than entering into the system of stressed phonemes itself.  It was 
this phoneme which was able to serve as a step for the merger of /i/ and /u/ in closed syllables 
with two final consonants.  But even here /ə/ subsequently – with the loss of the distinction of 
length in Sarikoli – transitioned into the realm of the phoneme e, which was close to it in quality, 
and before x̌ and other opening (lowering) consonants it turned into a (cf. Sr. seðǰ  < /suðǰ/ 
‘gone’; weðǰ < /widǰ/ ‘fit’; kax̌t < /kux̌t/ 'slaughtered'; pax̌t /pix̌t/ ‘flour’).  Everywhere for these 
transitions there is a necessary stage with ə: səðǰ, wəðǰ; kə͔x̌t, pə͔x̌t.160  As was already mentioned, 
only stressed ə transitions into e in Sarikoli (e.g. wézam ‘I fit’; pamédzam ‘I wear; put on 
(clothes)’.  Unstressed ə only becomes a in relatively few contaminations with epenthetic ы (Sr. 
pыx̌ɛ́w ‘shear sheep’ – instead of pax̌ɛ́w, ɣыǰéd ‘stable’ – instead of ɣaǰéd; among others).   
 

 
159 The possibility of the pgonological similarity of /ə/ to i (Sh. nibos) provides further evidence for the rather open 
nature of /i/.   
160 Cf. modern Sarikoli /ə/ before fricatives (cəšč ‘barley’; čəɣ̌ǰ ‘done’), which is phonologically undefined (?). 



Epenthetic i (Sh., Ru., Bt.), and epenthetic ы, i (Sr.), which have come about between to initial 
consonants, should be considered a later development.  If the epenthetic vowel had developed 
during the Proto-Shughni period, then its reflex would have split the fate of /ə/.  Meanwhile, it 
always appears only as closed (high) phonemes (Sh., Ru., Bt. i; Sr. ы, i), which came to be 
defined in unstressed position quite a bit later.  Cf. Sh., Ru., Bt. sitán; Sr. sыtán ‘column’; and 
numerous other examples.  Still in modern times, the epenthetic sound for some combinations of 
consonants (for instance, when the second consonant is r), is difficult to perceive.  So, for 
instance, the sound of  virōd // vᵊrōd is more often perceived as sounding like vrōd, rather than 
virōd ‘brother’.  This is particulary true for Sarikoli, where nearly any epenthetic ы is optional: 
Sr. s(ы)tán ‘column’; s(ы)tɛ́wr ‘cattle’; z(ы)nɛ́y-: z(ы)núd ‘to wash’; among others.   
 
 

Diphthongs /əi̯/ and /ou̯/  
 
 
§102. Dipthongs which continue Iranian *ai̯ and *au̯ are historically phonetic variations of 
medial vocalization of the sonorants *y and *v, which arose in positions before a consonant.  In 
positions before a vowel or word-finally we get corresponding *ay, *aw (cf. Av. sravah- 'glory’ 
and srao̯ša- 'obedience').  Of course, the phonological link between these phonetic variants could 
hardly be preserved until the Shughni period.  The combination ay was lost word-medially early 
on with the null vocalization of the sonorant in the position before y, as was the case with *a 
before y.  Compare the following present stems: Ru. ðay- ‘hit < *daya- (√dā-); Ru. wix̌ay- 
‘unlock’ <*ava-sriya or *ava-sraya (√sray); pay ‘rot’ < *puya- (√pav-); zay- ‘give birth’; zn̥ya- 
(√zan-).   
 
However, the fixing of the dipthongs (*ai̯, *au̯) and the clusters (*ay, *aw) in different phonetic 
conditions continued to be preserved.  This makes it difficult to compare their results, as such a 
comparison requires identical phonetic positions.  Nonetheless, there are cases where the clusters 
*ay and *aw, albeit in a a later time, end up in a position before a consonant.  And in these cases 
they give results different from those of the diphthongs: the diphthongs are contracted into lng 
vowels, while the clusters *ay and *ay are preserved.161 
 
Such a result is observed in the third-person singular in the present tense, where the 
combinations *ay, *aw end up before a consonant after the loss of the original vowel of the stem.  
Compare, for instance: Ru. ðayd ‘hits’, zináyd ‘washes', wix̌áyd 'opens’; vawd ‘is’; sawd ‘goes’; 
etc (cf. the results of the diphthongs: Ru. spīd ‘white’; rūz ‘window’.  However, in Shughni and 
Bartangi the combination ay also contracts into a long vowel: (Sh. zinḗd, Bt. zinı́̄d ‘washes), but 
this is a later development which is still observed in the modern era, especially for Shughni (§25, 
pt. 2).  In addition, in Bartangi such a contraction only occurred for *ay; the combination *aw 
has been preserved (with the possible expansion to āw: cf. Ru., Bt. vawd ‘is’; nāwd ‘cries’; sawd, 
sāwd ‘goes’ (but Sh. sů̄d ‘goes’, nů̄d ‘cries’).   
 
Another case in which *ay is in a position before a consonant, of even earlier provenance and 
undoubtedly relevant for the Proto-Shughni period, is when we get this combination before the 

 
161 Sarikoli occupies a special position in preserving the diphthongs – see above. 



intransitive suffix -s in present-tense stems.  Here different phonetic conditions arise: oin the 
third-person singular we get a closed syllable with two final consonants, and in the remaining 
person-number combinations we get an open syllable, which was likely unstressed.  
Consequently, we get different results, but again different from the dipthong *ai̯.  The cluster *ay 
here either results in a short vowel or is preserved.  For instance: Sh. piðisēn, Bt. paðisan; Ru. 
paðaysan ‘(they) catch fire'; Sh. piðist, Bt. paðist, Ru. paðayst ‘catches fire’.   
 
We get similar results in this position from *ay with a secondary origin, arising from the short 
vocalization plus the palatal χ́ (Ir. *č) – i.e. from a clister of the type -*iχ́-s, -*aχ́-s > -*ays.  
Compare, for instance, Sh. risum, Sr. risam, Bt. rasum, Ru. raysum ‘I stay’; Sh. rist, Bt. rast, 
rayst, Ru. rayst ‘stays’ (√rik-, rič- with weak vocalization).162  We can also add here the 
following stem: Sh., Ru., Bt. pisum, Sr. pisam ‘I’m boiling’; Sh. Ru., Bt. pist, Sr. past 
‘cooks/boils’ (√pak-, pač-s).  All of this would have been similar to the transition of /i/ or /ə/ in 
the corresponding positions, if not for Rushani (and sometimes Bartangi) preserving the ay, 
which points toward an original (Proto-Shughni) *ay in these cases.  The more or less regular 
preservation of *ay in Rushani was likely conditioned by an early transition of stress onto the 
stem.   
 
 
§103. We can see from the data that the diphthongs *ai̯ and *au̯ and the clusters *ay and *aw 
had different phonetic natures in the Proto-Shughni period, differing from one another first and 
foremost in their duration.  The clusters *ay and *aw have either shortened into a short vowel or 
have been preserved in the form of ay and aw, again initially with a short vowel, which is easily 
seen with the data from the Rushani language.  Cases in which *ay is shortened and results in 
either i—a (which is analagous to the reflex of /ə/, allows us to reconstruct a sound of əy for *ay, 
as well as an analogous sound əw for *aw.  
 
The transformation of the diphthongs *ai̯ and *au̯ into long high vowels (Sh. ů̄, Ru., Bt. ū) 
points, first of all, toward the significant and equal duration of their components and, secondly, 
to their relatively closed (high) articulation.  This allows us to reconstruct the sounds ei̯ or ou̯ for 
them.   
 
In unstressed position the diphthongs ei̯ and ou̯ were not used and transitioned into their 
corresponding short vowels, which have as their reflexes in the modern languages the same a—i 
(§74), which point toward the Proto-Shughni /ə/.   
 
The cluster əy, which early on came to be used before a consonant in stems with the suffix -s, 
which were in all likelihood unstressed, thereby came to coincide with the unstressed variant of 
the diphthong /ei̯/.  Spreading to stressed positions in imperative forms or in thie third person 
singular (cf. Ru. paðays ‘ignite!’, ðayd ‘gives’; vawd ‘is’, etc.), the clusters əy and əw, being 
short, entered into phonological opposition with the ‘strong’ or full dipthongs /ei̯/ and /ou̯/.  
However, their strenghtening into phonemes (short dipthongs) never occurred.  Their usage in 
stressed position before a consonant was too limited, and, similar to the phoneme /ə/, they came 

 
162 In the infinitive (and the past stem) of this verb *ay ended up in a position identical to the first type –i.e. in a 
closed stressed syllable with one final consonant (*riɣ́d > *rayd), which also gave the corresponding results: Ru. 
rayd, Bt. rīd, Sh. rēd.   



to have differing phonological treatment in the future (they turned into long ē in Shughni, long ī 
in Bartangi, and were preserved as clusters with possible later lengthening: Ru. ay, aw; Bt. aw, 
āw, sometimes also ay; and they merged with the diphthongs /ei̯/ and /ou̯/ in all positions in 
Sarikoli). 
 
 
§104. Sarikoli gives special results.  Here, the diphthongs /ei̯/ and /ou̯/ are preserved in the form 
of ɛy and ɛw (sp̯̥ɛyd ‘white’, ɣɛwl ‘ear’; etc.),163 and they fully coincide with the clusters ay and 
aw (ðɛyd ‘hits’, rɛyd ‘stayed’; vɛwd ‘is’; x̌ɛw ‘horn’).  Here we can also include diphthongs of a 
later origin, as well as borrowed words: cɛwg ‘done’ (<ḱard); pɛydu < Tj. paydo ‘evident’; etc.  
 
This merger of the diphthongs /ei̯/ and /ou̯/ with the clusters əy and əw was caused by the loss of 
the distinction of vowel length in Sarikoli.  The primary opposing feature between dipthongs and 
clusters was, as was already discussed, duration.  The preservation of dipthongs itself to a 
significant extent facilitated the loss of the distinction of vowel length in Sarikoli.  In the other 
languages the diphthongs became long vowels fairly early on (Sh. ē, ů̄; Ru., Bt. ī, ū), giving the 
start to the development of new oppositions in length.  In Sarikoli, however, this did not occur, 
and the process of neutralization of vowel length, which had begun in the Proto-Shughni period, 
came to completion, causing significant shifts in vowel quality.   
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 75––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
In cases where dipthongs and the clusters *ay and *aw have as their reflexes i and a in the other 
languages of the group, in Sarikoli we get the exact same result (Sr. pisam ‘I boil’; past ‘it boils, 
cooks’).   
 
 
§105. Cases in which the reflex of diphthongs is a short vowel in fact coincide with the reflex of 
the null vocalization of sonorants (*i, *u).  And only through the characteristics of word-
formation or inflection can we posit the shortening of a diphthong for a particular case, arther 
than the continuation of ancient null vocalization.  So, for instance, the word Sh. miɣ̌ı́̄ǰ, Ru. 
mawóǰ ‘ram’ can hardly be considered an ancient word.  Judging by the suffix, and also by the 
absence of this word in other languages, it can be identified as either a Shughni word alone, or as 
a direct inheritance from Pre-Shughni – i.e. as a formation from /mei̯ɣ̌/ + stressed suffix /-öǰ/, and 
it is not a continuation of any ancient formation of *mišaka-.  
 

 
163 There are no reasons here to posit the secondary demonophthongization of ī and ū (cf. Gr. 296).  The long vowels 
ī and ū are a later phenomenon in the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group and are not attested in either Proto-
Shughni or in Sarikoli.  The transition of ī and ū (ē, ů̄) in borrowed words into Sarikoli ɛy and ɛw (dɛyg ‘cauldron’ 
indicates either that they had a diphthong-like pronunciation at the time when they were borrowed (cf., for example, 
the modern diphthong pronunciation of Tajiki ē, ů̄ in northern dialects), or that the transition of ī and ū, the duration 
of which was perceived by the Sarikols, into ɛy and ɛw, was the only way for these long vowels not to lose their 
opposition in duration.  Compare, also, the transition of borrowed ū in Yazghulami to ow (§139). 



It is possible that this coincidence of the reflexes of diphthongs and the null vocalization of 
sonorants as short vowels is completely regular.  Theoretically, it is possible to analyze the null 
grade of sonorants as a variant of short diphthongs with ə-vocalization (*əi, *əu, *ər, *ər, *əm), 
which oppose the vocalization of *ai, *āi, etc.  In a position before a consonant, the loss of one 
of the elements of these weak diphthongs is completely natural, as is the loss of the weakened i- 
or u-elements in strong vocalization (*āi, *āu > *ā).  It is also natural to have the preservation of 
both elements in middle vocalization (*ai̯, au̯), where both elements are sufficiently strong and 
equal in significance.  Such an assumption would clearly explain the results of the null-grade of 
sonorants before vowels, where we simply have the preservation of the cluster *əy, *əw, etc., 
with the later phonological treatment of *ə respective to each language.  It is easy to explain, 
with this assumption, the transformation of full diphthongs (*ai̯, *aw̯) into short vowels in 
unstressed position, where they naturally shortened into the weak diphthongs əi, əu with the later 
loss of one of these elements.   
 
Of course, in many cases the transition of short (or weak) diphthongs into the corresponding 
short vowels164 occurred as early as in the Proto-Shughni period or before.  However, this did not 
necessarily result in the obligatory liquidation of the short dipthongs, which could arise again 
and again, in particular, with the transition of the middle vocalization of sonorants into weak 
phonetic positions.   
 
 

Fundamental characteristics of the Proto-Shughni vowel system 
 
 
§106. In stressed position the Proto-Shughni vowel system distinguished six simple vowels at 
three grades of length and two diphthongs: 
 
 Long: ȫ, ā, dipthongs ei̯, ou̯ 
 Mid: ö 
 Short: a, u, i 
 
In unstressed position only two vowels appeared: short a and reduced ə.   
 
Stressed vowels opposed one another both in length and in quality.  Thus, the pair /ȫ/—/ö/ were 
already significantly different in quality.  /ȫ/ was more open (from the lowest level of height up 
to the fourth level), with a fixed back, rounded variant in neutral position.   
s 
/ö/ was more closed (from the second level of height to the top level) and had a predominantly 
front articulation.  However, in phonological relations, qualitative features were only weakly 
distinguished.  Height and rounding did not have an independent phonological meaning, and 
only appeared in the role of accompanying distinguishing features.  The feature of 
frontness/backness had an independent meaning only when opposing the pair /i/—/u/.  The 

 
164 And in the case of the contraction of both elements of the diphthong (rather than the loss of one of them), we also 
get long vowels (cf. Av. būta, srūta, etc). 



fundamental distinguishing feature was therefore duration, with three grades of length being 
distinguished: strong, mid, and weak.  
 
However, this scheme was in place only for native Iranian vowels.  The pair /ā/—/a/ –which 
formed later – brought fundamentally new relations into this system. Arising from open variants 
of Iranian *a, *u, the phonemes /ā/ and /a/ were, from the very beginning, vowels with a  a 
narrow range of quality and which opposed the other vowels of the system in height (they were 
low); in frontness (they were central) and in the lack of roundedness.  The appearance of this pair 
pf phonemes facilitated the quick phonologization of qualitative features, which progressed in 
the following way.  
 
  
§107. The fact that they now had to be distinguished from the pair /ā/–/a/ meant that the 
phonemes /ö/ and /u/ had to narrow in their range of height, as their open variants (approximately 
the two lowest grades of height), separated from them.  At the same time, the mass appearance of 
closed syllables with two final consonants (after the loss of final -*a, and later also -*i) 
facilitated the habitual narrowing (raising) or /ö/ up to the top level of height into i- and u-like 
variants.   
 
However, distinguishing the pair /ā/–/a/ did not affect the range of the phoneme /ȫ/, the open 
variants of which (i.e. a-umlaut variants) remained in its sphere.  Closed syllables with two final 
consonants did not have an effect on the quality of long /ȫ/, and thus the conditions which would 
have been needed to raise /ȫ/ did not arise.  As a result, the two highest rungs of height became 
attached to the phoneme /ö/, and the two lowest became attached to the phoneme /ȫ/.  Therefore, 
the range in which these phonemes overlapped in height became limited to mid-grades of height 
(i.e. variants ɛ, e, ö, o, ɔ).   
 
But here began, in some cases, their qualitative distinction in frontness/backness and in rounding.  
Back rounded variants in neutral position came to be fixed to the phoneme /ȫ/.  This stage, which 
was described in §106, we find until the end of the Proto-Shughni period.  The qualitative 
similarity of the phonemes /ö/ and /ȫ/ continued to be preserved fairly well only in i-umlaut 
position, where both phonemes were front unrounded vowels, and, hence, their opposition 
continued to be almost exclusively in duration (the variants of /ȫ/ in this position: ā, ǣ, ɛ̄; the 
variants of /ö/ in this position: æ, ɛ, e).   
 
Being intermediate with respect to its duration, the phoneme /ö/ was also opposed to short /u/ 
and /i/.  The qualitative distinction of /ö/ with these phonemes was able to take place through the 
merger of its high variants (i-like and u-like) with the short phonemes, which in did take place 
later on.  The more open variants of /ö/ were well opposed to the phoneme /u/, as these were 
front variants (e, ö).  However, they were poorly opposed to the open variants of the phoneme /i/.  
This is especially true for the i-umlaut variants of /ö/, which could not be rounded.  Hence, in 
this case, opposition through duration remained relevant in i-umlaut position.  The neutralization 
of duration in i-umlaut position must have led either to the merger of the phonemes /ȫ/, /ö/, /i/, or 
to their being distinguished by height, which, in some variants took place subsequently in 
individual languages.   
 



 
§108. Therefore, we see that at the beginning of the separation of the languages of the Shughni-
Rushani group, the Proto-Shughni vowel system was in a restructuring phase, which has also led 
to the variety of results we see in the modern languages of the group.  The subsequent path of 
changes depended on each individual language, each of which decided their own fate with 
respect to the shape of this restructuring.   
 
So, for instance, the later weakening of the durational opposition of the phonemes /ȫ/ and /ö/ 
could occur either through the lengthening of /ö/ or through the shortening of /ȫ/.  The first route 
– i.e. the lengthening of /ö/ to /ȫ/ led to the new reinforcement of the feature of vowel length, but 
to a different kind of system, namely one based on two grades rather than three, with the 
developed qualitative opposition of vowels belonging to the class of long vowels (arising from 
the phonemes /ȫ, /ö/, and /ā/) and within the group of short vowels (continuing the phonemes /a/, 
/u/, and /i/).  In doing so, only long vowels would undergo a signficant qualitative 
transformation, with the likely creation of new phonemes.  This route was taken by Shughni and 
Bartangi. 
 
The second route – i.e. the shortening of /ȫ/ – ultimately led to the complete decay of length, 
which necessarily affected both the phonological development, as well as the qualitative range of 
all vowels.  The pair /ā/–/a/ came into a special position in this case, as there were no conditions 
which would have led to the loss of length here.  This was the only pair of vowels which were 
not distinguished, or only slightly distinguished, by quality, and which had a narrow range of 
pronunciations.  And there were two possibilities for the fate of this pair under conditions in 
which length was tending to decay.  It could preserve the opposition in length for a long time.  
But as vowel length would become a vestigial phenomenon, with the passage of time it would 
lose its significance, which would lead to the merger of the two phonemes.  A second possible 
scenario involves the earlier qualitative separation of the two phonemes occurring at the same 
time as the general restructuring of the vowel system – i.e the earlier involvement of the pair 
/ā/—/a/ in the process of the loss of vowel length.  In Sarikoli this second route was taken: here, 
the phonemes /ā/ and /a/ became qualitatively split, as /ā/ transitioned to o (which, in turn, caused 
further displacement in the language’s back vowels).   
 
Finally, a third route of change for the vowel system was possible, namely the maintaining of 
three grades of length.  In this case, reforms in the vowel system were limited by the 
phonologization of the variants /ȫ/ and /ö/.  This route was taken by Rushani.   
 
 
§109. The factor which set in place a specific route for each language was the fate of the 
diphthongs /ei̯/ and /ou̯/.  The transition of these diphthongs into long vowels meant that a 
language would take the first route.  The new long phonemes (Sh. ē, ů̄, Bt. ī, ū) together with the 
steadfast long ā, strengthened the phonological feature of length.  And since by this time /ȫ/ and 
/ö/ had already come very close in length, /ö/ naturally came into the group of long vowels.  
 
The Rushani vocalism constitutes a variant of this route, but with an earlier transition of the 
diphthongs.  Here, the new long vowels ī and ū arose from the diphthongs at a time when /ȫ/ and 
/ö/ still were not sufficiently close in duration.  As a result, Rushani /ö/ did not enter into the new 



group of long vowels.  Appearing in the modern language as the phonemes o and æ,165 this 
phoneme subsequently came to resemble the group of short vowels (a, u, i) with respect to its 
duration. 
 
In Sarikoli, the transition of the diphthongs into long vowels did not occur, and because of this 
the process of the shortening of /ȫ/ and subsequently /ā/ was not stopped. 
 
The transition of diphthongs into long vowels (Sh. ē, ů̄; Ru., Bt. ī, ū) at the same time facilitated 
the definitive phonologization of features of frontness/backness and rounding, as the new 
phonemes opposed one another by these features.  The phonologization of rounding and 
frontness/backness, for its part, led to the phonological distinction between front unrounded and 
back rounded variants of /ȫ/ and /ö/, which subsequently happened anyway in all languages of 
the group.  In Sarikoli, the definitive phonologization of these features were the result of the loss 
of vowel length, which created the need for a clear opposition of vowels by means of quality.   
 
Thus, all routes of change for the Proto-Shughni vowel system ultimately led to the creation of 
clear qualitative phonological features and to the appearance of phonemes with a narrow 
qualitative range.   
 
 
§110. All vowels now appeared in their new stable quality even in unstressed position: new 
cases of word formation almost never result in vowel alternations (cf., for instance, Sh. xīf 
‘foam’; xīfák ‘skin forming on (warm) milk’).  An exception is long ā, which was still not fully 
strengthened in unstressed position, and which often shortened to short a here (see ШРГ: 369).  
It is clear that in such a position, unstressed ə, which did not develop a usage in stressed position, 
was unable to continue its existence as an independent phonemic unit and came to be associated 
with the short phonemes which were closest to it – sometimes i and sometimes a (in Sarikoli also 
e).   
 
 
 

Yazghulami vowel system 
 
 
§111. The vowel phonemes in the modern Yazghulami language are the following:  
 
 Long: ā  
 Neutral: i, e, a, o ů, u 
 Short or reduced: ə  
 
Short or reduced ə is a central vowel with a wide range of pronunciation.  It opposes all other 
vowels with respect to its shortness and its ability to reduce in unstressed position.  Neutral 
vowels do not shorten considerably in unstressed position and always preserve their quality.  

 
165 Rushani ē in the place of Khufi æ is a later development which occurred possibly through influence from 
Bartangi.   



Long ā is differentiated from the phoneme a by its duration, which with regard to this opposition 
has the sound of a short vowel.  However, with respect to its absolute duration, a is similar to 
neutral vowels.  The opposition of the phonemes a—ā is limited and not sturdy.  It is found only 
with stress and only in closed syllables with one final consonant (and sometimes also at the end 
of words), with the majority cases here permitting two pronunciations (bād or bad ‘go!’).  In 
other cases, the duration of a depends on its phonetic position.  In modern times, long ā is clearly 
being forced out of the language.   
 
One characteristic of the Yazghulami language which sharply distinguishes it from the Shughni-
Rushani group is the transition of stress onto the final syllable of a word in many cases.  
Compare, for instance, the conjugation of the Yz. verb varín, Sh. vá̄rum ‘I bring’; the formation 
of the perfect stem Yz. šədág; Sh. suðǰ (< súdəg); etc.  As a result, in many cases when we 
compare the facts, we do not find identical phonetic position.  
 
The following later or modern phonetic processes should be taken into account:  
 
1. The irregularities of the phonemes ů, o (which are interchanged especially before nasals – e.g. 
můn // mon ‘me’). 
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2) The irregularities of the phonemes ů and u (which may be interchanged syllable-finally and in 
closed syllables with two final consonants – e.g. ců//cu ‘hair’; xůðm//xuðm ‘sleep’.  
 

 
Historical correspondences of vowels 

 
For Yazghulami, we can generally point to the same phonetic factors which influence vowels as 
those which influenced vowels in the Shughni-Rushani group: namely, stress, umlaut position, 
syllable structure, and the influence of neighboring consonants.  With this in mind, and also for 
the ease of comparing Yazghulami data, the Yazghulami facts are laid out in the same succession 
and examined with respect to the same phonetic positions as with the Shughni-Rushani group.   
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *a 
 

In stressed position 
 
In neutral position  
 
§112. In closed syllables with one final consonant, we regularly get Yazghulami ů, which 
corresponds thus to Sh. ī // Ru. o // Bt. ȫ // Sr. e (§27).  Hence, the Yazghulami result is very 
similar to that of Rushani (Rushani o is just somewhat more open).  Examples: Yz. půð ‘track; 
footprint’; půs ‘sheep (pl.)’; kůd ‘house’; xəvůr ‘sun’; xůx̌ 'mother-in-law’; ðůs ‘ten’; dəvůr 
‘door’; tůr ‘top’; xůr ‘donkey’; -důr (comparative suffix); žůd ‘killed’.   



 
In positions before Iranian *s̊ (later w), we get the combination aw, which in the context of a 
preceding rounded sound became ů, u: ḱaw ‘multicolored’; x̌ů, x̌u ‘six’ (*xšwaš).   
 
 
§113. In closed syllables with two final consonants, the picture of historical correspondences 
has become a bit obscured with respect to the irregularities of ů, o, u (see §111).  However, the 
presence of syllables with durable pronunciation allows us to uncover for Yazghulami more or 
less the same pattern in the transition of *a is is seen for Bartangi and Rushani, namely that 
before narrowing (raising) consonants *a merges with *u (which appears in Rushani as o), and 
before other consonants it is preserved – that is, it transitions, like it does in closed syllables with 
one final consonant, into ů.   
 
Before s, x̌, and other neutral consonants the following type of correspondences can be 
identified: Yz. ů // Ru. o // Bt. ȫ // Sh. ū // Sr. ы (§28).  Examples: Yz. vůst ‘tied’; kůx̌t 
‘watched’; anú̊x̌t ‘forgot’; x̌awú̊x̌t ‘flew up’; ðůst ‘hand’; wərcú̊st ‘came untied’ (*√rad); půx⁰ 
‘cooked’; čůxt ‘bent, crooked’.   
 
Before v and other narrowing (raising) consonants we get the following correspondences: Yz. o 
// Ru. u // Bt. ū // Sh. ū // Sr. e, ы (§29).  Examples: Yz. bəðóvd ‘closed (one's) eyes'; ənǰóvd 
'took'; cəróvd 'pinched'; əndóɣd ‘got up’ (where ɣ is from ɣ́; cf. Sh. andú̄yd; √tak-, tač-); bəx̌tóɣd 
‘leaked out’ (of the same root); ḱont 'dug'; x⁰orn ‘crow’.  
 
The fact that *a becomes o before narrowing (raising) consonants indicates that the modern, 
consistently open articulation of o is the result of the later transformation of old Yazghulami /u/.  
This transformation was caused by the separation of /u/ from the new phoneme u, as well as from 
the phoneme ů, which was becoming similar to them in quality.  It is natural that with the 
separation of three qualitatively similar phonemes that their partial contamination would occur.  
Later (modern?) phonetic factors were also already having an effect: for instance, the widening 
(lowering) effect of nasals or the narrowing (raising) effect of fricatives.  Compare, for instance, 
ažómt ‘sent’ (*√gam); ḱomt ‘agreed’ (*√kam); cf. sərúst ‘come apart' with the regular wərcůst 
‘became untied’.  We can also add here: xufk ‘foam’; ḱusk ‘barley'; əmbúst ‘collapsed'; ðusɣibék 
‘spindle’ (but ðůst ‘hand’).166  
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 80––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
In i-umlaut position  
 
§114. In i-umlaut position Iranian *a regularly has a (ā) as its reflex, corresponding to Sh. ī // 
Kh. æ // Ru, Bt. ē // Sr. e (§31).  Examples: ɣār ‘stone’; wāz ‘load’; nar ‘male (animal)'; raž 
‘plank bed’; Sh. či-rīzák; Bt. rēzák ‘part of a plank bed’); žarážg ‘partridge; paǰ – pres. stem of 

 
166 It is likely that all of these cases have a second possible pronunciation with ů: xůfk ‘foam’; etc., which should be 
checked.  The process of separation of ů, u, and o, apparently, is still continuing today.  Cf. common forms with 
double pronunciation: xůðm//xuðm ‘sleep’; bůnd//bond ‘string'; mům//mom ‘grandma’; etc. 



the verb ‘cook’.  In closed syllables with two final consonants, the correspondences with the 
Shughni-Rushani group are the following: Sh. ī // Ru. i, ē // Bt. ē, (ī); // Sr. i (§33).  Yz. zard 
‘yellow’; zamb ‘bank; edge’; vawz ‘pillow’; vart ‘brings’; x⁰art ‘eats’; among other verbs in the 
third-person singular (see §36, pt. 1).  
 
Other verbal forms which in the Shughni-Rushani group are observed to have been influenced by 
i-umlaut (infinitive stems and perfect stems in the feminine) do not appear in Yazghulami. 
 
 
§115. Only very rarely do we observe the transition of Iranian *a in i-umlaut position into front 
(mid/high) vowels e, i.  Such a sound was preserved when palatal consonants were in a word.  
For instance: Yz. penǰ ‘five’; ḱebǰ 'spoon'; (*√kap); kenǰ 'clothes moth?’ (*√kan?), where ǰ is 
from *č.  It is possible that some participial formations are also relevant here: e.g. birayéǰ 
'pregnant’; with the preservation of the feminine form of the suffix -*ači (Sh. -ı́̄dz; Kh. -ǽdz; Ru., 
Bt. ḗdz; §32, pt. 3) with a specific sense of the word.167 
 
In present-tense verbal stems of the type wərcíθ- ‘come undone’; səríθ ‘come apart’ (*√rad), the 
vowel i is also possible the result of the influence of i-umlaut with conjugation in -ya- (cf. data 
from the Shughni group in §37).   
 
The high front vowel i appears as the result of i-umlaut variants also in the combinations *ar (*r̥) 
before t.  As was the case in Shughni (§85), the sonorantization of r took place in Yazghulami 
either via w (in neutral position) or via y (in i-umlaut position).  The contraction or 
monophthongization of the combinations *aw, *ay resulted in ə and i, respectively.  The former 
is seen in past-tense verb stems ending in -*ta – i.e. in neutral position: vəg ‘brought’; xůg (x⁰əg) 
‘ate’; etc.168  The latter – i.e. the transition into i – is seen in participles formed with the 
secondary suffix -ág: vigág ‘brought (adj.)’; x⁰igág ‘eaten (adj.)’.  This suffix was added to the 
forms *vig and *x⁰ig, which, as can be seen, are the same as the infinitival stems of the Shughni-
Rushani group.  Deverbal nominal forms ending in -*ti were therefore used in Yazghulami and 
in the Shughni-Rushani group in different ways.  In the Shughni-Rushani group they were used 
in the majority of cases in infinitival stems, while in Yazghulami they came to be used in the 
formation of participles.  Thus, there is reason to analyze root a in participles (e.g. žadág ‘killed’; 
past stem žůd; sadág ‘rising; elevated’) as the result of i-umlaut position.169 
 
Cases of the preservation of high, front-vowel i-umlaut variants of *a allow us to posit that 
modern a, ā constitute the later transformation of the fundamental sound *a in i-umlaut position 
(æ, ɛ).  We should also pay attention to the facct that modern Yazghulami a has a very front 
variant, which can be of an æ͔- or ạ-like sound (ОФИЯ ИИ: 177; ЯЯ: 13), which distinguishes it 

 
167 The modern form of this suffix in Yazghulami, continuing the masculine form (*-aka) is not clear: -ág in the 
place of the expected -ú̊g (x⁰arág ‘hungry’).  It is possible that we are dealing here with a contamination with the 
suffix -ag (from unstressed -aka?); cf. participial forms such as šədág ‘gone’; etc. 
168 Yz. ḱeg ‘did’ (instead of ḱəg) can be explained through the influence of palatal ḱ on the intermediate step *ḱeʷg 
stage, with *vəʷg.  Cf. the regular participial form ḱiyá (with a case of the full spirantization of palatal d’ or g’).   
169 Of course, forms ending in *-ta and *-ti were not fully differentiated in their functions; in both languages we can 
find crossover in their functions (see § 170).   



from the a of the Shughni-Rushani group.  It is possible that this is connect precisely to the 
inclusion of front (open) i-umlaut variants of *a /ö/ into the realm of Yazghulami /a/.   
 
 
In a-umlaut position  
 
§116. The a-umlaut position is difficult to identify for Yazghulami, as the feminine forms in 
nouns and participles have been lost (cf. xůr ‘donkey (m./f.); tůɣd ‘left (m./f.), and in present-
tense verbs stress has been transferred to the ending, and hence the root vowel of the stem 
appears in unstressed position (e.g. varán ‘they bring’).   
 
However, we can figure out the fate of Iranian *a in a-umlaut position by looking at nouns which 
undoubtedly belonged to the feminine gender.  In these cases Yazghulami gives ā (a), which 
corresponds to Sh., Ru., Bt. ā, Sr. o (§39).  Examples: Yz. x⁰arg ‘sister’; ɣačág ‘girl’ (with the 
later addition of a suffix, cf. Sh. ɣāc); nān ‘mother’; kāf ‘jackdaw (bird)'; x̌āx 'beans'; bəðá̄n 
‘saddle’.  An especially telling case of the preservation of the feminine form is found in the word 
čaš ‘wormwood' – cf. the masculine form of this word in čůš ‘bitter’ (cf. also an analogous use 
of the feminine form in Bartangi: Bt. cāx̌ 'wild onion', but cȫx̌ 'bitter' (m.), cāx̌ ‘bitter (f.)’.  
Consider also the compound word Yz. čamančaxt 'pot with a crooked handle', but čůxt 'crooked, 
bent’.  
 
The plural form vradar ‘brothers’ is identical to Sh. vradār and is the continuation of the old 
nominative plural form *brātarā (<*brātarah).  
 
Regarding present-tense stems, we should consider the transition of stress to the ending to be a 
later development.  We can tell this by the loss of the vowel ending in the third-person singular, 
as has happened in the Shughni-Rushani group.  Consequently, we can posit that unstressed a in 
Yazghulami verb stems was preceded by stressed /ā/.  This is confirmed by the third-person 
singular form and the imperative form, where stress has been preserved on the stem.  Compare 
the conjugations in the first-person, the imperative, and the third-person singular: varín; vār, var; 
vārt ‘bring’; ḱanín; ḱān, ḱan; ḱānt ‘dig’; tarín; tār, tar; tārt ‘clear away’; əncavín; əncāv, əncáv; 
əncá̄vd, əncávd ‘sew’; etc.  
 
Thus, the i-umlaut and a-umlaut variants of Iranian *a in Yazghulami both end up as the 
phoneme ā, which has become contaminated in present times with the phoneme a.   
 
 
In a-umlaut position  
 
§117. In unstressed position, Iranian *a regularly has as its reflex a, which, unlike the Shughni-
Rushani group (§§47-48), is also true of old unstressed syllables.  In unstressed syllables which 
have arisen in Yazghulami-Shughni territory in the formation of the words and form: Yz. avðú̊st 
‘gloves’; asú̊ð ‘this year’; xafán ‘soapy stone’ (xufk ‘foam’ *√kaf-); kadáθ ‘houses’ (kůd 
‘house’); wasáθ ‘bull calves’ (wůs ‘bull calf’); dəvaráθ ‘doors’ (dəvůr ‘door’); the reduplicative 
(strengthening) comparative suffix -dardú̊r (-*tar-tar); deverbal nouns of action (infinitive) 
ending in -áǰ (the same nouns ending in -ídz in the Shughni-Rushani group: varáǰ ‘to bring’; 



x⁰aráǰ ‘to eat’; ḱanáǰ ‘to dig’; səpafáǰ ‘to suck’; etc.; participial formations: paǰék ‘baker’; 
əncavék ‘sewing; seamstress’; x⁰arág ‘hungry’; etc.; causative stems with the suffix -án: wazán 
‘bathe’; rak⁰án ‘breastfeed' (rāk⁰ ‘suck’); etc.  In later formations, as with the Shughni group, the 
root vowel, having ended up in unstressed positions, does not change: cf. kůdák ‘cottage’; xůɣ̌íǰ 
‘sweetness’.   
 
In earlier unstressed syllables: nabés ‘grandson’; ḱabə́d ‘dove’;  maðēn ‘middle (adj.)’; ḱadém 
‘which’; x⁰ayérg ‘mill’; in verbal prefixes: paðáys ‘ignite (intr.)’; paðáfs ‘stick (intr.)’; x̌awez 
‘fly up’.   
 
 
§118. In some cases Iranian *a in unstressed syllables has as its reflex Yazghulami ə.  This is 
observed in the following phonetic positions:  
 

1. In closed syllables, especially before n, m, r, v.  See Yz. əndáž ‘get up’; əmbis- ‘fall; 
collapse (prefix *ham); -əndá – postposition; zəmbá ‘limit; edge; bank’ (cf. zāmb with the 
same meaning); vəndin ‘I tie’ (cf. vand 'tie up!’); vəstág ‘tied up (ptpl)’ (cf. vůst ‘tied up 
(past)’); xəndin ‘I laugh’ (cf. xand ‘laugh!’); kəntág ‘dug up (ptpl.)’ (cf. ḱanin ‘I dig’); 
ḱont ‘dug (past)’); əncəvdág ‘sewn (ptpl)’ (cf. əncavin ‘I sew’; əncóvd ‘sewed’); əvdsú̊ð 
‘seven-year(-old)’ (cf. uvd ‘seven’); x̌⁰ərǵéžg ‘sisters’; (cf. x̌⁰arǵ ‘sister’); zərdíǰ 
'yellowness’ (cf. zard ‘yellow’); xəðnág ‘prickle; thorn’ (cf. Sh. šūð).  But note also that a 
is preserved in many cases: avðú̊st ‘gloves’; avðén 'bridle’; waftág ‘woven (ptpl)’; 
səpaftág ‘sucking (adj.)’; tartág ‘swept (adj.)’.  However, it is possible that participles 
with the preservation fo a are later formations and already follow the model of regular 
verbs from present-tense stems (cf. pres. stem tar-; past stem tard; participle tardá(g); 
waf- – waft – waftág; səpaf- – səpaft – səpaftág; note also another type, where the past 
stem continues the old participle: əncáv- – əncóvd – əncəvdág). 
 
There are no clearly later transitions of a to ə in this phonetic position.  Consider, for 
instance, later Tajik borrowings: ambə́r 'pincers; pliers'; ambór ‘barn'; bandí ‘captive; 
prisoner'; čandúm ‘which'; dastá ‘signature’; gandá ‘bad’; garmí ‘warmth’; and many 
others (cf. ə in earlier borrowings with the transition of Tajiki ō into e, or with different 
markers of early borrowing: dərmén ‘medicine’; dəstér ‘turban';  dəspán 'wrap?; 
swaddle?’; gərðév ‘vortex; whirlpool’; čəngél ‘claw; talon’; gərðán ‘neck’; etc).  
 
 
2. In open syllables, ə instead of a is characteristic for second syllables from stressed 
position (in polyllabic words).  For instance: Yz. məðanénǰ ‘middle (child?)’ – cf. maðén 
‘middle (adj.)’; pəðəfsín ‘I stick (tr.)’ – cf. paðáfst ‘sticks’; pəðisán ‘they ignite (intr.)’ – 
cf. paðáyst ‘it catches fire’; x̌əmadág ‘commanding (adj.)’ – cf. x̌améd ‘commanded 
(past)’.  Here we also see cases of the preservation of a, but it is possible that they are the 
result of the formation of words based on the modern type: ḱabədáθ ‘doves’; nabesáθ 
‘grandchildren’, where we can tell this is a later formation by the preservation of e.   
 
As with the previous position, there are no clearly later transitions of a into ə.  Cf. the 
following later borrowings: darawšák 'hook for embroidery'; daričá ‘frame for a smoke 



vent; small door’; barakát ‘blessing’; bačamárd ‘fine fellow; daredevil’; kamarbán ‘belt; 
girdle’; magazín ‘store’; etc.   

 
  

3. We regularly get ə in the place of a in closed syllables second from stressed position.  
For instance: Yz. rəštaðá̄m ‘red-tail (name of a bird – cf. růšt ‘red)'; kərgaðá̄n ‘henhouse 
beneath a plankbed' – cf. ḱārǵ ‘hen’; rəvnagíg ‘sick; ill’ – cf. růvn ‘pain’; cf. also the full 
and short participles of verbs: Yz. wəftagín vs. waftág ‘weave’; səpəftagín vs. səpaftág 
‘suck’; tərdagín vs. tardág ‘clear out’.  Modern transitions of a into ə, as was this case in 
other positions, are also not seen here.  Consider the following borrowings; čaxmoxák 
‘zipper’; mardikór ‘laborer, worker'; parvardigór! – interjection ‘O God!’; sargardonáy 
'vagrancy'; kalxozči ‘collective farmer’; kartəšká ‘potato’; margarín ‘margarine’; etc. 

 
 
In word-initial and word-final position  
 
§119. In word-initial position, as in the Shughni-Rushani group, stressed *a transitions into a 
and is accompanied by the possible development of y: Yz. az, āz ‘I’; yast ‘there is’ (*asti).  In 
closed syllables with two final consonants, in neutral position *a has as its reflex the high back 
vowels u, ů (see §113): Yz. uvd ‘seven’; yůrx̌ ‘bear’.  Unstressed *a in word-initial open 
syllables always transitions into a, and in closed word-initial unstressed syllables it 
predominantly becomes a as well, but before nasals and when followed by two syllable-final 
consonants it becomes ə: Yz. afáw ‘the day after tomorrow’; avðén ‘bridle’; but əndáž 'get up!’; 
əvdsú̊d ‘seven-years-(old)’.  In particles, prepositions, and other function words, initial *a could 
be lost: verbal prefix wə- (*awi), ž- (prefix *hača); etc.  
 
In word-final position *a was lost when unstressed, but stressed *a in particles and function 
words was preserved in the form of a: na ‘negation particle’; na ‘preposition indicating outlet’; 
əndá ‘postposition of time (*antar); -ǰa 'enclitic coordinating conjunction’ (-*ča). 
 
 

 
§120. The data in the preceding paragraphs indicate that Iranian *a in Yazghulami is reflected 
almost the same as it is in the Shughni-Rushani group.  The exception is found with the i-umlaut 
position, where Yazghulami in the majority of cases has a instead of æ, ē, i, ī of the Shughni-
Rushani group.   
 
The question remains open regarding the vocalization of some verbal stems, which in the 
Shughni-Rushani group have a instead of ā (§46), and in Yazghulami ə or i instead of a in 
unstressed syllables and sometimes also in stressed syllables: Yz. zəbánt ‘jumps’, but zəbinín ‘I 
jump’; zəbədág ‘jumping (ptpl)’; ənǰə́v- – pres. stem of the verb ‘gather'; etc.  There could be 
various reasons for this.  In particular, cases of the type paðáfst ‘sticks (intr.)' vs. pəðəfsín ‘I 
stick’ for Yazghulami might be explained through the position of *a in a closed unstressed 
syllable.  Cases of irregularities of the type zəbán ‘jump!’ vs. zəbinín ‘I jump’ might be 
explained through the influence of preceding i; etc.  But the fact that we get similar facts in 
Shughni indicates that we are possibly not dealing with phonetic reasons here.   



 
We should also pay attention to verbal stems with i-vocalization, which correspond in some 
cases to Iranian *a.  For example, tifs 'heat/glow (intr.)'; sin (with different prefixes) ‘rise’; etc.  
On these forms see §137.   
 
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *ā 
 

In stressed position 
 
In neutral position  
 
§121. In neutral position, Iranian *ā has as its reflex in Yazghulami the front vowel e, unlike the 
Shughni-Rushani group, where it has as its reflex back vowels (Sh., Bt. ō, Ru. ō, ů̄; Sr. u – §53); 
Yz. ðerk ‘tree’l nabés ‘grandson’; vred ‘brother’; ded ‘father’ (Sh. dōd ‘uncle’); ɣew ‘bull; ox’; 
yec ‘fire’; peθ ‘bullet’; peð ‘leg’; per ‘passage; crossing’; p(ə)réd ‘(in) front’; biyér ‘yesterday’; 
wex̌ ‘grass’; ḱadém ‘which’; ɣer ‘coal’ (Ru. nižů̄r); etc.  Here we can also add past-tense stems of 
verbs with strong vocalization: Yz. ðed ‘gave’; zənéd ‘washed’; x̌améd ‘ordered’; bəréx̌t ‘drank’; 
zex̌t ‘took’; wex̌t 'swan’; etc.   
 
An exception is the position before nasals, where *ā has as its reflex ə: Yz. zən ‘lap’; bəx̌tə́n 
‘bucket’ (Sh. bix̌tů̄n); bəwə́n ‘cave; hole' (Bt. bawṓn); wərbə́n ‘fur coat’ (Sr. warbún); nəm 
‘name’.  Apparently, in this position (in closed syllables), Yazghulami does not have front 
variants of *ā (cf. how *ā is reflected before nasals in Rushani, §54).  
 
In the word mům, mom ‘grandmother’ (Sh. mů̄m, Bt. mōm) it is likely that we are dealing with 
the later rounding of ə between two bilabials.  In the word ben ‘beard’ (Sh. bů̄n; Ru., Bt. bōn), e 
may be the result of the contraction of -aya- (*upa(h)ana-; IIFL II: 417).   
 
In the suffix of containment (-*dāna), in the place of ə we get ā: Yz. ḱərǵəðan ‘hen coop'; 
wax̌tan ‘hayloft’ (cf. Ru., Bt. -ðōn: arðōn ‘hearth’; Bt. wax̌tṓn ‘hayloft’.  Could it be that we 
should posit an a-umlaut position here, which would allow us to derive these words from the 
feminine forms ending in -*ā?  Nonetheless, there are not yet any other, more reliable examples 
of a-umlaut position.  In Yazghulami, verbal stems with strong vocalization continuing 
conjugations -a-, as in other cases, are unstressed, and it is thus hard to judge what factors had an 
influence on the vowel – i.e. whether it was the a-umlaut position or the unstressed, open 
syllable position.  These verbs are the following: ɣazán ‘they run’; yasán ‘they bring’; wazán 
‘they swim’; vəzanán ‘they know’.  In addition to the correspondences of ō of the Shughni-
Rushani group, root *ā in these stems is also recognized by the strong vocalization of past stems 
(ɣex̌t, ayéd, wex̌t).  But most indicative is the vocalization of the stressed forms of these verbs – 
third-person singular and imperative, where we get e, which is the regular result of *ā in neutral 
position, although in the present times there is a clear tendency toward the leveling of 
vocalization through a in all persons.  Cf. Yz. ɣez ‘run!’, ɣezd ‘runs’; yest ‘brings’ (but yas 



‘bring!’; wez ‘swim!’ (but wazd ‘swims’).170  In the verb ‘to know’ – i.e. in a position before n –
as predicted we do not get e: vəzán ‘know!’; vəzand ‘knows’; vəzánt ‘found out’.  Here, a in the 
place of ə might be explained through leveling by analogy with the a-vocalization of the other 
persons.  We also see strong vocalization in the verb x̌⁰an: x⁰ant ‘read; pronounce; study’ (cf. 
Taj. xondan), where we also do not see e before n in even a single form.     
 
 
In i-umlaut position  
 
§122. In i-umlaut position Iranian *ā has as its reflex in Yazghulami, as with short *a, the 
vowel ā, a (cf. Sh. ɛ̄, Ru. ē; Bt. ē, ō; Sr. o; §55).  Yz.: nabá̄s ‘granddaughter’; mast ‘moon’; wað 
‘canal’; ḱāǵ ‘sword'; wāb ‘sheaf (bundle of grain or straw)’ – cf. Sh. wɛ̄b; yaθ 'nest’ – cf. Sh. yɛ̄θ; 
x̌að ‘corral for livestock’ – cf. Sh. x̌ɛ̄ð.  Here we can also add a number of verbal causative stems 
ending in -*aya- (for the Shughni-Rushani group, see §57), which do not alter the a-vocalization 
in different preson: ḱar ‘plow'; sar ‘follow’; səpán ‘fill’ – cf. the intransitive form səpín ‘fill’; 
san ‘(cause to) grow'; zaz ‘take’; bəráz ‘drink’; etc.  Thus, earlier causative stems (of the type 
*kāraya-) outwardly came to have the same form as the universal stems ending with -a- (of the 
type *bara-) in Yazghulami: cf. Yz. ḱar ‘plow’, ḱart ‘plows’, ḱarín ‘I plow’; var ‘bring!’, vart 
‘brings’; varín ‘I bring’.  However, distinguishing them amongst each other (aside from 
comparing the data of other languages) can in some cases only be done indirectly.  Thus, past 
stems of causative verbs are often secondary formations formed from their present stems on the 
basis of regular verbs: Yz. ḱar-: ḱart ‘plow’; sar-: sart ‘follow’; səpán-: səpánt ‘fill (tr.)’; san-: 
sant ‘(cause to) grow’; parðar-: parðárd ‘hold (a child’s) head’; etc.  Compare: var-: vəg 
‘bring’; žan-: žůd ‘kill’; etc, where the past stem continues the old participle.  For the a of 
causative verbs, therefore, their characteristic greater steadfastness in unstressed closed syllables 
is seen even before nasals: Yz. səpantág ‘filling (ptpl)’; santág ‘growing (ptpl)’; cf. xəndág 
‘laughing (ptpl)’; kəntág ‘diggin (ptpl)’.   
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 85––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
§123. In particularly favorable phonetic conditions for the preservation of the high back 
articulation, notably under the influence of the palatal consonant *ć̌, Iranian *ā in Yazghulami, 
as with short *a, becomes the front vowel e in i-umlaut position: Yz. verǰ ‘horse (f.)’ – 
comprable to Sh. vɛ̄rdz (*bār(a)či).  Apparently, in closed syllables with two final consonants, 
under the influence of the palatal consonant, Yazghulami reguarly gave the high front variant for 
*a and *ā (for data on *a, see §115).  Also attested is the feminine form of the participial suffix -
éč, which is preserved in the word ðaðéč 'pregnant’ (of a female animal).  The masculine form of 
this suffix -ek points toward its strong vocalization (-*ā; cf. Ru. -ůč; Bt. -ōč; §5, pt. 2).   
 
 

In unstressed position 

 
170 In the 40- or 50-year-old materials of I. I. Zarubin we still get the form wezd for the third-person singular form 
meaning ‘swims’.   



 
§124. Here, Iranian *ā, as was the case in the Shughni-Rushani group, results in a everywhere: 
Yz. vradar ‘brothers’; vradíg ‘friend’ (vred ‘brother’); dadáθ ‘fathers’ (ded ‘father’); x̌ətarág 
‘star’ (Bt. x̌itōrǰ); ðanág ‘grain’; (Bt. ðōn); ɣawə́k 'beef (rel. adj.)’ (ɣew ‘bull’); varág 'stud; 
stallion' (Bt. vōrǰ).  In closed syllables: Yz. wax̌tán ‘hayloft’ (wex̌ ‘hay’); čarsú̊ð 'four-year(-old)’ 
 (čer ‘four’); səxaxláv ‘bank; edge’ (xex ‘water; river’); varǰáǰg ‘horsemeat’.  The transition of 
unstressed *ā into ə seems to be observed only in closed syllables before nasals and r, or in a 
syllable two away from stress, and even here this transition is irregular: cf. ḱəmtág ‘agreeing’ but 
santág ‘raising; growing’; vəzantagín // vəzəntagin 'knowing'; ðərkín ‘wooden’; ðədagín 
‘giving’.  In positions before n, ə may be both the result of the early contamination of *ā with *a, 
as well as a relic of the regular transition of *ā before nasals (see §121).   
 
In later formations, a stem vowel which comes to be in unstressed position does not change: 
wexaǰánǰ ‘man and wife; spouses’; nabesáθ ‘grandchildren’; peðadév ‘barefoot’; and in 
borrowed words: sexák '(small) stick; baton’ (cf. sex ‘shank; rod'); sex̌əmbá ‘Tuesday’; a.o. 
 
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *i, ī; *u, ū  
 

Just like the Shughni-Rushani group, Yazghulami does not show distinctions between Iranian 
short and long *i, ī or *u, ū.   
 
 

Reflex of *i, ī 
 

In stressed position 
 
§125. Judging by the few examples we have, Iranian *i, ī in all phonetic positions becomes a: 
Yz. wast ‘twenty’ (Av. wīsaⁱti); minbax̌t – porridge made from dried apples’ (cf. Skt. piṣṭa); 
zənaɣ ‘snow’ (Av. snig-); taɣd 'sharp’ (*tiɣda); aɣd ‘frozen’ (*√aex, ix; cf. Sh. iš ‘cold’); səpaw 
‘louse’ (Av. spiš-).171  However, in all cases it would be possible to analyze this is as the 
lowering effect of the following consonants (cf. a in Shughni before *š: Sh. sipáɣ̌ ‘louse’; cf. 
also a in Sarikoli in a closed syllable with two final consonants: Sr. pax̌t ‘flour’, §64; ɣ and w, 
being uvular and bilabial, respectively, can also exert lowering influence).   
 
Nonetheless, past-tense stems from roots with the sonorant *y give the exact same result in 
conditions where there is no lowering factor: Yz. paðád ‘caught fire' (Ru. paðíd); x̌⁰ad ‘opened’ 
(Ru. wix̌íd); x̌ad 'step ladder' (the participle *srita is from the same root *sray); cad 'squeezed; 
mowed’ (Ru. cid); awád ‘laid; placed’ (pres. stem away- √šay).   
 
 

 
171 The word zin ‘winter’, which doesn’t have a cognate (parallel) in the Shughni-Rushani group – is an unreliable 
example of the reflex of Iranian *i.  It may be the reflex not of *i, but rather of another (reduced) vowel.  Cf. Av. 
nominative zyå̄, genitive zəmō; Psht. žəmai.  



§126. For past-tense stems ending in two consonants, we have examples of cases before the 
lowering consonant x̌ and before ɣ (<*k/č): miz-: max̌t ‘urinate’ (*√maiz); raxs-: raɣd ‘stay’ 
(√raik); waž-: waɣd 'fit’.  Past-tense stems of causative verbs of this type are secondary and have 
strong vocalization: wið-: wiðd ‘launch’ (√vaid); ɣib-: ɣibt 'spin’; ɣ⁰ib-: ɣ⁰ibt ‘turn (tr.)’ (√gaib), 
but ɣ⁰afs-: ɣ⁰ovd ‘turn around; return (intr.)’; etc.  
 
In stressed forms of present-tense verbs (imperative form, third-person singular), we also get a: 
ɣ⁰afs!, ɣ⁰afst ‘turn around; return (intr.)’ (*√gaib); waž!, wažd ‘fit’; vraw!, vrawd 'break (intr.)'.  
Here we can also include stressed forms from stems in -*ay if we analyze these as the result of 
null rather than middle vocalization: cay!, cayd ‘squeeze; mow’; x̌⁰ay!, x̌⁰ayd ‘open’; nay!, nayd 
‘churn butter’; away!, awáyd ‘put; lay’; paðáys!, paðáyst ‘ignite (intr.)’.    
 
 
§127. In some words we see o as the reflex of *i: ɣ⁰ovd rather than ɣ⁰avd ‘returned; turned 
around’ (cf. Sh. wižīvd); x̌⁰ovd rather than x̌⁰avd ‘milk’ (Av. xšvipta); pərwoɣd instead of 
pərwaɣd ‘filter’ (*√vaig).  In all of these cases we are dealing with the influence of the preceding 
labial, together with the raising effect of the following *v and *ɣ́.  As a result, *i in these cases 
became /*u/.  In the Shughni-Rushani group we get the same result in analogous conditions (i.e. 
the transition of *i into u): cf. Sh., Bt. x̌ūvd; Ru. x̌uvd ‘milk’.172  
 
 

In unstressed position 
 
§128. Unstressed *i in Yazghulami resulted in ə: Yz. nəyás: nəyú̊d ‘grab’; nəɣú-: nəɣóx̌t ‘listen’ 
(prefix *nī-, ni-); vəǰán-: vəǰád ‘overcome’ (prefix abi-); zəvég ‘language’ (Sh., Ru., Bt. ziv).  In 
present-tense verb stems: ɣəfsín ‘I return’; wəžín ‘I fit'; rəxsín ‘I stay’; cəyín ‘I squeeze’; nəyín ‘I 
churn butter’; x̌⁰əyín ‘I open’.  In participles: ɣ⁰əvdág ‘returning’; wəɣdág ‘fitting’; cədág 
‘squeezing’; x̌⁰ədág ‘open’; pəðədág ‘igniting’.173  Other examples: cədasíð ‘three-year(-old)’ 
(θrita-sardya).   
 
The verb paðays-: paðad ‘ignite’ in unstressed present-tense forms has an i: pəðisín.  The i here 
is secondary and has arisen through the contraction of əy before a consonant (see §135, pt. 2).   
 
When before w (<*š), for which there is only a single example, we get a: vrawín ‘I collapse’.  
Irregularities in which we get an i (vriwín) have arisen via analogy with intransitive stems from 
roots in *w, which have i-vocalization (wəziw ‘to go out (of fire)’; see § 137). 
 
 

Reflex of *u, ū 
 

In stressed position 

 
172 In the verb vraw-: vrox̌t ‘break (intr.)’ (*√braiš), we apparently have a very early contamination of *i and *u (cf. 
Sh., Ru., Bt. virux̌t).   
173 The verb nay- ‘churn butter’ has strong vocalization in its past stem and participle – nay-: ned: nadág, by 
analogy with verbs with a root-final ā (zənay-: zəned: zənadág ‘wash’, √snā-). 



 
§129. In neutral position, Iranian *u, ū becomes the vowel o: Yz. poc ‘son’; ðom ‘tail’; ðod 
‘smoke’; x⁰əsór ‘father-in-law’; ðoɣd ‘daughter’; k⁰od ‘dog’.  In past-tense stems from roots with 
the sonorant *w: šod ‘went’; pod ‘rotted’; x̌od ‘heard’; wəzód ‘died out (of fire)’; k⁰ox̌t 
‘slaughtered; killed’; wəróɣd, wəróxt ‘ripped open (intr.)' (√rauk-); nəmot ‘fall out; come out' 
(√mauk-).   
 
In i-umlaut position, Iranian *u, ū apparently regularly becomes a, although reliable examples 
are quite few: Yz. x̌⁰an ‘blood’ (Sh. wixín, Av. vohūni); ɣ⁰ax̌t ‘finger’ (*angušti-; cf. Sh. angíx̌t; 
NTS I: 46).  The past-tense verb stem of the verb ‘to be’ – vad – apparently continues the 
formation in *-ti rather than the formation in *-ta (cf. Ru. vid, Sh., Bt. vud).  In fact, in these 
cases Yazghulami a continues the old Yazghulami /i/, to which only very rarely can we trace i-
umlaut variants of Iranian *u (see § 97).  For this reason it is impossible to determine the original 
vowel in words with unclear etymology, such as Yz. safč, Sh., Ru., Bt. sifc, Sr. safc ‘beads’, 
where we can tell the i-umlaut position by the suffix *-či.   
 
In a-umlaut position, as in the Shughni-Rushani group, *u, ū results in a: Yz. vaz ‘goat’; zənáw 
‘daughter-in-law’; s(ə)táw ‘column’; canák ‘instrument for beating wool’ (with the later addition 
of the suffix; cf. Sh., Ru., Bt. can 'bow; gun’; ðar ‘far’ (*dūrāt); vrax̌t ‘flour’ (where the 
feminine form of the participle is preserved – cf. the past-tense stem vrox̌t ‘break (intr.)’; at – 
conjunction ‘and’ (*utā); pap ‘ball’; pāb ‘dandelion’ (cf. Sh. pup; fem. pap ‘spherical’).  
 
 
§130. In some cases we get the shift of *u to ə: Yz. nər ‘today’ (Av. nūrəm); pətk 'rotten 
wood?'; kəč ‘female dog’ (*kut-či).  The phonetic conditions here are not fully clear, but in all 
three cases we have the position of the vowel in a closed syllable with two final consonants and 
not before a fricative.  The etymology of the word čəx̌ ‘rooster’ is not clear (cf. Sh čux̌ ‘rooster’; 
čax̌ ‘’hen’).  
 
Word-initially, *u apparently in all cases became a, with the development of an initial w, 
including neutral position.  If we can assume an original a-umlaut form for the word wasḱ ‘high 
(up)' (cf. Av. uskāt̰), then there is no basis for reconstructing an a- or i-umlaut position for the 
word wax̌ḱ ‘dry’ (Av. huška-).   
 
 

In unstressed position 
 
§131. Here, *u, like *i, has as its reflex everywhere ə: Yz. kədáθ ‘dogs’; vəznakín ‘goat’s (rel. 
adj.)’; ɣəgú̊d ‘stable’; wəx̌kavú̊r ‘cracked old vessel, suitable only for carrying dry objects’; 
ðəɣdár ‘daughters’ (pl. form of ðoɣd); ðədíg ‘trash burnt for smoke'; rəxníǰ 'whiteness’; ɣərəmbá 
‘mulberry porridge’ (cf. Sh. ɣirambá̄; PIE √ghreu-bh).  In participles: šədág ‘gone’; wəzədág 
‘sucking'; x̌ədág 'hearing'; wərəɣdág 'unstitching (intr.)’; pədág ‘rotting’; k⁰əx̌tág ‘killing; 



slaughtering’; nəməxtág ‘leaving; exiting’.  In unstressed present-tense forms: nəməxsín ‘I go’; 
wərəxsán ‘they tear (intr.)’;174 kəwín ‘I kill, slaughter’.   
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian *i, ī; *u, ū  
 

Diphthong *ai  
 
§132. Generally, the diphthong *ai became i: Yz səpíd ‘white’; x̌⁰ið ‘sweat’; wiðg ‘grapevine’ 
(Av. vaeⁱti); mið ‘day’; ɣ̌iw ‘hunt’ (Sh. ɣ̌ēw, Sr. ɣ̌eyw).  In verbs (the past stem of causatives is 
usually secondary and has the vowel pattern of present stems): miz-:max̌t ‘urinate’; ɣib-: ɣibt 
‘spin'; ɣ⁰ib-: ɣ⁰ibt ‘return (tr.)’; win-: wint ‘see’; wið-: wiðd ‘launch’.   
 
In some cases we observe deviations from this, but since these examples are sporadic, it is 
difficult to judge whether there is a pattern to them or not.  
 
Before the uvular ɣ we get e instead of i: ḱawméɣ 'cloud' (Av. maēɣa-), which is completely 
natural given the widening (lowering) effect of ɣ.   
 
When before *š we get a: maw ‘sheep’ (cf. similar results in Shughni and Bartangi; §73).  The 
distinction in modern Yazghulami between maw ‘sheep’ and mů(w) ‘ram’ could be the result of 
the relatively late forms maw < *mawā and mů < maw.   
 
In the verb pərwə́ǰ: pərwóɣd ‘sift' in the past-tense stem instead of i we get ə.  Here we can see 
the later analogy with verbs from roots with the diphthong *au (cf. wərə́ǰ: wəróɣd ‘unstitch (tr.), 
especially since the vocalization of the past-tense stems of these verbs also coincided (see §127).  
The later development of ə is also supported by the fact that we get the optional preservation of i: 
pərwəǰín // pərwiǰín ‘I unstitch’. 

   
 
§133. There are no reliable examples for the reflex of unstressed *ai.  If we consider the word 
məɣdób ‘haze' to be an old formation, although its second part is not clear,175 then it is possible 
to say that unstressed *ai transitioned into reduced ə (cf. the preservation of modern e in 
analogous phonetic positions: dexčá ‘kettle; pot’; deqqát ‘attention’; etc.).  In syllables which 
became unstressed later i from *ai is preserved: ɣibín ‘I spin’; ɣibék – a device in spinning; 
ɣiptág ‘spinning’; etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
174 The stressed forms of these two verbs of the same type are different: wəraxst (third-person present) and wəraxs 
(imperative), but nəmoxst and nəmoxs.  This can hardly be treated as the result of neutral position.  Rather, we are 
dealing here with leveling by analogy with the past-tense stem – nəmóxs-: nəmóxt, but wəráxs-: wəróɣd.  But cf. the 
vocalization of the verb šoxs-; šoxt ‘to get used to’ (√uk).   
175 Could it be məɣdú̊b?  Then we could certainly derive it from *maiɣa-tapa.   



Diphthong *au 
 
§134. The diphthong *au regularly became contracted into ə: Yz. s(ə)tə́r ‘small cattle and 
goats’; ḱabə́d ‘dove’; rəpc ‘fox’; kəp ‘stone’ (cf. Av. kaofa-); rəǰón ‘window in the roof’; 
ɣəvón176 ‘ear’ (with the later shift of stress – cf. Bt. rūzm, ɣū(w); nimrəv – whisk broom for the 
hearth (cf. Sh. růb-: rūvd ‘clear snow’); wərə́ǰ- – pres. stem of the verb ‘unstitch; tear at the 
seams’ (cf. Sh. wirů̄dz-). 
 
When before w (<*š) the diphthong *au has as its reflex u: nəɣu(w)- – pres. stem of the verb 
‘listen’.  However, this is the result of the later rounding of ə before w in a closed syllable, which 
we can tell through comparison with ə in other forms: nəɣúw ‘listen!’, but nəɣəwín ‘I listen’.   
 
We may also propose ə as a result of old unstressed *au.  However, examples of a clearly old 
formation are sparse: ɣəgú̊d ‘stable’ (cf. Sh. ɣiǰı́̄d; §74).   
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Reflex of Proto-Iranian clusters *ay, āy; *aw, āw  
 

Reflex of *ay, *āy  
 
§135. 1. When between vowels we find the same case of the reflex of *ay as in Shughni – in 
present-tense stems in -*ya from a root with an ending in *ā: ðay- ‘fall; drop’ (§75).177  The 
same result is given in a corresponding way by stems from roots ending in the consonant y: x̌⁰ay 
‘open’; cay- ‘squeeze; etc.  The vocalization ay is thus observed only in stressed forms, and in 
unstressed positions we get əy: ðəyín; x̌⁰əyín; cəyín; etc.178 
 
 2. When before consonants the cluster *ay is observed only in the same cases where we 
see it in the Shughni-Rushani group: in the third-person singular and in the addition of the 
intransitive suffix -s to a stem.  Here, the cluster *ay is preserved as it is in Rushani: ðayd ‘falls; 
drops’; x̌⁰ayd ‘opens’; paðáyst ‘ignites’.  However, in the latter case – i.e. when before a 
consonant – in unstressed forms – əy becomes i: ðəyán ‘they fall, drop’ but pəðisán ‘they ignite’.   

 
176 This seems to be the only irregularity where we get v from *š instead of w, likely still during the stage in which it 
was *ɣ̌.    
177 Transitive verbs x̌amáy ‘command’; zənáy ‘wash’ developed the lengthening of the vowel of the same type as in 
causatives (cf. §136).   
178 An example for a stem from a root ending in the sonorant w is given only by the functional verb ‘be’, in which, as 
a result of its frequency of usage, its conjugated forms have undergone contraction: vin < vəyín – 1sg; vit < vəyit – 
2sg; van < vəyán – 3pl; vəm < vəyə́m – 1pl; vay < vəyay – 2sg.  This verb does not have a form for the third-person 
singular and replaces it instead with another defective verb mit 'become’, which is also a contracted form from 
*mayt (past stem mad).  For the imperative mood we get vaxs, which is apparently a case of the devoicing of y 
(vaχ́s) with its later transition into x (cf. the same kind of step for raxs <*raḱs ‘stay’).  The devoicing of y in the 
word vaxs ‘be!’ is explained by the loss of this form from the paradigm of conjugation (the suffix -s from other 
person-number forms is absent) and by the analogy with imperative forms of the type raxs ‘stay!’, wəraxs ‘pass!; 
go!’.    



 
 Clusters ay of secondary formation – where y arose from palatalized consonants – result 
in i in all cases: əmbíst ‘falls in, collapses’; əmbisán ‘fall in, collapse (3pl)’ (*hampad’-s-ya), or 
pist ‘asks’, pisín ‘I ask’ (*paŕs-ya or *pəŕs-ya).  Here we should reconstruct a sound of the type 
ey or ẹy, as *a in i-umlaut conditions before paltalizeable consonants became a narrow (high) 
front vowel.  An analogous process is onserved also in the Shughni-Rushani group, in which y 
arose from k/č and from r before t: Sh. rist, Ru. rayst, Bt. rayst, rast ‘stays’ < riḱ-s-ya *Yz. raxs 
with the early solidification of ḱ/ɣ́); Sh. vīd; Ru. vīg; Bt. vēg; Sr. vɛyg ‘to bring’; Yz. vigá.  Stems 
in -ds (-ts) in Yazghulami do not always result in the spirantization of *d’ to y, which likely 
depended on the time in which the suffix -s was added.  In earlier cases the clusters *ds, ts 
resulted in θ, as in the Shughni-Rushani group: Yz. səriθ; Sh. parīθ; Ru., Bt. parēθ (*rads-ya) 
'break; burst'/  Here, Yz. i is the result of *a in i-umlaut position before a palatalizeable 
consonant. 
 
 3. In word-final position, the cluster *ay became ůy, uy: Yz. cůy ‘three’; ɣəruy 'clay’; xuy 
‘head of the house; oldest’; (*x⁰ay, cf. Ru. xaydí ‘oldest’); x̌ůy ‘best’ (cf. Ac. srayah-).  Cf. the 
differing development of *ay in the Shughni-Rushani group: Ru. aráy ‘three’; žiráy ‘clay’ (§75).   
 
When final *ay ended up in unstressed position before a consonant in Yazghulami, it also 
became *ay, as with the *ay (əy) of verbal stems: x̌idardú̊r ‘the best’ but x̌ůy ‘better’ (cf. piðisán 
‘they ignite’).  Cf. the differing results in the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group: Sh. xidír, 
Ru. xaydí ‘older’.   
 
 
§136. The cluster *āy is preserved in all phonetic positions as ay, which, when stressed, may 
also be pronounced āy.  
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Between vowels we find the reflex of *āy in verbal stems with strong vocalization: Yz. pay-: 
payd; Sh. pōy-: pɛ̄yd 'tend livestock'; Yz. nəmay-: nəmayd ‘measure / appear’; Sh. nimōy-: nimɛ́̄d 
‘to appear’.  In unstressed forms ay is preserved, which also distinguishes these verbs from verbs 
with short vocalization (*ay, *əy): Yz. payín – 1sg; payáǰ – inf.; payán ‘secondary causative of 
‘to graze / tend livestock’; nəmayín ‘I measure’; nəmayáǰ ‘to measure’.  This strong vocalization 
developed further in Yazghulami, as a marker of transitive verbs, spreading onto many verbs 
with stems in -*ay.  This latter feature is not characteristic of the Shughni-Rushani group, where 
the formal distinction between transitivity and intransitivity with stems in -*ay is achieved 
primarily through suffixal means.  The spreading of strong vocalization onto the present stem in 
Yazghulami is particularly characteristic with the strong vocalization of a past stem or with a 
secondary past stem.  Cf. verbs of a similar type in both stems and first-person singular: Yz. 
x̌amáy-: x̌améd: x̌əmayín ‘command’; zənáy-: zənéd: zənayín ‘wash’ (Ru. rimáy-: rimṓd; zináy-: 
zinṓd and not rimṓy-, zinṓy-, which should have been the case with strong vocalization); paðá̄y-: 
paðáyd: pəðayín ‘to ignite (tr.)’ – cf. the intransitive forms paðáys-: paðád: pəðisín; Sh. intr. 
piðis-: piðíd, tr. piðin-: piðíd); paǰáy-: paǰáyd: pəǰayín ‘to gather' (Sh. widzin-: widzíd ‘choose’); 



bay-: bayd: bayín ‘lose’ – cf. intr. bay-: bid: biyín, where ay and i are from -*i(y)ay- (*api-(y)ay-
a); Sh. intr. bēs-: bēd with the causative from another root (√nas): binɛ̄s-: binɛ̄st.  Transitive 
verbs which preserve the old short vocalization in past stems also preserve it in the present stem: 
Yz. x̌⁰ay-: x̌⁰ad: x̌⁰əyín ‘open’; awáy-: awád: wəyín ‘put; lay’.   
 
We can see the reflex of *āy in word-final position from the example pāy, pay 'sour milk’ (cf. the 
long vocalization in all languages of the Shughni-Rushani group: Sh., Ru., Bt. pāy, Sr. pōy).  
There are no other reliable examples for word-final *āy.  
 
When before a consonant, the cluster āy does not change at all, and is found, besides in past 
stems, which have already been discussed, also in third-person singular forms: payd ‘grazes 
(tr.)’; nəmayd ‘measures’; paðayd ‘ignites (tr.)’; etc.  There are no reliable examples for *āy 
before (two?) consonants.   
 
 

Reflex of *aw, *āw  
 
§137. Verb stems which end in the sonorant w are divided into two groups based on their 
vocalization: vocalization in -aw for transitive verbs and vocalization in -iw for intransitive verbs 
(cf. similar results in Bartangi, §79).  The first type is the continuation of causative stems with 
strong vocalization (-*aw(a)ya-); the second type continues stems in -*(a)ya with *aw-
vocalization (-*aw(a)ya).   
 
Causative stems (as in other cases, their past stems are secondary formations): Yz. fəráw-: 
fəráwd 'rinse’; Sh. (with the reflex of causative vocalization): firɛ́w-: firúd; Yz. wəzáw-: wəzáwd; 
Sh. wizɛ́̄w-: wizúd ‘to put out; extinguish (fire)’; Yz. nəmáw-: nəmáwd; Ru. nimḗw-: nimḗwd ‘to 
wave; show with signs’ (*√mā with the spread of -w); Yz. pəšáw-: pəšéd; Sh. pix̌ɛ̄w-: pix̌úd ‘to 
shear sheep’; Yz. saw-: sed, Sh. sɛ̄w-: sɛ̄wd 'grind grains with stone’.   
 
In Bartangi, causative verbs coincided with verbs with *aw-vocalization, which continued the 
conjugation in -a- -*awa-.  They can be only be identified through an intransitive meaning: Yz. 
ɣəráw-: ɣəráwd ‘cry’.179  However, for intransitive verbs aw-vocalization is not typical, and 
similar examples are few.   
 
In the unstressed forms of verbs of this type, the vocalization – as with strong vocalization – 
naturally does not change: fərawín ‘I rinse’; wəzawín ‘I put out, extinguish’; ɣərawín ‘I cry’; etc.   
 
The (formal) syncretism of the vocalization in these types of verbs in stressed forms is seen in 
the verb žaw-: žod ‘survive (an illness)’, which likely continues the stem *ǰiva- (cf. Skt. jīvati).  
But it is starkly different in unstressed forms, where its weak vocalization appears: žəwín ‘I 
survive’; etc.  To this group we can also add verbs with a root ending in *š (> w), which continue 
short vocalization (*u, *i) – kaw-: k⁰ox̌t ‘slaughter'; vəraw: vərox̌t ‘break; shatter’.  The first verb 

 
179 The reduction to a single root for the verbs ɣəráw-: ɣəráwd ‘cry’ and ɣərand: ɣərox̌t ‘bite; sting’ is hardly 
possible.  The palatalization of *g in the verb žiraɣ̌- (žirand-): žirux̌t ‘bite; sting’ in the Shughni-Rushani group 
indicates a root ending with the sonorant y and not w, while Ru. tiɣrēw ‘weeping (n.)’ indicates a root ending with 
the sonorant * w.   



has the regular reduction of ə in unstressed forms: kəwín, kəwáy; etc.  The second verb for 
unclear reasons has a in unstressed forms: vərawín, vərawáy; etc. (cf. also the unclear full 
vocalization of this verb in Sarikoli: vыrɛyɣ̌ ‘break; shatter’).  
 
Intransitive stems: Yz. wəzíw-: wəzód; Bt. wizı́̄w-: wizúd ‘to go out (of fire)’; piw-: pod ‘to rot’; 
pərθíw-: pərθú̊d (pərθód?) 'to curl (of milk)' (possibly of the same root as Bt. θīw: θud ‘burn’).  
Here there are also verbs with *aw (> iw) vocalization of secondary origin – riwz-: rawzd 
‘shiver; tremble’ (*rarz; cf. Sh. rāɣ̌z-: rīɣ̌zd).  In unstressed forms i-vocalization is preserved 
everywhere: wəziwán ‘they go out (of fire)’; piwán ‘they rot’.   
 
The appearance of i-vocalization in this type of verb should be analyzed, apparently, as the result 
of i-umlaut.  The preservation of the high i-umlaut variant of *a here was facilitated by the 
grammatical signficance it acquired as a marker of intransitivity.  This meaning became 
strenghtened for i-vocalization in Yazghulami not only for stems in the sonorant w, but also for 
stems with any ending (including those ending in y).  Cf. Yz. paðír-: paðú̊g ‘to be held' and 
causative pərðár-: pərðárd ‘hold the head (of a child)’; nəsín-: nəsú̊d ‘rise’ with the causative 
nəsəndán-; fəríp: fərápt ‘reach’ with the causative fərapán-; tifs-: tůvd 'to become hot’ with the 
causative tafs-: tafst; etc.  
 
As can already be seen, the clusters aw and iw, when ending up in a position before a consonant 
at a relatively late time period (as occurred in the third person singular and in secondarily formed 
past stems), do not change at all: wəzawd ‘puts out (a fire)’; wəziwd ‘goes out (of fire)’.   
 
 
§138. The cluster *aw when in word-final position has as its reflex ů(w) or u(w), normally with 
the loss of w.  Of course, ů in absolute word-final position tends to raise to u.  Yz. pů ‘rotten core 
of a tree'; ců, cu 'hair’; nu(w) ‘nine’; bədú̊ ‘gun' – pl. bədawáθ); ɣu – a fixed word with the verbal 
meaning ‘want; desire’ (Sh. žīwǰ, Bt. žȫwǰ; žů(w) ‘wheat’ (Sr. zɛw ‘cereal’; *yawa-(?)180). 
 
The cluster *āw has as its reflex ew: Yz. ɣew ‘bull; ox’; new ‘trough; trench’; x̌ew ‘parting (of 
hair)’.  
 
As can be seen, here *a and *ā have reflexes like any *a and *ā in neutral position.   
 
 
§139. There is also a third type of reflex for the sonorant *w in word-final position in 
Yazghulami: Yz. x̌ow ‘horn’; ðow ‘two’.  Here we apparently have the continuation of weak 
(null) grade *w before a vowel: *srəwa-, *dəwa (cf. Av. srū-, srvā-, dva-).   
 

 
180 In both Yazghulami and in the Shughni-Rushani group, there are no facts observed which point to the transition 
of Iranian initial *y to the consonant y.  Besides the word in question, we should possibly also consider the word for 
‘place’ (Yz. -ǰe, Ru. -ǰi; Bt. -ǰō in its postposition role, which speaks to its very old usage.  In old compounds such as 
Ru. wax̌ǰēcl; Sh. wox̌ǰīc 'hayloft', this word is seemingly the source of the second component (wax̌-ǰá-či).  And so 
this word may not be borrowed, but rather merely contaminated with the Tajiki ǰō(y).  Initial y in the verbs (yōs-, 
yad-) may have had a different fate.   



In connection to this, we should also consider the fact that word-final stressed ū of borrowed 
words became in Yazghulami the same clusters ow: galów ‘throat’; bazów ‘shouler’; darów 
‘medicine’ (in later borrowings we get u: čorzonú ‘a way of sitting on one’s feet’).  Thus, 
Yazghulami confirms the notion that the sounds əw–u in certain conditions could be 
phonologically neutral/indifferent, as they were historically different ways of realizing weak 
(null) vocalization depending on the phonetic position in question (see § 105).  Word-final 
position is precisely that ambivalent phonetic position in which the sound əw, as well as the 
sound əy, could function both as a sequence of sounds (in a position not before a consonant), as 
well as a diphthong, having as a result either ow, aw181 and ay, or u, i with the possible 
lengthening to ū, ī and association with Tajik word-final ū, ī.   
 
A similar transition of weak vocalization of the sonorant y in word-final position can also be seen 
with word-final ay, which alternates in the Shughni-Rushani group with i, ī and which transitions 
to unstressed i in instressed words.  Cf., e.g., the abstract suffix: Yz. -áy, Ru. -āy, Sh. -í, Bt. -ī, 
Sr. -i.   
 
 
§140. When ending up in a position before a consonant, the cluster ow (*uw, *əw) became 
contracted in Yazghulami to u: nuǵ ‘new’ ‘new’ (< *nów-ka); x̌urəs ‘sled with runners made 
from horns’ (< x̌ow-rəs, where the second portion is unclear).  There are  no reliable examples 
for the combinations aw, əw before consonants.  The preservation of the cluster aw in verb forms 
(in third-singular forms and in past stems) is not very indicative, as aw here can be maintained as 
a result of analogy with the other forms.   
 
 

Reflex of Proto-Iranian clusters *r̥, *ar  
 

When stressed  
 

With the preservation of r 
 
§141. In Yazghulami the loss or various other kinds of transformations of r before a consonant 
developed to an even greater extent than in the Shughni-Rushani group.  For this reason there are 
only ver few examples of the reflex of *r̥ (or ar) where we get the preservation of r.  
Nonetheless, we can use what little we have to paint a picture which is analogous to that of the 
Shughni-Rushani group: in a position where *ə (< r̥) matches *a, *i, *u, it appears as a former 
non-front vowel.   
 
For neutral position we have three examples in which it is possible to posit the continuation of r: 
warǵ ‘wolf’; yůrx̌ ‘bear’; and ðurɣ ‘late’ (Av. darəɣa).  In the first case the result is analogous to 
the reflex of *u in word-initial position (with the development of w: cf. wax̌k ‘dry’; wask ‘tall’).  
In the second case the development of y instead of w indicates that the initial vowel was a front 

 
181 In all likelihood, consistently short word-final aw in the Shughni-Rushani group (naw ‘new’; x̌aw ‘horn’; ðaw 
‘two) should be analyzed precisely as the continuation of weak vocalization (cf. §80).   



vowel – i.e. that here there was not *r̥, but rather *ar- vocalization.  In the third word the original 
vocalization (r̥, ar) cannot be determined using its reflex in Yazghulami.   
 
In i-umlaut position, the vowel which resulted from *r̥, *ar regularly develops into a (through a 
stage of *i: *ər > *ir > ar): Yz. parx̌ ‘frost’ (Sh. pirx̌); Yz. ḱarm (Sh. čīrm) ‘worm’.  As with any 
*i before a narrowing (raising) consonant and after v (§ 127), *i (<*ər) results in o: vorx̌ 
‘horsehair’ (Sh. virx̌).  The i-umlaut position can be identified for Yazghulami vorx̌ only through 
comparison with data from the Shughni-Rushani group.  However, the transition of the vowel in 
this position to o points precisely to the original r̥-, rather than ar-vocalization, as *a in i-umlaut 
position, it seems, never has as its reflex o.  
 
There are no reliable examples for *r̥, *ar in a-umlaut position.   
 
 

With the various transformations of r 
 
§142. Before *t which ends a syllable we get results which are analogous to the Shughni-
Rushani group (§85).  When a diphthong arose, it resulted in contraction: in the first case to ə; in 
the second to i.  Yz. past stems: vəg ‘brought’; məg ‘died’; pəmə́g ‘expected' (from *br̥ta or 
*barta); participles: vigág, migág, pəmigág (from br̥ti or barti with the later addition of the 
suffix).  When after w or other rounded consonants in past stems instead of ə we get ů: xůg ‘ate’ 
(*x⁰arta); nəwú̊g ‘rose (of the sun)’.  The same applies to roots which developed a y before initial 
*ar: yůd ‘milled; ground’; vəyůg ‘found’.  If the verbs nəwir-: nəwú̊g ‘set (of a heavenly body)' 
and vir-: vəyú̊g ‘find’, which are from the same root (Av. √ar 'move (intr.)', stem ar-, ərə-), then 
the appearance of w in the first of these verbs points toward weak vocalization (*ər), and the 
development of y in the second points toward full vocalization (*ar).  
 
In one case we find ů instead of ə in a place where it is not explained by its phonetic position: 
paðir-: paðůg ‘keep; remain (intr.)’.  Here, it is likely that what took place was leveling via 
analogy with the general type of past stem for intransitive verbs with i-vocalization (cf. sin-: sůd 
‘ascend; rise’; fin-: fůd ‘descend’; etc.; §137).  In participles (i.e. in i-umlaut position, we always 
get only i: paðigág ‘keeping; maintaining (intr.)’; vigág ‘finding’.   
 
With strong vocalization (*ār) *ā, as in other cases, has the same reflex as the typical *ā with the 
loss of the y-element: Yz. ḱāg ‘sword’ (*kārti).   
 
 
§143. Another earlier development shared with the Shughni-Rushani group is the 
sonorantization of r before n and w in neutral position and in a-umlaut position.  In the first case, 
when a diphthong arose, it became contracted into u, ů (?); in the second case it was preserved in 
the form of aw, as in Rushani (§87).   
 
In neutral position: Yz. pun, půn (?) 'feather; blade' (Av. pərəna-); punowa ‘abundance of water 
in irrigation’ (Av. pərəna- ‘full’).182  In a-umlaut position: Yz. wawn ‘wool’; mawn ‘apple’; 

 
182 The second part of the compound punowa is clearly Tajik.   



yawn- – pres. stem of ‘mill; grind’.  For the words wawn and mawn a-umlaut position is 
reconstructed due to the fact that they belong to the feminine gender in the Shughni-Rushani 
group.   
 
Worthy of note is the fact that we get the same results for neutral position and the contraction of 
the weak diphthong *əw (Yz. ow; §140).  Consequently, it would be possible to posit that aw in 
mawn and elsewhere is the result of full vocalization and that *ərn and *arn have, therefore, 
differing continuations.  However, there are practically no corresponding examples with which 
we could compare the full and weak vocalization of r in equal phonetic positions.  Indirect 
evidence allows us to propose that the reason for differing results was the difference in phonetic 
positions and not in the original vocalization.  Cf. data from the Shughni-Rushani group, where 
in neutral position we get contraction with what is undoubtedly full original vocalization (Ru. 
čūn ‘deaf’ but māwn ‘apple’; §87).   
 
For Yazghulami we also get an example with *r̥, *ar before n in i-umlaut position, where the 
result is the usual contraction of əy, ay into i: Yz. minbax̌t ‘porridge from apples’ (*maŕńya-
pix̌ta).   
 
 
§144. As in the Shughni-Rushani group, the cluster *rt, *rd before *t results in x̌ (§88).  
However, the fate of the preceding vowel is different: it has a reflex which differs from *u, as it 
becomes a: xax̌t ‘defecate’ (Sh. šux̌t).  Here it is possible to see some analogy with data from the 
Sarikoli language: Sr. zыdax̌t 'burst (intr.)’.  Nonetheless, in Sarikoli the vowels *u and *i have 
the same reflex before x̌, but their merger with one another suggests a stage of *ə (§101).  In 
verbs in *rt, *rd this *ə could be the original vocalization.  In any case, the fact that we get a 
special transition of *r̥, *ar in these verbs in Yazghulami, as long as it is not satisfactorily 
explained, does not allow us to derive *ə from r̥ with *u.   
 
 
§145. The transformation of r before z, s is a later development and is attributed to the 
Yazghulami proper period (cf. the differing results in the Shughni-Rushani group: the 
preservation of r in Sarikoli, its spirantization into the fricatives ɣ̌ or x̌ in Shughni; its 
sonorantization into w in Rushani and Bartangi; §86).  Yazghulami r here resulted in w, as in 
Rushani and Bartangi.  For the later period it is difficult to say anything about the difference 
between neutral and umlaut position: the transformation of r took place in syllables already 
reconstructed in the Yazghulami way.  Thus, for instance, in the case of vawz ‘pillow’, the 
original sound of the syllable with the transformation of r was already not old /vörz(i)/ (cf. Av. 
barəzi-), but Yazghulami /varz/.  The word vawz 'birch' is a homonym of this word and likely has 
strong vocalization /vārz/ (cf. Sh. vɛ̄ɣ̌zn).  For the word vəz ‘long’ (Av. bərəza-), we can 
reconstruct an older Yazghulami form vůrz (cf. yůrx < *arša; ðurɣ < *darga; etc.), which gave 
vůwz (‘vouz’), which was contaminated with the diphthong /ou/ with its later contraction to ə.   
 
But in one case we can tell that there was the presence of an i-umlaut position even for a later 
period.  Here, r became sonorantized not to w, but to y, and with the contraction of the diphthong 
which arose into i.  This result is seen for present-tense verb stems which continue the 
conjugation in –(a)ya: Yz. pis- ‘ask’ (< paŕs(ə)ya-); səxis- ‘slip and fall’ (< sə-xaŕd’s(ə)ya-).  In 



the latter example, both palatalized consonants spirantized to y.  It is possible that the later 
sonorantization of r into y in the causative conjugation took place not only before -s, but also 
before other consonants: Yz. səkix̌ ‘to draw; scratch (writing)’ (Av. √karš), when r is before x̌ in 
nouns and adjectives (vorx̌ ‘horse hair’; etc.).183  In the Shughni-Rushani group the later 
vocalization of r into y is not observed; cf. Sh. pres. stem pēx̌c ‘ask’, which also continues the 
causative conjugation.  
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§146. The latest sonorantization of r is that which occurred before the consonants ð, ɣ̌, ḱ.  Here, 
with the transition of r into w, the aw which arose contracted into ů, but in the speech of the older 
generation it is still sometimes pronounced as aw.  Yz. wuɣ̌ ‘threads' (Sh. wūrɣ̌); the verb stem 
xůð: xawð ‘defecate’ (Sh. šarð).  The cluster aw (āw) which arose through from strong 
vocalization is always preserved: Yz. zawð, zāwð ‘heart’ (Sh. zōrð).  It is possible that the word 
sawð, sāwð ‘year’ had strong vocalization (cf. asůð ‘this year’).184 
 
The vocalization of r before y in its later changes is observed when it is adjacent to palatal ḱ: Yz 
ḱið 'bent; curved’ (Sh. čūrð); x̌⁰iḱ, x̌⁰iǵ ‘comb’ (Sh. wix̌ú̄ɣ̌ǰ), from *ur-vocalization; Skt. kṣura-).   
 
 

* * * 
 
An examination of the facts allows us to identify the following general characteristic with respect 
to the changes of r.  While the sonorantization of r to y always results in the same outcome (the 
vowel i), its sonorantization into w has four different outcomes: i) contraction to u; ii) contraction 
to ə; iii) contraction to ů; iv) preservation of the cluster in the form of aw.  These different results 
can be explained in part by the differences in phonetic position (for the earlier changes of r we 
commonly find the contraction of the resulting diphthong and its preservation in umlaut 
positions), and in part by the time at which the changes of r took place (its contaction to ů is the 
result of later changes of r).  We must assume that its contraction to u or ə (pun 'feather', vəg 
‘brought’) also depended on when r spirantized.  (In particular, a resulting ə suggests that it 
already shared the same sound as the diphthong *au).   
 
With regard to the uniformity of the transition of i-umlaut variants of the changes of r into i, this 
is explained, on the one hand, by the constancy of the phonetic position (only i-umlaut position 
in conditions which lead to the raising of the vowel – for instance vẹŕt’i – with a dipthong-like 

 
183 However, cf. Sh. kīx̌ ‘furrow; trench' from the same root with the unclear loss of r (§89).  Cf. also Yz stəx̌ 'thirsty' 
(Ac. taršna-), but Sarikoli tыr (cf. Sh. pɛ̄rnak from *pāršni).   
 
184 It is unclear why there is an i instead of a in the word cədasið (*θrita-sardya) ‘the year before last’ (cf. sawð 
‘year’; asůð ‘this year’; cədasaðn ‘the year before last’s (rel. adj.)’.  Cf. also the apparently analogous formation 
pəršabib (<pəršab-šib).  Should we posit here the later preservation of the suffix -ya (as in the causative –(a)ya), 
which hindered the transition of the i-umlaut variant of /ō/ into a? 



sound which was not more open vẹyd’ > viyd’ > vig (modern vigág ‘bringing’), and on the other 
hand by the contraction of the diphthong *ai into the same high vowel i.185 
 
The vocalization of *ar and *r̥ (as well as *ur186) when r is sonorantized gives the same results 
and can be identified only in certain cases through indirect data (thus, the preceding palatalized ḱ 
points to ar-vocalization: ḱið < kard- ‘stooped; bent’; ḱeg (< ḱəg) < *karta).  The vocalization of 
*ār in the majority of cases is easily distinguishable, as it results in the variants ā and a in i-
umlaut variants (ḱāǵ ‘sword’ < *kārti), and in the remaining cases the cluster āw, aw (zāwð < 
*zārd; cf. Sh, zōrð).  
 
 

In unstressed position  
 

§147. The vowel element of unstressed *r̥ has as its reflex, as with other short vowels (*i, *u), 
the reduced vowel ə).  Examples of this are found in verb stems which continue weak 
vocalization – the same ones which we find in the Shughni-Rushani group (cf. §90): Yz. k⁰ənín 
‘I do’; x̌əkərín ‘I search’; mərín ‘I die’; x̌ənín ‘I hear’; cəfín ‘I steal’.  Here, r̥ is clearly 
distinguished from *ar-vocalization, which has as its reflex ar (varín ‘I bring; x⁰arín ‘I eat’; 
etc.).  In stressed forms (imperative forms and third-singular) ə became a: x̌an!, x̌ant ‘listen’; 
mar!, mart ‘die’; caf!, caft ‘steal’.   
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However, when before (hard) k and in stressed forms we get ə: kən, kəx̌t, x̌əkə́r, x̌əkə́rt.  Here, in 
all likelihood, we should think there was influence from a preceding labial element with a 
reconstructed k⁰ instead of k.  Cf. the preservation of k⁰ in unstressed forms (k⁰ənín, etc.).187 The 
influence of the labial element could have been twofold.  In reconstructed stressed forms (k⁰ən, 
k⁰əx̌t), it could have inhibited the lowering of ə to a.  In addition, here, in a closed syllable with a 
sufficiently long stressed ə, we get its diphthong-like sound (ͧə > əͧ), which, being associated with 
the diphthong *au, became contracted into ə.  The verb x̌əkər ‘search’ did not preserve the 
rounding of k (cf. x̌əkərín ‘I search’), but its loss could have been caused by the leveling of 
conjugations through analogy with the stressed forms (cf. the general reconstruction of this verb 
via regular-type verbs: x̌əkər-: *x̌əkə́g: *x̌əkigág; cf. the Shughni corresponding forms: x̌ikar-: 
x̌ikūd: x̌ikı́̄d).   
 
In closed unstressed syllables, where Iranian *a can also have as its reflex ə (§118), t is difficult 
to pinpoint the original vocalization (r̥ or ar).  For instance, wərðóng ‘dodder' (√vart?), wərván 
'to boil (tr.)'; etc.  
 

 
185 For the contraction into i it was important that the vowel element was closed (high) and indifferent with respect 
to frontness/backness and rounding.  Compare, for instance, the transition of the Tajik cluster ůy into i: Yz. bi < Tj. 
bůy ‘smell’; Yz. ri < Tj. růy ‘face, with the preservation of Tajik ay (for instance, nayza ‘a unit of length’; etc.). 
186 Likely, also for *ir, for which there are no examples as of yet.   
187 See §158 on the development of k⁰ from hard k.   



 
 

Early Yazghulami vowel system 
 

Specifics of the early Yazghulami vowel system 
§148. Having examined the historical correspondences of Yazghulami vowels, we can now turn 
to establishing their commonalities with the vowels of the Shughni-Rushani group.  As it turns 
out, for the early Yazghulami period we can reconstruct the same vowel system as for the Proto-
Shughni-Rushani language, with only one deviation which is rather insignificant with regard to 
the synchronic comparison of both reconstructed systems, but which significantly influenced the 
subsequent fate of the Yazghulami vowel system.   
 
This deviation consisted of a different qualitative property of long /ȫ/.  While for the Shughni-
Rushani group, the basic variant of /ö/ was a rounded back vowel with front variants only in i-
umlaut positions, Yazghulami /ö/ was a (front-central?), unrounded vowel.  The reconstructed 
variants for the Yazghulami vowel are the following.  
 
In neutral position: front variant ē, and central variants [ɜ̄], [ə̄].  The central variants were found 
when before nasals (cf. vred ‘brother’, but zən ‘lap’).  It is possible that the variant [ə̄] in a-
umlaut position lowered to ā, which resulted in its later syncretism with the phoneme ā (cf. Yz. 
wax̌tān ‘hayloft’; vəzān ‘know!’).  
 
In i-umlaut position: open front, unrounded variants [ǣ], [ā].  As in Sarikoli, these variants later 
came to merge with the phoneme /ā/.   
 
There is some reason to believe that the central variants [ɜ̄] and [ə̄] were also found when next to 
uvulars and fricatives.  Cf. Yz. ɣ̌əl-: ɣ̌əld ‘pull' with Ru. aɣ̌ḗl-: aɣ̌ḗld; Yz. rəž- ‘to bring eyes 
closer?' vs. Ru. rēz (Skt. caus. rajayati); Yz. cəx: coxt ‘milk’ (likely from the PIE root *trenk 
‘squeeze'; cf. Av. θraxta-).  However, it is difficult to be sure of the strong vocalization (cf. Yz. 
ənǰə́v ‘gather’ with Sh. parǰīv, which points to *a-vocalization; §32; but Yz. paǰ ‘cook’ points to 
a different result for *a-vocalization.  It is possible that anə́s- ‘forget’ also had strong 
vocalization; Sh. rinɛ́̄s-, where we can posit the influence of the preceding nasal.   
 
Rounding, being uncharacteristic for the articulation of Yazghulami /ȫ/, was not phonologically 
meaningful.  This was a neutral feature of /ȫ/, phonologically speaking, and thus any rounded 
long central vowel came within the realm of the phoneme /ȫ/.  This is clear to see through early 
Tajik borrowings with the transition of Tajik ō to e, as in səwér ‘horseman’; tagév ‘low’; bimér 
‘sick’; etc.  Such an insensitivity to rounding was preserved for a rather long time, as it was a 
characteristic of the phoneme /ȫ/ even after the variant ə broke off from it (which occurred, 
apparently, after the contraction of the diphthong *au to ə).  We can tell this by the fact that in 
the majority of cases Tajik ō becomes e – and not ə – even when before nasals: Yz. kem ‘gum 
(around teeth)’;  ǰen ‘soul’; dərmén ‘medicine’; etc.  The transition of borrowed ō to ə before 



nasals is observed only in a few cases: Yz. ɣərə́n ‘heavy’; Tj. girṓn),188 and also possibly in nəm 
‘name’; azən ‘noon’ (?), which would point toward a very early borrowing for this words.   
 
Thus, we can reconstruct optional rounding for the early Yazghulami phoneme /ȫ/.   
 

 
Subsequent changes in the Yazghulami vowel system 

 
 
§149. This characteristic of Yazghulami /ȫ/ which distinguished it from Proto-Shughni-Rushani 
has largely defined the singularity of the subsequent transformation of the Yazghulami vowel 
system, which led to its substantial departure from the vowel system of the Shughni-Rushani 
group.  The fundamental aspects of this reconstruction are the following.   
 
As long /ȫ/ became fixed as a front vowel, its subsequent qualitative divergence from /ö/ with the 
weakening of the feature of length (duration) could only be achieved via the moving of /ö/ to a 
back position and with its becoming rounded.  Cf. the modern reflexes of these vowels:  
 
/ȫ/ à e 
/ö/ à ů  
 
Front, unrounded variants of /ö/ were preserved only in i-umlaut position.  
 
 
§150. In the process, the weakening of the feature of length took place as it did in Sarikoli – i.e. 
it was not held back by the early transformation of diphthongs into long vowels and ended with 
the complete neutralization of length for vowels of all three grades of length.  Cf. their reflexes 
in the modern group of neutral vowels:  
 
/ȫ/ à e 
/ö/ à ů 
/u/ à o 
/i/, /a/ à a   
 
We can tell that the transformation of diphthongs took place relatively late in Yazghulami, first 
of all, by the fact that diphthongs in later formations are identical to earlier diphthongs (cf. vəz < 
/vůwz/ ‘long’ and sətə́r /stour/ ‘livestock’; pis /peys/ ‘ask!’ and səpíd ‘< /speid/ ‘white’, and 
secondly by the fact that we get ə from /ou/.  That we get ə instead of the usual rounded vowels 
ú̊̄, ū can be explained only if the following circumstances were held.  
 
With its qualitative separation from the phoneme ů, which implies that its range was already well 
established (ů -- u͔).  The initial result of the contraction of /ou/ might have been a higher vowel, 
like ы, and its lowering could have taken place later, with its merger with the phoneme ə.   

 
188 The fact that the word ɣərəń was borrowed is corroborated by – in addition to its Persian-type derivation – the 
Sarikoli word žirun, where it is hardly expected to find i and the palatalization of ɣ to ž (cf. Skt. guru-; Av. gouru-).   



 
With the loss of the diphthongs /ou/, /ei/, the quality of long vowels was still up until their 
contraction (as occurred in Sarikoli), which implies a very strong neutral length grade.  In this 
case, the result could have been both the immediate reduction of short diphthongs with the loss 
of the second element (cf. a similar result before two consonants in Sarikoli) ,as well as their 
contraction in the way described above. 
 
§151. The reduction of the length of e caused a qualitative departure from the phoneme /i/ 
towards the most open of its variants.  Thus, the phoneme /i/ became an open vowel with the 
possible range of æ–a (cf. its modern reflex a).   
 
When the phoneme /i/ became fixed as an open sound, it became qualitatively syncretic with the 
i-umlaut variants of the phoneme /ö/ (§94), which, opposing the phoneme e, also gained an even 
more open articulation (cf. its modern reflex a).189  Thus, the i-umlaut variants of /ö/ could be 
distinguished from /i/ only by their length.  For this reason, the feature of length continued to 
remain relevant in this case: i-umlaut variants of /ö/ did not become shortened here.   
 
As a result, they came close in length to the i-umlaut variants of long /ȫ/ and, since they didn’t 
differ from them in quality, naturally became syncretic with them (cf. their common reflex as 
modern Yz. ā: ɣār ‘stone’; nabá̄s ‘granddaughter’).  This syncretism was not inhibited by any 
phonological grounds.  With the phonologization of rounding and frontness/backness (the 
opposition of e–ů) between the phoneme ů and its former i-umlaut variants, a break in 
phonological connections had already occurred.  Also broken were the phonological links 
between the i-umlaut variants of long /ȫ/ and the phoneme e, as they came to become opposed by 
the phonologized feature of height, and also by length (of the type of opposition ā–e).   
 
§152. The relevance of the feature of length was preserved also in the pair a-ā.  It is natural that 
the variants ā (from ȫ, ö) and a (from i), being united with /ā/ and /a/ by the feature of length and 
not very different from them in quality, came to be syncretic with them.  Cf. the following 
modern reflexes:  
 

 
 

 
189 The high i-umlaut variants of /ö/, which were inhibited from lowering by either special phonetic conditions (for 
instance, influence from palatals in closed syllables with two final consonants), or by their grammatical significance 
(intransitive verbs with conjugation in -*(a)ya-), merged with e or with i: penǰ ‘five’; ðir ‘be kept; remain’; etc.   



The opposition of ā–a was therefore supported by the opposition of /ā/ – /a/, and it has been 
preserved to the modern time, albeit in a rather weakened manner (§111; cf. other results in 
Sarikoli; §108).  
The separation of back vowel phonemes took place more simply.  The phoneme ů < /ö/ initially 
had a wider range from [ů] to [u], which is apparent from the fact that there are a number of 
cases of irregularities between ů and u in the modern language (xůðm // xuðm ‘sleep’; etc.).  The 
qualitative deviation of the phoneme ů from /u/ took place on account of the lowering of /u/ – i.e. 
on account of the loss of its high variants.   
 
The qualitative separation of ů and /u/ was taking place already at a time when the most resistant 
back (and, likely, rounded) variants of /ö/. which were characteristic for closed syllables with 
two final consonants, had already merged with the phoneme /u/.  Cf. the reflex of /ö/ as o in 
cases such as əncóvd ‘sewed’; etc. (§113).  
 
§153. The modern Yazghulami phoneme u arose later, in large part under the influence of the 
Tajik language.  In the Yazghulami language itself the preconditions for its creation were the 
contraction of the cluster ow into u (nug < now(ə)g ‘new’).  Phonologically, this u was initially a 
variant of the cluster ow (cf. the transition of Tajik ū into ow in word-final position; §139), and 
consequently opposed the phoneme ů.190  Its association with Tajik u, which was entering into 
the language more and more (pul ‘money’; surat ‘picture’; etc.), solidified the phonological 
significance of u.  This led to the limiting of the range of height of ů to only the open (lower) 
sound [ů] (for instance, before fricatives: xufk ‘foam’; kusḱ ‘barley’; etc.).  The separation of u 
and ů is not fully realized even in the modern time; variants which can contain one or the other 
are found rather commonly (sərůst // sərust ‘burst'; etc.).  Thus, the sphere of usage for the 
phoneme u, initially very limited, is becoming wider on account of its partial mixing with ů.  
However, this makes the opposition of u–ů unstable.   
 
§154. The expansion of the unstressed phoneme /ə/ into stressed position is also a relatively late 
phenomenon.  It was connected with the appearance of ə in stressed position from the diphthong 
/ou/, and also from variants of /ȫ/ before nasals.  With the neutralization of length this stressed ə 
was associated (w.r.t the feature of frontness/backness) with the unstressed phoneme /ə/ and 
merged with it phonologically and took on its feature of reduced vowel.  The spread of /ə/ into 
stressed positions ensured its preservation within the vowel system (cf. differing results in the 
Shughni-Rushani group; §110).  In an earlier period – i.e. before the appearance of stressed ə 
from the diphthong /ou/ – the phoneme /ə/, whenever it ended up in stressed position, turned into 
short a (§147).   
 
The preservation of ə determined the modern type of quantitative opposition of vowels in the 
Yazghulami language: neutral vowels (i, e, a, o, ů, u) and the reduced vowel ə with vestigial ā 
which is disappearing in the modern time.   
 
§155. The correspondences of modern Yazghulami vowels to vowels of early Yazghulami can 
be appreciated in the following schema:  

 
190 Cf., for instance, a case of direct opposition between u and ů: x̌urə́s ‘sld’ and wůzíg ‘someone from Vanj’, where 
u represented the cluster ow (x̌ow ‘horn’), and ů represented the cluster aw (Wawz ‘Vanj’).   



 
 

 
 
 
Note: horizontal arrows indicate modern transitions of phonemes.  Boldface indicates the 
fundamental source of the modern vowel.  ȫ1, ö1 reflect the i-umlaut variants of /ȫ/ and /ö/, 
respectively, and ȫ2 reflects the variant of /ȫ/ before nasals.  The phoneme u is a new 
phenomenon.   
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Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami Vowel System 
 
§156. Because the Proto-Shughni-Rushani and Early Yazghulami vowel systems did not differ 
with respect to their phonemic inventories, we can consider this to be the reconstructed vowel 
system of the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami language.  Only a few aspects need to be clarified.  
 
1. A comparison of the front articulations (variants) of the phoneme /ȫ/ in Yazghulami and the 
back rounded variants in the Proto-Shughni language allows us to reconstruct for /ȫ/ of the 
Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami period the same insensitivity to rounding and frontness/backness as 
for the phoneme /ö/.  Consequently, a qualitative distinction between /ȫ/ and /ö/ in 
frontness/backness or in rounding had still not taken shape in the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami 
stage.  Elements of their qualitative opposition to one another at this time involved only height: 
/ȫ/ had a range from the lowest to the fourth grade of height, while /ö/ had a range from the 
second to the highest grade (§§94-95).  
 
2. The transformation of short /i/ and /u/ into a and o in Yazghulami indicates once again that the 
open sound was typical for them.  However, we should assume that their range in height was not 
the same.  Whereas the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami /i/ in all likelihood had a range between i and 
æ͔, for /u/ it could have hardly been greater than u–ɔ, as the most open (a-umlaut) of its variants 
already stood in phonological opposition to it, giving rise to the phoneme a.   
 
3. Yazghulami gives the reflexes of three grades of vocalization for word-final position w: strong 
(ew); full (ůw) and weak (ow).  This allows us to treat cases of the consistently short word-final 
aw in the Shughni-Rushani group (§77) as the reflex of weak-vocalization *w.  Yazghulami ow 
alternates with u (x̌ow: x̌urə́s or darow from Tj. dōrū).  Traces of an analogous alternation are 



found in the Shughni-Rushani group as well: Sh. ðu, but Ru., Bt. ðaw, Sr. ðɛw; Yz. ðow ‘two’; 
Sh., Ru. tu, Bt. tū; Sr. tɛw; Yz. tow ‘you’.  Cf. also Yz. nuǵ; Sr. nыǰ with the uncomplicated Sh., 
Ru., Bt. naw ‘new’.  Apparently, the alternations between i, ī, ay in word-final position in the 
Shughni-Rushani group are also the reflex of weak-vocalization *y. 
 
As a result, for the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami period we can reconstruct weak clusters [əw] and 
[əy].  Such was their realization before consonants in that period, but whether they functioned as 
weak diphthongs or whether (one or another resulted in a short vowel?) is thus far difficult to 
tell.191 
 
We must assume that another continuation of weak /əy/ is found in word-final ay in modern verb 
stems, such as Ru. wix̌ay- ‘open’; ðay- ‘end up’.  With this assumption we get an explanation for 
both the shortness of ay (instead of āy) in the Shughni-Rushani group, as well as for Yazghulami 
əy instead of ay in unstressed forms (x̌əyín, ðəyín).   
 
4. The special result of the vocalization of the cluster *r̥tt > ax̌t in Yazghulami, which differs 
from the reflexes of both *a and *u (Yz. fərxax̌t, *√kart ‘slipped and fell’; k⁰ox̌t; *√kuš 
‘slaughtered’; kůx̌t *√kas ‘watch’; §144) gives us some reason to reconstruct weak vocalization 
for *r–[ər].  We find the very same result in Sarikoli (Sr. zыdáx̌t, √tard 'burst'), which is 
nonetheless accompanied here by mixing with *u-vocalization (Sr. kax̌t ‘slaughtered’).   
 
Supplementing the above data with other analogous facts is difficult at this time.  In the vast 
majority of cases, the vowel element of [ər] is not represented in its pure form, but rather in its 
accompaniment with r (or with its sonorantized variants).  The position before r in closed 
syllables with two final consonants is a position of neutralization of short vowels.  There are no 
reliable examples for stressed [ər] before a vowel.  It is possible that such cases are, for example, 
Sh., Ru., Bt. kur (f. kar) ‘crop-eared’; Sh., Ru., Bt. kurc (f. karc); Sr. karc, kars 'sunken; 
depression’ (where the preservation of r before s indicates the lengthy preservation of the 
intermediate (middle?) vowel’ cf. Av. kərəsa-).   
 
Thus, before the appearance of new facts regarding the presence of ə from *ər in the Proto-
Shughni-Yazghulami period, we can only talk presumptively about the examples given above.  
But it is clear that if even the ə element was already phonologized everywhere by the Proto-
Shughni-Yazghulami period, then this process took place differently in different phonetic 
positions.  In clusters of *ər + consonant it gave way to *u in neutral position and *i in i-umlaut 
position; in the remaining cases (under stress), it gave way to a.  We can apparently exclude a 
situation where its initial general transition to *u with the subsequent differing developments of 
*u.   
 
There are no grounds to reconstruct in the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami period the weak 
vocalization of nasal sonorants (*ən, *əm).  By this period, the element ə had already become 
phonologized everywhere as /a/ (for some data related to this, see §91).  

 
191 If we consider Yz. nuǵ and Sr. nыǰ, which are completely identical in structure, to go back to the Proto-Shughni-
Yazghulami period, then this would indicate that the use of the diphthong əw before consonants.  Their differing 
results (Sr. gives syncretism with /u/ > ы; Yz. gives a new vowel u, clearly distinct from /u/) could have arisen after 
a later, independent contraction of the weak diphthong.   



 
In connection with this, we should also add to the sources of Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami /a/ the 
ə-element of the weak-vocalization sonorants *n, *m, *r (*ən, *əm, *ər).   
 
Thus, the element *ə, which attached to the sonorants *y, *w, *r, *n, *m, appears at an earlier 
stage as the short vowel with the widest range of pronunciation, the quality of which was 
determined both by the quality of the following sonorant (ey, ʊw, ər, an, am), and by its phonetic 
position (umlaut position, the structure of the syllable, and stress).  Whether this vowel initially 
had a usage outside of clusters with sonorants is a question which goes beyond the limits of the 
materials in question.   
 
 

Consonant System 
 

Yazghulami labialized consonants  
 
§157. Labialized x⁰ and x̌⁰ continue Iranian *xᵛ: Yz. x⁰ar ‘eat’; Av. xᵛara-; Yz. x⁰əsor ‘father-in-
law’Av. xᵛasura; Yz. x⁰āb ‘lull to sleep’, Av. √xᵛap-; Yz. x⁰orn ‘crow’, *xᵛarna-; Yz. x̌ið ‘sweat’; 
Av. xᵛaēða-; Yz. x̌⁰arǵ ‘sister’, Av. xᵛanhar-, Skt. svásar; Yz. x̌⁰ān ‘read’, Prs. xwāndan; Av. 
xᵛan- (xᵛanat̰-čaxra).  The conditions which caused Iranian *xᵛ to split into x⁰ and x̌⁰ are not clear; 
howevr, it is possible that we can make a connection between x̌⁰ and positions before front 
vowels.  Thus, for instance, x⁰ (<*xᵛ) does not seem to be found at all before i.  Cf., in addition to 
x̌⁰ið 'sweat', the following cases in which x̌⁰ can be traced back to *xᵛ: Yz. x̌⁰iž: x̌⁰ižd ‘whistle’; 
x̌⁰ilá̄n 'pipe (instrument)’ – PIE √su̯ei, su̯eizd, su̯eighl?); Yz. x̌⁰ast < [xᵛist] ‘heat; hot ahses’; Sh. 
xist ‘food ration?’ (cf. Av. xᵛaēdna-; PIE √su̯eid).  Cf. also §159.  
 
In the Shughni-Rushani group, Iranian *xᵛ in all cases becomes x: xār ‘eat’; xisúr ‘father-in-law’; 
Sh. xēð ‘sweat’; etc.192  However, we can tell that *xᵛ was present in the Shughni-Rushani group 
by the fact that we get differing reflexes for *xᵛ and *x before front vowels.  In this position, *xᵛ 
became x, while *x became palatalized to š: Ru., Bt. xār ‘eat’, but šār ‘(female) donkey’ (Av. 
xarā-); etc.   
 
 
§158. In the remaining cases, the labialization of Yazghulami consonants (including some cases 
of x⁰, x̌⁰) is of a difference source – i.e. an innovation? – . 
 
1. From assimilation with an adjacent w (and sometimes with v and *b?): Yz. ɣ⁰afs < /wə-ɣafs/ 
‘return (intr.)’; ɣ⁰ib < /wə-ɣib/ ‘return (tr.)’, but ɣib ‘spin; make yarn’; all from the same root 
*gaib, but the latter without the prefix (Sh. wižafs ‘return (intr.)’; wižḗb- ‘return (tr.)’; žēb ‘spin; 
make yarn’); Yz. x̌⁰ay < /wə-x̌ay/ ‘open’ (Sh. wix̌i-); Yz. x̌⁰an < /wəxin/ ‘blood' (Sh. wixín); Yz. 
x̌⁰ovd < /x̌wivd/ ‘milk’ (Sh. x̌ūvd, Av. xšvipta); Yz. g⁰ərag < /wə(x̌)kərag/ ‘poker (for a fire)’ (Sh. 

 
192 An exception is Sh., Ru. x̌ōfs, Bt. ax̌áfs ‘sleep’; Av. stem xᵛafsa-.   



wix̌kirīǰ); Yz. půx⁰ ‘cooked’ (< *paxva-?; Yazg. 256); Yz. rak⁰-: rak⁰t ‘suckle’ (rav + k?; cf. Sh. 
rāv-; rīvd ‘suckle’).193 
 
2. From the hard variants of *k, *g (ɣ), *x (?) before a back vowel.  Yz. k⁰ox̌t (*kušta-) 
‘slaughtered’; k⁰ənín (*kr̥nav-) ‘I do’; k⁰od (*kut-) ‘dog’; k⁰o- (*ku) ‘(to) where’; ɣ⁰ax̌t 
(*angušti-) ‘finger’; nəɣ⁰ánd-: nəɣ⁰óst (*√gud-) ‘to put on (clothing?)’; ɣ⁰oθ (*guθa-) 'dung; 
manure’; ɣ⁰ərfég (*gr̥ba-; cf. Av. ɣərəbuš-) ‘kid (baby goat)’; k⁰ərók (*kr̥ka-; cf. Sh. kurk) 
‘mother hen'.  Examples of the type nəɣ⁰ánd and ɣ⁰ax̌t, where a (< *u) is of an early formation, 
indicate that the differing quality of velars before front and back vowels goes back to a very long 
time ago.  However, the effect of back rounded vowels was preserved in Yazghulami until quite 
a bit later, which we can tell through borrowings: Yz. g⁰ol ‘flower’ (< gul); ɣ⁰əzá ‘small box of 
cotton’ (Tj. ɣuzá); k⁰onǰ ‘corner’ (Tj. kunǰ); k⁰ərá ‘foal; colt' (Tj. kurrá); g⁰əlx⁰ér ‘dog rose 
(flower)’ (Tj. gulxór); x⁰əðó(y) ‘God’ (Tj. xudo);194 etc.  In later borrowings, this labialization fo 
consonants does not occur: Yz. kərpačá (Tj. ků̄rpačá); kəlṓ ‘hat’ (Tj. kulóh); ɣəbór ‘dustl; haze’ 
(Tj. gubór); kəkrú̊z ‘corn’; etc.  
 
On the transition of *k, *g (ɣ), *x before front vowels, see §161.  
 
§159. Before the high back vowels ů, u, which absorb the labial component, we do not find 
labialized consonants: xůðm, xuðm (*xᵛafna-) ‘sleep’; xůx̌ (*xᵛasru-) ‘mother-in-law’; xůd 
(*xᵛata-) ‘(one)self’; xůɣ̌ (Av. xᵛarəzišta-) ‘sweet’; xůg (*x⁰arta) ‘ate’.  Here we should pay 
attention to the fact that in all such examples old *xᵛ gives only x and not x̌.  This allows us to 
posit that the neighboring vowel had an effect in the splitting of *xᵛ into x⁰ and x̌⁰ (§157). 
 
 

Different reflexes of Iranian *č 
 
§160. The discrepancy between č–c does not have to be a very early phenomenon.  Iranian *č 
was hardly only an affricate with a narrow range of articulation.  On the contrary, judging by its 
reflexes in the modern languages, this was an affricate with a range of ć–ć̌–č, depending on its 
phonetic position.  In the Western Iranian languages it rarely became unified as a 
fricative/affricate, while in the Eastern Iranian languages its variance in sound was preserved 
longer, and in the languages of the Pamir area this variance was preserved for a very long time.  
We can see this not only by the fact that we get different reflexes in different languages (in 
Yazghulami and Munji we get č, while in the Shughni-Rushani group, Ishkashimi, and Wakhi 
we get c), but also by cases in which its reflex differs in the same language, where it sometimes 
becomes c and sometimes becomes č.  Such variation is seen in Munji and Wakhi.  Cf. Munji 
čⁱfūr ‘four’, but cə, cə-min ‘what, that’ (Yz. čə; Sh. ca; Ish. ce; Wkh. cə; Av. čit̰); Mnj. čōm 
‘eye’, but cəb-; cəvd 'pinch; bite/sting' (Sr. cev-, cevd ‘tear, pinch; gather); Wkh. cыbыr ‘four’, 
but čə̣žṃ ‘eye’, čыp-: čəpt ‘gather’; (cf. IIFL, 37. 450-451, 453).  The varying reflexes of *č is 

 
193 Cf. also Yz. tex⁰-: tax⁰t ‘burn; scorch (intr.)’ (< tēb + k ?; cf. Sh. si-tɛ̄b-: si-tɛ̄bt ‘roast; fry (tr.)’; however, the 
formant? k is not clear.   
194 No other, more reliable examples for x⁰ are attested.  Here we are possibly dealing with a continuation of old *xᵛ 
(a borrowing which took place in a period in which *xᵛ was still preserved in Tajik Persian), or alternatively with a 
contamination among words of these roots. 



characteristic of the Khotanese language.  Cf., for example, Saka ceima and čimeškyi ‘eye’; tǎǰa 
‘river’; and tadz ‘flow'; etc.195 
 
Irregularities in the transition of *č are also found in Yazghulami: Yz. cafs-: cůvd ‘drive (into); 
pierce’ (Sr. cev-: cevd); Yz. vac ‘aunt/uncle’ (Sh. vic; Wkh. voč); Yz. rafc ‘broom’ (Bt. rafc – 
fem.), where the c possibly comes from the suffix -*či.  
 
Consequently, for the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami language we can reconstruct the affricate c 
with a possible range of ć–ć̌, and we can do the same for Early Munji, Early Wakhi, and for the 
eaerly Saka languages (but for these languages the sound range c–ć–č–ć̌ is possibly relevant still 
in the stage at which we find this sound represented in texts).   
 
 

Palatalization of consonants in the Shughni-Rushani group 
 

The remaining discrepancies in the consonant systems of Shughni-Rushani languages and 
Yazghulami are connected to the palatalization of a series of consonants in the Shughni-Rushani 
group.   
 
§161. The consonants*k *g (ɣ); *x each split into to two phonemes in the Shughni-Rushani 
group; before front vowels they changed respectively into č, ž, š: for *k à c: Sh. čīd (*kata-) 
‘house’; čūd (*karta) ‘did’; but kinum (*kr̥nav-), kā (*kudā) ‘(to) where’; for *g (ɣ) à ž: žōw 
(*gāvā) ‘cow’; žīr (*gari-) ‘stone’; but ɣů̄ɣ̌ (*gauša-) ‘ear’; ɣaθ (*guθā) ‘dung; manure’; for *x 
à š:  šānd- (*xanda-) ‘laugh’; Ru., Bt. šār (*xarā) ‘(female) donkey’; but nɛ̄x (*naxu-) ‘plank 
bed’; wixín (*wəxuni-); ‘blood’; Bt. xumb ‘pile; heap’; Sh. xumbōxḗz ‘wave; excitement; unrest 
(lit. ‘decline and rise’)’ (*xumba-).   
 
A comparison with the Yazghulami data reveals that an analogous phonemic split of *k, *g (ɣ), 
and *x (?) took place in this language, but with a different result.  In positions before back 
vowels, these consonants became labialized to k⁰, ɣ⁰, and x⁰, respectively, examples of which can 
be found in §158, pt. 2.  Before front vowels they became ḱ, ɣ, and x, respectively: Yz. ḱas 
(*kasa-) ‘watch’; ḱāg (*kārti-) ‘sword'; ɣew (*gāw-) ‘bull’; ɣib (*gaib-) ‘spin’; xand (*xanda-) 
‘laugh’; mox (*amaxam) ‘we’.   
 
Thus, we have the following Shughni-Yazghulami correspondences:  

 
195 L. G. Gerzenberg. Khotanese Language. Moscow. 1965. p. 67. 



 
 
Thus, for the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami language we can reconstruct different sets of sounds 
for Iranian *k, *g (ɣ), and *x: a softer set before front vowels and a harder set before back 
vowels.  The softer set of sounds in the Shughni-Rushani languages became palatalized in the 
way described above, and in the Yazghulami language, on the other hand, they became hard 
(with the exception of ḱ), while the hard variants became labialized.   
 
It is possible that these sets of consonants were already phonologized by the Proto-Shughni-
Yazghulami period.  In such a scenario, in the Shughni-Rushani group, newly formed back 
vowels (from /ö/ and /ȫ/) would not have influenced the quality of the consonant.  Cf. Sh. čis-: 
čux̌t; Ru. čas-; čox̌t; Sr. čos-: čыx̌t ‘watch’ (from ḱas-: ḱöx̌t); Sh., Bt. nižṓr; Ru. nižů̄r ‘charcoal' 
(from /nəɣ́ȫr/), etc.  In Yazghulami, the influence of the new quality of vowels was exerted on 
the realization of ḱ.  After the transition of /ö/ to a back vowel, ḱ hardened when in front it: Yz. 
ḱas-: kůx̌t ‘watch’; kůd ‘house’ (from ḱöd); etc.  This neutral variant of k, which arose before ů, u 
also from hard k (cf. Yz. ku; Sh. ku, < *ku – an incentivizing? particle), became phonologized 
under the influence of widespread borrowing.  Cf. Yz. kar ‘deaf’; kamár ‘belt; girdle'; kargá 
'smithy (where a blacksmith works)’; kafx̌ ‘shoes’; kaltá ‘short’; and numerous other examples.  
As a result, in Yazghulami we find the triple opposition of palatal consonants ḱ–k–k⁰ (and voiced 
ǵ–g–g⁰).196 
 
§162. The discrepancy between Yz. ɣd // Sh. yd (Yz. tůɣd; Sh. tūyd ‘left’; Yz. raɣd; Ru. rayd 
‘stayed’) is linked to the same process of subsequent (softening?) of palatalized consonants in the 
Shughni-Rushani group and their hardening in Yazghulami.  Palatalized *ɣ (ɣ́) from *ḱ/č as part 
of *ɣd was before a preceding front vowel: /töyd/ > Sh. tūyd; /riɣ́d/ > Ru. rayd.  When in a 
position after a back vowel, *ɣ was a hard consonant and accordingly became sonorantized in the 
Shughni-Rushani group to w: Ru., Bt., panáwd; Sr. pamɛwg ‘got dressed; put on (clothes)’ 
(*pati-muɣda); Ru., Bt. ðāwd; Sr. ðɛwd ‘milked’ (*duɣda); Ru., Bt. wirawd; Yz. wəróɣd 'became 
unstitched; tore open' (*avi-ruɣda).197 Analogous changes took place with ɣ́/χ́ (from *ḱ/č) in the 
clusters *ɣ́s, *χ́s.  In the Shughni-Rushani group – via a stage of palatal articulation – these 
sounds became y, while in Yazghulami they became hardened to x: Ru. rays-; Yz. raxs < /riɣ́s, 
riχ́s/ ‘stay’ (pres. stem); Yz. bəx̌tóxs < /bəx̌töχ́s/ 'flow down; drain’ (pres. stem).  When following 

 
196 On the modern relations between ḱ–k and ǵ–g, see ОФИЯ II: 194-195. 
197 In Shughni, all of the past stems of these verbs of stems in *ḱ/č assimilated into the yd type: Sh. pinūyd ‘got 
dressed; put on (clothing); ðūyd ‘milked’; wirūyd ‘became unstitched; tore open’.  But w was preserved in the 
infinitive stem: pinīwd; ðīwd; wirīwd.   



a back vowel in the Shughni-Rushani group, as in the first case, we get w: Ru., Bt. wiráws; Yz. 
wəráxs < /wəruɣs/ ‘tear; rip (intr.)’.   
 
An indication that in Yazghulami there was initially a stage at which the ɣ́/χ́ (from *ḱ/č) was the 
palatalized sound ɣ́/χ́ comes from a case in which this sound was contamined with *y in the word 
vaxs ‘be!’ < /vay + s/.  Here, *y, which became devoiced before s, sounded like *χ́ (<*ḱ/č), 
which later had a different fate than *y: *vays > *vaχ́s > vaxs – similar to *raχ́s > raxs.198 
 
§163. The discrepancy between Yz. ǰ (ž) // Sh. z (Sh. zīn-; Yz. žan- ‘kill’; Yz. vəǰan 
‘overcome’), in all likelihood, is due to the same subsequent tendency toward the (softening?) of 
palatalized consonants in the Shughni-Rushani group.  Although examples of the reflex of 
Iranian *ȷ́̌ are very limited in number, they nonetheless give us reason to believe that the change 
of *ǰ to z in the Shughni-Rushani group took place only before front vowels.  Cf. Sh. naɣ̌zimb- 
‘to lead; cause to pass’ from the stem *ǰamaya- (b is a later addition) and Sh. naɣ̌ǰīs from the 
stem *gṃsa- (Av. ǰasa-) ‘pass’.  But cf. Yz. žənǰáǵ ‘woman’; Sh. ǰīnǰíc 'doll; puppet'.  
Nonetheless, Sh. ǰīnǰíc may be the result of assimilation from zīnǰíc – cf. Sh. žiniǰ from z(i)niǰ 
‘snow’.199 
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 105––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
In such a case, we would also reconstruct for the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami language a different 
– more soft or more hard – sound for *ǰ depending on its phonetic position (dź – ȷ́̌ – ǰ). 
 
§164. The correspondence of Yz. š // Sh. s, Ir. *šy (Sh. sāw-, sut; Yz. past stem šod ‘go; leave’) 
suggests the palatal articulation of *š (ś̌ – ś).  In Shughni, like in other cases, the soft sound 
developed further, giving s, while in Yazghulami it became hardened to š.  Nonetheless, there are 
no other reliable examples for this correspondence.  The attested correspondence of Yz. š // Sh. s 
in words with unclear etymology are the following: Sh. sit; Yz. šat ‘dust’; Sh. mis, mas; Yz. maš 
‘also’.200   
 
 
 

Grammar 
 

The plural of nouns  
 

§165. The Sarikoli suffix -éf, which continues the old ablative-dative case (Ac. aēⁱbyō), is used 
only with nouns in an oblique position, reflecting, consequently, not only plural number, but also 

 
198 The devoicing of y before a voiceless sound in a closed syllable can be observed as an ongoing phonetic process 
in Wakhi: Wkh. dəχCt – phonologically dəyt 'beats’ (ОФИЯ II” 224).  On the sporadic nature of the transition of *y > x 
in Yazghulami, see ex. 44 in §135. 
199 ɣǎn, ɣǐn ‘woman’ in the Shughni-Rushani group continues the original *gnā (Av. gənā, ɣnā).   
200 It is possible that sit is linked to PIE *√ǩei, kGi ‘dark; gray’; Av. syāva- ‘black’.   



oblique case.  In the remaining languages this suffix is preserved in an adverbial meaning: Sh. 
pōðḗv, Ru. pů̄ðı́̄v ‘down; ‘; Bt. ax̌ȫbı́̄f  ‘a few days ago; the other day’ (ax̌ȫb ‘the day before 
yesterday’); etc. 
 
The spreading of this suffix to nouns in direct positions and thereby its conversion into a plural 
marker is also found in the Roshorvi dialect of the Bartangi language.  
 
In the Shughni and Rushani languages the morpheme which became the plural marker is -ḗn, 
which continues the old genitive case in -anām (the suffix -ḗn also became widely used in 
Bartangi, likely via influence from Rushani).  Its previous usage as a marker of oblique case was 
preserved in some adverbial suffixes: Ru. -yṓn; Bt. -yṓn, -zṓn; Ru., Bt. x̌abyṓn; Bt. x̌abzṓn ‘at 
night'; etc.201 
 
We can see from this that the plural suffixes -ḗn and -ı́̄f of the Shughni-Rushani group are very 
much a later development, and have arisen in each language individually.  Particularly indicative 
is the fact that we get a distinct suffix in the Bartangi-Roshorvi language, which suggest that in 
the Proto-Bartangi period there was still not a single plural suffix.  It should be added here that 
both Roshorvi -ı́̄f and Bartangi -ḗn are still not widely used.  The fundamental way to mark plural 
number in these languages remains syntactic: agreement with verbs, demonstrative pronouns, 
combination with numerals; etc. (cf. Bt. wāð-an mōšı́̄n vs. Ru. wá̄ðan mōšīn-ḗn ‘these are 
cars’).202  We can see the reflexes of various lexical means of indicating plural number, which 
were used in all languages before the creation in each of a universal plural suffix in a large 
number of suffixes of nominal and pronominal origin indicating totality and collectiveness: Sh., 
Ru., Bt. galā (Tj. gala ‘group; flock’); Ru., Bt. -adas – a suffix for indefinite totality (< at das 
‘and so on’); the use of demonstrative pronouns in the role of collective suffix (Sh., Ru., Bt. 
Azīzbēk-wāð ‘Azizbek and the members of his household’ or ‘Azizbek and his friends’; etc.); the 
expression of the plurality of repetitions?; etc.   
 
One of these suffixes acquired the meaning of universality in Sarikoli (suff. -xɛyl // Sh. xēl // Ru., 
Bt. -xīl); thereby becoming the suffix which indicates plurality for nouns in a direct syntactic 
position.  Nonetheless, it is, like Bt. -ḗn, Rv. -ı́̄f, still not very widely used, and its previous 
meaning of collectivity is still found (cf. Sr. kы-yы gыlxɛyl ‘those same flowers’, where the 
demonstrative pronoun is in the singular, or woð bačoxɛyl levd ‘the kids said’, where the verb is 
in the singular.  
 
§166. In Yazghulami, which naturally also went its own route regarding the creation of a plural 
marker, this marker became the suffix -áθ, which continues the old Iranian ? -*θwa.  The reflex 
of this morpheme is widely used in the Shughni-Rushani group in the form of unstressed -aθ, 
which is used in the role of an augmentative and (general eliminating?) particle, and also as the 
meaning of an (adverbial formant?): Ru. aram yı́̄waθ xix̌rú̄y ɣ̌inik ‘there is only one woman 
there’; tō maðṓr-aθ-am cayídz čo ‘we (squeezed?) all the way to noon’.  For the Shughni-
Yazghulami period, this suffix, which had a wide range of meanings (from a general-collective 
suffix to a synthesizing-eliminating suffix), should be reconstructed in the form of unstressed /-
aθ/, where a as an element of the suffix developed from the cluster -*θwa with stems in -*a, -*ā 

 
201 The variability in form of this suffix (cf. also Ru. nabasǰṓn ‘grandchildren’) is a point for future research.   
202 For a more detailed discussion, see ШРГ: 370.  



(Yazg.: 257).  The transition of stress onto the suffix is a typical feature of the Yazghulami 
language (cf. Yz. varág but Sh. vōrǰ; Yz. varán ‘they bring’ but Sh. vá̄rēn; etc.).  The previous 
meanings this suffix held, which have for the most part been lost, as well as its lack of stress, are 
observed in fixed word forms: Yz. wú̊gaθ ‘all; everything’ (wůg ‘one’); ičaθ ‘not at all’ (=Sh. 
áčaθ; Ru. ičaθ).  In the role of a plural suffix, Yazghulami -áθ still in many cases preserves its 
meaning of a sort of generalization: x̌⁰əvdáθ kəl ǵəntá ‘(all) the milk spilled’; nak ni tamokəyáθ 
‘this is (all) my tobacco’; xima xi wandaráθ van ‘attach yourself here in all places?’(wandar 
‘here’); etc.   
 
Remnants of the old genitive case are observed in Yazghulami in the non-productive plural 
suffix -én, -gén // Sh. -yů̄n, -gů̄n (§15, pt. 1), and remnants of the dative-ablative suffix are 
observed in the non-productive complex adverbial suffix -agév, -agív (possible with a preceding 
-*ak?), which is (etymologically?) identical to the Shughni suffix –(a)ǰḗv: Yz. kəragiv 'blind(ly)’; 
pəðagév ‘barefoot’; Sh. x̌ābaǰḗv ‘at night; during the night(s)’.   
 
§167. Regarding the non-productive Yazghulami plural suffix -éžg, it is likely that it is cognate 
with the suffix -ḗrdz, -ṓrǰ of the Shughni-Rushani group.  The latter arose, in all likelihood, via a 
merger with the ending of a stem ending in -*ar with a certain formant of *k/č, which changed 
according to the gender of the noun.  At the present time the ability to distinguish gender of the 
forms -ērdz, -ōrǰ is significantly reduced (cf. Ru. mōdḗrdz ‘mothers’; pidḗrdz ‘fathers’; zinawṓrǰ 
‘daughter-in-law’; the connection between this suffix and stems in -ar was lost very early on.  
 
If we assume that the g in Yazghilami -éžg is a later addition, then -ež would give us the 
expected correspondence with Ru., Bt. -ērdz, Bj. -ɛ̄rdz203 with the usual loss of r before fricitaves 
(via the following stages: -ēŕǰ > -eʸžg > -ežg).   
 
Continuing the feminine form , Yazghulami -éžg became fixed only with feminine nouns; 
however, it spread to words of various meanings and not only to words which signify a relation: 
Yz. nanéžg ‘mothers’; x̌⁰anéžg ‘cows’; zamčéžg ‘plots of land; fields’ (on the remnants of gender 
distinction in Yazghulami, see §173). 
 
 

Infinitives 
 
§168. In the Shughni-Rushani group, in addition to infiitives in -t, -d, which are used to mean 
both a verb with an undefined mood, as well as a deverbal noun of action (Ru. tayd(ōw) ‘(to) go; 
going (n.)’, there is also another deverbal noun which is formed from the present stem with the 
suffix -ídz.  With regard to meaning, it is not much different from the infinitive (cf. Ru. cayidz 
sar sut ‘the harvest began’ and bād-i way rimů̄ǰ cayídz ‘then he sent his harvest’), but it is limited 
in its usage and is not productive.204 
 

 
203 In Shughni and apparently also in Sarikoli these suffixes have been lost.  In Shughni only in two words to we 
have the suffix -ōrǰ: xiyů̄nṓrǰ 'sisters-in-law’ and abīnṓrǰ ‘the wives of one man’ (БДШ: 271).   
204 An exception is the Bajuwi dialect, where forms in -idz can be formed from almost any verb (БДШ: 174).   



The Yazghulami infinitive suffix -áǰ is fully cognate with this form (cf. Yz. cayáǰ, Ru. cayídz 
‘(to) harvest; harvest (n.)’.  It is different only in its usage in the Yazghulami language vs. the 
Shughni-Rushani group, as it is limited in usage in the latter by infinitives in -t, -d.   
 
§169. In the majority of cases, the Shughni-Rushani infinitives in -t, -d can be traced back to 
deverbal nouns ending in -*ti, which can be seen from the i-umlaut reflex in the verb stem: cf. 
Sh. past-stem čūx̌t but infinitive čīx̌t- ‘watch’.   
 
In the Yazghulami language deverbal nouns in -*ti have as their reflex participial forms with the 
suffix -ág, at least in a portion of verbs.  Cf. past stem vəg and participle vigág ‘brought’.  The 
vowel i in vigág could have appeared only in an i-umlaut position with the sonorantization of r to 
y (*várt’i; §142).  However, in verbs which did not contain an r in the root, it is not possible to 
distinguish the results of i-umlaut position from the results of unstressed position (cf., for 
instance the participle žadág with the past stem žůd ‘kill’).   
 
The form in -ág is predicative in usage, so the fact that it is called a 'participle' is to a significant 
extent conventional in nature (můn vigág ‘I brought’).  The development of a predicative usage 
of the deverbal noun ending in -*ti with an (indirect/oblique construction?) is completely natural 
(můn vig(ag) was historically a noun phrase 'my bringing // that which was brought by me’.  As 
for the subsequent addition of the suffix -ág, a similar compounding measure for infinitival 
stems in their predicative usage is found in the Shughni-Rushani group: Ru. way ɣ̌an tar mīgák 
‘his wife is dying’; Kh. yaw pōnd pay tiydák ‘he will soon start walking’. 
 
Most likely, the modern Yazghulami form in -ág combined with old formations in -*aka from 
nouns ending in -*ta (which gave in the Shughni-Rushani group the perfect stem: kax̌taka- > Sh. 
čūx̌č) and nouns ending in -*ti, which via analogy with formations ending in -*aka got the same 
suffixal formatting (Yz. žadág is a participle or perfect stem).   
 
§170. Traces of the predicative use of nouns in -*ti in the Shughni-Rushani group is observed in 
a group of past-tense stems which have i-umlaut vocalization and which are syncretic with the 
infinitive.  For instance: Sh. čān-: čīnt ‘dig’; nāw-: nīwd ‘cry’; sipá̄f-: sipı́̄ft ‘suckle’; wārv-: 
wīrvd ‘boil’; wāf-: wīft ‘weave’; šānd-: šīnt ‘laugh’; firāp-: firīpt ‘reach; arrive’; tāž-: tīžd ‘pull’; 
x̌ičá̄f-: x̌ičı́̄ft ‘burst'.  We can hardly posit here that the past and infinitive stems are syncretic due 
to influence from the past stem, as the levling of stems on the basis of regular verbs takes place 
on the foundation of present stems (cf. Bt. čān-: čānt: čānt(ōw) ‘dig’).   
 
But most indicative of all is the fact that in Yazghulami these very same verb stems also have i-
umlaut vocalization (the vowel a with the usual neutral vocalization of the past stem in ů, u, o): 
səpáf: səpáft; wirv: wārvd; waf-: waft; xand-: xant; firíp-: firápt; səxáf-: səxáft.  Only one verb is 
an exception: Yz. ḱan-: ḱont ‘dig’ (the remaining verbs in Yazghulami are not attested). 
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Such a match in verb stems is hardly coincidental, and it is therefore necessary to posit the the 
functions of deverbal nouns in -*ta and -*ti in the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami period and earlier 
to a certain extent intersected with one another.   
 
 

Yazghulami prefix x̌a-  
 
§171. R. Gauthiot considered Yazghulami x̌a- to be a continuation of the special Iranian prefix 
*ša-, on the basis of the consideration that the prefix *fra- and an initial *fr in general becomes 
fər- in Yazghulami (Yz. fər-xis ‘slip and fall'; fəraw ‘rinse’); consequently, Yz. x̌a- is not 
identical to the ra-, ri- of the Shughni-Rushani group (Yazg.: 255). 
 
But we should bear in mind that Yazghulami x̌a- is attested only in two verbs: x̌amáy ‘command; 
order’ and x̌awéz ‘fly (up)’.  Furthermore, such a prefix is absent not only in the Shughni-
Rushani group, but also in other Pamir languages, and indeed in Eastern Iranian languages in 
general.  Balochi ša-, with which Gauthiot compares Yazghulami x̌a-, is apparently the regular 
reflex of *fra-.  It seems then that Yazghulami x̌a- is some kind of exception in the reflex of 
*fra-.   
 
A second reflex of the prefix *fra- is also found in the Shughni-Rushani group: the basic reflex is 
ra-, ri- and a second, less commonly found reflex is fir- (firá̄p- ‘reach; arrive’).  The first variant 
represents an original *fra-, while the second represents an original *fər-.  The variant *fər- was 
used before a vowel and arose as a means to distinguish the prefix from the root, at a time when 
the prefix was still productive and detachable (cf. the easily distinguishable *fra-may and the 
flowing nature of *frap, the potential confusion of which was avoided via the form *fər-ap).  Cf. 
analogous phonetic variants for the Shughni postposition -ard; Bj. -ird before consonants, but -
rad; Bj. -rid before vowels (Av. areða): Sh. sabṓra(d); Bj. sabṓri(d) ‘by/for tomorrow', but Sh. 
x̌ů̄m-ard; Bj. x̌ú̊̄m-ird ‘by nightfall; by evening’.   
 
Since a second variant of initial *fr  appeared (*fra- and *fər-), each of these variants became 
solidified in its own sphere of usage.  The variant *fər spread to many words in initial position, 
especially with the development of the epenthetic vowel (Yz. fəraw; Sh. firaw ‘rinse’; Sh. firɛ́̄ɣ̌ 
‘flea’), so the variant *fra- was preserved only before consonants.  In the Shughni-Rushani 
group, this stage is also represented: f in the variant *fra was lost, but in the variant *fər it was 
preserved (Ru. ra-xárð ‘collapse’; fir-áp ‘reach; arrive’; firáw ‘rinse’).  In Yazghulami the 
variant *fər became the fundamental variant and almost completely crowded out *fra- (Yz. fər-
xís 'slip and fall’; fər-síb ‘push back, away’; fər-íp ‘reach; arrive’; fəraw ‘rinse).205  Only two 
verbs constitute exceptions: x̌a-máy and x̌a-wéz, where we get the reflex of the variant *fra- with 
the transformation of *fr into x̌.  The preservation of *fra here can likely be explained by the 
presence of the initial sonorant in both verb roots, as in these cases the combination of the verb 
root with the variant *fər- would have given rise to a cluster of two sonorants.  
 
 

 
205 Cf. a similar unification of the variants of the postposition Sh. -ard, -ra(d); Bj. ird, -ri(d) in the remaining 
languages of the group, which have effectively taken the second variant to be the only variant (Ru., Bt. -ri, which is 
identical to Yz. -ra).   



Other discrepancies  
 
§172. The remaining discrepancies belong to a single type: they consist of the lack of some 
element in one language but its presence in the other(s).  Discrepancies of this type cannot serve 
as the basis for the genetic classification of these languages.  We cannot make judgments 
regarding the interrelation of these languages on the basis of these facts because the lack of one 
or another linguistic aspect in a language can always turn out to be the result of its later loss.  So, 
for instance, grammatical gender on nouns and adjectives is lost not only in Yazghulami, but also 
in the Sarikoli language of the Shughni-Rushani group.  However, while Yazghulami has 
preserved participial formations from present stems quite well, they have been fully lost in 
Sarikoli and are only weakly represented in the remaining Shughni-Rushani languages (with 
their greatest development being found in Bartangi).  
 
Nonetheless, it is not unreasonable to examine discrepancies of this type, because in the majority 
of cases a language preserves some traces of whatever features have been lost.   
 
 

Grammatical gender on nouns and adjectives 
 
§173. Traces of gender distinction in nouns and adjectives in Yazghulami are observed in the 
following cases.  
 
1. In replacing nouns with pronouns in the third-singular, which distinguish gender in the oblique 
case (way, day (m.); im, dim; poss. əmi, dəmi (f.).  In particular, pronouns in the feminine gender 
are used not only to signify people of feminine gender (im zex̌t ‘she took’ but way zex̌t ‘he 
took’), but also for indicated some other nouns regardless of sex.  Such nouns include the names 
of animals, birds, and insects, which are always used with pronouns in the feminine gender.  For 
instance: vé-af wáy-ra ažómt wů ax̌tór, ma ím-ǰa səwér na mad ‘then they sent him a camel, but 
he didn’t sit on it’; warg nest, wů wexú̊g péθ-ay ím-ra ðadág ‘there is no wolf; a person shot it’; 
ni wú̊s-əf žůd, můn əmi murðá vašt ‘you (pl.) killed my bull calf, and I sold its corpse’; ən dəmi 
šam ðow boc: wú̊g-u nar, – əmi maðén-u roxn, wú̊g-u mayá – əmi kāl-u roxn ‘in its (the sheep’s) 
stomach are two babies: one male – it has a white girdle; and one female – it has a white head’.  
wáy-me ux̌tsolá bəč vədá, way ž-im k⁰əx̌tá-ay  ‘he had an eight-year-old billy goat; he 
slaughtered it’; ɣéw-u inḱo farbe ki, mi wu cú̊-da nəməčáy, – roɣn ‘the ox was so fat that you 
would pull a hair out of him and it was lard.’; dəmi x̌ow-e! ‘it (the beetle) has horns!'; ḱaf kə́t-ay 
ðed, dər mi ɣax̌ na šod ‘the bird pecked, but it didn’t end up in its mouth.; etc.  
 
Thus, an entire class of nouns in Yazghulami continues to belong to the feminine gender.  Cf. 
examples from the Shughni-Rushani group, where nouns of this class also belong to the feminine 
gender (um is the feminine pronoun): Ru. um aɣdár dað luvd 'then the dragon said’; Ru. yā ɣaðá 
um x̌itúr-ti sawṓr sut ‘the boy got on that camel’; Bt. um naxčı́̄r xōwánd nix̌tḗzd ‘the owner of 
that mountain goat is leaving’; Bt. sad ba rṓsti um šēr ‘it (a donkey) went (verb is in fem.) right 
up to the lion’; Ru. yi murčákā-n um pů̄ð pakíd ‘they removed a leg of that ant’s’; etc.206 

 
206 In rare cases in the Shughni-Rushani group we find the names of animals which belong to the masculine gender 
(yūrx̌ ‘bear’; pūrg ‘mouse’).  Besides this, in the Shughni-Rushani group words which indicate a male animal (Sh. 



 
2. In some words which continue the umlaut form of the feminine gender: Yz. nabá̄s 
‘granddaughter’ vs. nabés ‘grandson’; verǰ ‘filly’ vs. varág ‘steed’; maw ‘ewe’ vs. můw ‘ram’; 
vrax̌t ‘flour’ from the feminine form of the participle of the verb meaning ‘break up; shatter’; vs. 
vrox̌t (present-day past-tense stem of this same verb); čax̌ ‘wormwood' vs. the form with 
masculine vocalization čůx̌ ‘bitter’; čəmənčáx̌t 'with bent handles?’ (of a container) vs. čux̌t 
‘bent’; rəśtaðám ‘type of bird?’ vs. ðom ‘tail’.  In all of these cases, the feminine forms continue 
the same vocalization as their corresponding words in the Shughni-Rushani group: i-umlaut 
vocalization in the words nabá̄s and verǰ (Sh. nibɛ́̄s, vɛ̄rdz) and a-umlaut vocalization in the 
remaining cases207 (cf. Ru. viráx̌t ‘broken (f.) vs. virúx̌t ‘broken (m.)’; cāx̌ ‘bitter (f.)’ vs. cox̌ 
‘bitter (m.); čāx̌t ‘bent (f.)’ vs. čox̌t ‘bent (m.)’; katagá̄l ‘with a lot of hair (f.)’ vs. katagól ‘with a 
lot of hair (m.)’).   
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3. In certain formations which have been preserved with the feminine suffi: žarážg ‘partridge’ 
(with the later addition of g); birayéǰ ‘pregnant'; where the suffix -éǰ, -áž are the feminine i-
umlaut form vs. the masculine -ág (in the Shughni-Rushani group: Sh. -ı́̄dz; Kh. -ǽdz; Ru., Bt. -
ḗdz vs. masculine Sh. -ı́̄ǰ; Ru., -óǰ; Bt. -ó̈̄ǰ); x̌ayénǰ ‘bride' vs. x̌e ‘groom (at a wedding)’; where -
énǰ is the feminine to –(n)ang (suffix for relational nouns); it is possible that this suffix is also 
found in the word wenǰ ‘heifer’ vs. wůs ‘bull calf’ (cf. a similar contraction in x̌awá̄n ‘wing’ 
from x̌awazá̄n).208 
 
Another suffix which continues the feminine form is the plural suffix -ežg (§167), which 
combines with nouns in the feminine gender.  For instance: Yz. nanéžg ‘mothers’; x̌⁰ərǵéžg 
‘sisters’; ɣəčǵéžg ‘girls’; x̌⁰anéžg ‘cows’; vəzéžg ‘goats’; ḱərǵéžg ‘hens’; ḱabədéžg ‘doves’; 
ḱərméžg ‘worms’; etc.  Nouns in the feminine gender which indicate or which can indicate males 
do not combine with the suffix -éžg (ɣewáθ ‘bulls’; bəčáθxi ‘billy goats’; warǵáθ ‘wolves’; etc.).  
There are some words attested which combine with the suffix -éžg but which do not signify 
animals: zəmčéžg ‘plots of land; fields’ (sg. zamč); səfčéžg 'beads' (sg. safč); šadéžg 'talus' (sg. 
šad).  The corresponding words in the Shughni-Rushani group belong to the feminine gender: 
zimdz ‘field’; sifc ‘beads’, and the final č (Yz.) // c (Sh.) indicates the feminine suffix -*či.  It is 
unclear, however, whether these words belong to the feminine gender in present-day 
Yazghulami.209  
 
 
 

 
vōǰ ‘steed’; x̌īǰ ‘bull’; čux̌ ‘rooster) always belong to the masculine gender.  However, this also true for Yazghulami; 
for instance, varág 'steed' (but verǰ ‘filly’) belongs to the masculine gender.   
207 The deviation from the expected vocalization in the word Yz. maw; Sh. maɣ̌; Bt. māw; Ru. mēw; Sr. mɛwl 
‘sheep’ is not entirely clear and is connected to the influence from the following w, ɣ̌ < *š. 
208 In the Shughni-Rushani group the feminine form of this suffix has also pretty much been lost; however, it can be 
found in some words: cf. Ru. rastayéndz ‘a measure for cereals)’; cf. also the rare opposition in gender: Ru. biyōnú̊̄nǰ 
‘yesterday’s (m.)’; biyōnḗndz ‘yesterday’s (f.)’; Sh. maɣ̌dzú̊̄nǰ ‘hungry (m.)’; maɣ̌dzḗndz ‘hungry (f.)’.   
209 Cf. ЯЯ: 30. 



Prepositions and postpositions  
 

General remarks 
 
§174. Substantial discrepancies in the form and usage of prepositions and postpositions are 
observed not only between Yazghulami and the Shughni-Rushani group, but also within the 
Shughni-Rushani group itself.  

1. The directional-locative preposition -či is very active in Sarikoli and has as wide range of 
usage: Sh. či tom nax̌tы́g, xi ɣ̌in-ir či rezn levd ‘he went up on the roof; he told his wife through 
the smoke opening’; či wi pond qыdы́ɣ kɛwǰénǰ vыd ‘on that road a well was dug’; či tanuv tedz 
‘you pass over the rope’; či penǰ waðič yoðd ‘the bird came to the grain’; etc.  In Rushani and 
Bartangi this preposition is found only in the form of a prefix in combinations of the following 
type: či-pḗc ‘prone; face down'; či-ká̄l ‘upside down’; či-dá̄m ‘face up'; etc.  In Shughni, in 
addition to similar combinations, it is used also in customary expressions of the type žīr či žīr ‘no 
stone unturned'; and in and inchoative constructions together with the (short form of the) 
infinitve: Sh. wúz-um či tīd ‘I’m about to leave’ (cf. Sarikoli x̌om či čɛyg sɛwd ‘begins to cook 
dinner’).  In Bartangi and Rushani in such cases the infinitive is used alongside the preposition or 
particle pay (Ru., Bt. pay nīwd sut ‘started to cry’), a construction which is not found at all in 
Shughni or Sarikoli.210 

Yazghulami repeats the picture of Bartangi and Rushani with respect to these two formants.  
Yazghulami s(ə)k, which corresponds to the či of the Shughni-Rushani group,211 is used in the 
same limited cases in which it is used in Bartangi and Rushani:Yz. sək-páčk ‘prone; face down'; 
sək-térn ‘upside down’; sək-pālów ‘on one's side'.  The particle pay is used with the infinitive in 
inchoative constructions: Yz. pay x⁰aráǰ mad ‘he started to eat’.   

2. In Shughni and Sarikoli the postposition -ēc (Sh.), Sr. -ic, is used to indicate a limit as well as 
a means of action: Sh. biyōr-ēc-um pi ti falt ‘I waited for you until the evening’; Sh. kād-ēc-at 
vud – Rix̌ú̊̄n-ēc 'where did you get to? – to Rushan’; Sh. yu vōrǰ-ēc-i mu-rd dāk čūd ‘he gave me 
everything, even a/his horse’; Sr. yad pɛyšín-ic čer kax̌t ‘he will work until noon’; Sh. xu cēm-ēc-
um wīnt ‘I saw (it) with my own eyes’; Sh. čalák-ēc x̌ac vār ‘bring water with a/the bucket’; Sr. 
i-ðú̊st-ic a-xůrǰín waðord ‘with one hand he grabbed the bag’; Sr. wí-yic, dí-yic ‘thus; in this 
way’; Sr. banó-yic ‘under a/the pretext’.   

In Rushani and Bartangi this postposition (Ru., Bt. -ac) has almost completely been forced out.  
It is used only in constructions expressing a limit in time or space in combination with the 
preposition tō: Ru. tō tīramṓ-yac 'until the fall'.212  At the same time, -ac is often contaminated 
with the augmentative particle -aθ: Ru. tō ásri bīstúm-ac (// bīstúm-aθ) ‘(up) until the twentieth 
century’; Ru. má̄š-am tō Rix̌ú̊̄n-ac (// tō Rix̌ú̊̄n-aθ) piyōdá-aθ tāyd ‘we went all the way to 
Rushan on foot’; Bt. tō ik-dī mı́̄θ-ac (// mīθ-aθ) lāk ‘leave (it) for two days’.   

 
210 In the Bajuwi dialect of the Shughni language we find a parallel usage of či and pay with the infinitive, but here, 
as in other cases, we are likely dealing with influence from Rushani. 
211 Cf. Mnj. s(ə)k, skə ‘on’; Wkh. sək ‘on the surface’; but Ish. kь ‘on; on the surface’.  If these are from *uskāt or 
*uska- (cf. IIFL II: 246; EVP: 30; s. v. hask), then Sh. /sḱ/ would correspond to č.  
212 In the Roshorvi dialect of Bartangi, -ac is more widely used, and is also used in constructions indicating the 
means of an action: Rv. čég-ac mā ðal ‘don’t hit (it) with a knife’.   



 

In order to express the means of an action in Bartangi and Rushani the preposition par is used: 
Ru. xu par cá̄m-um wunt ‘I saw (it) with my own eyes’; Bt. par dim ɣalbı́̄r x̌ac tāž ‘don’t carry 
water with this sieve’.  In Shughni the preposition par is not attested.  In Sarikoli it is present, but 
it has a different meaning – the goal and direction of an action: Sr. putx̌ú a-máš par ta bux̌t ‘the 
king sent us for you’; Sr. wí-yan ya soyíb par wi yot ‘his owner came for him’; Sr. putx̌ú par maš 
qor kax̌t ‘the king got angry at us'; Sr. vurǰ par peð patɛ́w ‘throw it to the horse’. 

In the remaining languages to express the goal of an action, the preposition Ru., Bt. pas; Sh. pis 
is used: Ru. pas žoz sut ‘he went for wood’; Sh. wúz-um pis x̌ac yat ‘I came for water’.  In 
Sarikoli, pas does not have this meaning and is used primarily with locative meanings, which it 
has in common with the other languages of the group (for instance: 'after / along'): Sr. mы pas 
ðыm teyit ‘go after me’; Bt. yā pas mú-aθ tēzd ‘she goes after me’; Sr. pas wi čudīr-i narǰéd-ri 
čɛwg ‘he started to walk along that fence’; Sh. pas daryṓ zimbá̄-aθ-an tāyd ‘they went along the 
bank of the river’; etc.  

The corresponding Yazghulami preposition p(ə)ša, pəš213 is close in usage to that of Bartangi, 
Rushani, and Shughni, and expresses the goal and purpose of an action: Yz. pša xéx-an šod ‘they 
went for water’; Yz. šədág-at Žamág pəš olibolú ‘You went to Jimak for cherries’.  However, 
Yazghulami p(ə)ša has only preserved one of the other meanings associated with this preposition 
in the Shughni-Rushani group,214 namely that of ‘after; following’: Yz. na zayít pša můn ‘don’t 
come after / follow me’; Yz. pša ǰuma-u čig? ‘after Friday, what?’.   

The postposition Sh. -ēc; Sr. -ic; Ru., Bt. -ac, as well as the preposition par, is not attested in 
Yazghulami.  The meaning of limit and means ot method of an action is expressed in 
Yazghulami with the postposition -ama, on which see §182. 

 

3. There are also cases in which a given functional element is present only in one of the 
languages – or even dialects – of the Shughni-Rushani group, and is not attested at all in the 
other languages.  Thus, only in Shughni do we see the postposition -va, which expresses path of 
motion: Sh. wɛ̄ð-va yu ar tagṓv sut ‘it went down via/along the aqueduct’; Sh. wiðič diví-va 
riwāx̌t ‘the bird flew through the window’.  This postposition has been lost even in the Bajuwi 
dialect of the Shughni language, and the meanings corresponding to va in Shughni are expressed 
in Bajuwi with the preposition pis, as they are in Rushani and Bartangi. 

Only in Khufi do we find the postposition -ōw, which expresses belong (cf. §183).  However, in 
Sarikoli we find a nominal element -ɛw, but its meaning meaning has been difficult to pinpoint; 
although, perhaps, (at its core is the allocation of an object?).215  In any case, the Khufi 

 
213 From *pasča; pas, pis of the Shughni-Rushani group may continue this form through the assimilation of sc > s, 
which is identical to the assimilation in Yazghulami of sč > š.   
214 See, for instance, the transformation of the meanings of pis in БДШ: 196. 
215 Cf., for instance, the following uses of Sr. -ɛw: lɛwr pы́c-ir lɛwr radzén ðon, maðonséðǰ pы́c-ir maðón radzén 
ðon, sar-dzыlɛ́w pы́c-ir dzыlɛ́w razén ðon ‘we are going to give the oldest daughter to the oldest son, the middle 
daughter to the middle son, and the youngest daughter to the youngest son’; ðɛw vrud tizd ɣ̌ɛyw, dzыlɛ́w nast ‘two 
brothers go on a hunt, and the younger one stays’; az wef iwɛ́w xы ɣ̌in ыč aziz veðǰ ‘one of them really loved his 



postposition -ōw is as difficult to connect to this (Sarikoli) formant as it is to connect to the 
Shughni, Ru., Kh., Bt. infinitive -ōw; Sr. -ɛw.216 

In Sarikoli, besides the nominal formant -ɛw, there is also another formant -mɛyǰ which is not 
attested in another language, and is used alongside the infinitive in inchoative (or prospective?) 
constructions of the following type: Sr. quzí tid-mɛyǰ sut ‘the judge was about to leave’; Sr. wi 
ɣ̌in šič bačo vɛyg-mɛyg sыt ‘his wife is (was?) about to give birth’ (which in meaning is identical 
to Ru., Bt., yā pay nīwd, Sh. yā či nīwd ‘she is about to cry’).217 

 

§175. The examples given above by no means represent all of the discrepancies in prepositions 
and postpositions within the Shughni-Rushani group.  However, they suffice in order see the 
difference and the diversity of routes taken by each of these languages in the development of 
function words.  Moreover, we constantly see that the development of one element is 
accompanied by the dying out of another element which was close to the new one in meaning 
(cf. the intersection in meaning and differing usage of par, či, pas, -ac (-ēc, ic) in each language). 

Such a situation reveals a significant grammatical instability for most function words in the 
Proto-Shughni-Rushani period – that is, it reveals that these function words were not very 
grammaticalized.  Those function words which had a sufficiently defined grammatical meaning 
in the Proto-Shughni-Rushani period remain stable in all languages of the group in the modern 
time (the prepositions pa, tar, ar; postposition Sh., Ru. -avēn; Bt. -avān; Sr. -avon).  These 
prepositions pa (Sh. pi), ar, and tar, with their opposition to one another in indicating top 
(upward) – bottom (downward) –horizontal plane in fact characterize the nature of the modern 
system of prepositions in the Shughni-Rushani group.  For the remaining inherited prepositions 
and postpositions, we find some differences in their meanings among the languages of the group.  

It is natural that a lack of grammaticalization of function words (weak differentiation with 
respect to their prepositional, postpositional, prefixal, and nominal usages in the majority of 
cases, as well as intersection in their meaning) was even more characteristic of the Proto-
Shughni-Yazghulami period.  The exception to this is apparently the preposition /aǰ/ > Yz. ž-, Sh. 
az (adz), as (*hača), which got its grammatical specifications relatively early on.  

 
wife’; iw az wef putx̌ú sыt, xelɛ́w wazīr sыt ‘one of them became a king, and (the) six (others) became viziers’; wi 
žeðéf-an wi lɛwrɛ́w Tuǰorbaman num vыd ‘the oldest of these outlaw’s name was Tujorbaman’; wáz-am xы soyíb-ir 
pindz–xél-am zud, nerɛw x̌eǰ sыt, sitirɛ́w žɛw sыt ‘I (cow) gave birth five or six times for my owner; and he got a 
pedigree bull and a pedigree cow’.    
216 However, Sarikoli -ɛw as an infinitive suffix still apparently acts as a postposition together with the postpositions 
-ri, -ic; etc.; each with its own meaning.  Cf., for instance: yы xat fript-ɛw, wiató mas betuqát sыt, rыwún sыt tar xы 
pыc yet-ir ‘when this letter arrived (lit. with the receipt of this letter), his father couldn’t take it anymore and he set 
out to meet his son (for a meeting with (his) son)’; wi čéd-darыn dos žы́rm-iko, xalg dɛyd-ɛ́w kabúb sɛwd ‘in this 
house it is so hot that upon entering, one turns into a kabob’; Cf. the usage of -ir; -ic: pamɛ́yg-ir-am leq na vыg ‘I 
didn’t find any clothes to wear’; x-ato x̌ыkɛyg-ir tыyd ‘he went to look for his father’; i čat wux̌ wéðd-ic, iwɛw čat 
merd ‘while they give one cow hay, the other one dies'; lekín mы xovd-ic, tamaš ǰam a-wi xorit ‘while I go down, 
you will eat all of this’.   
217 Cf. the usage with the auxiliary verb Sh., Bt., Ru. sitṓw: Ru., Bt. yā pay nīwd sat; Sh. yā či nīwd sat ‘she started 
to cry’, which in Sarikoli corresponds to the construction: či niwd sɛwd ‘starts to cry’.   



Consequently, the development of prepositions and postpositions, as well as the development of 
plural markers, is a later phenomenon and took place for the most part after the split of the Proto-
Shughni-Yazghulami language into Proto-Shughni-Rushani and Proto-Yazghulami.  From here it 
is naturally that we get the discrepancies in meaning that we find, an examination of which is 
provided below.   

 
Yazghulami characteristics 

 
Prepositions ən/əm, dər(i), dəm and the postposition -ənda 

 

§176. The prepositions Yz. ən (with the phonetic variant əm), dər(i) (with the variant dar), and 
dəm have a more or less identical core meaning: direction toward the interior of something or 
into the limits of something and location within the interior or within the limits of something.  
The preposition dəm is used rarely and is likely the result of contamination between the 
prepositions dər and əm.   

This meaning coincides with the meaning of the fundamental locative postposition of the 
Shughni-Rushani group: Sh. -andı́̄r; Ru. andí; Bt. indḗr.  Cf. Yz. əm ni sabát dis ‘get into my 
basket'; magás ən dalíz nest ‘there are no flies on the iwan’; əm čədán-ay půx⁰ ‘it cooked in the 
pot'; yasán-da dər wů kůd ‘they take the grain into one house’; šód-əm dəri ðůr ‘I went into the 
canyon’; xi čináy wəyín dəm (//əm) ǰubák ‘I’ll put my snuffbox in my pocket’; Sh.-Ru. group: Sh. 
ik-mi dá̄x̌t-andı́̄r ‘in(to) this steppe’; Ru. mu dargṓ-ndi yi čanṓr nēð ‘plant a sycamore tree in my 
yard’; Bt. wī pa dām camú̄g-indḗr garðá̄ ‘he has bread in his back pocket’; etc.  

§177. Thus, we have reason to posit that the Yazghulami prepositions and the Shughni 
postposition continue one and the same functional word (*antar), which in the Proto-Shughni-
Yazghulami period was used both as a postposition and as a preposition.  A continuation of the 
postpositional usage of *antar is found in Yazghulami in the form of the postposition -ənda, 
which is found comparatively rarely and primarily with a temporal meaning: Yz. ar dow wů mīθ-
ənda məg ‘both of them died on one (the same) day’.  The other usages of the postposition -ənda 
force us to posit some influence from Tajiki (Tj. -ъnda of the southeastern dialects), as in such 
cases it is only found in combination with borrowed words: Yz. zawód-ənda-da ḱār k⁰ənín ‘I 
work in the factory’; Yz. tów-da ičiǵ gáp-ənda xafá vay ‘you are getting upset for a lost cause'; 
Yz. ti soát-at čon súm-ənda nyůd ‘how much did you buy your watch for?’.   

Support for this disappearing postposition from Tajiki is natural.  However, it should be stressed 
that this is precisely support from or contamination with Tj. -ъnda, rather than a direct borrowing 
of it.  The fact that the postpositional usage of *antar was typical in a previous stage of the 
Yazghulami language can be appreciated through its presence in complex locative adverbs: Yz. 
wa-ndar, wa-da, yay-da ‘here’; əm-dar, ənda(r) (from əm-əndar) ‘there’; k⁰o-ndar ‘where’; wů 
ǰə-nda ‘somewhere’; etc.   

§178. In this regard, it is fully plausible to posit that the preposition dar of the Shughni-Rushani 
group is not simply a borrowing, but is the result of contamination of its own preposition (an)dar 



with the Tajik-Persian dar.218  This notion is supported by the fact that dar in the Shughni-
Rushani group, just like the dər(i) of Yazghulami, is widely used in the structure of inchoative 
constructions, most often with infinitives, in a function that is not characteristic for the Tajiki or 
Persian languages.  Cf. Sh.-Ru. group: Sh. yu dar žɛ̄x̌t ðōd 'he started running’; Ru. way cāmḗn, 
way ɣōwḗn dar dārð ðayd ‘his eyes and ears start to hurt’; Bt. yā dar nēwd ðōd ‘he started to 
cry'; Sr. dar x̌ыkarút ðud ‘he went out searching'; Yz. íf-an dər x̌kəráǰ ðed ‘they started to 
search’; ti kāl dəri růvn-da ðayd ‘your head will start to hurt'; dəri waɣáǰ ðayd 'he bursts into 
tears’.   

§179. In the Sarikoli language, the postposition indér has a limited application, and is used only 
to mean ‘with whom; whose’: Sr. čos iko, gы́li qaqa čidúm ɣac indér ‘look which girl has the 
flower of joy’. 

219  However, along with the significant change of its lexical meaning, Sarikoli inder has 
preserved its independence as a noun better than the other languages of the group, and it has the 
ability to, when taking on suffixes, function in the role of a noun: Sr. yad ɣaðó xы inderénǰ pыl 
zыwúst 'the youngster pulled out his cash (the cash he had on his person)'. 

Traces of the nominal usage of *antar are found in other languages as well in the form of fixed 
compounds: Yz. əndəravðůst ‘thin gloves worn under leather work gloves’ (avðůst or dastbilá); 
Yz. əndərawé badín yo tagév ‘should I go along to the top or along the bottom?’; cf. also Yz. 
əndərbá̄g – (name of a village).220 

§180. Therefore, we can reconstruct the following uses for *antar in the Proto-Shughni-
Yazghulami period: 1) prepositional /(ə)ndar/, which gave ruse to the prepositions: Yz. ən/əm, 
dər(i); Sh. dar; 2) postpositional /əndör/, which gave rise to the postpositions: Sh. -andīr; Ru. -
andi; Bt. -indḗr; Sr. -inder; Yz. -nda(r); 3) nominal usage /əndör/. 

 
 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 115––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 

Yazghulami preposition ma and postposition -ama 

§181. The Yazghulami locative preposition ma is connected primarily to the meaning of 
‘direction onto the surface’ or ‘location on the surface’: Yz. wů qop mawíz – ma skád ‘one sack 
of mulberries is on the roof’; rəpc ma wiðg tůr ðed ‘the fox climbed up onto the grapevine’; ma 
saǰék niθ ‘sit on the bedding'; however, it can also express other types and instances of direct 
locative convergence and contact: Yz. ma dəmi ðůst kən ‘put it (a chain) on your legs’; ma xůd 

 
218 The vocalization of the preposition (an)dar in the postposition Sh. andı́̄r (and the others of the Sh.-Ru. group) is 
explained by the lack of stress of the preposition.  Cf. the preposition tar and the postposition tīr from the same 
*tar-.  Generally, postpositions maintained a connection to nouns for a longer period of time and retained word 
stress.  Yazghulami -ənda(r) instead of -əndůr is explained, first of all, by the loss of r (-ənda is the basif form), and 
secondly through its contamination with Tajik =ъnda.   
219 In other languages this meaning is given by the postposition Sh. -ǰa; Ru. ǰo; Bt. -ǰō; Yz. -ǰe; Sh. tu qalam mu-ǰa 
‘your pen is with me’; etc. 
220 It is possible that it was precisely this possibility of the prepositional əndər to be used as a noun in Yazghulami 
with the presence of attributive -i (əndəri) which gave rise to the alternative form of the preposition dəri.   



lay na kəx̌t ‘(the cow) won’t allow anyone to approach her’; du x̌⁰an ma vəndék kən ‘tie the cow 
up onto the line'.   

In the languages of the Shughni-Rushani group this preposition is observed only as a prefixal 
particle: Sh., Kh. mi-; Ru., Bt. ma- in expressions such as the following: Sh. mi-qá̄p, mi-ðú̄st ‘in 
(one’s) hands; on hand’; Sh. mi-nů̄l ‘in one's beak/mouth’; Ru. ma-ɣů̄(w) ‘into (one's) arms’.  In 
Sarikoli ma is found in the structure of complex nominal postpositions: Sr. yot-i di ɣaðó ma-kal 
‘he went up to that youngster’; a-di gap x̌id ma-za-mún ‘hearing these words . . .’).  In the final 
example we can see the influence of a foreign (Turkic) language (cf. northern-Tajik in gap 
šunidan zamón ‘hearing these words . . .’), which points to the recent, and possibly modern, 
independence of Sarikoli ma.   

§182. The Yazghulami postposition -ama continues the same functional element, but in its 
postpositional variation.  In meaning it is identical to the postpositions: Sh. -ēc, Sr. -ic; i.e. it 
indicates limit and means of action.   

As can be seen from the examples given in the preceding section, the fundamental meaning of 
the preposition ma is direct approach or joining to something – i.e. some kind of (primarily 
locative) direct contact within whose confines something is found, as well as the meaning of 
direction onto the surface or location on the surface of something.  Cf. Yz. ma skad-əm awád ‘I 
put (something) on the roof’; ma way kůdi ráɣd-ay nəvišt ‘(he) wrote on the wall of that house’; 
taká paǰín ma θen ‘I bake bread in the oven’ (the bread is stuck to the walls of the oven); etc.   

The meaning of limit and of the means of an action, the postposition -ama developed, are simply 
different aspects of this fundamental meaning – i.e. different aspects of some direct approach.  
Limit: Yz. tiramó-ama ‘(right) up until the fall’; Yz. way ǰet way maðə́n-ama fadá ‘his hair 
reached all the way to his belt’.  Jointness or reciprocity: Yz. vá xi žarážg, ni žarážg-ama 
rəfanə́m ‘bring your partridge, we'll pit it against my partridge’; Yz. du dew wáy-ama paðóvd 
‘that demon grappled with him (in a fight)'; cf. the closeness in usage of the preposition ma: Yz. 
təmóx ma ven-a-vén ošə́q mədá ‘you fell in love with one another’.   
The meaning of means or manner of action we find in the ma-, mi- of the Shughni-Rushani 
group, where it is still clearly connected to locative approximation: Sh. yu žīz xu mi-ɣů̄ɣ̌ ðōd ‘he 
took the wood into his arms (lit. ‘to his ear’); Sh. aqṓb čáx̌-i xu mi-nů̄l čūd ‘the eagle took the 
chicken into (with) its beak’; Sh. xu púc-um xu mi-qá̄p čūd ‘I took my son into my arms’.  The 
very same meaning is found for Yazghulami -ama: Yz. ḱāf xi nə́l-ama-y nəmə́št du qəlyá ‘the 
jackdaw pulled out those pieces with its beak’, but parallel to the developing abstract meaning of 
any means or course of action: Yz. na daháy mó-ra šú̊p-ama ‘don't throw dirt at me’; ɣez aǵ! 
ðow péð-ama! ‘Run along! quickly! (lit. with two legs)'.   
 
 
We should add that the postposition -ama in some cases still preserves the meaning of 
approximation/direction – i.e. it interescts in meaning with the preposition ma.  Cf. the 
postposition: mi oxún-ama na vašáy ‘don't sell me to my teacher’; awqót-ama-da na stiz ‘don't 



be offended by the food’; and the preposition: ma xůd lay na kəx̌t ‘he/she doesn’t allow anyone 
to come near’; tow yoɣa tůmát ma mon na away ‘don't throw such slander at me’.221 
 
Thus, for the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami period, as with *antar, we can reconstruct both 
prepositional and postpositional usages of the function word /(a)mə/ (cf. Av. ham, ham-, hamə-).   
 
 

Yazghulami postposition -me 
 

§183. The Yazghulami postposition -me expresses belonging.  In the Shughni-Rushani group 
the formants of belonging are different: Sh. -and; Sr. -an; Ru., Bt. -ā; Kh. ōw.  If we assume that 
-and, -an, and -ā are phonetic transformations of the same element,222 then Khufi -ōw is clearly 
of a different origin.  Consequently, the formation of formants of possession/belonging are also a 
later phenomenon: their ultimate formation took place in each language individually.  
Yazghulami -me, which is used to fill this role is like Khufi -ōw in that it is difficult to compare 
with anything else.223  In terms of meaning, Yazghulami -me is fully equal to the possessive 
formants of the Shughni-Rushani group: Yz. tú-me yast əncávn? ‘do you have a needle?'; yúki 
čiráy-me lap vůr 'this apricot tree has a lot of fruits'; x̌⁰arǵ-ay mó-me, tú-me na ‘my sister, and 
not yours’; k⁰aná təd, pərwés-me ‘old mulberry from last year’; Sh. mu-nd pūl nist ‘I don’t have 
money’; Sr. wí-yan yы soyíb par wi yot ‘his owner arrived after him’; Ru. id kitṓb – tá̄-yā ‘this 
book is yours’; Bt. wī ɣuladȫr pōdx̌ṓ razḗn vú̄g-at, wī maðḗndz wazı́̄r-ā ‘the oldest one took the 
king’s son and the middle one took the vizier’s’; Kh. yi matalá̄ tōǰikḗn-ōw yast ‘the Tajiks have a 
riddle'; etc.    
 
 

Yazghulami postposition -me 
 

§184. The Yazghulami preposition na has all the same meanings as the preposition az (adz), as 
of the Shughni-Rushani group: Yz. na čo nəmóxt ‘he went out of the dungeon'; na yúki aftá dúki 
aftá-ama ‘from this week until next week’; na ɣ̌iw yat ‘he came back from the hunt’; na biyír-ay 
kašdůr ‘hotter than yesterday’; počó na wazír pist ‘the king asked the vizier’; per ðadá na da 
xərəvdég ‘he crossed the stream’; mə́g-əm na xəndáǰ ‘we died with laughter’; etc.  The 
development of this preposition in Yazghulami was caused by the loss of the ablative meaning of 
the preposition ž-, š-.  Modern Yazghulami ž-, š- is used as a marker of accusative case for 
pronouns, having transformed from a preposition into a prefixal formant: ž-way, ž-day ‘him 
(acc.)’; ž-im, ž-dim ‘her (acc.)’; ž-mun ‘me (acc.)’; š-tu ‘you (acc.)’; etc. 
 
§185. There are no traces of the preposition na in the Shughni-Rushani group, but there is still 
the possibility that it is connected to the possessive formants of the Shughni-Rushani group: Sh. -

 
221 An example of a similar connection between the meaning of means or manner of action and the meaning of 
approaching is given by par of the Rushani and Bartangi languages, which replaces in this function the postposition 
-ac (§174, pt. 2).  It should be assumed, in connection with this, that the postposition Sh. -ēc, Sr. -ic, Ru., Bt. -ac 
(*aθra) initially indicated some kind of convergence, in a wide sense.   
222 Cf. Mnj. -an, ɛn; Wkh. -ən (IIFL II: 123, 137, 486; МЯ: 126); for instance: Mnj. wo hādom-ɛn lu luɣdi vīat ‘that 
person had two daughters’; Wkh. ya ðáy-ən tu bu pətr ‘that person had two sons’. 
223 However, for Kh. -ōw, see -ɛw in Sarikoli (§174, pt. 3).   



and; Sr. -an; Ru., Bt. -ā.  Cf. the Pashto ablative postposition na and the Saka ablative formant -
na, which is connected to Munji and Wakhi -an, -ən (cf. the footnote to §183), which are 
combined with the ablative prefix: Mnj. že tat-n ‘from father’ = Psht. də plār na; Wkh. ca xūn-an 
‘from home’ = Psht. də kōr na (EVP: 50). 
 
Yazghulami na was able to develop an ablative meaning precisely from its combination with the 
preposition ž- /až/ or /žə/.  Evidence of such a combination in Yazghulami is plentiful.  The 
ablative meaning is often realied not only via the preposition na, but also via its combination 
with -ž, and thus we get the complex Yazghulami preposition na-ž: Yz. səpanáy-da na-ž web 
‘you pour flour from the box’; na-ž dab, na-ž wandá ‘from there’; na-š k⁰óre, na-š k⁰onda ‘from 
where’; etc, the latter examples –i.e. frozen adverbial formations – do not have parallel variants 
with na without ž-, š-.  This means that in the period of their formation, the preposition na in the 
ablative meaning was apparently still  not used outside of combinations with ž-, š-.  The 
combination of na with ž-, š- is also obligatory before pronouns: na-ž way talabáy ‘ask him!’; 
na-ž day zazáy ‘take from him!’; ǰé na-ž ni peð! ‘get off my leg!'; u na-ž mú̊n-ay qəldůr nast ‘he 
is not bigger than me’; etc.  	

In some cases we observe traces of the previous meaning of na, which are not connected or 
which could have not been connected to the ablative.  In such cases it is typical to have the 
independent (i.e. not in combination with ž-, š-) use of na: Yz. na xi wéx-ax laft ‘she said to her 
husband’ (cf. the parallel construction with the dative -ra: xi déd-ra-ay laft ‘he said to his 
father’); na kašáy-da ǰet kəl ǰe mit ‘all the hairs fall out (from/with/in) the heat’; na-táw-da per 
wəyín ‘I’ll transfer? by (across) the bridge’; ú-da na čoy sir na mit ‘she cannot get enough tea’; 
na čiǵ-da bazáy k⁰ənít? ‘so what are you guys playing?'; na x̌⁰ayéki ɣərdáb-ta na x⁰árd-a wex̌ 
‘(the cow) doesn’t eat grass out of fear of gadflies (in fear of gadflies).’ 

The preposition na, nə is also found in Munji alongside a postposition -an.  While it has as its 
fundamental meaning the directional (dative) meaning, Munji na intersects sometimes with the 
preposition ža, žə (cf. similar constructions: Mnj. yirv na škǘrin ‘mouth of a camel?’ and sahob 
ža škǘrin ‘owner of a camel’; МЯ: 134, 14.  Cf. also the Av. preposition ana).  

However, there is a need for a significantly more detailed study of the Munji and Wakhi 
languages in order to establish clearer historical connections of Yazghulami na. 

 
Yazghulami preposition -i 

§186. The Yazghulami preposition i is apparently exclusively a locative prefix, expressing 
direction to a place or to a side: Yz. šod i kud ‘he went home’; badəm i x̌əd ‘let’s go to the 
shore’; žəqáy-da xi peð i wob ‘push down hard with (your) legs’.  

There are no correspondences to this preposition in the Shughni-Rushani group.  Most likely, in 
Yazghulami i has lost an initial or final consonant, which makes it difficult to make judgments 
about such correspondences.     

 



 

 
Shughni-Rushani characteristics 

 
Prepositions pa, tar and ar 

§187. The spatial opposition characteristic of these prepositions, which involves an up – down – 
horizontal plane (Ru. tar way qīwt ‘they called to him’; pa way qīwt ‘they called up to him’; ar 
way qīwt ‘they called down to him’) should be considered a later phenomenon, which arose 
within the Shughni-Rushani group itself.  We can see this (besides the fact that we do not find 
such a system in other Pamir languages) by the wide usage of the three prepositions without 
regard to the meaning of up or down.  In this sphere of their usages, the prepositions pa, ar, tar 
have the following fundamental meanings.  

 

§188. The preposition pa (Sh. pi) expresses maximum approaching, connection, or some direct 
contact: Ru. pa day yů̄c mā biráf ‘don’t touch the fire’; Ru. pa tā xu vindum ‘I’ll tie myself to 
you’; Bt. pa um Simúrɣ yi balṓ yōr sut ‘a poor bird became attached to Simurg?’; Sh. (Bj.) čōdár 
pi lēf ðāð ‘fasten the bedsheet to the blanket’; Sh. (Bj.) sipún pi sipōrn ðām ‘I'll put the tip on the 
plow’.  Even where the meaning is of direction toward a surface or location on top of something, 
it doesn’t go beyond this basic fundamental meaning: Ru. yā pa dišá̄t ‘he is on the roof’; Kh. pi 
way tāx mirúm ‘I’ll die on this mountain’; Ru. pa yi pux̌tá̄ naxčı́̄r piðṓ ‘on a highland mountain 
sheep are visible’; Sh. piš pi wēd sifá̄d ‘the cat climbed up the willow’; Bj. ðud pi osmů̄n indú̄yd 
‘the smoke went up into the sky’.  From these cases of the usage of pa, an abstract meaning of 
‘top; up’ was subsequently developed.   

It is not difficult to see that the meanings of pa described here coincide in meaning with the 
Yazghulami preposition ma (§181).  Traces of intersection in the usage of pa and ma are found 
in the Shughni-Rushani group as well: cf. Sh. mi-nů̄l vs. Bt. pa-nú̄l ‘in(to) the beak’; Sr. ma-kal 
but Ru. pa-kāl – a complex postposition meaning ‘to; above’.  The preposition pa in some cases 
also has a meaning of jointness and of means of action, which is characteristic of the Yazghulami 
postposition -ama: Sh. (Bj.) pi amdigár ǰanǰṓl-ēn čūd ‘they quarreled with one another'; Sh. (Bj.) 
dím-um xi pi cēm wīnt (= Ru., Bt. xu par cēm) ‘I saw it with my own eyes’.  

Thus, we see that in the Proto-Shughni-Yazghulami period, two function words were used which 
were close to each other in meaning – pə and amə – the first of which was subsequently used 
more in the Shughni-Rushani group, and the second was used more in Yazghulami.   

§189. The preposition ar expresses movement into the interior part or into the confines of 
something, or the location in the interior or within the confines of something: Ru. ar čód-an x̌ōvd 
‘they slept in the house’; Ru. xalq ar zāl qarṓr čo ‘the people became silent in the hall’; Ru. 
indáyǰ ar camú̄g ‘he got into the basket’; Bt. az wı́̄-yan ar ǰawṓl ðōǰ ‘they set it inside the sack’; 
Sh. (Bj.) māš yōɣ̌ǰ ar ziðů̄n vud ‘our flour was in the closet'; etc.  We also find cases of the usage 
of ar such as the following: Ru. yi x̌ikímc x̌ūdz yēst ar yi kurcáy ‘the wind took a bundle of fiber 
into the ravine’; Kh. yaw ðayd ar um qūl ‘she falls into that pond’; Bt. ar čō az-tá̄ patáum ‘I'll 



throw you into the hole’; etc. From these latter usages an abstract meaning of ‘down(wards)’ was 
subsequently developed.   

The meanings of the preposition ar described here coincide with the Yazghulami prepositions 
ən/əm and dər(i) (§176).  For this reason it is entirely possible that the ar of the Shughni-Rushani 
group is phonetically (and semantically) a derivative of the preposition /əndar/.224 

§190. As for the preposition tar, with the opposition which developed between pa (up) and ar 
(down), it took on the function of indicating a horizontal plane or, alternatively, indicating the 
general direction to some place or someone: Bt. sá̄wan tar bōzṓr ‘they’re going to the bazar’; Bt. 
tar xu zibṓ gāx̌t ‘he turned around'; Sj/ wá̄ð-ēn fúkaθ tar kōr sat ‘they all went to work’; Bt. na 
tar vaǰ, na tar darú̄n ‘neither outside, nor inside’; Bt. tar wī luvd ‘he said to him’; Bt. ãz xu ǰōn 
tar xu vá̄rum ‘I'll get my soul back’; etc.  

For the preposition tar we also get meanings of maximum approach, joining, contact, and means 
of an action which are characteristic for pa of the Shughni-Rushani group and ma, -ama of 
Yazghulami.  Cf. Bt. tar amdigár muslá̄t kinán ‘they consult one another; Sh. (Bj.) tō xu ðūst tar 
wim ðá̄ðḗn-at, yā dará wōx̌t ‘as soon as they touched her, she fell’; Sh. (Bj.) čɛ̄d-ām tar pisḗn 
sɛ̄wd ‘we sharpened the knife on the whetstone’; Sh. (Bj.) yi maw tar māk bānd vūst 'they tied a 
rope to the sheep’s neck’; Sh. (Bj.) yu ziv tar nů̄l-aθ lūvd ‘he said with this tip of his tongue 
(unwillingly)’; Sh. (Bj.) pīndz-ām, tar mu mů̄m-aθ ‘there are five of us together with my 
grandmother’; Ru. way tar-sivd bīl ‘there's a shovel on his shoulder’.   

§191. In its full phonetic form the preposition tar is observed in Yazghulami in the fixed 
combinations tər-xuðm ‘in sleep; in a sleeping state’; cf. Ru. yā tar xuðm ‘she is sleeping’; yā tar 
xuðm ðů̄d ‘she fell asleep’.   

As an independent but rarely used preposition tar in Yazghulami is found in the form of ta: Yz. 
rəpc bad ta musaféd ‘the fox goes to the old man’; Yz. xafá mədá-t ta xi ded šod ‘he became sad 
and went to his father’. 

But this preposition is very widely used in the structure of the complex Yazghulami preposition 
pəta, pta, where the first component is apparently the preposition pə (pə + tar), which has lost its 
independent usage.  This complex preposition indicates direct approximation to someone or 
something, or location nearby, in front of, or next to: Yz. za pta můn ‘come to me’; fərapanít ž-
můn pta du il ‘take me to that ?’; á̄z-əm yat, yuk pta tu ‘I came right in front of you’; za, wů 
pyalá čoy braz pət-xi nān ‘come here, drink this cup of tea by your mother’.  In its meaning 
Yazghulami pəta fully coincides with the prepositions pa and tar of the Shughni-Rushani group, 
where there are used in accompaniment of the postposition Sh. xēz; Ru., Bt. xīz; Sr. xɛys; Ru. ya 
tar radiō xīz yiðd ‘he comes up to the radio set’; Kh. wáy-i pa xu xīz qīwt ‘he called him to 
come’; Bt. rōst tar wī xīz yat ‘she went right to him’; etc.  

 
Postposition avēn (Sh., Ru.); avān (Bt.); avon (Sr.) 

 
224 A link between ar and *areða (Sh. postposition -ard; Ru., Bt. -ri) (see NTS:46) is hardly likely: -ard always 
indicates a direction approaching something, but not direction into the interior part of something. 



§192. This preposition expresses a goal or appointment ‘for, for the sake of’: Sh. čalák avḗn-um 
yat ‘I came for the bucket’; Bt. tā avá̄n-um yat ‘I came for your sake’; Ru. tu mu avḗn, az tā avḗn 
‘You for me; I for you’; Sr. maš ano zorð yuc rang mas avón θɛwd ‘our mother’s heart, like a 
fire, burns for us’.  In all likelihood this is a complex preposition.  Its vocalization indicates a 
contraction from -a(y)a-.   

In Yazghulami the postposition be is used for this meaning and might be connected to it in 
origin.  Yz. xi déd-at ná̄n-be itág ‘he came for the sake of his mother and father’.   
 

 
Yazghulami adverbial participle in -árm 

 
§193. Traces of this form are observed in the Bartangi (non-productive ?) adverbial suffix -ūrm; 
Bt. sirawú̄rm ‘selectively’ (siraw ‘select; sort’); tōzūrm ‘in a filtering way' (tōz ‘strain; filter’); 
čipōx̌ūrm ‘rolling; pushing’ (čipōx̌ ‘roll; push’).  It is possible that we can add here the word Bt. 
taxīrm (čēgōw, sitōw) ‘spill; crumble’, with i-vocalization. 
 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––p. 120––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 
The Yazghulami vocalization in -a might be either the result of i-umlaut or the continuation of 
*ər-vocalization, or it is possibly the result of an initially weak (secondary) stress on the suffix.  
It is impossible to determine anything more definite regarding this suffix due to a lack of data.   
 
 
 
 
 
 


